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ABSTRACT: 
 
Drawn from a year of ethnographic fieldwork among farmers in Uganda, this study engages 
with developing an understanding on how access to and use of media and information 
technologies are negotiated in their separate profiles. Oftentimes the two entities, access and 
use, are laminated into one statistical representation, depicting both terms as either use or 
access. However, these terms are nodal points in two discourses and should not by necessity 
be understood as one. Media and information technologies in the current study refer to 
computers/internet and mobile phones which are situated in the information technologies part 
of the phrase. Radios, newspapers and television form part of the media phrase. Even though 
this research begun with the notion of information communication technologies with specific 
focus on computers and mobile phones, the selection of radios, newspapers and television as 
crucial information sources by the farmers, suggested a reconsideration of this popular 
terminology to media and information communication technologies for this study. Access to 
information carries similar weight as having access to other crucial resources such as land and 
capital for the farmer, which is why media and information technologies which have the 
ability to deliver information in real time are encouraged for Uganda’s farmers by 
development efforts. 
 
Agriculture is Uganda’s economic bedrock and is a practice that Ugandans identify with. 
Situating a study of access to and use of media and information technologies in this sector 
may give an indication of the diffusion process of the media and information technologies 
among Ugandans. Uganda like other developing regions are encouraged to adapt the use of 
media and information technologies, particularly the Internet, in light of the socioeconomic 
progress, associated with the ability to use the information from this medium towards self-
progression. This study is partly motivated by the requests for more studies that give an 
indication to what level socioeconomic progress can be measured in line with access to 
information from media and information technologies. The methods that informed this 
research include interviews, observations, survey research methods and focus group 
discussions. Farmers in the eastern, northern and central regions of Uganda informed this 
research. The farmers were initially asked what information sources were available to them 
with regards to their farming practices.  
 
This question produced a range of responses and from the responses an indication of where 
farmers locate media and information technologies was analysed. It was also possible to 
discern that a positive influence on the farming practices can be traced to use of information 
from the media and information technologies. From the descriptions given by the farmers as 
well as the observations made, the social environment in which the media and information 
technologies operate is influential towards the farmer’s relationship with the technology. As 
farmers’ negotiated access and use in very innovative ways in light of the fact that the 
communications infrastructure is still developing specific relations with the technologies 
emerged. For example the search for signals for radios and mobile phones in some of the rural 
areas may require tree-climbing or going up a hill. Women are culturally barred from some of 
these practices deemed to be uncouth and unflattering for the pious nature of women. The 
technologies for which signals must be sought gain an inherently masculine symbolism to 
which women enjoy limited associations. In this case having access to the physical device, 
may not always result in women being able to use the radio or mobile phone. Critically 
analysing access in this way also brings to question who a user is.  
 



 

Because access and use require various social negotiations, this brings forth the understanding 
that technology is culturally embedded. The current research gives specific focus to gender, at 
the same time as it is acknowledged that gender intersects with other social categories such as 
age and ethnicity and aims to contribute to studies that give attention to the cultural 
embeddedness of gender and technology from a development perspective.  
 
 
 
Keywords: Access, use, Uganda, farmers, intersectionality, gender, media and information 
technologies 



 

DEFINITION OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS 
 
ARRIN:  Agricultural Research Rural Information Network – a programme that 

delivers information to rural farmers, through combining music dance and 
drama with ICT.  

DAO:  District Agricultural Officer 
I-Network:  A Knowledge sharing platform with several affiliate groups that promote 

the use of ICTs for the progression of Uganda 
IT:  Information Technology 
ICT:  Information Communication Technology  
KIC:  Kubere Information Centre, Women of Uganda Network regional office in 

Apac 
LC:  Local Council Leader 
MDD:  Music Dance and Drama 
UA:  Urban Agriculture 
WOUGNET: Women of Uganda Network, a Non-Governmental organisation promoting 

the use of ICTs to  
 
Buganda:   The central region of Uganda 
Baganda:  The people of Buganda 
Muganda:  Singular for Baganda (plural) 
Luganda:  The Language of the Baganda 
Kiganda:  norms and values of the Baganda 
 
Lango:  A northern region in Uganda 
Langi:  The people of the Lango region 
Luo:   Language spoken by the Lango 
 
Ateso:  One of the ethnic groups of Tororo 
Teso:  Language of the Ateso people 
 
District:  An administrative division in Uganda e.g. Kampala is a district, a district 

gains its name from the town or city metropolis 
County:  An administrative area within a district 
Sub-County: A division of the county 
Parish:  is a territory within a sub-county that has a history or association with a 

parish church or council in the area. 
Village:  A community of settlers located in a parish. 
Divisions:   divisions are encountered in Kampala district, similar to the counties in 

other districts 
Zones:   a regional demarcation of the divisions in Kampala 
Social Media:  Information driven theatre and arts performances also referred to as MDD 
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INTRODUCTION: CHAPTER 1 
 
Access to information and communication technologies (ICTs) is often equated to 
incontestable social change. Linked directly to socio-economic sustainable 
development, access to ICTs is often claimed to be imperative for developing regions, 
especially the African continent (cf. Castells, 2001, p. 5; Primo, 2003). At the same 
time, a basic understanding that the mere presence of technology does not in itself 
bring about development prevails (Hafkin & Huyer 2006). The rhetoric suggests that 
socio-economic sustainable development lies in the ability of those with access to 
apply or use the information obtained from the ICT to further development (Hafkin & 
Huyer, 2006, p. 2f). Oftentimes the two entities, access and use, are laminated into one 
statistical representation, depicting both terms as either use or access. However, these 
terms are nodal points in two discourses and should not by necessity be understood as 
one. Derived from a year of ethnographic fieldwork among farmers in Uganda, this 
study engages with developing an understanding on how access and use are negotiated 
in their separate profiles. The importance of this perspective is that it can encourage 
other studies that engage with a better understanding as to what level socio-economic 
development can be extended to access and use of ICTs1 and interact with and 
facilitate development.   
 
Uganda is located to the East of the African continent and agriculture is Uganda’s 
economic bedrock (Lee-Smith, 2008, p. 7). Agriculture is a practice that all Ugandan’s 
relate to (Kisamba-Mugerwa, 2001, p. 187) and forms part of the Ugandan identity. 
Situating a study of access to and use of information and communication technologies 
in this sector may give an indication of the diffusion process of the information and 
communication technologies among Ugandans. The farmers informing this study are 
from the east, north and central regions of the country. The agricultural practices vary 
in these regions because of the soil properties, the tools used, the type of crops grown 
or if the land is more suitable for animal husbandry. It was therefore important for the 
study to engage with these realities at the same time as the focus was how do farmers 
access, how do they use information and communication technologies, and to what 
extent can the development of the farming practices be equated to the information 
sourced from ICTs?  
 
The study finds that access does not preclude any particular type of use. Scrutinising 
access and scrutinising use, this research saw that the social cultural framework within 
which the farming community operates shapes access processes and admits varying 
use forms. The current study draws on as part of its theoretical analysis, the Science 
Technology and Society (STS) idea that “scientific knowledge or technologies do not 
evolve in a vacuum rather they participate in the social world, being shaped by it and 
simultaneously shaping it” (Law, 2004, p.12). Studying technology “in a social 
context” (Law, 2004, p. 12), encourages the exploration of how various social 
attributes such as gender, age, and ethnicity shape the subsequent relationship that 
                                                 
1 http://projecteuclid.org/DPubS?service=UI&version=1.0&verb=Display&handle=euclid.isr/1079557570  
(March 2009) 
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develops with a technology. Various social categories, as mentioned, influence 
technology, and gender as a category has acquired significant academic attention; it 
has been acknowledged that gender as one subset of social organizing shapes 
technology, just as technology shapes gender (cf. Berg & Lie, 1995; Cockburn & 
Ormond, 1993; Faulkner, 2001; Lohan, 2000; Mohun, 2003).This realisation raises the 
understanding that various social categories are likely to shape or be shaped by the 
ICT when access or use is being negotiated. This thesis therefore aims to identify 
when and how the gender and technology partnership is formulated at moments of 
access to and moments of use of ICTs. More specifically, the argument aims to 
illuminate and contribute to studies that highlight the cultural embeddings of gender 
and technology from non-western contexts.  
 
The direct link of socio-economic sustainable development to ICTs (see also Best & 
Maier, 2007, p. 137; Bounemra et al., 1999) can be said to imply a particular 
technological determinism. There is an underlying assumption of the benefits of 
getting technology on board, and development or progression will follow, where as 
MacKenzie and Wajcman (1985, p. 6) suggest that the “characteristics of society” also 
play a role in shaping technology, it is not a one-sided endeavour. A particular 
assumption on the part of development efforts gives significant focus to addressing 
connectivity and infrastructure issues for the regions that have weak or limited 
infrastructure, with the understanding that once physical access challenges are 
addressed, use in line with sustainable development will follow (cf. Girard, 2003). The 
focus is therefore on technology as a bearer of change, and society is seen as passive. 
This position has been contested by several arguments that illustrate the importance of 
paying heed to user engagement and that society and technology should be seen to 
shape each other and not regarded in dualist terms (cf. Hafkin & Huyer, 2006, p. 3; 
MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985; Oudshoorn & Pinch, 2005).  
 
The current thesis engages with similar arguments in exploring ICT relations in 
Uganda. Specifically leaning on the gender and technology discipline which 
acknowledges the co-construction of technology and gender, the aim is to query 
technologically deterministic statements such as ICT’s use being equated to 
sustainable development. Interrogating what gender does to technology and what 
technology does to gender within ICT research does not perpetuate a deterministic 
disposition, but rather a give-and-take relationship of influence between society and 
technology. Technology therefore questions gender, just as gender questions 
technology, thereby presenting a reciprocated association. This acknowledges an on-
going, dialectical process of society and technology as opposed to the implied one-
sided role of ICTs in promoting sustainable development. While this path is not 
necessarily a novel concept (cf Ekdahl & Trojer, 2003; Huyer & Carr, 2002), the 
present research engages with more than questioning and depicting the need for more 
studies on the topic of ICT’s influence, and defers from previous work done by 
exploring with empirical cases the complexities between access to and use of ICTs on 
a micro level that depicts the situated realities of use. 
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Part of the contribution of this study is the emphasis that access relates to access, or 
use relates to use. That is to say, when two parties aim to communicate, the ability for 
both of them to connect is contingent upon both of them having access. One party may 
have all the infrastructure and money necessary but if the one with whom connectivity 
is being sought does not have access, or experiences limitations in acquiring access, 
then even the party with access is limited. Access is relational to access, which is 
something that is not adequately addressed by research on ICT. It is by observing the 
specific relations that occur between access and access that socio-cultural practices 
become evident.  
 
Current studies in gender and technology further assert that “one fundamental way in 
which gender is expressed in any society is through technology” (Bray, 2007, p. 37). 
In other words if one seeks to gain an understanding of society, a scrutiny at 
relationships with technologies can prove very informative. When the development 
discourse is incorporated into the gender and technology field, the scholarship gains an 
enhanced understanding of what the same technologies come to mean in non-western 
societies, and how local gender relations are (re)organised in light of the same 
technologies. Not only do non-western perspectives on the relationship between 
gender and technology explore different meanings of what technology is, different 
cultural aspects informing gender practices also provide a diverse dimension to the 
diffusion of technology.  

Statement of the problem 
For developing regions that have limited or weak access to ICTs, the concept of access 
is often equated to improved connectivity (cf. Girard, 2003, p. 5).  Connectivity is 
further related to improved infrastructure. Uganda’s National ICT policy raises similar 
concerns of improving the communication infrastructure while taking care of the 
complex underlying factors such as provision of local content (MOICT, policy 
document, p. 10). In the process of improving connectivity issues the policy also raises 
concern for balancing gender and other disadvantaged groups. The policy document 
however maintains greater emphasis on improved connectivity and physical access to 
the devices. The presumption is also that once access constraints are addressed, use of 
information sourced through the ICT will follow and lead to progressive endeavours.  
 
Current research considers the complexities underlying access to be more than 
addressing the physical constraints, (cf. Buskhens & Webb, 2009; Hafkin & Huyer, 
2006). Despite acknowledging access to be more complex than the physical 
challenges, specific focus on the various ways in which access is negotiated, and what 
type of use emerges out of those who gain access has not been adequately addressed. 
This study acknowledges that the focus on obvious gaps such as weak infrastructure 
and weak connectivity in Uganda and other developing regions is crucial, but the 
complex underlying factors, or subtle social nuances, are equally important. This thesis 
makes no assumptions that access will lead to a specific form of use, instead access is 
analysed in its complexity just as use is scrutinised in its complexity.  
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Previous research on access and use 
A considerable amount of research exists on the digital divide that has criticised the 
use of the term digital divide not least for its simplistic view of a more complicated 
reality (Cisler, 2000 Haggitiai, 2003; Robinson, DiMaggio & Hargittai, 2003). The 
digital divide is a term that illustrates differences between those who have physical 
access to digital information technologies and those who do not (Compaine et al., 
2001). Early research on the digital divide focused on the physical and infrastructural 
access. This focus moved to incorporate the ability of those with physical access to 
adequately utilise the acquired access (Compaine & Weinraub, 2001). At some point 
researchers also gave attention to the type of technologies utilised, that is old 
computers versus new computers with advanced features (Compaine & Weinraub, 
2001). Critics in this quarter have since suggested that not only is the digital divide a 
revolving target (time and location specific), or for that matter a myth (Compaine & 
Weinraub, 2001), the physical access is itself an inadequate measure of the divide. A 
majority of the research that also emerges on digital divide debates is in the form of 
statistics (Dralega, 2009; Mwesige, 2004, Wilson and Wong, 2007, p. 188). As such 
the diffusion process is measured with reference to either the number of dial-up 
subscribers (Polikanov & Abramnova, 2003) or the amount of out going bandwidth 
availability (Wilson & Wong, 2007). Such information gives little indication of the 
relationship between technologies and those with access, and instead implies that 
having no access is not a choice, and that those located in this category are on the 
periphery (Wyatt, 2005).  
 
A majority of the previous research giving attention to access and use also tends to 
focus on internet technology, which a major part of the world is still without. 
Compaine et al. (2001) suggest that the technology may be less problematic to acquire 
than to maintain. Studying rural America, their research shows that access and use are 
contingent upon the ability to maintain the working relationship with the technology 
mostly through having the financial ability to keep the service going. A similar 
challenge was encountered in a longitudinal study in the United Kingdom. Previous 
Internet users ceased using the service, often claiming cost as a reason (Dutton & 
Helsper, 2007).  
 
Dutton and Helsper (2007) carried out their UK study during the years 2003, 2005, and 
2007, and sought to understand user and non-user profiles. In their analysis they 
conclude that users who have become non-users attach access constraints to their 
reasons for dropping out, or have a genuine lack of interest to continue pursuing the 
services provided by the internet. The same individuals, as well as others, point to a 
“proxy-user” who grants them access to the services whenever needed. Age and 
gender are seen to contribute to use and non-use, where the older generation is not 
using the internet as much or less than they did over the years but the youth are 
gaining momentum. Further the use is also structured along gender differences where 
women use the services for health information, and men are more likely to contribute 
to content production to the web as well as use it for entertainment purposes.  
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The UK study is unique in that access and use are measured, and provide an overview 
of growth over the years studied. At the same time use is also quantified as what those 
with access do with the technology, presented an understanding of their reasons for 
seeking access in the first place. For example in 2007, there is an indication that the 
majority of the internet users start off with the internet when they seek information 
about something. Commercial purposes are also popular, not to mention online 
entertainment activities, as well as instant messaging and other forms of 
communication. Although the authors give attention to other technologies the internet 
emerges as the “medium which can embody and perhaps replace all other media” 
(Dutton and Helpser, 2007, p. 22). As such the authors show that “use and non-use of 
the Internet continues to be shaped by a set of divides, driven by socio-economic 
resources, and a set of digital choices which are shaped by cultural differences, gender, 
age, income and ability gaps” (Dutton and Helsper, 2007, p. 11). 
 
Shifting south, Moolman, Primo and Shackelton, (2007, p. 6) address the plight of the 
African woman as dire in terms of gaining access to the technologies. The authors 
identify the infrastructure as being highly gendered. Because infrastructure is hugely 
concentrated in the urban areas, where the urban, male, elite resides and constitutes the 
profile of the user in many urban cities in sub-Saharan Africa, the meagre 
infrastructure in the rural areas where mostly women dwell, often times lacks basic 
transportation networks such as roads. What these authors allude to is the fact that 
access and use are highly dependent on literacy, gender, and geographical locations 
(Moolman, Primo and Shackelton, 2007, p. 6). Adding to the dimension of existing 
regional research on the African ‘digital divide’ is the astounding research on the 
community multimedia centres also known as telecentres (cf. Bakesa, Nakafeero and 
Okello, 2009; Dralega, 2008; Ebba Etta & Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003; Gumede et al., 
2009; Rathgeber & Adera, 2000). These telecentres are usually established with the 
understanding that the communities in question will utilise the centre to acquire 
information and improve their situations. Telecentres target women and rural 
communities that have little or no access to such facilities or information. There is 
indication that the telecentres have had a significant impact on many rural 
communities in Africa (cf Dralega, 2009; Bakesha, Nakafeero and Okello, 2009). 
However such enterprises, which commence with donor funding, become vulnerable 
to surviving after the donor support runs out. Hence research that focuses on how 
communities access and use such services has tended to proclaim a certain gloom to 
the life-span of some of these telecentres (Ebba Etta & Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003). What 
most of these studies have tended to do is to promote the computer and the internet as 
the technology of focus in access and use developments.  
 
A recent volume surveys African women’s empowerment in light of their relationship 
with ICTs (Buskens & Webb, 2009). Contributing authors under the section of ICT 
tools: access and use, highlight crucial experiences of access and use of ICTs that have 
thus far been obscured. The case of Assas, the sole breadwinner of her family a rural 
village in Nigeria is especially noteworthy. She travels 15km by motorcycle taxi so as 
to be able to receive and make calls on a daily basis. Hence for this user access and use 
involve cost and travel time, efforts which might be compounded by a poor telephone 
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signal that may not afford her the services she seeks even after she has made the long 
journey to the call centre (Comfort and Dada, 2009, p. 51). The contributions in this 
volume present a complex reality of communication practices that further highlight the 
importance of communication itself. The interesting aspect is that for the most part, 
such studies are conducted in the rural areas where various infrastructure frameworks 
challenge the technologies. Urban areas in the African continent do claim the majority 
of the connectivity infrastructure (Jensen, 2003, p. 87). And the majority of the ICTs 
users are also encountered in urban regions. One can therefore understand that those 
who are considered worse off in the ICT trajectory, namely rural populaces, require 
research studies that will enable a better understanding of their situation so as to help 
their progression. What makes the study of urban experiences worthwhile is the 
specific prevalence of the ICTs and infrastructure availability, a situation that most 
rural experiences can not claim.  
 
An edited volume titled Cinderella or Cyberella? Empowering Women in the 
Knowledge Society (Huyer & Hafkin, 2006), adapts the fairytale fable, which contrasts 
the Cyberellas around the world who are techno-savvy with Cinderellas located in the 
“basement of the knowledge society” who do not claim the same opportunities (Huyer 
& Kafkin, 2006, p. 1). This sets the stage for a number of contributions towards 
recruiting more Cinderellas from their location to join the Cyberellas all around the 
world, both in the developed and developing regions who are using ICTs in very 
innovative ways. Employing specific examples of Cyberella’s from the developing 
regions, the book promotes a feel good, positive outlook at the future of ICT use by 
women. But for this to happen a conducive environment is required, such as 
“supporting women’s increased access to ICTs” (Huyer, 2006, p. 33), “disseminating 
women-appropriate content, that is, content that is developed by women and reflects 
their knowledge and perspectives” (Huyer, 2006, p. 35).  Huyer notes that the full 
inclusion of women into ICT sectors requires adding women’s issues and concerns 
onto existing structures” (Huyer, 2006, p.  40).  
 
Other examples include ICT experiences from rural women in Kwazulu-Natal, South 
Africa. This study explored rural women’s use and access to technology in light of 
existing indigenous knowledge and queried to what level such knowledge is integrated 
into development schemes “at the local level, especially in an environment where the 
decision makers tend to be men” (Gumede et al. 2009, p. 103). Some of the findings 
adhere to the modern/traditional dichotomy where traditional methods and knowledge 
are sidestepped in favour of more modern systems that have been scientifically proven 
and women who possess this knowledge are ignored (Gumede et al., 2009, p. 121ff). 
In the South Africa example, various limitations were mentioned as hindering 
women’s access to technologies as well as their involvement in the deployment 
processes. Some of these constraints are incomparable education levels with men and 
financial limitations.  
 
Nielinger (2006), in profiling access to ICTs, or what the author terms as “real access 
criteria” similar to others, looks at what he refers to as physical access, relevant 
content, appropriate technology capacity, legal and regulatory framework, 
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sociocultural factors as well as trust in the processes involving access to ICTs. Dralega 
(2009) summarises these access components into three dimensions namely: the 
national dimension that is the political and authoritative environment, the institutional 
environment which the author suggests has to do with those who provide the services 
such as the internet service providers, the broadband suppliers, and the infrastructure 
in general (Dralega, 2009, p. 128). Finally Dralega (2009) identifies the individual 
dimension which considers the characterisations of the individual seeking access and 
how these are likely to affect access negotiations.  
 
Overall these studies acknowledge the multi-dimensionality of access, and they also 
pin point to the notion that once access is acquired, use of the information obtained 
from the ICTs will bring progressiveness to those with access. Some of the studies 
recognise the different ways in which use is conceptualised. For example the youth 
often show more interest towards entertainment features of the ICTs (cf. Dralega, 
2009). Hence there is attention being brought to how those with access are using the 
facilities available to them (cf. Mwesige, 2004), but even though the studies 
acknowledge the differences in access and use to ICTs, few studies have endeavoured 
to analyse how the various access fragments merge to create the moment of access. 
For example, how does one’s geographical location, age, education levels, ethnicity, 
gender, and institutional dimensions such as bandwidth merge to determine access, 
what is the effect of each of these access components to the moment of access when 
one makes the connection to information and communication? The same access 
fragments could also be read as barriers, as such how does one negotiate all of them or 
one of them to acquire the moment of access? Identifying that access is fragmented as 
mentioned by previous research is important as it indicates what social inequalities 
require attention. Although this assertion is ground breaking, the multiplicity of access 
has somewhat been glossed over as a multiple construction as mentioned here. 
Understanding the barriers as parallel to access to ICTs, the intention of this study is to 
explore access as multifaceted (cf. Warschauer, 2003, p. 6ff).  

Purpose of the study 
Considering that access is fragmented, and is made up of a collection of factors, the 
study argues that barriers are not just geographical, intellectual, gendered or 
generational; rather they constitute multiple layers of subordination and dominating 
practices that reinforce, oppose, but also manage to work in collaboration with each 
other. The multi-dimensional aspect of access also puts into question use, does 
physical access to the device equate to use? This argument subsequently brings me to 
the purpose of this study.  
 
The purpose of this study is to critically consider what access is, and what constitutes 
its use. Emphasising the distinctions between the two entities underlines that they do 
not necessarily inform each other. By extension, this brings forth the query of who a 
user is, and begins to challenge the statistical representations often used to depict 
either use or access from the African region2.  
 
                                                 
2 www.itu.int 
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Questions on access to and use of ICTs are still valid, despite the existence of research 
on both phenomena. This is partly in response to the associated linearity between 
socioeconomic sustainable development and access to ICTs (Primo, 2003). For the 
greater part, most of the work from Africa has focused on establishments such as the 
Internet café (cf. Mwesige, 2004) and the telecentres (cf. Gumede et al., 2009). My 
study took a different approach and began by asking farmers what information sources 
were available to them. This question revealed all forms of access and use including 
telecentres, internet cafes, a neighbour or friend, or even through family members. 
Within this question it was also possible to gauge where farmers located ICTs in their 
day to day lives. This also gives an indication of the level of diffusion of ICTs in a 
community. If ICTs are accountable for socio-economic sustainable development 
(Huyer & Hafkin, 2006), understanding where they feature in the lives of individuals 
is helpful. My study commenced with the prospect of establishing if ICTs were being 
utilised by Uganda’s farmers and to what extent their improved livelihoods could be 
attributable to acquiring information from these technologies. How visible are ICTs in 
the lives of Uganda’s farmers? 

Research objectives 
The goals of this study include contributing research to the social processes of ICT 
practices in developing regions. The focus on access to and use of information 
communication technologies should also provide an understanding of the level of 
diffusion in Uganda. I also intend to identify what social characteristics emerge when 
access or use are being negotiated. As a social category, how does gender shape ICT 
and how does the ICT shape gender? In this respect, the study also has the goal of 
contributing to the gender and technology scholarship from a non-western perspective.  
 
The objectives deriving from these goals are to a) identify farmers’ information 
sources and explore to what level socio-economic progression occurs in light of ICT 
use, b) examine access and use in their respective positions in the ICT relations as 
noted by the farmers, and gain an understanding as to the visibility of these 
technologies.   
 
The research questions emanating from the objectives above are: 
With objective a)  

 How do farmers access information in relation to farming practices? 
 What is access? 
 What is use? 
 Does ICT count in everyday life, if so in what capacity?  

With objective b)  
 How do social identity categories such as age, ethnicity, gender and class 

negotiate access to ICT? 
 How is use of ICT conferred?  
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Significance of the study 
The significance of focusing on access brings forth all forms of information sources 
and as such the position of information and communication technologies in the 
farmer’s life is amplified. Telecentres, community multimedia locations, internet 
cafes, or personally owned technologies are located in the wider understanding of 
access patterns and what those with access actually do with this access. As an 
understanding develops of the position of ICTs in the lives of Uganda’s farmers ICTs 
gain meaning as a cultural activity because through questions on access and use, 
perspectives on the embeddedness of the technologies in day to day lives is made 
evident. Having an understanding of the sociological order at play when access and 
use are being negotiated is likely to inform development efforts. It also brings forth the 
understanding that ICTs confront and are confronted by an environment that is ordered 
a specific way, and creates an understanding of how gender, age, ethnicity, education 
levels and other social categories shape and are shaped by ICT.  
 
As access and use require various social negotiations, this brings forth the 
understanding that technology is culturally embedded. The current research gives 
specific focus to gender, at the same time as it is acknowledged that gender intersects 
with other social categories such as age and ethnicity as mentioned above. As access 
and use are amplified in the relations with ICTs, analysis is made towards how gender, 
in light of other factors, negotiates access to the technology and how gender negotiates 
use. Uganda’s farmers operate in an environment where the communication 
infrastructure is still being developed. Pinpointing the social perspectives is equally 
important at the same time as the more obvious gaps such as limited infrastructure are 
being addressed. Arguably the understanding that technology and society shape each 
other, and are not mutually exclusive, is emphasised.   
 
Studies on the cultural embeddings of gender and technology contribute to the 
understanding of the significant influence of the environment that confronts and is 
confronted by technology. For example, Turkle (1984) and Hacker (1981) find that the 
reason computers remain unappealing to girls is due to the image of a loner or recluse, 
unkempt, unsocial, male whose world only gains meaning through the interaction with 
the computer. Because girls are social beings, Turkle (1984) suggests that the cultural 
image of the computer should be adjusted to meet girls’ needs. As such, a specific 
cultural understanding of computers as unsocial, and male, continues to repulse girls’ 
interests in the technology as well as in pursuing education in the field of computers 
(cf. Lagesen, 2007; Mcgrath-Cohoon & Aspray, 2006). Challenging some of these 
western concepts is work emanating from developing regions. For example in 
Malaysia (Lagesen, 2007; Mellström, 2009) and in India (Kapur, 2010), computer 
science education is dominated by women. And perhaps even more encouraging is the 
recognition that the cultural framework in these countries supports this trend. Closer 
scrutiny at the cultural environment in which the Malay and Indian computer science 
women operate reveals that entry into what is seen as a male dominated industry in the 
west, does not necessarily equate to equal gender structures. In fact the women are 
likely to avoid particular branches of the computer science profession such as 
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networking which is regarded as labour intensive and male, suggesting that even 
though specific barriers have been conquered the cultural structures are maintained (cf. 
Lagesen, 2007). In these examples, how gender and technology shape each other is 
highly contingent on the cultural environment. Put differently the cultural norms are at 
the intersection of gender and technology.  
 
In sum the significance of the cultural environment in which gender and technology 
form a relationship should be acknowledged (Bray, 2007, p. 52). Bray (2007) and 
Mellström (2009) point out the meagre contributions to the study of gender and 
technology from non-western contexts, suggesting that non-western studies can 
contribute to greater focus on “context sensitivity and the cultural embeddedness of 
gender and technology” (Mellström, 2009, p. 885). Contributions to the gender and 
technology studies from the developing regions are dominated by Asian (cf. Kapur, 
2010; Lagesen, 2007; Mellström, 2009) and South American (cf. Garrido & Roman, 
2006) experiences and the African region is significantly underrepresented. The 
current research addresses this dearth by focusing on Uganda’s farmers access and use 
patterns of ICTs. 
 

Scope of the study 
This study highlights the complexities of access to and use of information technologies 
among Ugandan farmers. In so doing it relates agricultural practices to information 
seeking practices. Agriculture is Uganda’s economic backbone accounting for at least 
80 percent of the employment of the population of 31 million (Lee-Smith, 2008). As 
agriculture defines what it is to be Ugandan, it becomes a central place for studying 
use and access of ICTs.  
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About Uganda 
Uganda is geographically located to the East of 
the African continent and is a plethora of ethnic 
groups amalgamated by British colonialists 
during the nineteenth century. With more than 
forty ethnic groups and languages to match, 
often times the language that unifies Ugandans 
is English (Mukama, 1991, p. 341f). Uganda’s 
decentralised administrative structure is 
demarcated into seven main regions, (see map 
to the right), and the seven regions are further 
divided into districts. The seven regions can be 
identified by the different colour coordinates 
visualised on the map as well as in the 
key/legend that identifies green as the central 
region as an example, which also happens to 
house Kampala the capital city.  The districts 
are themselves visible by the line demarcations 
visualised throughout the map. These districts 
with a five-tier system linked to the central government are further sub-divided into 
counties, sub-counties, further down to parishes, and finally into villages. At the time 
of this research the number of districts in Uganda amounted to eighty. My visit to the 
different districts was usually restricted to one or two parishes, and even within these 
parishes, one village. The district name is also the city/town metropolis name. The 
central region of Uganda marked as green above is predominantly occupied by the 
Baganda people, the largest ethnic group comprising of 18% of Uganda’s 31 million 
people (Nzita & Niwampa, 1993). It is also in the Buganda region the area of the 
Baganda people that the nation capital Kampala city is located. Luganda the language 
of the Baganda people is the main language of communication, in Kampala together 
with English.  
 
When Uganda gained independence in 1962 the future of the country was seen as quite 
promising, particularly with regard to a stable agricultural economy based on a variety 
of crops and livestock (Mugaju, 1996, p. 10). Tourism was a promising economic 
potential due to Uganda’s unique wild life, “and natural beauty”. Uganda’s potential 
did not materialise however because the newly independent state, degenerated into 
“tyranny, chaos, violence, war, economic collapse and moral degeneration” (Mugaju, 
1996, p. 10). Partly to blame is Uganda’s heterogeneous state that failed to thrive in its 
diversity. The greatest economic activity in the country was and still is concentrated in 
the south of Uganda, and especially in Buganda the region of the Baganda people 
(Mukama, 1991, p.338).  Buganda’s favourable position can be traced back to colonial 
rule, the British rulers first settled in Buganda and with the help of appointed Baganda 
agents successfully colonised the neighbouring communities under British rule. 
Kampala as the metropolitan area of Uganda has become a melting pot of cultures and 
languages representative of Uganda’s multiplicity. Luganda is widely spoken by 
residents in the Kampala region (cf Mukama, 1991, p. 337), and one could add that the 

Districts of Uganda – July 2007:  
Source: New vision Newspaper 

Figure 1:Map of Uganda 
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Kiganda culture albeit suffused with several others prevails over the region. Kampala 
is also the region with the most advantageous infrastructure in relation to the rest of 
the country with regards to the ICTs. Kampala is one of the districts informing this 
research and represents the central region as mentioned earlier. The district visited in 
the Northern region of the country is Apac, which appears just above Lake Kyoga on 
the map of Uganda. Apac town is the metropolitan area of this district of the Langi 
people who speak Luo as their language. Tororo is the district visited in the eastern 
region of the country and is the district of the Iteso, Basamia, Bagwere and Banyoli 
people. The multi-ethnic mix of people in Tororo is reminiscent of the earlier historical 
migratory patterns of the district. 

Agriculture in Uganda 
As mentioned earlier agriculture is Uganda’s economic mainstay and contributes to 
almost 66 percent of the Uganda’s Gross domestic product (Wandire-Kazibwe, 2001).  
Tororo and Apac, as predominantly rural districts classify the practice of agriculture as 
rural. Kampala as the urban district of the country, classifies the practice as urban 
farming. Classifying the farming practices in association with the different regions has 
influence on customs extended to the sector of farming. For example, urban farming 
has largely been ignored by the national government. As a practice it has been 
considered peripheral and a minion of rural practices (Maxwell, 1995) particularly in 
light of the growing rural exoduses that continue to contribute to urbanisation 
(Maxwell, 1998). Urban agriculture has also been pegged to urban poor, and socially 
marginal players namely: women, illiterate, disabled, those unable to secure formal 
employment, (cf. Adell, 1999). Others visualise or realise the positive contribution 
urban agriculture has or can have on the city in terms of “sustainable urban 
development” (Prain, Lee-Smith & Cole, 2008, p. 234). Urban agriculture is practiced 
along public roads, wetlands, undeveloped land areas usually reserved for future 
developmental programmes, along verandas with the help of old large plastic 
containers, along perimeter walls in large sisal sacks, old tires, etc. Urban agriculture 
distinguishes itself from rural agriculture due to the interactivity with the urban 
ecosystem. This interactivity contests the very construction of an urban and rural 
space. Transcending the rural and urban boundaries, constructions that are themselves 
identified as fluid in light of agriculture’s ability to occur in both discourses, urban 
agriculture practices sustain, maintain and perpetuate, a parameter corrupting idealised 
boundary formations. Urban farmers encountered on the shores of urban and rural 
constructs, a highly contested zone, offer the opportunity to study urban experiences of 
ICTs, in relation to the prevalence of the ICT infrastructure in Kampala a situation that 
Apac and Tororo do not claim.  
 
In identifying access and use experiences of ICTs among the farmers this thesis 
endeavours to avoid the categorisations of urban and rural farming distinctions and 
instead focuses on the farmer’s negotiation processes. Access to the farmers was 
facilitated by the Non-Governmental organisations Women of Uganda Network 
(WOUGNET) and I-Network. WOUGNET is a non-governmental organisation 
consisting of over 90 women organisations. WOUGNET promotes the use of “ICTs 
among women as information sharing tools that can address critical information and 
communication needs for women organisations” (www.wougnet.org). I-Network 
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(www.i-network.or.ug) is a knowledge and information sharing NGO, platform that 
facilitates, support and advises a network of development stakeholders to tap into the 
benefits of the information age using ICTs. WOUGNET has a regional office Kubere 
Information Centre (KIC) in Apac. Targeting women farmers in Apac, the farmers are 
organised in fifteen groups comprised of thirty members in each group, three of the 
groups are new affiliates and the membership includes both men and women. The 
original twelve groups are entirely women’s groups. It is these groups that informed 
the current research. I-Network introduced me to the Agricultural Research and Rural 
Information Network (ARRIN) which is found in seven districts in the country. I did 
field work in Tororo district and met with two farmers groups and membership was to 
both men and women. Access to the farmers in Kampala was made possible by 
Kampala City Council.  
 

Gender, agriculture and ICTs 
Because agriculture forms part of Ugandan identity, constructions of gender among the 
informants of this study work in tandem with the practices of agriculture. 
Conceptualisations of gender are located in interpersonal relationships that construct 
and maintain socio-cultural expectations (Lorber, 1994, Tamale 1999, p. 28ff, West & 
Zimmerman, 1987). Gender in this respect is understood to constitute social organising 
of men and women in their respective positions within agricultural practices. The 
practices of agriculture involve activities engaging with the land, to which women 
claim limited ownership through their husbands, fathers, brothers or uncles. This also 
determines women’s agricultural practices in that access to resources such as capital 
and as in relation to the current discussion information through ICTs, may be 
determined by the men. Hence the study of gender and technology within the practices 
of agriculture has to consider the aspect of ownership which determines which ICTs 
are accessible to whom.  
 
The allocation and negotiation is by necessity gendered, as well as geographically 
contingent, that is to say women’s access to public spaces are to a higher extent more 
restricted than their male counterparts. Public spaces are not per se well equipped with 
ICTs neither are domestic spaces necessarily scarce with ICTs. However public access 
provides a somewhat wider selection of ICTs to which those who are for the most part 
home-bound have limited access. In addition agricultural practices are varied in 
accordance with the regional climatic conditions. In the northern parts of Uganda, 
pastoral farming is more dominant than crop production and in the south crop 
production dominates, but construction of the gender positions reveal similarities in 
these societies. The widespread cultural norm is that women, for the most part, occupy 
the private spheres throughout the country. In that sense this study of gender and 
technology takes into consideration the mutual negotiation of gender, location and 
ownership amongst farmers.   
 
But there is more to consider than just gender, as the work on intersectionality shows. 
Gender intersects with other identities such marital status, class and ethnicity to name 
a few, which is a conglomeration of social markers that influence the life of every day 
individually. As some of the data will subsequently illustrate, gender expressions with 
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technology are made coherent in light of other social markers such as age and 
ethnicity. This study thus employs an intersectional understanding within the frame of 
the gender and technology scholarship towards situated multi-dimensional practices 
involved in access to and use of information and communication technologies.  

IT, ICT, or? A discussion on terminologies  
Scholarly debates make distinctions between information technologies (IT) and 
information communication technologies (ICT). The IT acronym conditions an 
understanding of computers and “telecommunications technologies relative to other 
types of artefacts” (Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2008, p. 954). While ICT are 
associated with the convergence of “formats for delivering information and 
communication” as particularly demonstrated through for example contemporary 
mobile phones that offer video, audio and data services (Ebam-Etta and Parvyn-
Wamahiu, 2003, p. 12f). ICTs have also been augmented to include traditional media 
such as radios and televisions (see UN definition) which are at least in relation to the 
current study equally crucial in terms of disseminating information, if not more so. 
The instruments that constitute the ICT acronym are time and location specific even 
though reference to ICT often conjures up notions of computer mediated technologies 
(Ebam-Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003, p. 12f).  
 
When the farmers were asked what information sources were available to them, 
various face-to-face (people) oriented avenues surfaced along with other mediated 
information sources such as newspapers, mobile phones, radios, televisions, and 
computer/Internet. Attention was paid to all the information sources however because 
the study was focusing on ICTs, specifically the interest was initially in 
computers/Internet and mobile phones, it was also helpful to understand where the 
farmers located these technologies within their information seeking practices. The 
computer/Internet however did not feature as prominently, as the newspapers, radios, 
mobile phones and televisions that emerged as extremely popular and crucial 
information sources. The informants of this study, made distinctions between 
computers and radios, and even some mobile phone features such as the text 
messaging function, through references to intellectual and financial accessibility to 
these technologies. To these informants the computer was for people who had money 
or had ‘high’ education. In Luganda one of Uganda’s local languages, ICTs are 
referred to as Empulizinganya ne byuma bikalimagezi “media and intelligent 
machines” if one makes a direct translation of the term used. And this term based on 
the informants for this study is also based on categorisations, which to a greater extent 
makes similar distinctions as do scholarly debates between digital technologies which 
comprise of mobile phones and computers and media or traditional technologies which 
reference radios, televisions and print media. The newspapers emerged as important 
when the farmers were asked what information sources they had access to.  
 
The Food Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations also makes similar 
distinctions. In a 2003, report, several contributors (cf. Girard, 2003, p. vff; Iboudo & 
del Castello, 2003, p. 40ff; Ramos & Díez, 2003, p.173ff) consider the radio as 
traditional media that can be combined with Internet technologies to inform millions of 
the world’s population that have little or no infrastructure for the Internet. Information 
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from the Internet should be packaged to suit local needs, and distributed via radio 
waves. Girard (2003) says that for millions in the world radio is the only information 
source (Girard, 2003, p. 8). WOUGNET also discusses traditional media such as 
televisions, newspapers and radios as “traditional means of exchange and 
dissemination” and stresses that “emphasis is directed towards Internet Technologies” 
(www.wougnet.org). One can understand that if a mobile phone enables its user to 
watch television, read newspapers, listen to the radio and communicate in varied 
forms, digital ICTs such as the mobile phone offer a leaky definition of ICTs.  
 
Uganda’s National ICT policy, does not name any specific instruments and instead 
gives a broad definition of enabling technologies that provide access to information in 
the form of voice, data, text, graphics and video (MOICT policy document, p. 8). The 
initial preconceptions when going into the field were to focus on Internet technologies, 
computers and mobile phones as the main features of the ICT acronym (cf. Ebam-Etta 
and Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003, p. 12f). But to gain an understanding of how much 
weight these technologies have in the lives of the farmers, or where the farmers locate 
computers and mobile phones in their day to day lives, they were asked what 
information sources were available to them, and this question produced several 
information sources. In the range of responses computers did not feature as 
prominently as the radio and newspapers suggesting a reconsideration of the study 
focus. According to the farmers, besides the radio, mobile phone, computer, television 
and newspapers, other information sources involve face-to-face meetings with people 
such as extension service workers, fellow farmers or seminars and workshops 
organised by Non Governmental Organisations. The farmers make distinctions 
between radios, newspapers and televisions and reference to the “intelligent machines” 
was to the computers and mobile phones.  
 
From the preceding discussions there are marked differences even from a local 
perspective towards media systems such as radios, televisions and newspapers and 
with computers and mobile phones and yet the discussions regarding access and use 
practices, highlighted various complexities for each of these non-face-to-face, people 
oriented avenues. During the field work I begun to contemplate how to incorporate 
notions of radios and newspapers into the discussion of ICTs, and realised that 
focusing on the practices around use and access revealed various complexities some of 
them similar. To this end I find most useful the suggestion by (Lerman, Oldenziel and 
Mohun, 2003, p. 2) to open up ‘technology’ to encompass more than “just computers”. 
To these authors technology is “a set of social techniques” tied to various material 
forms (Lerman, Oldenziel, and Mohun, 2003, p. 3) instrumental to communication and 
information practices. The same authors recommend that technology should be 
considered “in a broader and more anthropological sense” (Lerman, Oldenziel and 
Mohun, 2003, p. 2). As the initial interest was to understand how access and use are 
negotiated in relation to the ICT, considering technology in a broader and more 
anthropological sense means that more attention is paid to the practices and actions 
that give meaning to the use of the artefact (cf. Wajcman, 1991, p. 149; Lie, 2003, p. 
276). This is especially helpful in the Ugandan or on a wider scope of Africa as the 
strength in the digital technologies “lies in the fact that they have supplemented, but by 
no means supplanted, old media forms” (Banda, Okoth and Tettey, 2009, p. 2; Dutton, 
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2003, p. 63).  Hence in considering the juxtaposition between traditional media and 
computers and mobile phones, I find the term “media and information technologies” to 
be very applicable to my study (cf. Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2008, p. 954). The 
same authors reason that media and information technologies 
 

foregrounds four distinctive facets of these systems: their broad historical scope, 
their infrastructural dimension, their fundamental materiality, and the distinctive 
interplay of this materiality with symbolic content and meaning (Boczkowski and 
Lievrouw, 2008, p. 954). 

 
The historical scope made reference to in this excerpt is meant to include traditional 
and older systems such as printing which included typewriters, broadcasting services, 
telegraphy, and the digital technologies such as the internet and mobile phones 
(Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2008, p. 954). The infrastructural dimension noted in the 
same reference gives significant focus to the conceptual environment within which the 
technologies operate. These include electricity, broadband for the internet, network 
services for mobile telephony, radio signals “[t]hat is, even when the object of study is 
a novel technology, it should always be seen in its relationships to an installed base of 
related things” (Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2008, p. 954). Materiality, the authors 
argue, is of fundamental importance to the situated meanings that embody the use of 
the media and information technologies. In other words the physical formation of these 
artefacts should not be divorced from the terrain (social and technological) through 
which their use is negotiated.  Materiality acquires articulation and meaning from the 
content that the media and information technologies circulate (Boczkowski and 
Lievrouw, 2008, p. 955; Silverstone and Hirsch, 1992, p. 195f & 206f). The current 
thesis addresses all these formulations as indicated here in the debates surrounding 
access and use of media and information technologies.  
Media3 and information technologies therefore encompass the devices used for 
communication and information practices and activities surrounding the devices, 
through which people socially arrange, organise and develop situated practices. In 
relation to the current study, I further refer to the media part in the media and 
information technologies phrase as especially useful for incorporating theatre and arts 
as equally powerful social media forms of dissemination. Some of the regions of the 
country have weak or limited infrastructure, but are still informed through theatre and 
                                                 
3 As I analyse the notions of access and use, inevitably most of the literature stems from technologies such as 
computers/Internet and mobile phones. Occasionally, radios and televisions are incorporated into discussions on 
information communication technologies. Thus changing terminologies from ICT to media and information 
technologies, presents some challenges, because as the discussion in this thesis continues various research makes 
reference to concepts of ‘technology’ and these are varied in their discussions which inevitably leaves the 
newspapers on the periphery. Newspapers like all other technologies fill a social role and are a historical and 
social artefact fulfilling cultural values in a community and continue to be a moral and political force (Martin, 
2003, p. 3ff). Judy Wajcman (1991, p. 14-17) looks at technology on three basic levels. The author regards 
technology as a form of knowledge, as “[t]echnological things are meaningless without the ‘know-how’ to use 
them”. On the second level the author refers to technology as “human activities and practices”. Her third and 
final level refers to things like cars, computers and other artefacts. This study similarly by choosing to focus on 
activities and practices around access to and use of media and information technologies, acknowledges the 
artefacts to which as noted by Shannon Martin (2003) newspapers belong, but gives focus on the practices that 
are engaged in accessing information from these mediums. The reader is asked to keep this in mind as the rest of 
the discussion continues.  
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arts, as organised by government and NGOs. Historically, theatre and arts have never 
been just about entertainment in the country but these mediums have communicated 
succinct and crucial messages that have shaped societies. Likewise newspapers find 
space within this term as part of the media, and my analysis of access and use can be 
applied to the notion of media and information technologies in Uganda. 
 
Following this discussion, I would like to clarify the title for this thesis. The question 
Does IT Count? stems from one of the last interviews I did during my second trip back 
to the field with the communication advocacy officer for an Agricultural 
Entrepreneurship development, non-profit organisation, VEDCO. My informant 
mentioned that “ICTs are usually misinterpreted, when you talk of ICT people run 
very fast [in the opposite direction] and delete the C, they think of the technology 
which to the farmers’ minds conjures up images of sophisticated contemporary devices 
far removed from their reality” (see also for comparison Banda, Okoth and Tettey, 
2009,  p .2). IT relates mostly to computer related equipment, networks, software, and 
the gradual fusion of communication to the mix scratches away at the stoic persona 
that IT exudes, and paves way for a convergence of information and communication4. 
In the case of my informants there is a tendency to create a distance to the technology 
and ultimately the information. Hence when I ask Does IT Count?, I reflect the 
distance that my informants communicated and I also establish a query towards the 
value farmers institute towards the information from technologies. I also ask with the 
use of the same word, count, to what level statistics portray complex communication 
realities. Hence the farmers of this study refrain from incorporating the C in I(C) T and 
the negotiations that occur from the access phase to the usage stage are set of complex 
social processes that require scrutiny. For this reason, the title assumes information 
technologies as the ideology that shapes the farmers’ understanding of media and 
information technologies.  
 

Research methods 
The data collected for this thesis is from ethnographic fieldwork among Uganda’s 
farmers. Different methods of data gathering processes were employed during my year 
of fieldwork. Background research on each field site illustrated that survey research 
methods were very popular in Kampala and most likely to grant a researcher access to 
the farmers in this region. In Apac and Tororo, access to the farmers in both districts 
was enabled through WOUGNET and I-Network. The farmers from these districts 
(specifically the one’s informing this study) were met within previously established 
groups and access to the farmers was initially through group interviews and other one-
on-one informal interviews that continued after the initial group meetings. 
Observations were made during the interview processes, as well as afterwards. The 
survey interviews were followed up by focus group discussions after data gathered 
from the farmers was coded and various discrepancies identified. Further clarifications 
were obtained during the focus group discussions. Other information sources include 
                                                 
4 http://www.adb.org/documents/policies/ict/ict210.asp (accessed April 18th 2010) 
http://simonwoodside.com/projects/ict/ictchallenges.html (accessed April 18th 2010)  
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document analyses such as policy documents that put into perspective the results 
obtained from the farmers. In addition personal experiences in the field assisted 
towards reflecting on the data being gathered. Hence the time spent in each area of 
study, stretched out for days and often times demanded more than one visit.  
 
The data findings chapters are presented separately owing to the different methods of 
data collection. The survey method employed in Kampala enables a general overview 
of the responses of the entire sample studied. The data presentations from Apac and 
Tororo are supplemented with pictures that further enrich the discussion at hand. I 
employ field notes extracts and transcribed interview excerpts in my efforts to provide 
an ethnographic account of the complexities surrounding access to and use of media 
and information technologies.  
 

Organisation of the thesis 
Following these introductory remarks which have given a general understanding of the 
problem under review, the thesis is organised in sections of grouped chapters. The 
current chapter is the background information that contextualizes the study. Chapter 2 
gives a background on aspects of farming in Uganda and it takes into account of the 
physical elements or geographical terrains of the different regions and how these 
influence not only the specific farming practices found in the districts but also the 
information seeking patterns of the farmers in relation to the infrastructure. Following 
the analysis of agriculture in Uganda, is a description of gender relations within 
farming communities. This part of chapter two argues that agriculture and gender co-
construct each other, and this relationship has repercussions on the subsequent 
relations with the media and information technologies. This segment on gender 
demonstrates that land is the site upon which gender relations are ordered. 
Constructions of domination and subordination are centred around land ownership, 
which impacts not only the farming practices on the land, but also determines how 
access to and use of media information technologies are negotiated as ownership of 
land translates to ownership of other resources. Following the analysis of gender 
relations among farmers in Uganda, I revisit issues on access to media and information 
technologies specifically in relation to current research in Uganda.  
 
The next section, on theories and methods, constituting chapters 3 and 4, respectively 
introduces the reader to the theories employed in the analysis of the data and the 
methods used in the field. The theoretical chapter gives an understanding of my 
choices behind using intersectionality as the theory of analysis for the data presented. 
Intersectionality offers the opportunity to illustrate the layered and intersecting 
influences that come to matter at the moment of access and use. Following the brief 
outline of the methods employed in the data collecting exercises in this introduction, 
an in depth account of the field and the choices made in terms of the methods 
employed are introduced in chapter four. The same chapter includes a self-reflexive 
account that will hopefully better inform the data presented in the section on research 
findings following the theories and methods. 
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The research findings section contains three chapters. Chapter 5 presents the farmers 
experiences of media and information communication technologies in Tororo and 
Apac. The methods used to collect the data in this chapter were purely qualitative 
involving observation methods, group interviews with the farmers, as well as informal 
conversations with individual farmers. Interviews with key-informants such as district 
officials are also incorporated in the presentation of the data. Chapter 6 introduces the 
urban farmers and gives a qualitative presentation of the survey results. Chapters 5 and 
6 present the farmer’s view point on access trends, and it is Chapter 7 that the agency 
of the media and information technologies is depicted by analysing the trustworthiness 
of the technologies in relation to the themes emerging from the pervious chapters.  
Chapter 7 therefore argues that the technologies and newspapers are not passive agents 
in the access and use negotiations rather they are imbued with properties that require 
various re-actions from the farmers suggesting that the use relation is reciprocal and 
not one-sided.  
 
The analysis section is organised in two chapters. Chapter 8 looks at access in its 
complexity and offers that access has to be understood in its temporality as different 
factors suggest moments of access or non-access. In the ninth chapter use is analysed 
from the social construction of technology perspective of interpretive flexibility that 
explores the symbolic meanings mapped onto the different media and information 
technologies. At the same time the chapter also highlights the reality of use in a 
developing country with an infrastructure that is still developing.  
  
The last section comprising of Chapters 10 and 11 concludes the thesis with firstly a 
discussion on the cultural embeddings of gender and technology in relation to access 
to and use of media and information technologies. This analysis forms the basis upon 
which the discussion commences in relation to the previous nine chapters and what 
they have outlined. In the conclusions and recommendations chapter, which is also 
chapter 11, a summary of arguments and recommendations for future research are 
provided.  
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CHAPTER 2: LOCATING THE FARMER    
 
This study will offer a challenge to notions of media and information technologies 
access and use. And, as my results will show, it also problematizes the common 
understanding of media and information technologies. This will be discussed more 
thoroughly in my final chapters, but before I get to that, I would like to give a brief 
background to the context – Ugandan agriculture and communication practices within 
and around it – where my research was carried out. To do this, and help the reader to 
think of media and information technologies more broadly, I will begin with a 
description of an early media and information technology which was both a tool for 
communication and an artefact embedded in and reproducing gendered relations in 
agriculture. Thus, I start off this chapter with a historical account of access to and use 
of an indigenous artefact, the drum.5 Through the practices surrounding access and use 
of this technology, a basis for a richer understanding of the media and information 
technology development processes in Uganda will be established.  
 
Various technologies constitute the indigenous communication mediums, such as the 
sounding horn – effective for calling attention to hunting expeditions among the 
Basoga, Banyoro, Langi, and Baganda people – the village crier who acts as a 
broadcaster of various urgent messages (Mushengyezi, 2003, p. 110) – bells usually 
tied to the hunting dogs used in hunting expeditions (Reid, 2002, p. 47) that create a 
clanging sound in response to the dogs running movements as well as the drum all 
have the ability to transmit crucial messages to large groups of people (Mushengyezi, 
2003, p. 110). The sounding horn and the ‘talking’ drum referred to as such on account 
of their ability to emit different coded messages through the people that engage with 
them, require training from childhood in order to understand the information that 
emerges from the different sounds. The current discussion will restrict the debate 
around the effect of indigenous communication technologies on agricultural practices 
to the drum. To engage in an extended discussion involving the horn, the village crier, 
the dogs with hunting bells or even other instruments such as the xylophone, will 
deviate the purpose of this chapter beyond its scope. This further limits the discussion 
within crop production because it is from the harvesting abilities of the land that 
festivities surrounding drum beating emerge as a tribute to the fertility of the land 
(Hanna, 1965, p. 14). This is not to suggest that celebratory dances are absent in 
pastoral communities. In fact the Ankole Ekitaguriro dance pays specific tribute to the 
their cattle keeping practices, where the men, stamp their feet mimicking the cows 
movements, and the women raise their hands above their heads and with a slight bend 
assume the position of the cows majestic long horns6. 
                                                 
5 A generic reference to the drum is made in this chapter. It should be noted however, that the drum comes in 
different shapes, which produce different sounds, and each different drumbeat is for a specific occasion and is 
beaten by specific people. The detailed differences in the drum variations within the ethnic groups as well as 
among the ethnic groups are not discussed here. Similarly the practices that surround drum use for banana 
harvests are the focus here. The drum features prominently among all the ethnic groups in Uganda with the 
exception of the Karamoja and Sebei who are not on record as using drums (Nzita and Niwampa, 1993, p. 151). 
For details of the different drums in Uganda, see (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, Wachsmann, 1965)  
6 www.face-music.ch/instrum/uganda_danceen.html (9 October 2010)  
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There are similarly several different crops cultivated in Uganda each with a unique 
history and in order to facilitate the discussion towards specific communication 
practices, the discussion will be retained around the banana plant. This enables a 
detailed outlook that offers richer analyses of the communication practices as 
recorded, than would otherwise occur if different plants were analysed. As such the 
details provided may not necessarily be extended to other ethnic groups or crops, but 
they do point to the impact of indigenous communication technologies towards 
farming and socialisation processes.  
 
Focusing on access and use shows the social negotiations within gender and class 
which ultimately put into perspective the contemporary farmers’ negotiation practices 
of the media and information technologies. At the same time, focusing on access to 
and use of indigenous communication technologies, the multiple ways in which 
technologies gain meaning through the negotiation processes to gain access or use, 
reveals not only the temporality of these meanings but also the continued perpetuation 
of these meanings. Put simply, drum beating is filled with power connotations, for it 
affords the drumbeater control over other people’s movements. This position is 
therefore repeatedly guarded and negotiated by those who wish to retain this status. 
Scrutinising access to the drum explores layered interpretations of the communication 
practices it enables. 

Bananas and drums 
Bananas come in different varieties and are Uganda’s most important food crop 
(Tushemereirwe et al, 2001, p. 281). I focus on the banana to engage in the discussion 
around communication practices. The banana is not an indigenous crop of Uganda and 
various speculations surround its arrival in the country, some of which point to the 
coming of the Arab or South East-Asian traders as bringing the plant (cf. Reid, 2002; 
Dale, 1955, cited in Tushemereirwe et al., 2001, p. 282f). This was prior to the British 
Imperial Company, who also had a significant influence on agriculture before colonial 
rule (Reid, 2002, p. 27). There are no doubts, however, about the crop’s economic and 
political value to the history of Buganda as the region “developed around the banana 
plant” owing to the fact that it provided food all year long (McMaster, 1962, p. 55-69; 
Reid, 2002, p. 25).   
 
According to the reports from the nineteenth century, food took on “great political and 
cultural importance” as extravagant ceremonies where food was liberally distributed 
were regular occasions, specifically around the king’s enclosure. It is suggested that 
the King’s power-base “may have been strengthened by these displays” (Reid, 2002, p. 
33). Coffee beans chewed in their raw form were often served to guests after great 
feasting. Beer from millet and beer from the banana were also served liberally amidst 
dance performances and music playing. The banana became a reason for drumming 
and dancing. For example the origins of baakisimba dance among the Baganda are 
rumoured to have their history in celebrations of thanksgiving towards the “person that 
planted the bananas from which food and beer were prepared” (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 
2005, p. 53). Celebrating harvests was common throughout the regions in Uganda, 
where the people beat the drums and danced in jubilation to their good harvests 
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(Curley, 1973, p. 75). The dance movements in baakisimba that move to the beat of 
the drum, emulate, “the symbolic planting, maintenance, and harvest of the banana 
plant as well as the cooking of matooke (bananas) and preparation of mwenge bigere 
(local beer)” (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 54).  There is a close association 
between the banana plant, dance and celebratory practices. 
 
The drum was also considered to be a powerful communication tool among different 
people of Uganda. The drum would amass people for wars and celebrations, and 
different sounds communicated different messages to the people. The same drum 
could also be used during celebratory functions, but even here specific messages and 
symbols were emitted from it. Baakisimba as a celebratory dance to the drum beat 
communicated particular farming practices. The drum was/is symbolically classified as 
male, and was guarded by men with the notion that drum beating required an exertion 
of physical strength that women did not possess (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 
128).7 Drum beating was/is controlled by men with “myths used to regulate women’s 
access to the drum” (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p.135).  According to Rosco 
(1911), “No woman might touch the drum…she had to keep a safe distance, lest it 
should kill her, and she should defile the drum” (1911, p. 30). The concept of death 
“should not be taken literally but it was understood that any woman who beat the drum 
would not give birth, hence barrenness was equated to death because women knew 
very well that their identity as ‘proper’ women depended on their ability to give birth” 
(Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 135). Not only did/do these myths restrict women’s 
access to the drum, they also ensure that communication is in the power of the men, as 
well as what is regarded as information.  
 
The assigned musical roles in baakisimba communicate succinct gendered roles in 
society at large. A woman’s childbearing abilities epitomise her social worth (see also 
Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005; Obbo, 1989), and similarly, food productivity is 
regarded as women’s role, while the husband oversees the entire household 
(Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 120fff). Dancing to the drumbeat of baakisimba, 
women emulate the farming practices that surround banana growing, while men beat 
the drums. During this celebratory dance the roles in farming are clearly underlined 
and transmitted as men (for the most part in a seating position) beat the drum and 
assume their supervisory roles. Women gyrate and shape their body movements after 
their agricultural labour roles. The woman does not dance without a drumbeat, 
suggesting that the dance steps and moves are controlled by the one beating the drum. 
Just as the woman can only earn the right to cultivate the land with permission from 
the father, the brother or the husband, the dance steps are dictated by specific 
drumbeats, also directed by the men. This example shows how gender is at play in 
farming, music, dance, communication, and how it and subordinates women.  

Gender in music 
The drum, considered to talk, emitted not just gendered social orders, but conveyed 
other equally crucial messages that can be related to agricultural practices (Ashe, 
                                                 
7 While drum beating is considered physically demanding (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005), it should be noted that 
baakisimba dance moves require significant stamina and agility. Knowledge of these moves is learned at a young 
age and is a skilful practice that should be given the same recognition as drum beating. 
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1894; Mushengyezi, 2003, p. 110; Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005; unpublished notes 
Ntabadde, 1999). Among the Baganda, some of the messages communicated to the 
villages called for communal work such as well cleaning, or communal digging to the 
drumbeat, referred to “bulungi bwa nsi” (Reid, 2002). Bulungi bwa nsi is a very 
pregnant term that connotes ‘for the benefit of our nation’ or ‘for the beauty of our 
nation’, and the bringing together of the community is meant to achieve this purpose. 
Reid (2002) notes that “the local term of public highway built by communal effort was 
oluguudo lw’obulungi-bwansi, literally meaning ‘road - for the good of the country’” 
(Reid, 2002, p.110). What Reid and perhaps others have not addressed is how the 
entire region would amass to not only do communal digging, which involved 
supplying food for the palace, and having surplus to trade in with neighbours but also 
to maintain the roads that ensured continued economic transactions (Reid 2002). 
According to the unpublished notes of Ntabbade (1999), and interviews with one of 
the remaining royal guards of the kings court from Mutesa II’s reign, this drum beat 
was sounded on the eve of the impending work, and was usually followed by a 
morning beat similar to present day alarm clock. This drum beat was called “Ssagala 
Agalamidde” meaning intolerance towards laziness or, as Nayenga (1981), who 
suggests in his article that these drum messages were transplanted to other regions 
such as Busoga, translates it a typical alarm clock message of “morning sleepers wake 
up and work” (Nayenga, 1981, p. 180). The drum was therefore very instrumental in 
amassing village members or clan members for communal work, besides being an 
instrument for entertainment. The role of the drum would be reconfigured upon the 
coming of the missionaries and the British Imperial colonisers.  
 
Drum beating was a selective process, not everyone beat the king’s drums, or the 
clan’s drums for that matter. This position was selective, as well as gendered. In fact, 
the drum is thought to have been previously beaten by women (Nannyonga-
Tamusuza, 2005, p. 98f). Women beat the drum in order to “soothe the angry gods, 
especially Walumbe, the god of death” (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 99). Further, 
during times of conflict resolutions a woman could “temporarily suspend her being a 
woman” and be allowed to beat the drum to help “resolve family or clan problems” 
(Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 98). Hence analyses of drum beating make various 
social processes more visible and raise particular questions towards communal work 
practices.  
 
The drum’s communicative powers are often sidelined in favour of its musical 
properties, and yet looking at the history of how the drum was reconfigured among the 
different ethnic groups in Uganda points to its ability to collect the different societies 
and function as a communication tool. For example, the drum was absorbed into the 
Church’s religious celebrations when the missionaries realised its effectiveness at 
gathering the people, and this practice spread all over Uganda. In the absence of 
church bells and clock signals, the drum was reconfigured to different sound beats that 
informed church celebrations of the different denominations. The Catholics and 
Protestants responded to different drumbeats at specific times (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 
2005). The colonial government also impressed upon the chiefs and village criers the 
responsibility of beating the drum to amass villagers to clear roads as had been the 
case before, but in addition at these gatherings after the communal work was 
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completed, seedlings of coffee and cotton were distributed for planting purposes 
following the orders of the government (Bantebya-Kyomuheno & Keniston-McIntosh, 
2006, p. 50f; Parker, 1952, p. 125) Access and use were reconfigured to suit the 
situation that benefited the colonial administration.  
 
Several points mentioned here on the drum invite further discussion in relation to how 
this history informs the current study. Communication practices or developed relations 
with the artefacts of communication such as the drum can be employed to guard one’s 
place. Communication, if controlled, has an effect on how people relate and gives the 
one in charge control over the activities. Hence this control is two fold. Drum beating 
practices were gendered, ethnic based, and raced. Not only were the African men 
subordinated and controlled through it, farming practices were likewise controlled 
with seed distributions, and instructions on what type of crops to grow.  Ugandans 
were instructed not only when and how to beat the drum but also what to plant. When 
looking at access to the drum during colonial times, one sees its reconfigured use 
benefited some people while locating others in subordinate positions. Women were 
restricted from the drum save for times of conflict, the African men were restricted 
from beating the drum unless to the tune of the colonial and missionaries’ requests, 
and the same drum was used to subordinate other ethnic groups into supplication 
towards crop farming productivity (Nayenga, 1981). Access to the drum is layered 
with gender, ethnicity, colonial and religious implications that complicate not only the 
drum as much more than a musical instrument; it further demonstrates the power 
configurations surrounding this artefact. Similar processes surrounding other, more 
modern media and information technologies, will appear later in my data and 
discussion, as well.  

Farming 
The drum is important to crop production because it is from the harvesting abilities of 
the land that festivities surrounding drum beating emerge as a tribute to the fertility of 
the land (Hanna, 1965, p. 14). I will now detail the actual agricultural context of this 
research. 
 
The farmers who inform this research operate within a unique and specific milieu that 
requires adequate description if the context within which access and use are negotiated 
are to gain meaning. In this respect, focus on access and use as intervening processes 
that determine media and information technologies’ relations acknowledges that these 
processes do not occur in a vacuum but operate within the farmer’s peculiar context. 
To this end, the agricultural context has a direct effect on what type of access and what 
type of use is derived from the information technology.  
 
Agriculture is defined in this thesis as encompassing crop, forestry, fisheries, livestock 
“and environment and related disciplines”, in line with the Food Agricultural 
Organisation (FAO) of the United Nations (Lwanga-Semakula, 2001, p. 273). I also 
consider agriculture to be a social process that shapes the lives of those who are 
engaged with it in specific ways. Geographically specific properties that determine the 
different types of agricultural practices in the different regions require close scrutiny. 
Land, from which agriculture as a practice materialises, is also the source of specific 
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social orders. Practices in farming are infused with similar structures as derived from 
land relations, and gender is especially prominent in the distribution of labour in 
farming.  
 
This discussion proceeds as follows; the reader is introduced to agricultural practices 
in Apac, Tororo and Kampala, the districts from which the farmers in this study 
operate. Some details of Ugandan agriculture are presented, before turning the 
discussion of the communication structures, access and use. Throughout, gender 
relations among the farmers in Uganda are introduced. This chapter will situate the 
farmer, both within the study and how this location facilitates and restricts negotiations 
around access and use in media and information technologies.  

Agriculture in Uganda 
Some of the earliest records on agriculture in Uganda suggest that, up until British 
influence, agricultural practices were for basic food production.  The practice of basic 
food production is referred to as subsistence farming today, but was during the 
colonial administration, called native agriculture. Cash crop production grown for 
export was introduced during the colonial administration of the country (Russell, 1941, 
p. 250; Tothill, 1940 cited in Wandire-Kazibwe, 2001). Agriculture maintains its role 
as Uganda’s biggest contributor to the country’s GDP, and is also responsible for the 
employment of 90 percent of the population (Lee-Smith, 2008, p. 17; Tugume, 2001, 
p. 284). Agriculture has always been most Ugandans’ mainstay (Karuhanga-Beraho, 
2002, p. 91; Lee-Smith, 2008; ; Kisamba-Mugerwa, 2001; Maxwell, 1998; Reid, 2002; 
Wandire-Kazibwe, 2001), in part due to the weak industrial sector, and “the absence of 
a living wage”. Relying on the soil to cultivate and survive is an individual’s 
“insurance,” regardless of social and economic standing (Kisamba-Mugerwa, 2001, p. 
187). Agriculture, in short, defines Ugandans, as every Ugandan one way or the other 
benefits or is affected by this sector. The soils and the climatic conditions vary from 
region to region in Uganda, but before introducing the reader to the geographical 
physical environment in Uganda, there is an important distinction in agriculture that 
should be mentioned.  

Urban agriculture 
Even though this study endeavours to dispense of cataloguing the different regional 
agricultural practices, there is a major urban/rural farming distinction that cannot be 
ignored. This thesis is interested in farming as a social practice, as opposed to a 
scientific or technical endeavour. Farming in the cities is a practice gaining 
prominence in the world over and in sub-Saharan Africa it is especially noted as 
addressing food security for the urban poor (Maxwell, 1996; Maxwell, 1998; Maxwell, 
Levin & Csete, 1999; Maxwell et al., 2000; Mougeot, 1994; Musimenta, 1997). It is 
prevalent in Kampala, too. One would have guessed that Kampala with its 
infrastructure advantages for media and information technologies, would outshine the 
rural areas for media and information technology use, but the reality is somewhat more 
complex. This is perhaps because of our categories. As Michael (2006) argues: 
 

[T]hese contrasting spaces of the rural and the urban are not givens: they are 
produced in a series of discourses and practices that encompass, for example, 
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physical risk, technological capacities and moralized comportment in varying 
proportions. [U]rban space is characterized by excess: there is an overabundance 
of stimulation in the modern city. Space is marked - indeed, 'produced' - not so 
much by the possibility of 'filling', but by chronic overfilling' That is to say, 
contemporary spatiality is typified by multiplicity (Michael 2006; 113-116). 
 

But, to use the existing categories, farming in Kampala is classified as urban 
agriculture and various characteristics follow this label. Urban agriculture is practiced 
along public roads, wetlands, undeveloped land areas usually reserved for future 
developmental programmes, along verandas with the help of old, large, plastic 
containers, along perimeter walls in large sisal sacks, old tires, etc. Urban agriculture 
distinguishes itself from rural agriculture due to the practice’s interactivity with the 
urban ecosystem. This interactivity contests the very construction of an urban and rural 
space. Transcending the rural and urban boundaries, constructions that are themselves 
identified as fluid in light of agriculture’s ability to occur in both discourses, urban 
agriculture practices problematize idealised boundary formations. Kampala city and 
other Sub-Saharan cities in Africa claim the majority of the physical and technical 
access of media and information technologies. Kampala acquires the lead over the rest 
Uganda in terms of connectivity and physical access to the media and information 
technologies. Therefore interaction with urban farmers was especially significant 
because this is a sector that resides in the urban areas of the country and hence does 
not have the same constraints with regards to physical access to media and information 
technologies, like the rural counterparts.  
 
Urban agriculture, albeit contributing significantly to food provision in urban areas 
(for example 70% of all poultry products consumed in Kampala are from urban 
farmers cf. Maxwell, 1995), providing job opportunities for the marginalised such as 
women, illiterate, urban poor, is fraught with tensions that make it an interesting sector 
to investigate. The ambiguity associated with urban agriculture, i.e. farming in the city 
(with its remnants of colonialism), is perhaps the source of ambivalence national 
authorities impose on its practitioners. Urban farmers are both nationally ignored – by 
a lack of formal recognition by the government of Uganda, (at the time of writing), 
and at the same time the practice is trivialised as a minion of rural life (cf. Bigsten and 
Kayizzi-Mugerwa, 1992). And yet there is the grudging acceptance (on the part of the 
authorities) that the practice feeds the urban poor, provides job opportunities, and 
greens the city. The urban farmers as informants are interesting because they exist 
within the cracks, almost literally. Their identity is also flexible. On the one hand, 
when one talks about media and information technologies one thinks about urban 
dwellers, which they are, while on the other hand when farming is acknowledged, they 
are not considered part of the sector because they are urban dwellers. They are 
neglected in their position as urban dwellers, because they are not engaged in 
conventional city jobs, and on the other hand are neglected as farmers, precisely 
because they live in the city. The tension between rural and urban farming remains an 
important context within which to assess the impact of media and information 
technologies. The double omission of urban farmers traps them between two 
discourses which discredit them as farmers and media and information technologies 
users. Ironically, they are precisely both of those, because of their location. Besides the 
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rural urban farming distinction, are the regional differences in terms of climate and soil 
properties that will be touched upon below, as the contexts within which the farmers 
operate infiltrates all areas of their lives. 

Area-specific influence 
Some of the customs and land practices that date back to colonial rule will be 
discussed here. Buganda was the main entry point for colonial rule, and it is from this 
region that the British infiltrated other areas in the country. Establishing colonial rule 
in Uganda was a gradual process with some specific key players, notably Captain 
Lugard of the Imperial British East Africa Company. Around 1890, Lugard was sent 
from present day Kenya to persuade the King of Buganda, Mwanga, into signing a 
treaty that would ensure Buganda’s protection by the British from any invasions and 
other attacks (Karugire, 1980, p. 53). Up until then, European influence in the 
kingdom was mostly from the Christian missionaries from France and Britain, who 
had already established a base in the Kingdom (Ashe, 1894, p. 170). Some of Lugard’s 
initial impressions on Buganda were of the impressive soils from which, among other 
crops, coffee “grew with little cultivation and care” (Reid, 2002, p. 30).  
 
A British policy on agricultural development was quickly developed and it was 
“suggested that economic advance could only come with the increased use of the hoe 
and the plough, and that it was the government’s duty to ‘…develop agricultural 
efficiency in the native areas…’” (Parker, 1952, p. 125). At the same time, “the 
diverse geographical and climatic features” as well as the farming variations that 
emerged from these differences were regarded as hindering the development of 
Uganda. Distinctions were made between what was regarded as farming and what was 
not, “[t]hough many tribes in the north and west are pastoral, the significant 
developments in Uganda pertain to farming” (Parker, 1952, p. 126). Not only were the 
pastoral farmers marginalised, but the Karamajong (this term is employed with a 
measure of flexibility as several groups constitute this reference) in North-Eastern 
Uganda who were pastoral farmers were subjected to land reductions in favour of 
“demarcating ‘forest reserves’ which severely limited the cattle grazing areas (Gartrell, 
1985, p. 104).  
 
Uganda’s tropical climate, positioned astride the equator, ensures 12 hour days and 12 
hour nights all year long as well as two rainy seasons in the country (Komutunga and 
Musiitwa, 2001, p. 21). This enables crop farming practices all year round (Wandire-
Kazibwe, 2001, p. xviii) and although crop production is responsible for 71 percent of 
the overall agricultural GDP (Ngategize and Kayobyo, 2001, p. 242), aquaculture, 
forestry and livestock farming which contribute an indisputable share to the country’s 
growth are also affected by the climate. Ugandan researchers are careful to point out 
the differences in the physical environment from region to region, and that even 
though general statements can be made of Uganda’s richly fertile soils and favourable 
rainfall patterns, the particularities are hugely significant (Bernt-Hansen and Twaddle, 
1998, p. 1; O’Connor, 1988, p. 83; Wandire-Kazibwe, 2001, p. xviii). Considerable 
attention is for the most part given towards Uganda’s ethnic diversity (Musiitwa and 
Komutunga, 2001, p. 220), whilst the geographical dimensions that contribute just as 
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equally to social processes (cf. Massey, 1984, p. 8), are not fully addressed (cf. 
Musiitwa and Komutunga, 2001, p. 220; O’Connor, 1988, p. 83f).  
 
Some of Uganda’s particularities “pre-date colonial rule, others result from its 
differential impact, and others again reflect variations in the nature and extent of post-
1970 institutional breakdown” (O’Connor, 1988, p. 83). By extension, these 
differences determine the development processes in general, and with regards to 
farming exercises, the productivity of food crops or cash crops and which type of 
crops are compatible with the climate as well as soil types. This determines the type of 
seedlings used as well as the tools that are engaged with in the practices. Further, 
aquaculture practices are specific in the regions that contain Uganda’s different water 
bodies, just as Livestock farming is prominent in the southwest regions for which the 
environment is most suited. These spatial dimensions are addressed in this section to 
build an understanding for the reader how these area-specific influences shape not only 
farming practices and social processes, but also how access to and use of media and 
information technologies takes shape in relation to particular geographical terrains. As 
Massey (1984) notes, geography matters and this is also emphasised from a colonial 
perspective. The colonisers entered and settled in Uganda through the south of the 
country, which was considered to have a much more favourable climate, not just in 
respect to the physical landscape but also socially. The British colonisers encountered 
deference in the south as opposed to the resistance from some areas in the north. This 
influenced the fact that the south was and still is economically more developed than 
the northern regions of the country. 
 
The next section will address each of the specific districts visited, and the geography’s 
effect on agricultural practices in the area.  

Northern Langi region – Apac 
The area above Lake Kyoga, a crude marker for the north south divide, is primarily 
referred to as Northern Uganda. Seasonal rainfalls and less fertile soils prevail in this 
region (O’Connor, 1988, p. 84). The northern region claims different ethnic groups but 
this particular section focuses on the Langi people of Apac, whose language of 
communication is Luo. The rainy season in the northern regions commences in April 
and ends in October (Komutunga & Musiitwa, 2001, p. 22). This extended rainfall 
period is often referred to as unimodal (one annual rainy season) but it is in fact 
bimodal (two annual rainy seasons), with a short break during the month of June 
(Komutunga & Musiitwa, 2001, p. 22; Ojacor, 2001, p. 2). The main staple food 
cultivated in the Langi region is finger millet, and farmers in the north are mostly 
“sowers living on grain” (Ojacor, 2001, p. 3).  
 
Specific food crops that grow in Apac are pigeon peas, simsim (sesame), maize, beans, 
finger millet, ground nuts, cowpeas, cassava and, around the region of Lake Kyoga, 
rice production (Musiitwa & Komutunga, 2001, p. 224). Characterised by savanna 
woodlands, grass and thickets, Apac temperatures are often over 30 degrees centigrade 
(Musiitwa & Komutunga, 2001, p. 224; Ojacor, 2001, p. 2). The soils are of “sandy-
clay-loams” (Musiitwa & Komutunga, 2001, p. 224) regarded as “shallow” in depth 
and relatively poor nutrients (Aniku, 2001, p. 81). Even with the rainfalls, the high 
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temperatures in the region stress the soil’s water retention with increased evaporation 
(Aniku, 2001, p. 81f). The soil compositions have also undergone extensive changes 
that also determine agricultural practices, dependency on soil fertilisers and improved 
seedlings for the farmers to yield satisfactory harvests.  
 
Historians who trace the migratory patterns of the Langi people into Uganda over 300 
years ago, suggest that they may have originally been pastoral but settled down to 
tilling the soil in response to the environment they were faced with (Ojacor, 2001, p. 
3). Livestock farming is today a symbolic status of wealth and manly form of 
expression (Adoko & Levine, 2008, p. 105). Unfortunately, the looting of livestock 
during periods of conflict has eroded the social and economic prestige derived from 
owing several heads of cattle for the pastoral farmers of Apac. The dwindling cattle 
from which symbolically patriarchal values emerge have re-shaped gender relations, 
especially within agricultural activities. These changes are also mirrored in social life, 
further signifying how deeply farming is entrenched in all areas of life.  

Tororo 
Tororo is the district of the Iteso, Basamia, Bagwere and Banyoli people, a multi-
ethinic mix of people reminiscent of the earlier historical migratory patterns. These 
groups are considered to be traditional pastoralists who settled down to land 
cultivation almost 200 years ago (Musiitwa & Komutunga, 2001, p. 222). The Teso, 
one of the main ethnic groups of Tororo (Karugire, 1980, p. 7) were among the earliest 
settlers in the region, and settled to crop farming “owing to generally more fertile soil 
and dependable rainfall” (Karugire, 1980, p. 8). The soil structures in Tororo, located 
to the east of the country, do not retain water adequately, as they are layered with 
loamy and reddish brown sands (Aniku, 2001, p. 101; Musiitwa & Komutunga, 2001, 
p. 222f).  The soil owes its parent material to the Mount Elgon volcanic formation 
which is “the world’s largest extinct volcano” (Hadoto, 2001, p. 33) as it emitted very 
little lava during its formation (Aniku, 2001, p. 84).  
 
Heavy rainfall in Tororo is experienced in April-May and again in August-September 
making it a bimodal region (Komutunga and Musiitwa, 2001, p. 28; Musiitwa & 
Komutunga, 2001, p. 223).  Crop development is most uncertain in bimodal regions 
owing to the unpredictability of the start and end of the rains (Komutunga and 
Musiitwa 2001, p. 22). Sorghum is the main food crop of Tororo, and claims 
properties that enable re-growth when the stalk is cut after the grains reach maturity. 
The root structure grows laterally to 1.5 metres and during dry spells the leaves of the 
plant fold in around the edges in an effort to retain as much moisture as possible 
(Ebiyau and Oryokot, 2001, p. 44). The ability of sorghum to survive dry weather 
conditions has placed this plant into the staple food category even in the northern 
region where the rain seasons are not as reliable.  

Kampala 
Kampala is the only urban district in the country and agriculture features as one of the 
district’s main economic activities (Uganda Districts Information Handbook, p.118). 
The largest ethnic group of Uganda, the Baganda, occupy the region also known as 
Buganda in which Kampala district is located. Kampala has become a melting pot of 
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ethnic identities, but the main lingua franca of the region is Luganda, owing to the 
Baganda who are identified as the settlers in the region (Karugire, 1980), followed by 
English which unifies the different ethnicities (Mukama, 1991, p. 341f).  At the heart 
of the district is the city metropolis with bustling industries and suburbs that are also 
dominated by small scale agricultural production. Some of the crops grown in 
Kampala include sweet potatoes and bananas, and being in close proximity with Lake 
Victoria, fishing is also noted as a prominent economic activity of the district, as well 
as several livestock activities including cattle, goats, sheep and pig herding (Uganda 
Districts Information Handbook, 2008, p. 118). Lake Victoria has an impact on the 
weather. The soil of the surrounding forest savanna is brown, clay-loamy, dark and 
red, fairly fertile (Musiitwa & Komutunga, 2001, p. 225). Bananas are the main staple 
food of the area. The banana’s perennial, year-round yields also assist in preserving 
the soil from erosion (Tushemereirwe et al., 2001, p. 281f). 
 
It is possible to identify similarities in the land and farming practices across all three 
districts in regards to the gender division of labour as well as the other labour practices 
regarding the land (cf. Bantebya-Kyomuhendo & Keniston-McIntosh, 2003; Musiitwa 
and Komutunga, 2001, p. 220ff). But the different environments, despite the similar 
gender arrangements, require specific discussions particularly as they indicate the 
information requirements and practices will vary for the farmers in each district. 

Land relations 
Land, of course, is of specific importance to the farming practices of the people of 
Uganda. Its properties and components determine the types of plants which can 
survive, and whether the land is used for pastoral purposes.  Land is also central for 
how society is organised. Different regions in the country are occupied by exclusive 
ethnic groups which have fought over land ownership (Karugire, 1980). The same 
ethnic groups are further structured into clan factions that have also claimed territorial 
land ownership which historically was distributed by the kings and chiefs of the 
regions. Within the clan structures, clan heads have also distributed land to family 
heads, and the family has been and continues to be the economically productive unit of 
the Ugandan economy. For example, at the introduction of cotton as a cash crop during 
colonial rule, cotton was noticeably grown on small holder farms (Reid, 2002). Land 
ownership prior to colonial influence was based on indigenous systems of governance 
based on the clan structure. Under the British rule chiefs and kings were distributed 
formal land rights through a system of freehold title (Adoko & Levine, 2008, p. 101).  
 
When Uganda gained independence in 1962, the country inherited various land 
systems that continue to be a point of contention even today. The colonialists, in a bid 
to subdue some kingdoms in favour of others,‘re-distributed’ land, giving wider 
geographical expanse as well as power to particular kingdoms such as the Bunyoro-
Buganda - Buganda gained favourably in this case (Karugire, 1980). At the same time, 
crop farming such as coffee, cotton and tea production were favoured, which marked a 
significant disadvantage for the pastoral farmers who suffered severe grazing land 
shortages (Oloka-Oynago, Zie, and Muhereza, 1992, p. 3; Parker, 1952). The 
introduction of cash crop demand also implied that land which was previously used for 
food crops had to be shared with cash crops (McMaster, 1962). Further, specific land 
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demarcations for cash crops were established “to meet the needs for the British 
industries” (Nalwanga Senina-Zziwa, 1999, p. 9). 
 
In the process, many farmers were disenfranchised (Nalwanga Senina-Zziwa, 1999, p. 
9). A hut tax was subsequently instated, though only African men were required to pay 
this tax (Obbo, 1980). Land took on a new dimension and crop production steadily 
changed hands as more men begun planting and nurturing cotton so as to meet their 
tax obligations (McMaster, 1962). At the same time, land ownership become even 
more urgent and the previously loose land associations were no longer adequate for the 
ever changing systems.  
 
By imposing taxes on men, and not women, even though there were women-headed 
households (Obbo, 1980), women’s already fragile land relations were worsened, as 
the need to purchase and own land became urgent for the men. Oftentimes it was clear 
that women contributed a majority of the labour in both cash crops and food crop 
production, but the harvest was taken by the men who had to settle what was owed the 
imperial government (cf. Bantebya-Kyomuhendo & McIntosh-Keniston, 2006; Obbo, 
1980). The farmers also realised the advantages of owning land, and went to great 
pains to produce as much surplus in their yields to acquire money to buy land. But 
again, this was a feat that only men could accomplish. In this respect the segmented 
land issues (from ethnic, clan, and public land ownership such as that set aside for 
commercial purposes) as well as gender had a significant influence on the farming 
practices on several levels at once. Land became a distinguished form of 
oppression/privilege, unique to clan, ethnicity, social rankings (such as that of chiefs), 
and gender. Women are situated at the intersection of all these influences. A recent 
land reform movement in Uganda has addressed this, which is discussed below. 
  

Men, women and land 
Clan membership is based on a paternalistic lineage. Men and women, through their 
respective clans, could assist towards the development and prosperity of the clan. 
Upon marriage, the husband acquires the right to own a piece of land from his clan and 
from this commences building with his wife a family lineage based on the paternal 
association. An individual is considered mature upon marriage, both men and women 
(Bantebya-Kyomuhendo and Keniston McIntosh, 2006, p. 79; Mandeville, 1975; 
Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005; Nyanzi et.al., 2008), and both ‘acquire’ land from the 
man’s family (Reid, 2002), though for the women, this is the right to till land 
belonging to the husband and the clan. The wife ‘leaves’ her clan and joins the 
husband’s clan but she does not renounce her association with it. Ownership of land 
and all decision making within the family unit has, in the past and today, been the 
responsibility of the head of family. It should be understood that the clan heads 
distribute the land within the clan structures to clan members. The husband, father and 
clan member is recognised as the family head (Yngstrom, 2002). Upon marriage 
women retain their clan association but the children take after the father’s clan. Today 
women and men officially have the right to acquire and own land anywhere in the 
country regardless of a clan or ethnic association. However cultural impediments bar 
the translation of such laws into practice and cannot be under estimated for their ability 
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to enforce particular frameworks even today (Tukahirwa, 2002, p. 27f). Hence, land 
ownership is a socio-political economic, cultural and gendered site.   
 
Recently in a BBC forum titled “African women meet to demand land ownership 
rights”, Agnes Kirabo, speaking about the unequal land relations that continue to 
plague Ugandan women in particular, noted that “80% of the labour force in the 
agriculture sector is provided by women, and only 17% of them own arable land in the 
country”8. Land inheritance rights still favour the male children, where domination and 
control of land is cyclically defended and protected by men. While the government of 
Uganda has endeavoured to address the land crises, the practice of women tilling land 
they neither own or control has been sidestepped in an environment that upholds 
patriarchal values to this day (Kirabo, 2010; Tamale, 2004. p. 56). Tamale (2004) 
states that: 
 

Uganda underwent a land reform exercise in the late 1990s. Women saw this as a 
unique opportunity to address the problem of women’s landlessness. Through 
aggressive campaigning and intensive lobbying, a coalition of women’s rights 
groups succeeded in inserting an amendment to the 1998 land bill that guaranteed 
spousal co-ownership of matrimonial home. However, through political 
machination, the said amendment was missing from the final version of the Act! 
To date, Ugandan women are fighting for the reinstatement of what has come to 
be known as the “lost clause” (Tamale, 2004, p. 56). 

 
Stemming from these debates, agriculture becomes a highly gendered zone through 
which specific masculine and feminine practices are permitted so long as they uphold 
cultural ideals. Masculinities, in plural because they vary across time, location and 
manifest in different forms (Connell, 1987, p. 183ff), are realised in relation to land 
ownership. Masculinities are further enacted through overseeing land productivity. 
Male farmers are also expected to provide for their wives and children.  Femininities 
are associated with female farmers for whom the ability to successfully cultivate the 
land proves their worth (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p.123). As married women, 
access to tilling the land is through the husband, and if they are unmarried it is through 
the brother, father or paternal uncle. The woman’s nurturing ability is realised by 
cultivating enough food to feed her family (Nalwanga Ssebina-Zziwa, 1999; Tamale, 
2004). The gendered character of agriculture creates women as privately situated 
nurturers (cf. Bantebya-Kyomuhendo & keniston-McIntosh, 2006, p. 262 Carver, 
1996, p. 20) which means that care to the growing crop and the earth that produces it 
have been the responsibility of women, while men maintain the provider role in their 
families.  
 
As such land becomes a site of contestation as it is both masculinised through 
ownership by men and feminised ensuring its continued productivity by women. 
Various control measures ritualise these practices. For example, the man as the owner 
of the land oversees the land’s productivity through the woman’s farming activities. 
Failure to make the land produce puts into question her femininity (Bantebya-

                                                 
8 http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/africa/2010/10/101004_women_landownership_agneskirabo.shtml 
(October 4 2010)  
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Kyomuhendo and Keniston McIntosh, 2006, p. 79; Bantebya-Kyomuhendo, 2009, p. 
165; Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 123). These realities continue to influence my 
informants in present day farming practices. The women farmers in Apac and Tororo 
complained bitterly about being shouldered with the role of cultivating the land while 
their husbands spend all day drinking (cf. Bird and Shinyekwa, 2005, p.110). At 
harvest time the husbands would surface and take the crops produced and disappear 
for days, only to return empty handed (cf. Bird and Shinyekwa, 2005, p.110f). Asked 
why the women did not report their husbands to the cultural leaders or the police, one 
farmer in Apac put it succinctly as she attempted to mimic her husband “he can just 
say, if you come with the police, eh eh eh, you are coming here with the police? To my 
land? [She places her hands on her hips and assumes a position of intimidation as she 
delivers these words] Go! Return to where you came from! (Then what can you do? – 
she offered as a way of reflection)” (Apac, April. 2008). One farmer in Tororo 
summarized the entire discussion as she reflects resignedly that the “one who wears 
trousers” is the one who makes the decisions (Tororo, October. 2008).  
 
Traditionally the division of labour in farming practices was structured such that the 
patch of land being prepared for planting was cleared and prepared by men. The 
women would then begin digging (Bantebya-Kyomuhendo & Keniston-McIntosh, 
2003, p. 46; Reid, 2002, p. 26; Rosco, 1911). This was the case for the banana-plantain 
cultivators of Buganda, and as mentioned earlier, the banana self-produces all year 
round and does not require frequent land clearing schedules. However, in the Langi 
region millet as the staple food requires much more labour every year in the form of 
ground clearing, harvesting and weeding and as such historically, men and women 
could be found working the soil, unlike the Baganda or Banyoro where women did 
most of the agricultural work (McMaster, 1962; Tosh, 1978, p. 21).  

Gender in/and agriculture 
Based on the ideas raised above, expressions of masculinity and femininity serve the 
cause of emerging power relations not just in agriculture but in the social world.  There 
is nothing natural about femininity being tied to productivity of the land, especially as 
proven by the chronological accounts of the introduction of cotton planting where both 
men and women successfully cultivated the crop to maturity. However to pass as 
farmers and by extension as men and women in the wider social realm, the gendered 
practices of farming perpetuate specific customs that are thought of as natural. Land 
becomes the material background for gender. The practices surrounding the land are 
routinzed to reinforce the social orders within gender relations in a patriarchal fashion. 
Ubiquitous forms of mechanisms are endorsed and applied by society (cf. Kirabo, 
2010) to replicate the gender differences based on biological properties. Young boys 
and girls are socialised into the same systems, where the eldest son understands that he 
will inherit the land (Nalwanga Ssebina-Zziwa, 1999). It would seem that one’s 
biological body sets the stage for land, farming and gender politics.  
 
How then do issues of access and use manifest within relations of media and 
information technologies in Uganda in light of the landscape outlined on gender 
constructions and the agricultural environment in which this study situates itself? 
Before attempting to respond to this question the reader will be introduced to media 
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and information technologies structures in the country, and provided an outline on 
research that has emerged from Uganda on access and use to media and information 
technologies.  

Contemporary access and use practices 
The drum is still a symbol of eminence among Ugandans, and theatre and arts have 
been and continue to be utilised to communicate critical messages such as the 
programmes adopted by government in the 1990s to inform Ugandans on the 
seriousness of HIV and AIDS virus (Oral Interview with Dr Kabonesa - October 
2008). This method of information dissemination continues to be an effective means of 
communicating with various communities around the country. In the face of various 
infrastructural difficulties and low literacy levels, several critical messages continue to 
be disseminated through musical theatre in the rural areas. In this way, information is 
packaged in formats best understood by the recipients, and despite the advocacy for 
information communication technologies, the effect of indigenous communication 
technologies should be recognised (Mushengyezi, 2003).  
 
Up until 1994, Uganda’s telecommunications infrastructure was ‘seriously 
underdeveloped’ (Ebba Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003, p. 72). Various reforms that 
commenced in 1994, such as the deployment of ISDN and the way licences for 
incoming tele-operators were issued, increased the tele-density at the same time as 
tariff charges were decreased (Ebba Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003, p. 72). The 
establishment of the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) catapulted the 
development of the communications services in the country with further developments 
of policies aiding the progress. UCC’s role as an independent (from government) 
regulator and licence issuer for telecomm operators has helped develop a modern 
communications sector (Mwesige, 2004, p. 88). Uganda’s communication sector was 
liberalised in the early 1990s and, as of December 2009, seven mobile telephony 
service providers were registered in Uganda, with over 9.5 million subscribers out of a 
population of 31 million. Area surface coverage on mobile telephony network is said 
to give access to the rural and urban areas of the country9.  
 
With “nearly 200 stations”, the radio is the most common medium of communication 
mainly due to its decentralised transmitting properties which allow broadcasting in 
regional languages and content. There are also state-run radio-stations which transmit 
nationally10. The radio is considered to be the most vibrant information and 
entertainment source (cf. Dralega, 2009, p. 25).  
 
The two leading newspapers, New Vision and Daily Monitor publish daily in English 
and are distributed all over the country. Further, New Vision has sister newspapers in 
local languages, Rupiny in Luo, Etop in Ateso, Bukedde in Luganda and Orumuri in 

                                                 
9 http://www.audiencescapes.org/country-profiles/uganda/country-overview/mobile-communications/mobile-
communications-284 (14 October 2010) 
10 http://www.audiencescapes.org/print/country-profiles/uganda/country-overview/media-environment/media-
environment-289  (14 October 2010) 
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Runyakitara11. The newspapers cover a wide range of political issues, international 
news, and columns on health, education, livelihood and governance12. According to 
UNICEF, 74 percent of Uganda’s population can read and write13. 
 
The cost of a television bars most Ugandans from gaining access to the 35 available 
TV channels. In addition to this, the reception is particularly weak in the rural areas.  
Electricity, which is one of the main requirements for the working of these media and 
information technologies, is generated by the hydroelectric plant from the Owen Falls 
dam. Most of Uganda’s rural population does not have access to electricity, and 
various measures are being taken by regional and national bodies to address this 
lacuna, through, for example, solar energy, generators and inverters14. 
 
Internet cafes as well as telecentres or community multimedia centres have 
mushroomed all over the municipal areas of the districts in Uganda and are especially 
popular as they provide a range of services for the public. The costs associated with 
acquiring and maintaining these technologies are prohibitive to many homes in 
Uganda. Hence these establishments have had a marked influence on the population’s 
access to and use of media and information technologies. Telecentres have generally 
been developed by donor agencies. Internet cafes are mostly profit driven by private 
owners. The telecentre projects are sustained by the donor agent for a specified period, 
after which the telecentre, it is assumed, can self-sustain and continue to provide a 
much needed information service to the people.  
 
A telecentre is a facility that integrates communication and information services 
encompassing the different media and information technologies such as televisions, 
radios, newspapers, telephones, facsimiles, computers with internet connectivity, 
brochures, pamphlets, posters and books (Ebba Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003, p. 
13). One of Africa’s first community multimedia centres (CMC), Nakaseke CMC 
located in Nakaseke district in Uganda, has been the focus of significant research (cf. 
Dralega, 2008, 2009, Ebba Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu, 2003, p. 75). To prove 
sustainable, a telecentre should be seen to address regional-information needs. 
Nakaseke and other telecentres in Uganda have employed CD projects programmed in 
the local languages to inform on money making projects and various success stories 
are noted (Bakesha, Nakafeero and Okello, 2009). Nakaseke has been self-sustaining 
since donor support ceased. Other telecentres such as the Buvuma in Mpigi district are 
not faring as well, now that donor support has ended (Ebba Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu, 
2003).  
 
There are a number of problems associated with telecentre use and access. Electricity 
is inconsistent and puts pressure on the establishment to acquire alternate means of 
power. Generators and inverters are often used as back-up power supplies but are 

                                                 
11 http://www.audiencescapes.org/print/country-profiles/uganda/country-overview/media-environment/media-
environment-289  (14 October 2010) 
12 www.monitor.co.ug ; www.newvision.co.ug The regions of I visited, Kampala, Apac and Tororo besides the 
English daily newspapers also receive news in the local languages.  
13 http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/uganda_statistics.html  (14 October 2010) 
14 http://www.mbendi.com/indy/powr/af/ug/p0005.htm  (14 October 2010) 
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themselves vulnerable to a number of issues. Generators require fuel to run, which is 
one of the most expensive commodities in Uganda. Inverters which charge their 
battery while there is electricity may run out of battery before the electricity is 
switched back on. The added expense of acquiring this additional equipment may 
impact the telecentre’s productivity. Other challenges are found in the costs charged 
for various services. Since the telecentre targets mostly the rural population, the 
charges may be prohibitive to these would-be users. The opening hours as well as the 
location of the facility may not be suitable for the community. The content provided 
through the technologies also determines the success of the centre. Various 
technologies, such as printers, photocopiers and computers tend to break down 
frequently. For example, at Nakaseke the technicians responsible for repairing the 
computers are based in Kampala and may take up to two weeks before responding to a 
call. As these are public establishments, privacy is non-existent. If one is using the 
telephone services everyone can hear the conversation. The bandwidth is also a 
deciding factor on the use of the internet. In most areas in Uganda the bandwidth slows 
down the internet connection. 
 
With regards to the internet, the profile of internet users is said to be young, adult, 
educated, male, and mostly urban with access to internet cafes (Mwesige, 2004; see 
also Wakunuma-Zojer and Litho, 2009). There has been concerted effort to ensure that 
internet services are available in every town of every district. The popularity of 
internet cafes as opposed to home based access to the technology is attributed to the 
high costs. Some of the reasons for the high costs can be found in weak electricity and 
telecommunications infrastructures. Among the urban population, only 19 percent use 
the Internet and only 3 percent in the rural areas where more than 80 percent of 
Uganda’s population resides15. Uganda’s first internet café started in 1996 (Mwesige, 
2004, p. 92). Several cafes adorn the entire country today and the average charges 
were US $2 an hour during my research. The fact that only 2 percent of the population 
claims computer and internet access in their homes suggests that the majority of 
Ugandans frequent these establishments to gain access to internet services. 
 
Research from Uganda that has given focus to access and use is mostly based on 
establishments such as the internet café and the telecentre. Access and use emerge in 
the research from questions about whether the centre will survive or not, who tends to 
frequent these sites, as well as the benefits this set up has on the community in the 
vicinity. This brief outlook on the landscape of access to and use of media information 
technologies in relation to telecentres and the internet cafés illustrates that significant 
amounts of research tend to focus on such establishments. But the significance of my 
study focusing on access places all forms of information sources into the limelight and 
further indicates where media and information technologies feature in this mix.  
 
In conclusion, this chapter gave a historical analysis of an indigenous communication 
technology, outlined some important details about Ugandan agricultural practices, and 
discussed the state of ‘modern’ media and information technologies in Uganda. Just as 

                                                 
15 http://www.audiencescapes.org/country-profiles/uganda/country-overview/mobile-communications/mobile-
communications-284 (14 October 2010) 
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the gendered land practices are learned in specific contexts, so are the communication 
practices, even those using more ‘advanced’ media and information technology 
artefacts are also learned and gendered. I will explore this in the discussion section, but 
first focus on theory and method.  
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS    
 
In this chapter I will discuss the theoretical ideas that inform the analysis of access and 
use to media and information technologies. I will begin with a summary of 
postcolonial attempts to assess, question or challenge knowledge production around 
notions of access and use to media and information technologies. Access and use as 
crucial phenomena in the relations built with media and information technologies may 
be structured or configured in specific ways that may be subjected to revisions to suit 
the environment encountered. The argument would therefore be not to assess access 
and use based on a particular perception or model but to consider the peculiar and 
unique conditions that frame both entities. A postcolonial approach then, looks at some 
of the founding theorists in this school of thought and endeavours to position those 
ideas within the current thesis. The specific limitations of postcolonial theories with 
regards to the analysis of access and use to media and information technologies in this 
study, lead to a discussion on intersectionality. In this regard, I challenge the dualist 
notions of access/non-access and use/non-use as I observe the practices that surround 
each phenomenon. Intersectionality suggests that two, or more, cross cutting issues 
affect a particular outcome. Looking at the practices that involve access/non-access for 
example, is likely to illustrate more than the simplistic access or non-access. The 
intersectional lens is helpful in acknowledging multiple levels of influences towards 
any given situation, but is itself not without its limitations, specifically when 
considering technology and its role in the intersection that forms part of one’s identity. 
My argument then turns towards Science and Technology Studies (STS), with a focus 
on the social construction of technology branch which provides the notion of 
interpretive flexibility which is ideally suited for technology user relations in their 
situated contexts.  
 
The discussion of a user, as such and how the user negotiates access, brings forth 
discussions of social categories such as gender that the STS scholarship has paid 
limited attention to (cf. Wajcman, 2004). If the basic understanding of STS is that 
science and technology shape and are shaped by society, considerations for the social 
influence should therefore be complicated with analyses looking at, among other 
factors gender systems. Gender and technology studies are applied in this thesis to 
consider how gender and technology co-construct each other. In other words the 
current thesis sets out to investigate when and how the gender and technology 
partnership is formulated in relations with media and information technologies in 
Uganda.  
 
Approaching this analysis by looking at access and use brings forth other social 
categories such as ethnicity and age in combination with other influences, such as 
geographical location, and technical factors including infrastructure that suggest a 
complexity within the terms access and use. Further, as especially noted in the 
previous chapter, when studying the farmer, for whom relations with land are already 
culturally imbued, considering the gender and technology partnership as it exists in 
such an environment recognises the cultural embeddings of this relationship. Studies  
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that acknowledge the influence of the cultural environment on the gender and 
technology partnership argue that from a western perspective, technology is 
understood as “masculine culture” (cf. Wajcman, 1991, p. 137).  
 
Other studies from developing regions do trouble this assertion, as in the case of the 
significant rise of women in for example computer science education in Malaysia, a 
trend that is not necessarily moving in similar fashion in the western world (cf. 
Lagesen, 2007; see also McGrath-Cohoon & Aspray (eds.), 2006). Much of the 
research on gender and technology coming out of non-western contexts emerges from 
Asia and some South American examples. The African region is significantly 
underrepresented in the area of cultural embeddings of gender and technology 
relations, to which this thesis contributes experiences from Uganda. By dismantling 
access as well as querying who a user is, or what factors are instituted to determine 
who a user is, this study creates an understanding of the cultural embeddings of gender 
and technology in the Ugandan context.   

Post colonialism 
Post colonial studies owe their existence to a group of intellectuals that occupy a 
highly ambiguous space. Having previously inhabited the third world and 
subsequently migrated to and occupying the first world, post colonial doyens, Edward 
Said, Homi Bhabha, Gayatri Spivak and Chandra Talpade Mohanty, have, among 
others, challenged the knowledge produced and appropriated on the colonized subjects 
by the colonizers. One of the post colonial critiques is directed towards its theorists 
who have been criticised for speaking from privileged positions (cf. Guha, 1988;                      
McLinktock, 1995), and offering an elitist analysis that is not far removed from that 
offered by the colonizers (Guha, 1988, p. 36ff). Post colonialism has offered a crucial 
examination of not only historical accounts as observed by the West, it has also 
brought into further scrutiny all forms of knowledge production and revealed that any 
knowledge has the ability to be post colonial, and the positions from which it orients 
always require scrutiny. Colonized by Britain, intellectuals from India such as 
Mohanty and Bhabha have challenged the historical narratives orienting from the 
West. Even though post colonialism traces its origins from India’s intellectuals, 
postcoloniality has proven useful for other colonized regions in questioning the written 
history about them from the west or as Edward Said termed it, the occident.  
 
Said’s 1978 ground breaking book, Orientalism explains this title and phrase as “a 
style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made 
between the orient (and most of the time) the occident” (Said, 1978, p. 2ff). Hence a 
person who practices Orientalism constructs another within a subservient opposition to 
their own situation, assumes a privileged position or an Occident position. The one 
who is othered or orientalised becomes the orient.  Making reference to populaces 
from the Middle East and Asia, Said challenged the historical representations of the 
Orient which undeniably trickled into contemporary notions and ideologies of the 
Orient. Said mentions that “[t]o investigate Orientalism is also to propose intellectual 
ways for handling the methodological problems that history has brought forward /…/ 
the contemporary intellectual can learn from Orientalism how, on the one hand, either 
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to limit or to enlarge realistically the scope of his discipline’s claims and on the other, 
to see the human ground/…/ in which texts, visions, methods, and disciplines begin, 
grow, thrive, and degenerate” (Said, 1978, p. 110). Said’s work should be appreciated 
for its pioneering outlook on the very construction of the other. Because as he usefully 
states the Orient and the Occident are “not inert fact[s] of nature” (Said, 1978, p. 4) 
they are constructed ideologies on which privileges, prejudices and power structures 
are built. The Orient derives from the Occident/Orientalist and the construction of the 
other is an undeniable part of the construction of the self because in constructing the 
Orient the Occident is also formed. Said’s own interpretation and representation of the 
Occident and the Orient is itself rather peculiar in that he fails to unveil the 
multiplicity of the Orient, or the Occident. Avoiding the pitfalls of polarizing the 
categories of colonized, colonial subject, Homi Bhabha (1994) ‘literary’ sits on the 
fence and locates his argument within the relations of these two entities. Bhabha 
introduces “mimicry” which “repeats rather than represents /…/ a proliferation of 
inappropriate objects that ensure its failure, so that mimicry is at once resemblance and 
menace” (Bhabha, 1994, p. 86ff).  
 
For Bhabha the mimic image that locates itself between “identity and difference” 
questions the authority of “colonial discourse” (McLintock, 1995, p. 63).  Perhaps 
unintentionally the ambivalence of the mimicry appears to be one sided, (colonized 
subject) and offers no elaboration on colonial mimicries (cf. McLintock, 1995, p. 64).  
Colonial discourse is rather ambivalent in its inscription of manly mimicry of 
historical representations (cf. Connell, 2007, p. 120f & 167; McLinktock, 1995, p. 63). 
The participation of women in the shaping of history is a rather indulgent after thought 
that homogenises gendered experiences of history. Gayatri Spivak (1996, p. 59ff) has 
expounded on women’s role in shaping history by putting to question the construction 
of public and private spheres where the former has not only mediated on behalf of the 
latter but has consequently sought to represent the same. The rather passing 
construction of otherness as can be discerned thus far has obscured an otherwise 
multi-dimensional reality of experiences.  

Speaking from below 
In as much as post colonialism is seen to question historical representation of the 
colonized subject, the theory itself fails to adequately acknowledge the experiences of 
the marginalised or the colonised subject that it presents. Subaltern studies posit an 
elitist position for post colonial accounts and instead offer a history emanating from 
below. Ranajit Guha (1988) and fellow subaltern studies intellectuals provide critical 
explorations of untold histories. The paradigm is to recognise the important 
contribution to the subaltern movement by paying homage to peasant revolts (cf. 
Amin, 1988; Pandey, 1988). Subaltern studies provide a glimpse of the marginalised 
contributions to shaping history but also do not sufficiently address the multiplicity of 
the subaltern subject, such as women’s role (Connell, 2007, p. 121 & 167) which only 
receives a cursory mention. Reading about the force of the peasant resistance 
movement that swept across India’s districts in 1922 (Pandey, 1988, p. 273ff), one 
begrudgingly imagines that peasantry knows no gender, and women’s participation, 
particularly residing in the fact that women constitute a majority of the poor, was 
almost a given. But as has been indicated above, specificities matter and implicit 
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narratives simplify complex reasoning. In addition to this point, caste systems have 
also been noted as curiously peripheral (see Connell, 2007, p. 172). The few notable 
exceptions such as Guha (1988), and Chatterjee (1988) who offer a micro level of 
historical analysis that exhibits women’s contribution do not escape Spivak’s criticism 
for the scrupulous depiction of woman in India’s history. Spivak remarks “[t]hey 
record moments when men and women are joined in struggle /…/ when their 
constitution of work or education suffer from gender or class discrimination /…/. But I 
think they overlook how important the concept-metaphor woman is to the functioning 
of their discourse” (Spivak, 1988, p. 26).  
 
The subaltern critique also subtly ignores its own elitist position in speaking for the 
subaltern. From a different register Spivak (1988) asks if the ‘subaltern can speak’? 
Spivak points out this very flaw, for which post colonialism has also been criticised, 
that the subaltern have themselves been impaired by it, and can not speak purely from 
an “autonomous domain” (see also Connell, 2007, p.121f&167 citing Al’Ahmad, 
1958; Guha, 1988, p. 40;). Spivak’s question ‘can the subaltern speak’ is illustrated 
through an extensive discussion of the Hindu Widow - sati - who sacrifices her own 
life at the funeral of her husband in an act which denotes “a good wife”. Spivak picks 
up the tale of Bhaduri a sixteen year old political activist in pre-independent India who 
chose to take her own life rather than follow the orders to assassinate for political 
reasons. Bhaduri’s actions were interpreted as a tragic story of unrequited love, of a 
young girl caught between “British imperialism and Indian patriarchy” (Tejero, 2004, 
p. 91). Spviak concludes based on the fact that Bhaduri’s message is obscured that “the 
subaltern can not speak” (Spivak, 1988, p. 308). Put differently the subaltern speaking 
from below, can not escape external exigencies, and yes they do speak but can they be 
heard?  
 
Stuart Hall acknowledges that “we all speak from a particular place, out of a particular 
history, out of a particular experience, a particular culture” and are not entirely bound 
by this position. Our “locations /…/ and identities are crucial to our subjective sense of 
who we are” (Hall, 1989, p. 227). This fundamentally summarises both a post colonial 
argument and a subaltern position, that one should be aware of one’s point of view, 
evaluation or perspective to others. Everyone has the ability to speak from a privileged 
or peripheral position and categories which are at the centre of most struggles should 
be perceived with suspicion.  

Locating postcoloniality and subalternity 
While this thesis acknowledges the contributions postcoloniality and subalternity make 
to questions of knowledge production, structural frameworks, social conceptions and 
representations, because of the diverse, fragmented and complex reality which the 
current study addresses, supplies the first reason why both theories are not explored 
beyond this point (cf. McLintock, 1995).The tendency of both perspectives to 
generalise on splintered realities prove insufficient in addressing the multidimensional 
characteristics of this study. The second reason relates to gender and its role in shaping 
history (Spivak, 1988) and how this social category is largely way-laid under 
predominantly masculine terms which (Bhabha 1986, p. xxv) claims can be said to 
represent man and woman, even though others have argued the distinctions matter 
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(McLintock, 1995, p. 62fff;  Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005). Thirdly for research that 
considers the co-construction of technology and gender, acknowledging the role of 
technology or artefacts in shaping societies is crucial. Borrowing from the STS, 
particularly the branch of social construction of technology that understand reality to 
constitute a mutual shaping of society by both human and non-human actors, 
postcoloniality and subalternity seem to sideline the role of artefacts and their 
interaction with social formations. Hence attributes such as gender and age, shape and 
are shaped by non-human actors such as drums. The reader is asked to recall the 
practices around drum beating that favoured men as mentioned in chapter two. The 
role of artefacts such as the drum cannot be ignored in how it shaped and was shaped 
by the lives of men and women, as an indigenous communication technology. It is here 
where both post colonial and subaltern studies do not adequately address the pivotal 
role that artefacts play in shaping situated and unique human experiences and why the 
same theories will not be employed beyond this point although I do acknowledge that 
the concept behind both theories challenging knowledge production and encouraging 
self-representation, echo throughout the debates presented, as I contribute to existing 
studies on the cultural embeddings of gender and technology from a development 
perspective. It would also be a disservice to both postcoloniality and subalternity to 
make the  claim that they do not adequately address the role of technology in shaping 
human experiences, and simply leave it at that, because both analyses can and have 
been used to question technological practices (cf. Anderson, 2002; Ekdahl & Trojer, 
2003), In as much as post colonial reasoning has “often worked to destabilise, or at 
least challenge, [hegemonic] assumptions/…/ (Anderson, 2002, p. 643)” this study 
endeavours to more than question, the contemporary phenomena, I seek to analyse the 
very critiques I raise (cf. Anderson, 2002, p. 643). Subsequently I introduce the 
concept of intersectionality that largely drives my analysis on access and use, for its 
ability to recognise multiplicity in social structures.  

Loci of negotiations 
Social relations negotiate power and subordinate positions from a bevy of attributes 
such as age, gender, class and race. This thesis, drawing on the empirical evidence 
provided subsequently, considers the intersectionality perspective as an approach to 
understand experiences of complex matrices of privilege or disadvantage for a reality 
that is embroiled in multi-dimensions of social constructions. Intersectionality builds 
on the premise that systems of privilege or oppression simplify classifications by 
selectively latching onto particular characteristics while dismissing others. For 
example the Cisco Certified Networking Associate training programme at Makerere 
University in Uganda, in a bid to “bridge the gender digital divide”16 subsidises tuition 
fees paid by all women applicants. The aim for this programme is to attract more 
women IT professionals into the market, and to level the gender playing field in IT 
vocations. The challenge with such a venture is that even economically privileged 
women applicants who could afford to pay the full tuition fee are enveloped under the 
same umbrella of ‘a disadvantaged gender’. While at the same time, male applicants 
who may fit into the bracket of unprivileged such as those hailing from a single parent 

                                                 
16 I took this course during my field work in 2008, and was struck by these distinctions. See also 
http://womenstudies.mak.ac.ug/index.php?q=cisco (accessed March 29th 2010) 
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home with a struggling economic situation which is almost always female headed, are 
not afforded the same opportunity as the so called disadvantaged female applicants. 
An intersectional lens would in such a situation reveal that the categories mapped onto 
men and women applicants for such a programme oversimplify a rather complex 
reality.  Hence intersectionality proves useful in analysing the power structures that 
negotiate the diversity that is ubiquitous of any society and, of specific interest to this 
study, an intersectional understanding of both men and women’s situated technology 
practices in Uganda will hopefully shade light on such experiences.  
 
Kimberly Crenshaw (1989) a critical race theorist, is often said to be the literary 
architect of the concept of intersectionality. In articulating the experiences of women 
of colour who have been victims of violence, Crenshaw (1991) shows how gender and 
race can not be treated as exclusive constructs but intersecting orders of influence that 
together form unique experiences for women of colour in (as an example) situations of 
a violent nature. Crenshaw articulates this fragmented situation using comparisons 
with traffic situations:  
 

Consider an analogy to traffic in an intersection, coming and going in all four 
directions. Discrimination, like traffic through an intersection, may flow in one 
direction, and it may flow in another. If an accident happens in an intersection, it 
can be caused by cars travelling from any number of directions and, sometimes, 
from all of them. Similarly, if a Black woman is harmed because she is in the 
intersection, her injury could result from sex discrimination or race discrimination 
(Crenshaw, 1989, p. 149).  
 

This argument can be traced back to bell hooks (1981) who showed that the 
development of suffrage in America gradually chipped away barricades of race 
discrimination against black people but essentially focused on black men, and 
women’s suffrage focused on white women, rendering the position of the African 
American women superfluous. Even though an intersectional argument can be traced 
to hooks (1981), the Combahee River Collective statement (1981) and Audre Lorde 
(1988), it was Crenshaw who aptly thematized these experiences under one term, 
intersectionality. The concept has not only found resonance among subaltern groups 
but has transcended into current feminist debates, as a way to ‘conceptualise ways in 
which sociocultural hierarchies, power differentials and in/exclusions around 
discursively and institutionally constructed categories such as gender, ethnicity, race 
class /…/ mutually co-construct each other’ (Lykke, 2006, p.151). It has proven useful 
towards acknowledging the multiple systems of oppression or privilege encountered in 
societies. 

Intersectionality 
Gender or social enactments of gender continue to dominate intersectional debates. 
One of the earlier critiques of the theory was the precedence gender as a category 
acquired/acquires over other social markers such as ethnicity, age and class. Age, race, 
and any other social marker appear to ride the coattails of gender in intersectional 
debates.  The other criticism that has been mapped onto the theory stems from 
identifying categories and not necessarily helping to analyse the complexity of life or 
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experiences. Categories are problematic, in that they create boundaries packed with 
power configurations feeding into hierarchies of society.  As they are named, 
categories have a tendency to fix the positioning of the societal member, leaving little 
or no room for permeability or dislodgement of the same. Building on this critique is 
the concept’s endorsement of additional categories that challenge the contribution of 
the concept. In other words intersectionality has been criticised for being open to 
further character additions, such that the individual subjected to an intersectional lens 
can always add more character significations to their position of privilege or 
oppression. In retrospect, subalternity is suspicious of fixed categories, and endeavours 
to challenge the interactions or location of power. Intersectionality, rather, takes 
categories for granted.  
 
Crenshaw (1991; 1989) was wary of category naming, suggesting that the focus should 
be on the locus where the various matrices of social orders meet. McCall (2005), 
critical of the additivity associated with intersectionality, considers an ‘anticategorical 
critique of categorisation, claiming that these identifiers assume a natural position, and 
the naming of categories encourages no further scrutiny (see also Hornscheidt, 2009, 
p. 41 and Moser, 2006, p. 540). The basic thrust of these criticisms, is that negotiations 
between and through categories require power conciliations which may require a 
moulting of one or more identities of oneself. Suggestions towards remedying this 
problem with intersectionality, are being provided in the form of more process-
oriented terms such as categorisation (Hornscheidt, 2009, p. 41). Categorisation as an 
alternative would therefore not fix particular identifiers on individuals but visualise the 
mappings of the categories as processes that can be negotiated. Nina Lykke (2006) 
further recognises categories such as gender, age, and ethnicity as ‘doings’, that are 
themselves not ‘stable’, but ‘processes of sociocultural change’ (Lykke, 2006, p. 156) 
and the same processal idea should (I suggest) be extended to how intersectionality is 
used. Orientating from a post-structuralist critique of ‘stable unambiguous entities’, 
Lykke (2006) visualises intersectional understandings as not fixed in categories but 
processes of categorisations. Intersectionality as a process and a boundary-less anti-
categorical analytic tool, ‘keeps the perspective “open”’ (Lykke, 2006, p. 156).  
 
The site of difference is where categories are negotiated and constructed, it is where 
power structures and articulates itself. The nexus is where negotiations take place, a 
locus that is itself not static but always revolving, this is the focus of intersectional 
analysis, which not only enables the theory to travel beyond identity politics it also 
goes some way to addressing some of the pitfalls associated with the concept. If the 
intersectional lens focused more on the locus of cross-cutting negotiations, 
intersectionality could and can prove a useful concept for analysing frameworks that 
hierarchize societies. This thesis attempts to utilise the theory by taking a somewhat 
different approach than has previously been explored, that of understanding social 
certainties as intersecting complex phenomena that can be manipulated by all 
individuals. To contextualise what I envisage here, an example from the empirical 
material may serve to better qualify my argument. Access to or for that matter non-
access (I take the dualist stance in this case to illustrate my point, although my aim is 
to dismantle this very dualism) to media and information technologies is largely 
approached from the individual’s identity constructions. One is either poor 
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uneducated, rurally-based, or considered to exist outside a particular age bracket and is 
hence relegated to the non-access entity, since the problem is always with the 
individual and the intersection of oppressive matrices is always open to further 
character additions. Similarly access does not preclude one type of use. A farmer may 
have a mobile phone at their disposal but without the financial resources to maintain 
the phone with call credit, this type of access may determine that the farmer usually 
waits for others to call to use the phone. If access and non-access are subjected to an 
intersectional scrutiny, these entities are themselves shown to be unstable, negotiable 
and in perpetual concert with each other. Such an approach does not remove the 
complexity from the individual seeking access to the technology, it does however, 
bring out the limitations in constructed social entities such as access and non-access. 
The point to note however is that the notions of access and non-access do not 
adequately depict the multiple intersections of actors that are crucial in order to use 
technology. 
 
This discussion on intersectionality has brought forth the understanding that 
complexities in societies determine varying outcomes for various individuals. Gender 
as argued by Crenshaw (1991), is never alone in determining perceptions about an 
individual. In the next section, I focus on how the current thesis regards gender, 
keeping in mind that this discussion is in relation to Uganda’s farmers as introduced in 
the previous background section.  

Gendering processes 
The order in which various societies socio-culturally arrange themselves may often 
determine how categories such as gender are re-produced. While early ideas saw 
gender as a derivative of one’s biological sex (Garfinkel, 1967); others conceptualize 
gender as being social (West and Zimmerman, 1987). As such the male/female sex 
categories are complex products of cultural and social processes (Lerman, oldenziel, 
Mohun, 2003, p. 4). To explain how this thesis analyses gender, the reader is asked to 
recall the background chapter that gave an overview of how farming is arranged in 
Uganda. The cultural designation of male and female, or rather expressions of 
masculine and feminine among Uganda’s farmers, are closely tied to land relations. In 
this regard, gender expressions of masculine and feminine are made visible through 
specific land practices. The sustainability of such expressions, however, depends on 
perpetual practices which suggest the temporality as well as fragility of these 
positions. Focusing on the processes or practices that sustain (such) gender 
arrangements this thesis shows how farmers are doing gender (cf. Fenstermaker and 
West, 2002; West and Zimmerman, 1987). At the same time as I recognise the critical 
aspects of the structure of the dualism implied in this discussion, it is still interesting to 
determine how the farmers express masculinity and femininity in characterising 
gender. The discussion thus appears to attach masculinity to male farmers and 
femininity to female farmers. Still it is helpful to recognise other research that 
illustrates that masculinity and femininity are plural phenomena, meaning there is no 
one singular way to express either character, but also that the expressions of femininity 
can not always be attached to female bodies, or for that reason, masculinity to male 
bodies (Connell, 1993, p.599; Connell, 2005, p.71; Halberstam, 2003 p. 48ff; Nyanzi, 
et al., 2008 p.14). In my material masculinity emerges through ownership and control 
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of land, while femininity is embedded in ensuring the productivity of the land owned 
by the husband, brother, or father.  
 
How to challenge these gender binaries so deeply entrenched in norms? Sex, as the 
biological precedent, classifies male and female farmers into specific practices, which 
are sustained through relations with society; male children and female children in 
Uganda are afforded the cultural competence to sustain the social structure 
(Fenstermaker and West, 2002, p. xvii; West and Zimmerman, 1987, p. 147) by the 
adult counterparts who are themselves “hostages to its production” (Nanyonga-
Tamusuza, 2005; see also Tamale, 1999; West and Zimmerman, 1987, p. 126). As 
such, specific conduct on the part of the male and female farmers validates their 
membership into the farming and wider community. I recognise the challenges 
involved in engaging in discussions on sex and gender distinctions, but identify that 
becoming a male farmer, or a female farmer, and all that goes with this responsibility, 
is established in line with one’s biological sex (cf. West and Fenstermaker, 2002, p. 
4f), and yet the farmer role, realised through practices and relations through others, is 
essentialised through material possessions; land, animals, productivity of land, which 
in my opinion, reads as more relational with things and others, than on the perspective 
of one’s sex.  To this end, I take inspiration from, West and Fenstermaker (2002, p. 5), 
who analyse sex as independent from gender. Gender is in this case understood as the 
relations among the farmers that produces specific social behaviours. It is from these 
relations that gender emerges, and I contend that the relational aspect is a perpetual 
reinforcement of each farmer’s position in the social realm, and as such find it useful 
to adopt West and Zimmerman’s (1987) and West and Fenstermaker (2002) notion of 
Uganda’s farmers doing gender. Gender in relation to the farmers is taken to be “a 
routine, methodical, and recurring accomplishment” suggesting that the farmers in 
‘doing’ gender, perpetuate “expressions of masculine and feminine” guided by the 
situations confronting them (West and Zimmerman, 1987, p. 125f). Hence, by 
focusing on the practices, rituals, or routines that prescribe certain actions in 
agriculture as feminine or masculine the current study considers gender as a verb, as 
something that farmers ‘do’ (West and Zimmerman, 1987). I suggest that to validate 
their membership in society, farmers act and behave certain ways that produce the 
specific gender structures.  
 
The current study aims to contribute to studies addressing the cultural embeddings of 
gender and technology, and while I acknowledge the gender differentiations, my goal 
is to delineate how certain practices are permitted in opposition to others, and the 
various strategies at play in producing ‘a’ situated, culturally embedded, gender and 
technology partnership. It is through practices or processes with technologies that 
meanings are realised, as such the perspective of “doing gender” is apt for studying 
technology processes (Lie, 2003, p. 22f). Hence access scrutinised through an 
intersectional lens will hopefully reveal a better understanding of the situation of 
media and information technologies use in Uganda. At this stage I return to the 
discussion on the use of intersectionality, particularly in relation to technology access, 
an area to which my work will contribute.  
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Relative intersections 
Earlier in this chapter, Postcolonial studies and subaltern studies received 
acknowledgement for the challenges they present to forms of knowledge production. 
The same theories were also noted for their focus on representations of human actors, 
but were found to be wanting in regards to addressing the multiplicity in societies. 
Intersectionality was then introduced as an appropriate theoretical approach towards 
analysing a richly diverse reality.  Technology or artefacts were also highlighted as 
influential aspects of human interactions that have been sidelined by the post colonial 
critique. Subsequently intersectionality as the perspective informing the current study 
was introduced as a useful analytical tool for showing the multiplicity of social 
realities. Technology it was also mentioned is not given adequate credit for its role in 
shaping and being shaped by human actors. Using intersectionality in technology 
discourses is somewhat a novel approach since the theory is generally associated with 
identity politics, but because human actors are constantly negotiating their existence 
with the help of non-human actors, particularly if the reader is asked to reconsider 
Crenshaw’s (1989) analogy of the traffic cross road mentioned earlier, I feel that the 
intersection is also negotiated by more than human bodies. Contemporary social 
relations are more and more heavily technically inclined. This begs the question why 
non-human elements are ignored in the intersectionality debates as recognisable 
influences at the loci of negotiations (see as an exception Moser, 2006). Technology is, 
of course, specific to each situation, and is not a given at all intersections of influence. 
This thesis seeks to do more than add mobile phones to the negotiations of one’s 
identity, or the computer/internet to the oppression of another. This would spiral the 
analyses in the very direction the present discussion is studiously avoiding. Rather, 
with the example of access to technology, intersectionality would address the situation 
by focusing on how social concepts such as access are constructed and then subject 
such idea to an intersectional lens, that would not only incorporate the technology’s 
influence but would also address whatever categorisations come to matter at the point 
of access.  
 
This, however, is itself not an adequate form of analysis, because acknowledging the 
agency of artefacts does not sufficiently underscore the interdependencies or 
reconfigurations that take place when human and non-human actors interact. Hence, 
while intersectionality dominates the analysis of technology experiences in the 
analysis chapters, the study leans heavily on gender and technology scholarship, 
integrating an STS perspective to enable a more nuanced understanding of technology 
assimilation.  

Sociotechnical navigations 
It is common to think that media and information technologies mediate just about 
every aspect of daily life today and proliferate self-identity (Michael, 2006, p. 7; 
Wajcman, 2008, p. 815).  Yet relations with these technologies vary from individual to 
individual, and how the technologies are used enables an expression of self. For 
example, mobile phones with the same features may be used differently by two parties. 
One party prefers calling when they want to communicate, the other is an avid SMS 
user and for whatever reason prefers to communicate this way with the phone. Among 
the different branches of STS, the social construction of technology stream 
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acknowledges the user influence on technology with an aspect of interpretive 
flexibility, (suggesting that technologies are flexibly open to different interpretations 
and therefore use and meanings) which recognises that both technology and users 
construct each other (Wajcman, 2008, p. 816). References to interpretive flexibility 
and social construction of technology suggest that users are actively engaged in what a 
technology becomes (cf. Pinch & Bijker, 1987).  
 
Technologies are therefore tied into and also work in relation with other actors. The 
reciprocity between technology and society is at times referred to as sociotechnical 
(Hughes, 1986) meaning that technology and society form a seamless web, and implies 
that an “appropriate context” is crucial for the working and integration process of 
technology (Michael, 2006, p. 5). Society however as mentioned earlier is a multi-
dimensional construction to which STS in its analysis of technological influence pays 
limited attention (cf. Wajcman, 2004). The foundation laid by the social construction 
of technology, that technology and society impact each other, secured the path for 
understanding the influence gender would have on technology and vice versa (Berg & 
Lie, 1994; Faulkner, 2001; Lagesen, 2007; Mellström, 2009). In response to the 
“enduring symbolic association of masculinity and technology” (Faulkner, 2001, p. 
79), feminist technology studies have challenged this assumption, by considering how 
the co-construction (Lohan & Faulkner, 2004, p. 320) of gender and technology is 
culturally embedded with other factors such as age and ethnicity. Considering that 
technology and gender embody a culture of beliefs, practices and desires, Wajcman’s 
(2004) Technofeminism provided the understanding that some of the structured 
relationships with technology are likewise upheld and instituted by cultural factors that 
reinforce gender structures, as well as the ‘natural’ affinity of men and machines 
(Wajcman, 1991, p. 148f; Wajcman, 2004). Technology is regarded as cultural and is 
therefore open to transformation, as cultural norms are not stable (Wajcman, 1991, p. 
159).  Berg and Lie (1995) in their discussion of whether artefacts have gender, 
concluded with a “tentative yes”, on the basis that specific traditions tended to be 
“baked” into the artefacts, and although open to interpretive flexibility, the traditional 
ingredient, is likely to gender the design, the access and the use (Berg & Lie, 1995, p. 
347). Faulkner (2001) also suggests that the reason the engineering profession 
continues to be dominated by men, can better be explained by scrutinising the industry 
or the profession, on women/girl’s non-participation. Faulkner similarly suggests that 
as women and technology are socially shaped, the possibilities for changes are 
available (Faulkner, 2001, p. 80). Other examples abound, but the essence of this brief 
outline is that technology disseminates into a cultural environment and confronts and 
is also confronted by the structures in existence.  
 
Earlier I noted the goal of challenging gender binaries in this research and yet this 
background discussion inevitably steers the arguments into the very direction I set out 
to avoid. However, this thesis also sets out to illustrate the cultural embeddings of 
gender and technology, and the previous discussion emphasises the pervasiveness of 
the cultural environment from which the binaries gain meaning and are established. I 
argue that in making visible the influence of the cultural environment in which the 
gender and technology relation operates, the debate illustrates that the production and 
maintenance of this partnership is contingent upon the cultural landscape. Even though 
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this thesis, by choosing to focus on access and use processes, takes steps towards 
avoiding the gender binaries, the reader is asked to consider the points raised here as 
the rest of the discussion continues.  
 
As one of the units of social classifications, gender, specifically how it shapes and is 
shaped by technology, has gone some ways to addressing the complexity of social 
relations with technology. Studies on the gender and technology partnership have also 
highlighted the influences of other social categories such as age and ethnicity and 
created an understanding that gender intersects with other social identifications to 
influence technology and at times these markers may have greater influence on 
technology dissemination than gender (cf. Mellström, 2009, p. 900). I have addressed 
gender in this section as a social classification and one of the ways that society sorts 
people out by gender (Lerman, Oldenziel and Mohun, 2003, p. 2; Lie, 2003, p. 216) 
and I consider in the next section the bases for this differentiation. 

Gender and technology manifest 
Research that illustrates the intertwined relation between technology and gender 
suggests that gender is firstly visible in the processes that develop technologies (cf. 
Cockburn & Ormond, 1993; Johnson, 2006, p.3f). Secondly, the technologies may 
feature specific gender meanings or codes (Johnson, 2006, p.3), and thirdly, how the 
technologies are used or accessed also connotes gender (Johnson, 2006, p.5). These 
points can be better explained with concrete examples. Historians of technology have 
contributed to this debate with succinct examples such as how the laundry profession 
in Britain at the turn of the nineteenth century which was previously dominated by 
women, came to be dominated by men. Before laundry work was mechanized, the 
practice was considered as “women’s work” and regarded as “hot, [and] difficult” 
(Mohun, 2003, p. 154). The appearance of ‘steam’ and ‘power’ laundries in the 1880s 
in American and British cities helped organise the washing processes into systematic 
parts that not only commercialised the profession but created a chain of organised 
work processes. However because the technology assisting in the laundry process was 
controlled by men, the profession slowly emerged as a male-dominated field. The few 
women who owned or managed laundries were denied a public voice or visible role in 
shaping what was now referred to as the “laundry industry” (Mohun, 2003, p.154f). To 
deflect any taunts or attacks on their gender being embroiled in women’s work, a great 
public hype around the technologies that assisted in the laundry process were 
presented as inherently masculine by arguing with “pre-existing cultural idioms and 
symbols that linked masculinity and machinery” (Mohun, 2003, p.155). The “laundry 
industry” was re-gendered by “embellishing and enhancing” practices around the 
technology (Mohun, 2003, p. 155; see also for comparison Wajcman, 1991, p. 149) 
while simultaneously a previously female dominated trade was defaced. Laundry work 
which initially had a strong association with femininity was undervalued, at the same 
time as it was considered difficult. With the laundry technology, the cultural 
association of masculinity with technology overshadowed what was initially 
considered women’s work.  
 
The basic understanding is that gender and technology operate in a wider environment 
that makes this partnership vulnerable to the temperament of the landscape in which it 
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functions/exists. Specific studies that acknowledge the cultural embeddings of gender 
and technology recognise this wider scope, and suggest that the relation will not only 
differ in time but also location (Mellström, 2009, p. 899). Associations with 
technology carry with them cultural conceptions of gender, or for that matter cultural 
conceptions of technology, are likely to impress particular assumptions. How gender 
and technology emerge in different cultural contexts remains of interest to the 
scholarship (Bray, 2007, p. 52; Lie, 2003, p. 18).  

Cultural embeddings of gender and technology 
I have chosen to make reference to cultural embeddings as opposed to embeddedness 
(cf. Mellström, 2009), as I find the implication of a continuous action useful to the 
understanding of diverse, emerging gender and technology relations. The various 
practices that surround technologies are bound to changing realities, which will serve 
to produce varying gender and technology relations both in time and space.  
 
Some of the work emerging from developing regions, particularly Asia, suggests a 
trend of women dominating particularly in the computer industry. Mellström, (2009), 
Lagesen, (2007), and Ng & Sim (1999) reveal in their studies from Malaysia the 
female dominance in computer studies which could be understood as a corrective to 
some of the previous studies by Turkle (1984) and Hacker (1981). But Mellström 
(2009) goes on to suggest that the Malaysian case has to be understood in terms of 
intersecting state politics, race matters, and a paternalistic society, to which women in 
computer sciences are not necessarily liberated from (cf. Lagesen 2007, p. 21). As 
such the dominance of women in computer science in Malaysia owes this picture to a 
wider cultural environment that has advantaged Malay women into computer science 
studies at the same time as other races, such as the Chinese and Indians, are not as 
privileged by an education quota system implemented by the Malay government. 
Similarly in India, IT factory work is employing more and more women (Kelkar, 
Shrestha and Veena, 2002) but the social inequalities that the women experience, 
deeply embedded in patriarchal relations in India, persist and as such even though the 
job markets are opening up for women in previously male dominated arenas, equality 
is elusive. In the Phillipines, Saloma (2002), observed professional women in the ICT 
industry who tended to be employed in job aspects such as web-designing, as opposed 
to the male counterparts for whom the work territory also extended to physical aspects 
such as networking prospects (Saloma, 2002, p. 28). The author points to vocational 
training as one of the issues that affect this trend, because of the way that particular 
professions are publicised as light work and therefore suitable for women (Saloma, 
2002, p. 28f). Similar discussions can be found in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka (Ponniah 
and Reardon, 1999), China (Hayian and Meihe, 2002), Malaysia (Lagesen, 2007) and 
in Latin American (Garrido and Roman, 2006). As Faulkner & Lie (2007), caution, 
inclusion strategies should be scrutinised for the gendering of technology, as they 
reveal the mechanisms at play for the functioning of these inclusion strategies 
(Faulkner and Lie, 2007, p. 167f). To the outsider looking in, the assumption may be 
that the computer science field has in the case of Malaysia levelled the playing field 
for all. But closer scrutiny reveals other forces at play that determine this particular 
outcome.  
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As noted here, a majority of the works that have paid particular attention to the cultural 
embeddings of gender and technology in non-western contexts are dominated by Asian 
and South America experiences. The African perspective remains largely 
underrepresented with noteable exceptions (Buskens and Webb, 2009; Gumede et al. 
2009; Hafkin and Huyer, 2006). The perspectives as they emerge have also paid 
considerable attention to the telecentre establishment, and noted various disadvantages 
that prevail over rural women and men using these facilities. Also prevalent within the 
research is a specific focus on women’s disadvantaged positions, and advocacy for 
more women’s spaces to help address their plight. Although Cockburn (1983, p. 132) 
and Best and Maier (2007), advocate for women only initiatives, which would go a 
long way in bridging the gaps that women associate with technologies, Faulkner and 
Lie (2007, p. 168f) rather see these very spaces as reinstating the very differences that 
they supposedly want to dispense of.  This is done in ways such as creating “girlish 
toys”, or programmes that are considered would best appeal to girls.  
 
In the case of African experiences, the gender and technology relation appears to 
reproduce the reality as experienced by the users. In other words the technologies are 
being used to reproduce the African reality. And as mentioned earlier, the focus on 
women in a majority of the research on media and information technologies also 
inadvertently secures men’s position as unproblematic. In the following examples, the 
cultural embeddings of gender and technology are tackled but again from the women’s 
perspective: In Malawi, a study of 100 radio commercials illustrated messages that 
continued to reinforce the social structures of male dominance in all decision making 
processes and women’s subservience (Chilimampunga, 1999, p. 71). Somolu (2007)’s 
study on African women and blogging first revealed that this medium is accessible to 
the urban educated elite women and can not therefore be said to represent all African 
women. The study of African women blogs also illustrated that women are likely to 
blog about their realities and situations, keeping the information specific to the 
communities (Somolu, 2007, p. 484) and shying away from controversial topics such 
as gender equality discussions. Ostyina and Rosenberg (1999), discuss the appropriate 
way in which to communicate with rural women about development. Focusing on a 
project that has yielded low results in rural Tanzania, they reveal that the 
implementing agents selected community members to whom skills and knowledge 
were passed on with the instructions that they should teach other community members. 
Further, the meetings and video show meetings that were assembled periodically 
tended to favour men. In the final analysis the most disadvantaged members for whom 
the project was conceived in the first place, did not benefit (Ostyina and Rosenberg, 
1999). Research is also available on the telecentre system which has gone a long way 
towards addressing the issue of access to media and information technologies in many 
remote communities and villages in Africa. But the same centres are frequented by 
regulars (Darlega 2009), youth (Dralega (2009), and the women that come there are 
(particularly as the majority of the research tends to give focus to women) likely to use 
some technologies such as the telephone and avoid the computer (Schreiner, 1999). 
This trend has been blamed on the telecentre’s vulnerable life span as explained earlier 
in that management is for the most part struggling to keep the initially donor funded 
facility alive by offering services that people want and can pay for.  
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The current thesis differs from previous work done, particularly from the African 
region, by focusing on how the gender and technology partnership emerges at the point 
of access and at the point of use. Some of the work presented here (for example the 
Malaysia examples) that illustrate the influence of the socio-cultural terrain on the 
gender and technology relationship, focuses on the educational systems that have 
created an agreeable environment for the shift in gender dominance in the field. What 
my study relates to these previous studies is the influence of the cultural environment 
on the relations that develop with technology. My research study stems from observing 
farmers who similarly operate in a significantly influential cultural landscape, and 
endeavours to discern to what end this landscape shapes the gender and technology 
relation with media and information technologies. Access and use are themselves 
subjected to scrutiny that illustrates their fragmented nature, which also affects the 
different relations that develop with technology. The cultural embeddings of gender 
and technology are realised at the point of access and use.  Through an analysis of 
access and use, focus is given to the cultural environment and institutional 
environment. As I focus on these two components I contemplate various questions, 
such as what access is and what constitutes use. In the forthcoming sections, I discuss 
these entities, respectively, as they tie into the understanding or realisation of the 
cultural embeddings of gender and technology.  

Critical studies of access 
Majority of the studies made reference to in this section, refer to information 
communication technologies, and more especially the Internet. My study by opting to 
go with the media and information technologies terminology, which includes 
newspapers, finds parallels with the discussions on access to information and 
communication technologies. I therefore pay close attention to how the notion of 
access is described which proves relevant to the current study.  
 
The diffusion of Information Communication Technologies is largely measured in 
terms of access. The count of mobile phone or internet users focuses on those with 
physical access to these technologies (cf. Castells, 2001). This measure has been 
criticised particularly by the International Telecommunications Union17 for reflecting 
only part of the diffusion process. My research argues for an intersectional scrutiny at 
access as a social concept and reveals a complex, multi-layered notion that depicts 
intersections of influential impact on access. This is particularly illustrative in 
situations where two parties aim to communicate, and one party’s access is conditional 
upon the other party’s access. The relational aspect of access to access, therefore 
suggests that one party may have all the infrastructure and advantages that enable 
access but may fail to connect to the other party for whom various constraints present 
limited forms of access. The focus however tends to always be on the one party 
without/limited access, whereas even the one with access may fail to adequately use it 
if the one with whom connectivity is being sought is disadvantaged for whatever 
reason. As such previous studies have not paid adequate attention to how limited 
access also affects those with access, and it is especially through the relational aspect 
                                                 
17 The World telecommunication/ICT development report 2006, Technopolis – The Monitoring & Impact 
Assessment Indicators Study: MIPs Study Tome Casey & Isabelle Collins. 
ec.europa.eu/dgs/information.../studies/2003_monit_output_c.pdf (1 November 2009)  
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of access that particular intersections of influence emerge. I suggest that neatly 
packaging access and non-access as such does not adequately convey a more complex 
reality. I rather acknowledge access as situated, fragile and in perpetual concert with 
non/limited-access. 
 
It is also important to note that access is not as valued as the information extracted 
from the technology. Dutton (2004, p. 34) suggests that access is not “an independent 
force, but an intermediate outcome” in other words, the motive behind the choice to 
use or not to use a mobile phone or the internet determines the type of access (Dutton, 
2004, p. 34). For access to be considered significant, the end result has to be 
acknowledged as valuable to the one who actively seeks access. Alternatively, the 
implications behind access can not be considered as predetermining specific results, 
having access to a mobile phone or the Internet is not an end in itself, it is the 
information provided through the access that counts.  
 
Digital divide arguments address the aspect of access and trouble the simplistic 
outlook given towards the notion of a digital divide and it is from these debates upon 
which I build the following discussion. What I term as Critical studies of access offer 
different dimensions to the understanding of access. The same studies also break down 
the understanding of the digital divide in lieu of the linear relations the latter concept 
has with the former. The term digital divide derived from the haves (with access) and 
the have not’s (non-access) of computer use (cf. Cisler, 2000) is dismantled by the 
critic of ‘conceptualizing in binary terms’ (Hargittai, 2003, p. 3) a reality that is multi-
dimensional. This opposes the very notion of the digital divide (Compaine, 2001) as 
also noted by the following critiques. Cisler (2000) indicates the simplistic framing the 
term ‘digital divide’ contributes to a rather complex reality that can not be 
dichotomised. Making reference to internet use, and the access of computers, Cisler 
does not visualise a “binary expression [of] online or offline, [rather] the reality is that 
all of us online exist on a spectrum of connectivity” (Cisler, 2000, p. 1). Warschauer 
(2003, p. 4) and Huyer & Carr (2002, p. 90) note that even those with computers do 
not necessarily claim access to the machine. These authors contribute to the 
understanding that access to the machine can be hindered not by proximity, intellect, 
or time but by user’s ability to negotiate physical access (Ekdahl & Trojer, 2002, p. 17; 
Huyer & Carr 2002; Robinson, DiMaggio & Hargittai, 2003, p. 3). Using a revealing 
example Warschauer (2003, p. 3), reports on an Irish community that was introduced 
to internet use and computers. The programme, aimed at digitalising the town of 
Ennis, supplied homes with computers and internet connection as well as lessons and 
instructions on how to use the technology. Three years later, upon evaluation, this 
million pound project had little to show for the efforts put into it. For example it was 
assumed that the unemployed would be saved from the weekly journeys to the social 
welfare offices if the services were brought closer to home. What the implementers did 
not factor into the project was that these weekly meetings were in fact a way for the 
unemployed to socialise and catch up with old friends at these offices. Using the 
internet services would have come in the way of these rituals (Warschauer, 2003, p. 
3ff).  Hargittai (2003), also shows the binary framework of the notion of a ‘digital 
divide’ as limiting in its ability to address experiences of access and use that are more 
complex than either/or (Hargittai, 2003, p. 9). Recognising the components that form 
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access such as financial access, cognitive access, production of content, access that 
extends beyond the physical access to include “content, language, literacy, education 
and institutional structures”,  Hargittai (2003, p.10) echoes the arguments of previous 
researchers “for a more holistic understanding of [access]”. Warschauer (2003, p. 6ff) 
discusses meaningful access as being more than physical presence of the technology, 
suggesting “access to ICT is embedded in a complex array of factors encompassing 
physical, digital, human, and social resources and relationships.” The author also 
brings forth “[c]ontent and language, literacy and education, and community and 
institutional structures [that] must all be taken into account if meaningful access to 
new technologies is to be provided” (Warschauer, 2003, p. 6ff).  
 
To illustrate my contribution to this debate, I look at some of the ways in which access 
has been discussed. Previous work on access to information and communication 
technologies has identified access binaries such as literate/illiterate (Castells 2001, p. 
247ff; Compaine, 2001), women/men (Kole, 2003; Makhabane, 2002; Primo, 2003; 
Polikanov & Abramova, 2003), urban/rural (Castells, 2001, p. 250ff; Compane, 2001), 
north/south (Castells, 2001, p. 2004), young/old (Chaplin, 2002), and private/public 
(Lie & Sørenson, 1996). Few studies, though, have endeavoured to merge or solder the 
different binaries which can also be read as barriers: although ground breaking, they 
have somewhat glossed over them as multiple constructions. Understanding the 
barriers as parallel to access in relation to this study of media and information 
technologies, the intention of this perspective is to explore access as multifaceted (see 
also Warschauer, 2003, p. 6ff). My work here argues that barriers are not just 
geographical, intellectual, gendered or generational; rather they constitute multiple 
layers of subordination and dominating practices that reinforce, oppose, but also 
manage to work in collaboration with each other. Hence at the intersection of what 
constitutes as access are matrices including geographical location, education levels, 
gender, age, ethnicity, and language and for access to occur for different individuals it 
may be the intersection of different matrices of influence. At the same time any one of 
these matrices may be the very barrier to access. As a crucial media and information 
technology diffusion indicator upon which activism efforts are applied, scrutinising 
how this concept is socially constructed is beneficial to the future of media and 
information technology projects. Access is analysed in this thesis because of its lateral 
association to statistics related to media and information technologies use.  
 
This discussion builds mostly from digital divide theorists, and all the studies 
addressed here make reference to the internet and specifically the computer. This is 
one of the critiques related to discussions of information communication technologies 
or even notions of access they tend to focus on the computer and internet technology at 
the expense of other media (Nielinger, 2006, p. 40). The perspectives provided here 
extend to other media and information technologies particularly in Uganda where the 
infrastructure is still developing. Access subjected to an intersectional understanding 
becomes complicated because, as pointed out, physical access is one step, content 
access is another; the infrastructure also commands particular respect in the process of 
achieving access. It goes without saying that notions of a user are also challenged in 
that having (for example) physical access to a mobile phone but no network to utilise 
that device may render the technology useless to the owner. Conceptualisations of 
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users have been analysed previously, and the role in how this group shapes what a 
technology becomes has been acknowledged. In the following section, I detail some of 
the current work that looks at user-technology relations observing some of the 
historical ways in which users have shaped and reshaped various technological 
developments. Orienting from within the social construction of technology studies, in 
STS, I adhere to the interpretive flexibility perspective, which I find most useful when 
scrutinising the variegated use patterns (and non-use) of media and information 
technologies. Certainly scrutinising the different uses of the same technologies brings 
forth alternate forms of the cultural embeddings of gender and technology. As my 
discussion later will reveal, this means that how one farmer relates to the radio as an 
example may vary in how another relates to the same radio.   

Using technology 
The model developed by Social Construction of Technology – SCOT – (Bijker & 
Pinch, 1987), identifies users as having significant influence towards what a 
technology becomes. This argument has developed to also include the contribution or 
the role non-users who are just as influential (cf. Johnson, 2006; Wyatt, 2005). One 
popular and classic example is that of the bicycle. The contemporary model known 
today is a result of degrees of alterations performed during its initial phases (during the 
nineteenth century). The “Ordinary” model with a classically bigger front wheel and a 
smaller back wheel was regarded with caution by the older men and older women for 
whom safety issues were of paramount concern. The same aspects (safety issues) of 
this model simultaneously fuelled younger men to demonstrate their “macho” and 
risky behaviour in an effort to show off to lady friends and other men (Johnson, 2006, 
p. 3). Pinch and Bijker (1987) also illustrate how, in anticipation of women cyclist’s 
the developing bicycle models also considered women’s dress code into the frame of 
the technology. In this case gender was embedded into a particular design to address 
the cultural constraints women faced with the strict dress code of that era. Different 
needs, emanating from different users, combined to make successive designs that 
attended to the different needs. How a user views a technology, and the meaning 
subscribed to the technology is likely to affect the design processes (see also Cockburn 
and Ormond, 1993; Kline, 2005).  
 
The rural telephone, similar to the bicycle, inspired alternate uses than initially 
intended by the producers. The novel technology entered a community enabling the 
ability to communicate with friends and family far and wide. However, the same 
service inspired the interest of some groups to simultaneously pick up the phone and 
listen in on the ensuing conversation. Considerably appalled at the blatant behaviour, 
not to mention that the same practices had an adverse effect that tended to “tie up the 
lines and run down the batteries” thereby affecting the functioning of the technology 
(Kline, 2005, p. 55), the service provides responded to the customer’s refusal to give 
up their eavesdropping habits with added measures to curb the practice. Various 
devices were developed to identify the eavesdroppers, others increased service 
charges, because the service providers realised they could not rely on the customers to 
stop by themselves (Kline, 2005, p. 57f). Focusing on some contemporary devices 
such as the mobile phone, one can also see how users continually assist towards the 
development of this artefact. For example polyphonic tones emerged from the 
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realisation that customers preferred personalised ring tones, and later MP3 features 
that enable song downloading, upgraded the choice of ring tones to include songs of 
choice sounding exactly as they were originally produced. In this study, I draw 
inspiration from these early social construction of technology ideas to examine the 
ways in which media and information technologies are being used by Uganda’s 
farmers and observe the different meanings they prescribe to the technologies and by 
extension the use. In essence I follow those with access in trying to assess what those 
with access actually do with it. At the same time I consider what factors determine non 
use, and the notion of interpretive flexibility enables the analysis of the various use 
practices. Pinch & Bijker, (1987), Faulkner (2001) have also suggested that 
interpretive flexibility has a periodic span that is temporary. Eventually, interpretive 
flexibility stabilises, as does the technology (Pinch & Bijker, 1987, p. 44).  
 

Coming full circle 
This study looks at the meanings associated with the technologies, and also considers 
the content supplied from the same artefacts, in an attempt to understand how the 
physical properties or the material dimensions of the technologies contribute to 
shaping the practices with the media and information technologies. Put differently, the 
radio, as a case in point, is considered for its ability to disseminate information in the 
local languages of the different regions. At the same time, the content provided should 
be region-specific. The functioning of the radio relies on a good radio signal, as well 
as the availability of electricity or batteries to assist the technology to function. The 
content, the language, the signal and the batteries/electricity collectively influence how 
the radio is perceived by the farmer. Symbolic meanings are also attached to the 
technologies that determine the various practices which emerge with the farmers in 
this study. The symbolism is grounded in discussions around the artefact, such as 
current research on mobile phone selections founded within gender discourses that 
label particular phones as girls’ phones and others as boys’ phones (see for example 
(Katz and Aarkhus, 2002).  
 
Specific material practices (Pinch, 2008, p. 463ff) around the phone tend to suggest 
that a pink phone is for girls or for that matter the size of the phone dictates whether a 
boy should acquire that phone. Materiality is defined by Pinch as “human made things, 
objects, and materials” (Pinch, 2010, p. 471; 2008, p. 463ff) which are brought into the 
social realm via technology use. The radio, in relation to my study, also demonstrates 
this as specific discursive practices around the radio perpetuate specific ideologies 
around the radio. In this regard the radio as a physical artefact as well as the 
conceptual frameworks that give meaning to the radio are not mutually exclusive. 
Alternatively, the radio is not just the artefact that the farmers engage with, it becomes 
a radio in relation to the social arrangements that include, the content it outputs, the 
physical properties, as well as how the technology is socio-culturally perceived. With 
regards to the media and information technologies this determines significantly the 
access and use patterns as well as the gender and technology relationship that emerges. 
As such an intersectional scrutiny of access enables various outcomes of use, at times 
deviating from the original intention of the device for the informants.  
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This chapter began with an overview of postcolonial and subaltern theories in an 
endeavour to situate these analyses in the current study. While important in relation to 
the colonial influence on agricultural and communication practices within which the 
current study situates itself, these theoretical paradigms were found wanting in their 
ability to address the influence of artefacts in shaping societies. The same theories 
were also found wanting with regards to addressing the multi-dimensional composition 
of society. But the challenge both postcoloniality and subalternity place on knowledge 
production is acknowledged. Stuart Hall mentions that we all speak from somewhere 
and these positions have to be reflected upon for how they affect the perceptions and 
opinions formed. This assertion is somewhat similar to Haraway’s (1988) notion of 
situated knowledges, which similarly suggests that the position from which one speaks 
locates the production of knowledge. I take these issues seriously as I reflect on my 
own position in this research in the forthcoming chapter on methods. But the challenge 
of the position from which knowledge is produced is echoed throughout the study as 
various ways in which access and use are constructed by policy and society are 
scrutinised.  
 
To address the multi-dimensional aspect of societies, intersectionality was introduced 
as the perspective from which to analyse access and use. Instead of focusing on the 
farmers and their various characteristics, the intersectionality lens is applied to the 
access and use entities, that is to say the processes of negotiating access and use from 
the farmers, in trying to determine what constitutes access and what constitutes use. 
An intersectional lens is useful for looking at the various ways in which access is 
realised. Gender as a social category is highlighted throughout the discussion as a 
crucial factor that shapes and is shaped by technology. Using empirical examples from 
the historical examples of technology, the influence of gender with specific emphasis 
on the users is made visible in shaping what the technology becomes. While these 
studies were particularly useful on this point, studies that acknowledge the cultural 
embeddings of gender and technology point towards the influence of the wider 
environment in which the gender and technology relations operate. Specifically 
focusing on how the farmers talk about access and use, as well as observing their 
relations with technology, I consider the point or the situation when gender and 
technology relate, at the same time as I acknowledge the influence of the cultural 
terrain. I further suggest that the African region is underrepresented in the current 
research on the cultural embeddings of gender and technology to which this study 
contributes examples from Uganda.  
 
The highlighted example of the radio in this section puts into perspective the 
significance of focusing on access, and illustrates the layers of influence towards the 
actual use of the radio. What constitutes access involves radio signals, content, 
language, not to mention electricity powering the radio which illustrates the 
complexities of not only access but use. It is from listening to the farmer discuss how 
they negotiate access to the radio, as well as observing the ways in which the 
technology is used that the context specific gender and technology relationship is 
documented. How these discussions occurred and how the observations were made is 
of course important. In the next chapter the reader is introduced to the methods that 
informed this study.  
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS  
 
Just as I employ multiple theoretical frameworks so too have I used different research 
methods to collect my data. Positioned as both an indigenous and foreign scholar18 I 
begun this project by gathering as much information from the internet as I could about 
organisations working with information communication technologies for development 
projects in Uganda. I made contact with five of these organisations (months before 
leaving Sweden), all of them involved in different sectors such as agriculture, health, 
education, governance, and I felt rather confident about my impending year (January, 
2008-January, 2009). The plan was to meet with the directors of these Non-
Governmental Organisations upon my arrival in Uganda and iron out a few details that 
had not been sorted out over email. By the time I returned to Sweden in January 2009, 
I had only managed to meet face-to-face with one director, who kept postponing one 
meeting to another. The other four kept deferring our phone conversations to another 
month or another week. The time spent in the libraries and on the internet searching 
for alternate organisations to work with while I held onto the hope that the 
organisations I had contacted while in Sweden would eventually open their doors to 
me, proved invaluable.  
 
In March 2008 I made contact with Women of Uganda Network (www.wougnet.org) 
and I-Network (www.i-network.or.ug), both Non-Government organisations in ICT (as 
addressed by the NGOs) for development work, and I established a volunteer research 
position with both organisations. I gained access to rural farmers, rural health workers, 
rural education programmes, rural entrepreneurship and rural governance projects. By 
October 2008, I had volumes of data from field sites and sectors whose access would 
not have been possible without these NGOs. But I also realised that the variety in the 
data with regards to the different sectors, needed to be dealt with. Even though my 
focus had been on agriculture, access to other sectors was highly appreciated if for the 
sole reason of comparing experiences of access or use in relation to education or health 
services that utilised these technologies. It was in October that I was first introduced to 
the notion of urban farming, another sector that would provide crucial data in the 
analysis of farmers’ ICT19 relations through investigations of access and use processes. 
This chapter introduces my year of ethnographic field work in Uganda. My 
experiences from the rural areas would shape some of the subsequent methods 
employed during the field work among the urban farmers. For example the choice to 
hire some male research assistants was decided on the premise that while in the field in 
the rural areas, informants were more likely to respond to me in the presence of a male 
companion (see also Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005).  
 

                                                 
18 I was born in Uganda but grew up in Southern Africa. 
19 I commenced the field work with the idea of information communication technologies, but was made aware of 
the limitations of focusing on just the computer and mobile phone. Hence the ICT label was maintained during 
the field work, but was augmented to include other forms of information sourcing. The use of ICT in this 
chapter, as a label which captured specific responses from the farmers that were not fact-to-face - people-
oriented, is maintained as it was in the field, but I was already aware that theorising the argument of including 
newspapers into the acronym would perhaps require a different terminology.  
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Thus the data (from both rural informants and urban farmers) informing this thesis was 
grounded in an ethnographic exploration of the lived experiences of information 
communication technologies of the farmers. Based on surveys, focus group 
discussions, group and individual interviews, observations in the field, and document 
analyses, these disparate methods, were adopted in response to the different field sites. 
I assumed a qualitative approach to the different methods, in order to privilege the 
lived experiences of the farmers (Hesse-Biber, 2010, p. 466).  

Negotiating field access, (re) generating self  
Leaving Sweden in the beginning of 2008, I realised that the year I was about to 
embark on would be the longest period I had spent in Uganda, since leaving the 
country as a little girl. It would be a year of self-discovery in a number of ways, 
particularly as I negotiated various characteristics/attributes in the research field. I was 
born in Uganda, and my family left in the early 1980s for Southern Africa due to an 
unstable social economic climate in Uganda then. I grew up in Botswana, Swaziland 
and South Africa, and it was from Swaziland that I left to come to Sweden. I grew up 
speaking Luganda (the language of the Baganda people one of the many ethnic groups 
in Uganda), despite not growing up there, and I arrived to commence my fieldwork 
armed with the belief that this attribute would grant me the insider/indigenous scholar 
role. I had also been taught a bit about the Ugandan way of life by my parents. I 
‘knew’ how to behave. I quickly learned that knowing how to speak a language and 
how to behave does not grant one comprehension of or integration into a community 
or society. For example access to the field proved to be a challenge initially as the first 
question from those I encountered was always in relation to which local institution or 
organisation I oriented from especially as I not only spoke Luganda but also informed 
that I was a Ugandan citizen. The expectation was therefore that association with a 
local institution was automatic. I have existed on the margins and experienced a realm 
of hybrid experiences for the better part of my life. To my colleagues and friends in 
Sweden I am Ugandan. When in Uganda, I am always referred to as orienting from 
whatever country I happen to live in at the time of my visit. I recognise the ambiguous 
position I embody that is perceived to represent each of my multiple identifications 
depending on whom I am interacting with. Hence in claiming such a position I claim 
this fluid position as determining my choice to conduct fieldwork in Uganda. 
 
Everyday experiences in Uganda created a mix of excitement and anxiety as I 
endeavoured to blend in. The colloquialisms that I was of course not privy to quickly 
relegated me to the outsider role, as comprehending everyday jargon became a real 
challenge. I therefore assumed the ethnographic researcher role from the onset, as all 
experiences and encounters became data. The self which identified with the diasporic 
nature, (Brah, 1996, p. 16 & Ang, 2001, p. 26) became an “interpretive frame for 
analysing” (Brah, 1996, p. 16) everyday experiences and various encounters in the 
field.  Brah (1996) alludes to a “diaspora space” that encompasses difference, 
multiplicity, and marginality, a space which proved most useful for disentangling fixed 
roles. I tested the boundary of the insider outsider role with my appearance, which 
depicts a typical Ugandan, but my limited knowledge of everyday life, which gave me 
away at various moments, relegated me to the foreign scholar position, studying 
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people who look like me. Situating myself within the diaspora space (Brah, 1996, p. 
16) helped to merge the strengths and limitations of my dispersed identifications.  
 
The diaspora space was as challenging as it was useful. Considering this space as an 
axis from which to visualise the world encountered, did not extricate me from what 
Rich (1986) has referred to as the “politics of location” where I had to socially re-
organise (my)self in accordance to different places and situations. I “recognise that any 
location is fluid, multiple and illusive” (Kirsch & Ritchie, 1995, p. 8), and I 
endeavoured not to essentialise others in how they located themselves in the bigger 
realm of things. Local vernaculars are geographically located, and contingent upon 
subsequent social relations. That is to say the language we use to express ourselves 
(verbal and non-verbal) begins with how we locate ourselves and others. Hence I 
spoke Luganda, albeit with a foreign intonation, observed various customs befitting a 
Muganda woman such as kneeling before elder members of society a Kiganda custom 
demonstrating respect for the other on the part of the woman: I ate with the research 
informants, some of them so poor, it was humbling that they would cook and share 
their very best meals. Consequently establishing a presence (Geertz, 1988), and 
addressing themes of identity and subjectivity, involved a perpetual inner dialogue 
querying how I was perceived, while probing my own recognition of “another” 
(Mohanty, 2003, p. 93). The diaspora space accompanied my every move, provided an 
arena of reflective-ness, but also challenged the various characterizations, and it is also 
the position from which I provide some partial perspectives on the encounters in the 
field. 

Establishing contact with the field 
Experiences with the study informants involved a series of negotiations that involved 
arrangements emanating from varying orders of socio-political hierarchies. Despite 
having all the necessary authoritative accompaniments, encounters with the informants 
revealed a measure of uncertainty on their part. The apathy field participants have 
towards research studies – in general – may stem from their lack of understanding 
what the study is about and how their lives can be of interest to the process. Others 
wonder to what extent they will benefit from allowing a researcher to ‘interrupt’ their 
lives. This latter point was particularly niggling for the research informants and the 
authorities, a concept that I only fully comprehended towards the end of March 2008.  
 
Prior to my leaving Sweden I had established contact with five NGOs working in ICT 
for development projects. I arrived in Uganda with the assumption that I could visit 
each of the NGOs and their communities in which they worked, and thereafter decide 
which one(s) I would proceed to spend the rest of my year studying. None of these 
contacts materialised into a working relationship, and after losing two and a half 
months I understood that gaining access would require what Golde (1970/1986) cited 
in Skeggs (1994), asserts, that there should be a degree of reciprocity in any type of 
fieldwork “[r]esearchers, should offer services or materials in exchange for the 
privilege of studying and disrupting other people’s lives” (Skeggs, 1994, p. 81). 
During these two months I read up on Uganda’s history extensively and came to 
understand that agriculture formed part of every Ugandan’s identity. I begun therefore 
searching for NGOs that were involved in ICT for development projects that were 
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directly linked to farmers and their farming activities. Not only would the study of 
agricultural practices in line with ICT use reveal the ICT relations among Ugandans, it 
would also expose other sociocultural constructs such as gender relations.  
 
I approached I-Network - a knowledge and information sharing NGO, platform - that 
facilitates, supports and advises a network of development stakeholders to tap into the 
benefits of the information age using ICTs. Research on this NGO had revealed to me 
a research and documentation division in the organisation. I proposed to I-Network 
that I be given a position in this division, given access to the field, and in return 
prepare reports and documentation of each visit, reports or articles that I-Network 
could publish as part of their work in progress.  
A similar proposal was presented to Women of Uganda Network (WOUGNET) a non-
profit organisation constituting over 90 women organisations. WOUGNET promotes 
the use of “ICTs among women as information sharing tools that can address critical 
information and communication needs for women organisations”. Both NGO’s place 
an emphasis on internet technologies and have active mailing lists that continue to 
shape policy in their discussions. But in the interest of improving the conditions of the 
Ugandan way of life through information sharing traditional means of information 
exchange namely radios, newspapers and television are also acknowledged towards 
the overall goal of sharing information in the interest of improving lives. Approaching 
the various informants under the umbrella of these organisations strengthened my 
credibility. Access was ultimately achieved!   

Selection of study informants 

WOUGNET – Apac  
Apac district is located in the Northern region of Uganda situated very close to Lake 
Kyoga on the map of Uganda. It has three administrative counties: Maruzi, Kwania, 
Kole. Each county is further sub-divided into a total of sub-counties. The farmers 
groups under Kubere Information Centre, WOUGNET regional office in Apac, are 
located in fifteen different parishes found in Maruzi and Kole counties. As of 2006, the 
population of Apac was projected at 471 100 people (Uganda District Information 
Handbook, 2008, p. 27). Economic activities of the district are biased towards 
agriculture specifically crop farming with some fishing practices on Lake Kyoga 
(Uganda Districts Information Handbook, 2008, p. 27).   
 
Women of Uganda Network has established a presence in Apac district in northern 
Uganda, assisting women farmers in the region with access to information for their 
farming practices. Access to information is especially encouraged through the use of 
media and information technologies as defined in this thesis. As mentioned in the 
introduction chapter, WOUGNET has over ninety affiliate organisations, located in 
various districts. In Apac a regional office, Kubere Information Centre (KIC), works 
with the women’s groups. (KIC) addresses development oriented information needs 
for the people of Apac. The information centre in the district KIC focuses on 
information that will further enhance the progression of the district. Agriculture as the 
economic backbone for the district is vital to the people of Apac and it is within this 
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sector that most information needs are addressed by KIC20. KIC is an information 
centre that is open to all Apac residents, and is equipped with various technologies that 
give visitors access to information through newspapers, videos and the telephone. The 
KIC staff was present at each of the meetings with the farmers, and even assisted in 
the translation processes. Their presence helped buffer the suspicion that is usually 
directed towards strangers in the area. 
 
WOUGNET, together with international donors, advertised in March 2008 for a 
research consultant to carry out investigations on rural women’s voices in Apac, 
identifying among other issues, women’s information sources and needs. It was to this 
call that I submitted my proposal suggesting to WOUGNET that I wanted to follow the 
research consultant hired for the research in the field, as a research assistant. This 
would be the beginning of three other subsequent visits to the farmers and to Apac 
district during the course of 2008. As such the farmers that would inform the study 
were already in established groups in Apac, monitored by KIC with regards to 
information sourcing. Each group was given a radio and mobile phone by KIC, 
through which a group of 30 women acquire information that assists them in their 
farming practices. The focus on women as the main farmers is meant to among others 
empower them towards informed decisions and to assist them in the farming practices. 
Twelve of the fifteen groups have been with KIC since 2005, when the first research 
recommendations resulted in the farmers acquiring a radio and a mobile phone in each 
group. The other three groups are relatively new and are currently being integrated in 
the working procedures of KIC. In total there should have been 450 informants but not 
all farmers could be present and the total number of farmers interviewed from which 
most of the data presented is 283. The culture of group meetings is strong, particularly 
among farmers groups. But opportunities to engage in one on one interviews with 
some of the farmers arose after the initial group assembly, when the research agenda 
was understood and perhaps a level of trust developed on the part of the farmer. The 
farmers were always asked if the discussion could be recorded, for those that refused 
the recording, field notes were taken.  
 
The first visit to Apac was in April 2008, with follow up visits in June, July and 
August. During the July visit, I had the opportunity to meet another farmer’s group 
consisting of 10 men and 10 women. The meeting with this group was arranged by 
WOUGNET in collaboration with the NGO assisting the group in question. This group 
was unique with respect to the other 15 as it had equal participation from men and 
women. Assisted by another NGO, the three hour interview with the farmers also 
conducted in the group provided alternate views specifically with the presence of men. 
The farmers in Apac therefore added up to 303. Before delving into a discussion on the 
group interviews conducted, I introduce Tororo district which was another region that 
informed the study.  

I-Network-TORORO: ARRIN  
Agricultural Research and Rural Information Network (ARRIN) is one of I-Network’s 
affiliate projects that uses music dance and drama (MDD) to communicate crucial 

                                                 
20 http://kic.wougnet.org (May, 2010) 
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social issues to rural communities that are faced with economic, education and 
language barriers. Media and information technologies are utilised in the process of 
transmitting information to the theatre groups located in seven districts around the 
country. Hence the dance troupes located in the different districts acquire information 
through newspapers, radio programmes, television, the internet, or mobile phone, 
which is then passed onto the communities in the form of an interactive theatrical 
musical play. I-Network arranged for me to meet with the founder and director of 
ARRIN on April 25th after I had returned from Apac. From the founder, I learned that 
ARRIN was established in 1997, with the ambition of emulating government’s success 
in communicating to the general public about pertinent issues such as HIV and AIDS 
through MDD. The founder Mr Rwangezi of ARRIN highlighted the benefits of using 
MDD to inform and assist rural farmers towards improving their agricultural practices; 
as a method MDD tends to transcend social, economical and language based barriers.  
 
Prior to meeting Mr Rwangezi21, I had attended a strategic planning meeting with the 
I-Network member programmes, where I was introduced to the different projects that 
are affiliated with I-Network. At this meeting I had the opportunity to meet with the 
regional director of ARRIN from Kisoro, and arrangements were made for me to visit 
both Kisoro in the south of the country bordering Rwanda, and Tororo22 two of the 
seven districts where the project is nested. Three weeks after meeting Mr Rwangezi, I 
met with Jessica, the project leader of ARRIN in Tororo and we had an interview in 
Kampala and prepared to go to Tororo. It would only be in October that I would go to 
Tororo and November to Kisoro. The trip to Kisoro informs the research process in 
interesting and alternate ways, as various obstacles stood in the way of meeting the 
project. These are documented and analysed in the analysis chapter on access. At this 
point I introduce Tororo as the district with registered farmers’ groups that use MDD 
as an information source. I also had the opportunity while in Tororo of attending a 
performance by the theatre group. Similar to the farmer’s groups in Apac, the farmers 
in Tororo were also interviewed in groups, and individual farmers shared experiences 
after the group meetings.  
 
Forty-two farmers attended the group meetings. Both groups had men and women, and 
during the initial group interview the seven men present dominated the discussions 
while the women found courage in their numbers to speak up when encouraged to 
share their views. After the group meeting I was shown around the farms and the man-
made fishing pond, as fish farming is currently practiced in Paya sub-county.  
 
Meeting the dance troupe coincided with a performance that sought to highlight the 
repercussions of alcoholism towards farming practices. I observed how enraptured the 
audience was in the play. Men, women and children were interactively engaged in the 

                                                 
21 While I have utilised Pseudonyms for other informants, ARRIN’s founding member is known worldwide for 
his work in the theatre arts, and much has been published on his work in both theatre and community 
development work.  
22 Tororo district is located to the east of the country, bordering Kenya and is especially famous for its 
production of cement. Agriculture is still the mainstay of the district, and the population of the district is 413, 
800. The two farmers groups are established in Budama County in Paya sub-county. 
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unfolding musical through dramatic questions that the audience sought to supply 
solutions to.  
The MDD performance was video recorded and subsequent interviews with some of 
the members were carried out. In both instances I relied on the programme director in 
the Eastern region of Uganda for translation. 

Group interviews 
The group situation proved to be advantageous towards stimulating interactions 
between the farmers and establishing various response patterns. To maintain structure 
and to receive responses that would feed into the objectives of each study, the 
interview process with the farmers was also driven by the responses and reactions as 
they came up with each question asked. The group gathering also attracted other 
villagers who joined the meeting when they saw an assembly gathered. Often times it 
was men who came to join the meetings, probably curious as to why there was a 
meeting. These additional participants supplied information useful towards the 
research process. The reliability of responses was further enhanced in the group setting 
(cf. Lewis, 1992). For example each group in Apac was asked if an information centre 
was established in the parish, would they as farmers frequent the establishment and use 
it to acquire information for their farming practices. In one particular group in Apac all 
the women excitedly raised their hands and murmured in agreement with the exception 
of one who sat with her arms folded across her chest. We asked the farmer in question 
why she would not visit the information centre. She responded saying “I would have to 
ask my husband first. Even now I am here, I had to wait until he left [home], to come 
here. If he refuses I cant go. So the information centre would be nice, but I don’t know 
if I would be allowed to go” (April 2008, Apac). At this revelation the show of hands 
dropped steadily until there were just a handful of them. The group setting was ideal 
for the circumstances but it was also obvious that some farmers, especially when the 
men joined the discussions, tended to over shadow others with their strong 
personalities. The quiet or timid informants often had to be drawn out to hear their 
views. At the same time the group afforded strength to speak up about particularly 
sensitive issues that may not have been revealed in a one on one interview. The 
women farmers could complain together and offer support for each other. Such was 
the case in the interview in Tororo when the farmers were 7 men and the rest were 
women. The women could boldly speak and note the frustrations their husbands 
afforded them in farming. Thus the group interview setting provided the stage upon 
which further interactions could be based such as visiting the gardens and the kraals 
where the animals were kept as well as informal interviews with some of the farmers.  
 
I make a distinction between group interviews and focus groups – a discussion I 
further engage in subsequently – even though Kvale (1996, p. 101) and others (cf. 
Aull-Davis, 1999, p. 105; Kreuger & Neuman, 2006) note that the term focus group 
has replaced the notion of group interviews. In my situation, almost all the interviews 
that took place in group settings exceeded the twelve people considered to constitute a 
focus group (cf. Hague, 1993; Kelly, 1991, p. 389). The circumstances under which 
the focus group discussions also took place, which is a more formal setting with 
structured interview processes (Aull-Davis 1999: 95), differed from the group setting 
which took place at the location of any one member’s farm, and usually lasted well 
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over two hours, which is another restriction for a focus group discussion (Morgan, 
1997).  

Key informants (Apac and Tororo) 
This study sought to understand farmer’s information access and use in among other 
areas agricultural practices. To this end, specific individuals played a significant role 
in the dissemination processes of the information. With regards to the farmers in Apac, 
various authorities were interviewed for their input to what the farmers had outlined as 
their experiences. Before research could be conducted at any governing level, district, 
sub-country, and parish level, the leaders were informed and some of them, 
particularly the parish leaders would attend some the meetings and interview 
processes. The Apac district speaker, as a case in point further noted that women 
farmers had on occasion sought audience with him to share their frustrations with 
regards to the support of their work from their husbands. The interview with the anti 
corruption office also in Apac was also very informative of some of the cultural values 
of the Apac men in particular. Interactions with the KIC staff and the staff at Radio 
Apac also filled some gaps that were pertinent to understanding some of the norms 
governing life in Apac. And the district agricultural officer offered her take on efforts 
to disseminate information about, hybrid seeds, pesticides, etc. With regards to I-
Network, the interview with Mr Rwangezi formed the foundation of the visits to 
Kisoro and Tororo to meet the project leaders and the farmers. I also met with some of 
the officials over dinner with Jessica the first night I arrived in Tororo, and had some 
informal discussions with them. The interviews were transcribed and results are found 
in the data presentation and analysis.  

Moving forward 
After six and a half months of field work that took me to the length and breadth of the 
country I reviewed the material I had thus far collected, and felt exceedingly 
overwhelmed with the volume of data. I had already determined that agriculture would 
be the sector to measure ICT use; and could not help but worry how I would address 
the diverse experiences offered by farmers encountered in the different regions of the 
country. The differences premised on ethnicities and socio-cultural norms and 
different climatic conditions, provided different experiences with regards to the culture 
of farming. Some relief was encountered in that the differences ended with ICT 
relations. A millet farmer in northern Uganda and a potato farmer in the southern most 
part of the country had comparable ICT experiences. I was also inundated with data 
stemming from other sectors even though upon reviewing the data the differences 
identified were in the form of ethnicities, different geographical regions and the 
livelihoods being studied and not so much the ICT experiences. Some of the 
similarities noted involved insufficient education levels, lack of physical availability of 
ICTs, inadequate bandwidth and network inconsistencies negatively impacting ICT 
use, electricity load-shedding schedules that added to the difficulties experienced with 
televisions, and lack of some local station broadcasts reaching some areas. Fatigued 
and rather apprehensive about how to proceed in the research process, I responded to a 
call for applicants for a one week advanced gender research methodology course in 
October 2008 for PhD students offered at Makerere University. I imagined that I 
would at least meet other PhD candidates with whom to share experiences but also 
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possibly acquire exposure to new theories. I was introduced to the urban agriculture 
sector at this course by a colleague who became a friend, who was conducting her 
research among urban farmers. In the ensuing section I introduce the reader to the 
urban farmers  

Studying urban farmers 
Kampala district is home to almost 1.5million inhabitants with a geographical area of 
197.0 sq. km23. Like other districts in Uganda its name originates from the central city, 
Uganda’s capital city. There are many spoken languages in Kampala. Agricultural 
production spreads across all five divisions of the district including the central division 
which is also the city metropolis. Urban farming is often misunderstood, but it is 
important to emphasise that it involves food security practices for developing countries 
and is not just a hobby (Mouget, 2006). In fact several cities in the west practiced 
urban agriculture as recently as 1925 to sustain their consumption needs (Mouget, 
2006, p. xiii). This makes urban agriculture an old tradition that is at the moment 
receiving attention particularly by the multilateral organisations such as the UN for its 
ability to address nutrition, environmental and social needs in the ever growing urban 
regions in developing regions (Mouget, 2006).  
 
I visited four divisions in Kampala district namely Makindye, Kawempe, Nakawa and 
Rubaga. Each of these divisions is further divided into parishes, and it was two 
parishes per division that were selected for the study with the exception of Kawempe 
division which also included the pilot study, making three parishes for Kawempe. 
Each of the parishes is further demarcated into zones, and again within each parish two 
zones were selected and the selection of these regions was based on contacts obtained 
for possible field guides known to KCC and Makerere University. Having field guides 
who were also well known members of their communities enabled an easier 
integration into the 9 parishes visited. Hence the selection of these divisions and of the 
parishes relied on contacts available in the divisions.  
 
A review of various publications on urban farming reveals that 52% of Kampala’s 
population are women, and 39% of the “population lives in absolute poverty, further 
43% of the population are unemployed” (Nasinyama 2006). Women “provide 80.9% 
of labour in crop cultivation and 75% in livestock in urban agriculture” (Musiimenta 
1997). Agriculture in Kampala is of ecological benefit to the city and the economic 
and social benefits from the practice are significant, especially for the unemployed. I 
was introduced to the District Agricultural Officer (DAO) at Kampala City Council 
(KCC) by my friend who had also made the contact prior to commencing her research. 
Subsequent meetings with the DAO also informed me that urban agriculture was yet to 
be recognised beyond a district level: 
 

The local government Act (1997), Sections 39 and 41, under the current 
government, grants or gives powers to all local authorities to come up with laws 
and ordinances regarding the governance of the districts in Uganda. This 
decentralisation move also grants divisions or sub-counties the power to create by-

                                                 
23 http://www.citypopulation.de/Uganda.html & Uganda Districts Information Handbook Expanded Edition 
2007-2008 – Fountain publishers  
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laws that will govern that particular region. This means that Kampala district may 
wish to have its ordinances which will not necessarily work in another district. 
The stipulation is that the by-laws and ordinances derived at a local government 
level should be consistent with the national policy and there should be no 
conflicts. This caveat enabled Kampala district in 2006 to create ordinances and 
legalise the practice of urban farming in the district. Other districts such as Lira 
have expressed similar interest in legalising the practice of urban farming in their 
own districts, but as it stands at the moment urban farming is currently only legal 
in Kampala district (January 2009 Interview with Mrs Azuba – KCC DAO.)  

 
After this meeting I had the ambition of acquiring data pertaining to ICT use and 
access, as such information among the urban farmers in Uganda is lacking. A survey 
questionnaire would explore the urban farmer’s level of ICT use as well as provide 
gendered accounts of this relationship. This questionnaire was administered in the 
interest of obtaining a 100% response rate, but also to save on time (cf. Aull-Davis, 
1999; Kreuger & Neuman, 2006) from the sample selected. Information records from 
KCC indicated that as of 2005, there was a total of 6280 registered farmers in Kampala 
(see appendix 4), although this figure is significantly under estimated. Ultimately a 
total of 255 urban farmers were interviewed out of a possible 2188 crop and livestock 
farmers on their relationships with ICTs and their farming practices. The pilot study 
questionnaires are not used in this thesis, so the 242 farmers interviewed after the pilot 
study are they who inform this research.  
                                                                                                                                                                  
Using close-ended responses the participants were presented with each question by the 
research assistants hired for this particular exercise and the responses obtained from 
the interviewee were circled among the choices provided on the questionnaire. 
Administering the questionnaire also encouraged its thoroughness in asking as many 
questions as would fit into the study, unlike postal questionnaires that should be as 
short as possible to ensure that the recipients do take the time to fill them out (Hague, 
1993). Each questionnaire took around 30 to 45 minutes to complete, and this time 
frame was communicated to the farmers from the beginning.  

Survey method 
Several logistics eventually decided the course of action to take with regards to 
studying the urban farmers and their use of ICTs. I had, during a short methodology 
course at Makerere University, Uganda, in October 2008, encountered other doctoral 
candidates, with whom ideas and experiences were shared. It was during this course 
that I was introduced to urban agriculture by a PhD candidate conducting her studies 
within this sector. I had thus far had access to rural farmers, and rural health workers, 
and felt the possibility of urban access to the same practice would offer numerous 
possibilities, such as comparative studies, but more importantly to opportunity of 
scrutinize the use of ICTs in urban areas that claim the physical availability of the 
technologies.   
 
Data informing the research study would be collected by asking the farmers their ICT 
use and access patterns in relation to their agricultural practices (cf. Fowler, 2002, p. 
1). The history of survey research methods was embedded in the process of “social 
reform and ‘local community self-improvement’” (Hesse-Biber, 2010, p. 415). Platt 
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1996 further suggests that surveys are especially useful for gathering facts about a 
place and that the idea of collecting large volumes of data with the goal of generalising 
about a population came later in the early 20th century (Platt, 1996, p. 45 cited in 
Hesse-Biber, 2010). Anthropologists such as Evans Pritchard (2010/1940; 1960) also 
relied on surveys to learn about an area, from which anthropological accounts were 
recorded. Hence the idea behind the survey among the urban farmers was two fold, to 
learn as much about urban farming as possible during the time spent with each farmer, 
as well as to understand from them what information sources were available to them in 
their farming practices. The questionnaire was structured with close ended responses 
but with sections for recording spontaneous additions or wording as the responses 
were given by the farmer. Therefore if the farmer was asked what time they listened to 
the radio during the day, based on the farmer’s response any of the alternatives listed 
would be ticked. Thereafter the farmer would be asked the reason behind this 
particular choice of time, and the response was recorded word for word. Additionally I 
was usefully informed that farmers in this region were familiar with survey methods. 
Discussions with other acquaintances at Makerere also advised towards survey 
methods as the best way to gain access to the farmers.  
 
There was no (with the exception of the table shown in the appendix) official farmers 
record at KCC, as mentioned earlier, and the timeframe within which to collect the 
data encouraged administering the questionnaire to be used for the study. I decided to 
sample one tenth of the population of urban farmers (cf. van Vuuren & Maree, 1999, 
p. 277). I based this sample size on the district urban agriculture report from 2005 that 
contained a table indicating the distribution of farm activities in the district.  
 
With the letter and permission from KCC, and a research tool that was ready for pilot 
testing, I begun searching for a research team to work with. I considered that obtaining 
responses from over 200 farmers would entail administering the questionnaire for a 
number of reasons face-to-face because most farmers are not officially registered; 
hence acquiring names and addresses requires using the snow-ball effect. I decided to 
hire a research team that would help me administer the questionnaire to the farmers. I 
was introduced to a research team from Makerere University and my meeting with 
their team leader took several times to finalise several logistics involved in the 
research process. This research team came highly recommended as having conducted 
previous research exercises on an international scale. I considered their language 
skills, age, their education level (cf. Bradburn et al., 1979 p. 28ff), their understanding 
of traditions which would be useful towards how they asked some questions, such as 
“how old are you”? as well as their research experience. Training over the 
questionnaire was arranged, remuneration agreed upon and they agreed to take part in 
the study. The District Agriculture Officer at KCC had also contacted various farmer 
contacts and informed them of my research interests so that by the time I contacted 
them, they were aware of me. These were a few of the farmers known to KCC, and 
they in turn introduced my research team and to other farmers in their areas.   

Designing the research instrument – questionnaire 
As I crafted the research instrument, I had a couple of goals in mind. I created 
questions with close-ended responses but provided sections for responses elaborated 
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on beyond the reply choices provided (see questionnaire in appendix 2). The sequence 
of the questions was important for the purpose of analysis.  
 
Kampala district has a range of farming activities. Almost all farmers practice crop 
production, predominantly for subsistence purposes. The commercial farmers are 
involved in animal production, mushroom production, flower farming, fish farming, 
and poultry. In the pilot stage of the research process, stratified sampling was 
considered, strata in this instance being the different forms of farming practiced in 
Kampala as I was made aware both in the literature read as well as from KCC. The 
questionnaire was divided into sections; some of them neutral with regards to the 
category of farming the respondents were involved in. But there were specific 
questions, pertaining to the specific farming practice. Incorporating all the specific 
questions to each type of farming made the initial questionnaire long and bulky. For 
instance, farmers involved in fish farming and those involved in flowers, would have 
entirely different questions in some sections of the questionnaire. The initial 16 page 
questionnaire used during the pilot study looked daunting even to the farmers who 
took part in the pilot study.  
 
Overall the questionnaire was designed with sections covering the respondent’s bio-
data, reasons for being involved in urban farming, gender labour divisions in urban 
agriculture, what they considered as sources of information, and a section asking 
specific questions on each of the five ICTs, namely the mobile phone, the radio, 
television, newspapers, and the computer. The questions were designed with close-
ended responses that would allow for easier analyses. However having resolved to 
administer the questionnaire, precisely because the time frame for self-administered 
questionnaires was limited, and because there was no accurate register of urban 
farmers from which to derive a list or a calculated sample, the time spent with the 
farmer could be utilised to conduct as thorough an interview as possible. Therefore for 
questions that asked respondents if they owned, for instance, a mobile phone, if the 
response was negative a further explanation was sought. The questionnaire was 
structured, but combined with open-ended responses following particular questions 
(cf. Aull-Davis, 1999, p. 95).  

Pilot study 
The district agriculture officer (DAO) of Kampala connected me to six individuals 
involved in diverse farming activities in one division of Kampala - Kawempe. The 
pilot sample used a snow-ball sample technique that would also feed into the main 
research exercise. The pilot study showed the farmer’s aversion to anything KCC-
oriented. They feared that talking to anyone from KCC would jeopardise their 
activities resulting in tax payments and so on. I followed two of my assistants on this 
study, and observed that the team was quick to counter this fear with a statement that 
they were actually students from Makerere doing this research, on behalf of a student 
from Sweden. The name Makerere, coupled with studies, helped to diffuse the 
negative or perceived danger of the KCC. From the Pilot study we also observed some 
redundant questions that would have to be removed. The time frame of an hour that it 
took to question each farmer was also considered long and tedious for both the farmer 
and the interviewer, in most cases the farmers did not stop what they were doing 
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around their fields, but they did state that the questions were too many. These results 
from the thirteen farmers were tabulated and analysed and it became clear that fish 
farmers, crop farmers, flower farmers, poultry farmers, etc expressed similar use of 
ICTs in their farming practices.  
 
I was keen to establish the relationship between improved farming practices and 
information access from ICTs (cf. Bryman & Cramer, 2001, p. 7; Maxwell, 2010, p. 
5f). The pilot study demonstrated a degree of influence towards the farming practices 
for farmers who had access to information through ICTs, and what it showed was that 
this relationship was not specific to any particular category of farmers. It was also 
understood from the pilot study that a lot of the influence on farming practices was not 
necessarily attributed to the use of ICTs for information by the farmers. Because of 
this realisation, a follow up exercise in the form of focus groups was employed where 
data from the survey analysed would be shared with the farmers and a discussion 
centred on the disparities would hopefully provide more information. The pilot study 
therefore clarified that ICT influence questions were required, as well as questions 
establishing the relationship farmers had with each ICT. Having realised that 
interviewing a crop farmer or a poultry farmer would not produce varying results on 
the specific ICT section of the questionnaire which was considered most pertinent to 
the study, the pilot study also helped in determining the eventual study to focus on 
crop and animal production farmers. These were chosen because they, were according 
to the pilot, the most prominent along with poultry farming, but the latter was left out, 
as two categories were considered useful for the impending study. The sample taken 
from the crop and livestock farmers’ was one tenth of the total number of farmers in 
these two sectors. In short the pilot study was useful in refining the research tool used 
in the actual survey (cf. Kreuger & Neuman, 2003, p. 253).   
 
I was with the research assistants in the field which fed into the research process. 
Every day we were in the field, I rotated between the research assistants. While they 
posed questions to the farmers I sat back quietly and made observations and noted 
down thoughts and observations. I could record spontaneous reactions to questions, or 
the environment within which we were located and how this might influence the 
interview process (cf. Gorard, 2003, p. 92). The other advantage with administering 
questionnaires is the personal injections or reflections respondents are likely to add to 
the interview. Some of these comments can prove most useful. For example, one 
farmer was asked if he owned a mobile phone, he responded that he did not. When 
asked why, he noted that “maintaining the phone is like maintaining a wife”. Some of 
these comments would have been missed in self-administered questionnaires.  
 
The interviewers were instructed not to deviate from asking the questions as they were 
structured even when translating to Luganda, clarifications were provided for 
incomprehensible questions. Probing was also done in a manner that solicited further 
explanations for particular questions, such as using words or responses as quoted by 
the respondent, to gain further understandings (cf. Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996, p. 
241).  
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Key informants in Kampala 
In light of the fact that UA is yet to be recognised at a national government level, 
benefits afforded Uganda’s farmers such as assistance from government programmes 
such as the National Agricultural Advisory Services (NAADs), are formally reserved 
for rural farmers. NAADs was established in 2001 with the “development goal to 
enhance rural livelihoods by increasing agricultural productivity and profitability in a 
sustainable manner” (http://www.naads.or.ug/naads.php). However several public 
accounts have reported NAADs presence in some divisions in Kampala, assisting the 
farmers with supplying them with various farming inputs (New Vision, June 2010 – 
www.newvision.co.ug).  Kampala City Council District Agricultural Officer kindly 
arranged a meeting for me with one of the directors at NAADs on January 13th 2009. 
This data is supplied in the chapter that presents the urban farmers, but at the moment 
it may be helpful to reiterate the ‘informal’ acceptance of UA by government, based 
on the apparent assistance some farmers are getting in Kampala.  
 
As far back as 1898, research institutions were established to usefully gather 
information that could assist Uganda develop the farming sector (Lwanga-Semakula, 
2001, p. 272). Research stations were established with library services one of which 
was Kawanda Research station in 1937 (Lwanga-Semakula, 2001, p. 272). The 
Kawanda research station focuses mainly on crop research, and soil enrichment, and 
my interview with one of the directors at the research station further revealed that 
farmers do not frequent the research station in search of advice despite Kawanda being 
a public service to all. I also engage with the data obtained from Kwanda in the urban 
farming chapter 
 
Other interviews from key persons included the gender advocacy officer at Kampala 
city council, the ICT director and the district agricultural officer. These interviews 
were also transcribed and direct quotes are utilised in the data presentation chapters. 
After analysing the data obtained during 2008, I returned to the field in December 
2009/ January 2010 to supplement the empirical material with more interviews. Some 
of these were scheduled with the institutions that supply the information identified in 
the media and information technologies, such as the newspapers journalists, mobile 
telephony networks, television broadcasters, radio stations and specific NGOs that 
supply information on the internet in relation to local farming experiences.  

Focus group discussions  
It became apparent after the pilot study that focus group discussions would be 
beneficial to supply clearer understandings of some of the responses obtained from the 
survey. As mentioned already, the question of information sources and probing each 
ICTs role in the farmer’s agricultural practices called for further questions.  
 
Focus groups have their history in commercial market research, and have proven 
useful towards obtaining general ‘market based’ feelings or trends (cf. Bloor et al,. 
2001; Kreuger & Neuman, 2006; Morgan, 1993). The transition of Focus Groups (FG) 
to academic social research was because as a method, FG can “yield meanings /…/ 
normative understandings that lie behind group assessments” (Bloor et al., 2001, p. 
4f). As a method of data collection, FGs can be useful as pre-survey studies that will 
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explore topical issues the study aims to investigate. FGs can also be useful towards 
interpreting survey results (Bloor et al., 2001, p. 9ff). The focus group discussions in 
my study were theme driven and these meetings were held with groups of 7-15 
participants that included a mix of local area leaders as well as farmers (cf. Hague, 
1993). For example a clearer understanding was sought for the reasons respondents 
were engaged in urban farming. I also sought to establish the obvious discrepancies 
revealed with certain questions. For example section D of the questionnaire asked the 
farmers if they had access to information relating to their agricultural practices. 
Specifically question D4 asked the respondents through which channels they obtained 
information and these choices were circled as the farmer mentioned them. Section E, 
inquired from the respondents their level of ICT use. These were context based 
questions that sought to first and foremost establish ownership and relationship 
towards the technology, before asking more direct questions such as “have you ever 
received information pertaining to farming practices from your radio?”. It was 
interesting to note that when direct questions for each ICT were asked, that farmers 
would reveal that these technologies were sources of information as well, and yet they 
had not connected this question to the prior section of information sources. The Focus 
group discussions were therefore very useful in establishing the reasoning behind 
some of these responses. After the survey was conducted, responses were reviewed 
and purposive sampling based a number of diverse characteristics such as gender, the 
personality of the respondent observed during the interview process, their farming 
practice, etc, were taken into account when selecting the individuals that would take 
part in the FGs (cf. Bloor et al., 2001, p. 30).  
 
The focus group composition is set within a range of 6-12 people in a group (Aull-
Davis, 1999, p. 105; Kreuger & Neuman, 2006). I was not “imprisoned by the lower 
and upper boundary” of required FG participation (Hague, 1993, p. 43) but the focus 
groups conducted did not exceed 15 participants. The local leaders were invited 
specifically because as leaders they had to be kept informed of what was going on in 
their parishes. The possibility that not all invited would be able to make their way to 
the FG location was considered, hence the invitation number was inflated by 20 
percent (Hague, 1993) and three extra farmers were invited, in the event that some 
would fail to attend.  
 
The survey sample was conducted in four divisions of Kampala, hence four FGs were 
held. Each focus group discussion endeavoured to stay within the 2 hour rule time 
frame and the discussion driven by the moderator followed a question structure guide 
(cf. Morgan, 1997). The moderator who was also the research team leader during the 
survey, distributed the letters of invitation to farmers and local leaders, and also 
moderated the discussions. Flip-charts were used for jotting down agreements or 
disagreements, points of consensus, etc, while the participants wrote down the ideas 
being discussed. The moderator kept track of ideas, wrote up summaries and made 
sure there was agreement as to what was being recorded (cf. Morgan, 1997).  
 
During the FGs there was emphasis on some divergences such as what women farmers 
considered as the best information source and what male farmers considered as good 
information sources. Various emotions or feelings were expressed towards the ICTs 
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during the FGs, such as the recurring comment that “mobile phones lie”. In this 
instance, specifically for those involved in animal husbandry, the mobile phone was 
regarded as a fast and effective way to communicate with the local vet who could then 
come to and treat their animals. However the FG participants noted that vets had a 
tendency to lie about their whereabouts, and could take several hours or days before 
responding to what the farmer regarded as an urgent matter. Hence “it is easier for me 
to go to the vet than to call him, because if I am in his presence he can not tell me he is 
somewhere else…the thing is mobile phones lie” (Focus group discussion with the 
Kawempe division January 2009). The FGs provided qualitative data about ICT use, 
such as this example given here. The discussions were primarily recorded by one of 
my research assistants, who took notes of the meeting, while I video taped the 
procedure as the moderator drove the discussion.  

Recording data 
In preparation for my year (2008) of field work in Uganda on ICT use, I acquired 
equipment I deemed could be assistive during data collection. A Camcorder, digital 
(still pictures) camera, and a digital audio recorder always accompanied my every 
move while in the field. I became particularly reflective very early in the research 
towards external agencies that made experiences using these technologies fraught with 
uncertainties. In rural and urban Uganda, the tensions did not arise from endeavouring 
to acquire permission to use the equipment from the informants, but from network 
challenges when it came to mobile phone use and electricity outages which adversely 
impacted all my equipment which required charging at various intervals. I was very 
much a part of the very social realities I sought to understand. I relied greatly on field 
notes taken in the study, embedded in impressions encompassing personal experiences, 
holistically contextualised with informants’ access experiences (c.f. Clifford, 1986, p. 
22ff).   

Video and still photography 
While preparing to commence the focus group discussions, I contemplated recording 
the proceedings visually. I was aware of the intrusiveness of the video recording 
equipment as the discussions took place and how the presence of the technology could 
interfere with the reactions and responses (cf. Hague, 1993, p. 56). I considered the 
flip side of having visual data that I could return to later. I did not consider that the 
issues being discussed were sensitive enough to warrant not using the equipment. 
Therefore at the beginning of each focus group, the moderator would inform the 
participants that I wished to record the meeting on video, and then ask them if any of 
them had any objections. For all four FGs, I was granted permission by the 
respondents. And this data captured has proven very informative, with both audio and 
visual data, gestures; facial expressions captured that within that moment feed into the 
advantages of using the video recording equipment. During one of the focus groups I 
gave the Camcorder to my research assistant who was taking notes of the discussion 
and I offered to take the notes instead. I stationed myself within the farmers as the 
discussion took place, and was then privy to murmurs of agreement, disagreement that 
the camcorder would never be able to capture. Not being able to hide behind the 
technology also left me feeling somewhat exposed, but it was an exercise that provided 
other data. I also took photographs, when given permission, in the field.  
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The equipment used in the field brought attention to me as a researcher in various 
ways. But some of these reactions were perceptions about my research interest and 
who I was and what I could offer the informants, as noted in the following section.  

Social dynamics in the field  
The idea of a woman venturing out to conduct research or engage in various public 
activities without her husband, or brother or someone assuming the protector role is 
still inconceivable to some of the farmers I met in Apac and Tororo. It was therefore 
helpful when in Apac to approach authorities, and the farmers, in the presence of the 
male research consultants whose mere presence shielded various questions that may 
have come my way (cf. Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005). On one rare occasion in August 
we were confronted by a parish leader who had not been informed of our presence in 
his jurisdiction. I proceeded to respond to his questions, but he sidestepped me and 
shook the hand of one of my male colleagues. On other occasions some of the farmers 
would ask after my “husband and kids at home”. There was always the expectation 
that I should have been there with my “protector”, and such questions inevitably 
opened up further discussions on who I was and my responses were not always what 
the farmer wanted to hear judging by their demeanour and stilted conversation 
exchanges when I mentioned there being no husband and no kids. Another indigenous 
scholars from Uganda, Sylvia Tamale (1999, p. 207ff) describes similar sociocultural 
prejudices projected on her in the field and she asks similar questions as did I. And 
Nannyonga-Tamusuza, (2005, p. 39ff) relied on two male research assistants to 
bracket the social taboo of a woman “moving without a man, [husband] her protector”. 
I was as much of an interest to the participants in the research (cf. Dumont, 1978 cited 
in Probyn, 1993, p. 73, Phoenix 1994; 56) just as their lives were of interest to my 
study. And because a researcher can not expect to study others, and consider that they 
would not be curious about them, for me the power struggles and various character 
negotiations that occurred in the field were situated as continual interpellations. 
 
Similarly, in Kampala, the borders between researcher, research assistant and 
informant (farmer) became increasingly blurry while in the field. In most cases us; my 
research assistant and me, found or followed the farmers into their gardens, sat on their 
front porches, under trees or sat with the cattle as they were being attended to. I recall 
several incidents such as the time we spent in Rubaga where a woman farmer showed 
us around her garden. Upon encountering a mountain of banana peels, some of them 
packaged in sisal sacks, I asked what she intended to do with the obvious waste. She 
told me that when the peels are sun-dried they can be mashed and mixed together with 
ash from charcoal and then sand to create a hybrid charcoal, that cooks for hours and 
hours. Not only does this save money, as for most of the informants cooking was done 
on charcoal stoves outside their homes, hence they do not have to buy charcoal, it also 
enables them to utilise banana peels (raw bananas that can be boiled or steamed like 
mashed potatoes are the kiganda staple food), that are always abundant in any kiganda 
home. I was so fascinated with this discovery that I could not wait to get home and 
educate my family because we were always disposing of mounds of banana peels on a 
daily basis. In as much as I am not a farmer; I found myself drawn into their world and 
was also in turn seen as an expert with regards to ICTs and how the information 
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obtained from them could be used. The farmers often asked some rather technical 
questions about their practices. When I did not know the answers to the questions 
asked, I took their mobile phone numbers down and endeavoured to find a solution for 
them and called them back. Hence the process of administering the questionnaire 
involved more than posing questions and taking their responses. The communicated 
time frame of 30-45 minutes usually stretched to much longer than this time period 
especially as the farmers became engaged in the interview process. In most cases the 
informants had their own questions that they wanted answered (cf. Kirsh & Ritchie, 
1995; Fine, 1994).  
 
During the field work with the urban farmers, various social dynamics involving 
power negotiations based on gender were made visible. For example, on one occasion 
when I followed the research team leader on December 23rd 2008 in Rubaga division, 
we stumbled upon the Local Council chairman of the parish we were visiting. The 
Local Council (LC) leader was visiting his friend whom we were about to interview. 
The LC’s friend pointed out to us that the LC himself was a farmer. Thus the research 
team leader and myself proceeded to interview the two gentlemen separately. After 
acquiring permission from the LC to carry out the interview, I proceeded with the 
questions. I asked about his wife and what she did, he mentioned that she was a 
housewife, and she stayed home. I probed further; asking if she didn’t perhaps have a 
small garden which she tended other than the “abeera waaka” response which is 
directly translated to “she stays at home or she is a housewife”. He emphatically stated 
that she stayed at home and that was all she did. As the interview progressed, he 
revealed that it was his wife who looked after their dairy cows at home; it was she who 
knew their treatment and so on. It was clear from his responses and an air of slight 
disinterest that his knowledge about the cows was limited. I had as the interview 
begun, found it difficult to comprehend how he handled his LC duties in tandem with 
taking care of his cows.  
 
It is still considered in some traditions that the woman who stays at home “does 
nothing except look after the home” but in this situation there was also the question of 
ownership. This man owns the cows, so his wife looking after them is not considered 
work. Later when I requested permission to visit his wife, he deflected my attempts 
with “you can speak to me”, and the authority in the voice could not be ignored. I was 
aware that my gender and marital status, perhaps even my age, had an impact on the 
power dynamics between the LC Chairman and myself. I absorbed everything he said, 
and was able to draw a couple of conclusions despite not speaking to the real farmer, 
his wife. Access to ICTs in the home is possible in the absence of the husband, 
because he mentioned that when he is not at home “they listen” to whatever they want 
to. The LC chairman also mentioned instances where his wife had acquired 
information from the radio on how to treat the cows, something that she had shared 
with him.  
 
In this case I was barred from speaking to the real farmer (LC’s wife) perhaps for a 
number of reasons, it may have been his perception of who he thought I was, “young, 
woman,” and any other social attribute. Being in a power position as the leader of the 
parish we were visiting, he could also be unaccustomed to people speaking to him and 
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then asking to speak to anyone else. It could also be that he owns the cows according 
to his family dynamics and he should be the one to represent the farming practices 
even though he did not engage with the day to day treatment of the cows.  
 
On the flip side, while in the field with the two younger male research assistants who 
may not have had to negotiate their gender to the level that I or the other two women 
research assistants had to, I saw that they were not exempt from other social markers 
such as age. I noticed that their age at times worked to their disadvantage at least the 
times I was in their company. Interviews with older men or women often took on the 
parent child role, where we were indulgently accommodated. I recall one incident 
where an older woman refused to divulge her age claiming that “a child had no right to 
ask such information of a parent” (Makhindye Division 17th December 2008). The 
various power shifts were inevitable, and were negotiated in situ, in the interest of the 
research.  

Presentation of data 
In the subsequent section, the data from the field is presented in three chapters. 
Because the data from Apac and Tororo was gathered from group interviews, 
observations and informal conversations, these experiences are presented in chapter 5. 
I employ pictures and various quotes from the recorded and transcribed group 
interviews to explain the access and use experiences of media and information 
technologies informed by the farmers. The pictures presented resonate with the 
analyses but can not be read as offering a realistic outlook for the farmers, as at the 
same time the realities faced by the farmers have to be acknowledged and what impact 
these have on the subsequent relationship with technology.  
 
In chapter seven, the data from Kampala (urban farmers) obtained through survey 
methods, observations, and focus group discussions is presented.  
 
Some quantitative data presentations are made as they fit into the presentation and 
analysis (cf. Hesse-Biber, 2010, p. 465). For example, if a majority of the educated 
farmers claimed to access information through media and information technologies, 
and there were a few that deviated from this norm, explanations for this difference are 
explored with the reasons provided by the farmers. Separating the farmer experiences 
in two separate chapters enables a presentation of data according to the methods of 
collection used. In the eighth chapter views or ideas regarding whether the information 
from media and information technologies can be trusted are explored consequently 
depicting the agency that the technology commands. The trustworthiness associated 
with the technologies plays a significant role on how the information acquired from 
the technology is used, if at all.  

Analysis of data 
Generally, interviews, questionnaires, observations and document analyses were all 
part of the study.  “Converting observations and responses into scales and 
measurements” (Gorard, 2003, p. 29) with reference to this particular thesis, the 
analysis remains purely descriptive. Drawing on experiences from the rural and urban 
farmers the analyses chapters 8 and 9 investigate use and access as separate entities. 
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Employing quotes from the field, access and use are presented in their complexity. The 
theory underpinning the discussions is amplified with descriptive accounts, which 
supports the current thesis’s argument the concept of intersectionality can be employed 
beyond an analysis of identity politics. 

In summary, varying forms of the interview method were employed in the different 
research sites. Administering questionnaires, unstructured interviews, structured 
interviews, and conversations formed a substantial part of the data gathered. Personal 
experiences and positions employed in negotiating access to the field fed into the 
research process as the analysis chapters will show. The interview data was captured 
and recorded in audio and visual recordings, when granted permission. As diverse as 
the field sites were, the study maintained the objectives of studying the impact ICTs 
have on end users. Social aspects such as gender, age, and class were considered 
throughout the study, particularly their role in the user’s use of and adoption of ICTs. 
The following section, titled hoes, tractors and IT ‘ethos’ introduces the data informing 
this thesis.  
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HOES, TRACTORS and IT ethos: Research findings  
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Introducing this section 

 
 
 
This section introduces the results obtained during the field work. Different research 
methods informed the data presented in the first two chapters. This is the reason for 
their separate presentation. The chapter following this brief outline presents the 
farmers introduced to me by WOUGNET and I-Network in Apac and Tororo. The data 
presented in this chapter is qualitative coming from group and individual interviews, 
document analyses and observations. The second chapter presents the experiences of 
the farmers in Kampala, who are also referred to as urban farmers. This chapter 
illustrates that the prefix urban is problematic in creating distinctions to the general 
public between who is or is not a farmer. The farmers in Kampala argue that there 
should be no differences between them and their rural counterparts. This chapter on 
urban farmers is based on the survey method of interviews, accompanied by 
observations and focus group discussions.  
 
The third chapter of this section combines the various interview excerpts from Apac, 
Tororo and Kampala as supplied by the farmers that pin point the importance of 
trustworthiness as a crucial component regarding both access and use. Following the 
arguments about trustworthiness as opposed to trust (cf. Hardin, 2004), this chapter 
uses Gidden’s (1991) concept of ontological security to build upon conceptions of 
trustworthiness. The descriptions that the farmers offer for their choice of media and 
information technologies point towards various markers upon which the 
trustworthiness of the media and information technologies is gauged. In negotiating 
their ontological security, acquiring a basic trust in one’s lived environment, the 
trustworthiness that is mapped onto a technology emanates from the information 
source’s ability to exude a sense of trustworthiness to the farmer.  
 
The reader should by the end of the section, gain a perspective of the farmers’ social 
contexts within which the study situates itself, and how the same informants negotiate 
access and use within/upon different intersecting levels of influence. I hope the 
presentation of the material also convinces the reader that as one of the newspaper 
columnists I cite later claimed, information technologies are on equal footing with 
digging-hoes and tractors as crucial tools to a farmer’s trade. 
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CHAPTER 5: FARMING IN GROUPS - APAC & TORORO  

Introduction 
This chapter introduces the research findings obtained through group interviews, 
document analysis and observations from the farmers in Apac and Tororo districts. 
Apac is located to the north of Uganda and Tororo is to the east of the country. The 
farmers found in this chapter are in established groups that are linked to the Non-Profit 
organisations introduced in the previous chapter that assist the groups on several levels 
one of which is information sourcing and dissemination through media and 
information technologies. I present a qualitative outline of the information seeking 
patterns and use by the farmers who are in formed groups. The empirical material 
presented here orients from interviews with the farmers, because to understand the role 
of the media and information technologies in the farmer’s life requires more than mere 
observations, the latter which confirm or dispute whatever the farmer says about the 
technologies. The chapter commences with the farmers’ revelations on how the use of 
media and information technologies has impacted their farming practices as well as 
which media and information technologies are more available to them. Thereafter the 
social environment in which these informants operate is outlined before presenting the 
farmers’ experiences of access and use of media and information technologies. This 
enables me to situate my research within the social lives of the farmers. Hence the 
disposition of the current chapter is as follows: the immediate section following this 
introduction presents both districts and illustrates the physical and social environments 
in both regions. Apac and Tororo are predominantly rural. There are a few 
sociocultural similarities that the farmers and the people of both Apac and Tororo 
share, some of which include analogous staple foods and the types of crops farmed. 
Following the socio-geographical introduction of the districts, the access to and use of 
media and information technologies as informed by the farmers, as well as through 
observations, are described. The informants’ social contexts are then presented, as 
observed and described by the farmers. In the conclusion special attention is given to 
the descriptions given of the processes that negotiate both access and use of media and 
information technologies.  

Apac 
Apac town is the main administrative headquarters in the district with a rapidly 
growing population of “471 100 people” (Uganda Districts Information Handbook, 
2007, p. 27). Road transport infrastructure favours the main roads leading in and out of 
the district, with gravel road services linking the different sub-counties and parishes 
across the district. Buses travel between Apac and Kampala on a daily basis, and the 
journey is usually anywhere between 4 to 5 hours. Access to health facilities includes 
11 government hospitals, 2 NGO hospitals and 3 private clinics (Uganda Districts 
Information Handbook, 2007, p. 27). 16 health centres are also encountered at each 
sub country, which is supposed to ensure health services accessible at the sub-county 
level for the people of each district. In a similar vein each sub-county offers Universal 
Primary Education UPE, and Universal Secondary Education, which is supposed to be 
free for all. These initiatives by government are expected to raise literacy levels and 
improve quality of life. With strict seasonal rainfalls agricultural activities in Apac 
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historically leaned more towards pastoral activities (cf. O’Connor, 1988, p. 84ff). The 
climate and soils claim a central role not only in what can be grown or farmed in Apac, 
when the planting should be done but also the tools that should be employed when 
farmers engage with Apac soils. During one of the group interviews, the women 
farmers reiterated the same request heard several times, that they would appreciate 
relief from the drudgery of digging with the hand held hoe in favour of an ox-plough 
(cf. Kisamba-Mugerwa, 2001, p. 224). I reflect on these and other such requests in the 
section on the social realties within which these farmers operate, but will mention at 
this juncture the importance of understanding one’s region and its practicalities.  
 
After hearing the request for ox-ploughs several times, we asked to see the hoe in 
question. We had seen it at a distance and even seen farmers digging, but this was the 
first time we actually scrutinised the tool up close. Agnes, the group leader, proceeded 
to demonstrate the workings of the tool. I heard Mark the KIC representative who was 
with us every time we visited the women farmers ask “have you seen the hoe these 
women use to dig? It is not like the one you people use in Buganda”, I looked up from 
my note taking and realised Mark is addressing me, as I am the only Muganda in the 
group. I experienced a moment of panic as I plastered on a wobbly smile, to hide my 
inner-uncertainties as various thoughts race through my head at once. ‘Aren’t they all 
digging hoes?’ As I learned later on they are indeed different, but because I was 
focused on media and information technologies, I realised I should, during this April 
visit focus on the bigger picture, i.e. I could not possibly comprehend media and 
information technologies use and access if I did not understand what a day in the life 
of a farmer in Apac entailed. The other reason for the panic was that I am classified as 
a Muganda, who should know what type of hoe Baganda use, and I scratched my 
memory for a visual. I recalled the digging hoe we have at my parental home, and also 
the ones that I have seen my grandmothers use. The differences were not immediately 
apparent to me.  
Agnes proceeded to demonstrate the workings of the hoe, as shown below, and these 
still pictures are taken from a video clip which I made sure to watch when I returned 
home. I looked for differences between the hoe Agnes used in her demonstration and 
the one I saw at home. The first thing I realised is the length of the handle and Agnes 

Figure 2: Apac Digging-hoe 
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is a very tall woman but the handle is visually taller than her. The other thing is the 
movements with the hoe involved short quick successive digging exercises that appear 
to scratch the surface of the soil. Later she uses the stub at the end of the handle that 
connects the digging blade to perform what appeared to be an act of beating the soil 
into submission, before she continued to dig the patch that she had stumped 
previously.  
 
I also noticed that Agnes’s body movements did not require extreme back-bending on 
her part to partition the soil. Occasionally as seen to the extreme right, she stands up 
right and uses the handle as a frame for support as she leans upon it. Her holding 
method also placed her hands anywhere in the middle of the handle as she digs. The 
women explain “we are still using this type of hoe. We prefer it. This one doesn’t go 
deep. One can dig faster although it doesn’t go as deep as the other one.” There is 
[apparently] another type of hoe shaped like a hammer with longer sharp pointed blade 
ends, but it requires greater physical exertion on the part of the farmer (Field notes 
extract Apac April 2008). This description is detailed but illustrates the point of paying 
attention to regional differences that come to matter even where information is being 
disseminated. The soil properties for example require seeds best suited for the 
environment. Hence information specific to Apac and its differences in relation to the 
rest of the country became more apparent during this particular demonstration.  

Tororo 
Similar to Apac and every other district in Uganda, Tororo derives its name from the 
municipal town of Tororo which serves as the administrative headquarters with a 
population of 413, 800 people (Uganda Districts Information Handbook, 2007, p. 112). 
With moderate rainfall the climate favours crops such as cassava and millet which also 
happen to be the staple food of the area (Uganda Districts Information Handbook, 
2007, p. 113). Similar to Apac, Tororo also claims sixteen health centre IIs which 
provide health services at sub-county level as well as primary and secondary schools 
(Uganda Districts Information Handbook, 2007, p. 112). Tororo is rich in minerals and 
even though agriculture is the mainstay for the economy of Tororo, the growing 
industrialisation process, particularly the production of cement in the region, offers 
developmental opportunities for Tororo. The socio-cultural environment in which the 
farmers operate is admittedly similar for the farmers in both districts. 

Introducing the groups 
I met with 16 farmers’ groups in Apac and in Tororo, 2 farmers groups informed the 
study. The groups in Tororo are under Agricultural Research and Rural ARRIN 
Information Network, an affiliate project of I-Network that uses music dance and 
drama to communicate information to the communities. During the stay in Tororo 
interaction was with forty-two farmers in which, both groups claimed women as 
chairpersons. 15 of the groups in Apac are chaired and organised by women and the 
membership is also primarily made of 30 women in each group. However out of the 
possible 450 farmers that could have informed the research, 283 from Apac took part 
in the interviews and a few others allowed further interactions or investigations into 
their daily lives. Core memberships may be of women but the husbands are involved 
in what on the surface is a peripheral but actually influential role. The sixteenth group 
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(supported by a different NGO from the other fifteen) is democratically composed of 
10 men and 10 women, with a woman chairperson and a man secretary of the group. 
Twelve of the fifteen groups in Apac have been with WOUGNET based in Kampala 
and the regional office known as Kubere Information Centre (KIC) since 2005 and 
have received a mobile phone and a radio which the women share to acquire 
information pertaining to their farming activities. Three of these groups that register a 
mix of husbands and wives are new affiliates of WOUGNET/KIC.  
 
KIC keeps in regular contact with the group chairperson via mobile phone. Shorter 
visits are also made frequently to the different villages where the groups reside, with 
audio tapes of the farmers’ programme that air on Apac radio every Monday at 4pm. 
Not all groups receive the signal for radio Apac in their villages and KIC therefore 
records and delivers this information to them. Weekly text messages are also 
dispatched by KIC to the groups usually with information regarding some farming 
practices. The group members are further encouraged to visit the KIC office in Apac 
town that is rich with information on farming practices specific to the region. For the 
farmers in Tororo, under the ARRIN project, the Music Dance and Drama theatrical 
performances are an important information source. The ARRIN offices are also 
equipped with computers and other information sources such as newspapers that the 
farmers may gain access to when they come to Tororo town. Radio Mambo in Tororo 
also provides weekly agricultural information which the farmers in this district note as 
one of their main information sources.  

Agriculture and information 
All the farmers in Tororo and Apac realise that information is important in all areas of 
their lives, but because the research focuses on their livelihood activities the spotlight 
was on agricultural practices and the benefits that media and information technologies 
bring to this socio-economic exercise. When asked to list their information sources, the 
radio was a prominent choice and was lauded for covering a wide spectrum of subject 
areas that are considered to be important to the farmers. The radio was noted for 
“speaking to more than one person”. The personification of media and information 
technologies was peculiarly prevalent among the farmers, who tended to assign a form 
of agency to the technologically mediated mediums, as will be further demonstrated 
with more excerpts below. But by suggesting that the radio speaks to more than one 
person, the farmer in question who happened to share a radio with several other 
farmers illustrated the radio as a medium which is bestowed with speakers that have 
the ability to broadcast the audio message to anyone within hearing. Almost all the 
farmers highlighted how the radio had helped them with time management when it 
comes to planning the planting activities. Learning how to plant early has given the 
farmers better yields. The farmers have also learned about hybrid seeds and other seed 
selection methods. Their knowledge of hybrid products was very impressive. From the 
radio the farmers were also informed about the diseases of the season for both their 
livestock and their crops and what treatment measures were required to treat them. 
Similarly the informants pinpoint the radio as directing them to better agricultural 
practices. “[I]n the past we would plant and intercrop any how, but the radio has taught 
us that we can plant soya separately…in the past we would plant it together with 
maize” (Jen-Apac - April 2008). Parallel to this, the radio has also “taught me how to 
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space my crops so that I can get better yields and in addition to that I have learned 
what kind of nutrition values of the kind of crops that I can grow which helps me in 
my feeding” (Henrietta – Apac 2008). Market information is also communicated 
through the radio, and “when we know where to find the market, we can approach the 
buyer as a group, we can negotiate market prices as a group” (Lucy Apac - April 
2008). Further through the radio “we have learned that working in groups is good” 
(Felix Tororo – October 2008).  
 
These benefits from the radio were highlighted by the farmers who noted that after 
“hearing the information from the radio, you can call and attain a feedback” Henrietta 
(Apac – April 2008). Noting specific incidences when a radio programme was 
followed by a phone call, the farmers illustrated that oftentimes two or more media 
and information technologies have to be used for information sourcing. Although not 
self-evident, especially as listening to the radio is not predetermined by a listener being 
in possession of a mobile phone, these farmers illustrated that there were instances 
when one technology amplified another; when having more than one technology 
clarified matters.  It is therefore possible to visualise the media and information 
technologies running or existing in parallel, suggesting that one does not necessarily 
inform the other, however sometimes convergences, or collisions, occur. Alternatively, 
the radio discussion is not so much contingent upon the mobile phone, even though the 
discussion may presume the use of a mobile phone, the message from the radio is still 
attainable. Therefore, email addresses or phone numbers provided in newspapers, on 
radio programmes, or even on web pages, and television sets create a situation where 
the media and information technologies assume each other, even though they are 
independent mediums. Often times the additional technology is inaccessible due to 
gender, age, or economic viability.  
 
And while it is important to reiterate that one technology does not necessarily inform 
the other the assistive nature is noted by the farmers when they gave examples such as 
“one time they were talking about some of the diseases that disturb our goats, and you 
find that some of those things they are teaching are related to the same diseases your 
goats are suffering from, so you call and get feedback. I recall another one time with 
Tony [a well respected member of society], he talked about growing soya-beans. We 
called in and the feedback was actually given back to us. Tony taught us how to 
preserve the soil, make sure the soil is fertile for the soya-beans, and told us the 
planting time and also the proper spacing for the crops. And when we did what he said 
we got a very good yield, and we also learnt how to organise ourselves in groups” 
(Henrietta-Apac, April. 2008). Sylvia, also from Apac, continued the discussion on 
groups when she said “the phone helps us to connect to someone immediately, even if 
they live far away, the phone connects you…the phone can also help us access market 
information, through the phone we kept on coordinating with a soya-buyer who put up 
a store and we were able to negotiate the price together, plus the phone has a 
calculator”. Jen also reiterates the benefits of the mobile phone when used in 
conjunction with the radio, “I once called in about my sick goat and the radio told me 
which type of injection to use to help my goat.” Or other farmers who make further 
contributions to how useful the phone is “when we harvested and packed our crops, 
the phone helped us connect to the market, when we listen to the radio we can also ask 
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questions for instance during the radio show if there is something we have not 
understood we can call using the phone and we can also communicate and share 
information with other groups under KIC” (Sally-Apac, April, 2008). A similar type of 
agency is also ascribed to the phone here, which is described in terms connecting the 
farmers. I go on to argue in the third chapter in this section that this form of 
personification appears to eliminate the institutions and the sources behind the 
technology, which plays a key role in the trustworthiness that is associated with the 
media and information technology.  
 
The radio and the mobile phone were identified as crucial and important information 
sources during the group and individual interviews. Television and videos especially 
for the farmers in Apac were also counted as information sources. The KIC offices 
have video documentaries on farming practices that I also took the time to watch. The 
farmers who do travel to Apac venture into KIC to watch videos and they claim to take 
back the information to their fellow group members. Also while at KIC most farmers 
take the opportunity to read the newspapers which KIC ensures are always available. 
Many of the women said that not only does it cost money, time and require 
negotiations with the husband to be able to go to Apac town and read newspapers, or 
for that matter a church or a school nearby, one has to be able to read, something that 
the women claim is a barrier to the information in newspapers. Asked why the women 
do not buy their own newspapers they emphasise that the price of 1000 Ugandan 
Shillings (equivalent of 5 SEK) is prohibitive for all of them and other issues arise 
from these questions and are discussed below. During the discussions it also emerged 
that exchange visits with farmers in other districts occur and Camilla and a few other 
women have had the opportunity to go to other districts and exchange ideas on farming 
practices with other farmers in other districts. Camilla and Henrietta are among the 
less than five farmers in both Tororo and Apac who mentioned that when on these 
field visits they were introduced to the computer and the internet. As such the use of 
the computer is still relatively low among these farmers who suggest that the internet 
and computer and not accessible to them physically, economically, and socially.  

Other information sources for the farmers 
During the discussions with the farmers, besides the media and information 
technologies mentioned, other forms of information sources were revealed. Particular 
occasions that gather the community together such as funerals, market days, church 
meetings, government extension workers and other meetings as organised by the Local 
Council (LC) leader or a meeting with the NGOs, or the government funded National 
Agriculture Advisory Board (NAADs), were highlighted as important information 
sources. The Tororo farmers who were under the ARRIN project also talked about the 
Music Dance and Drama MDD method provided by the project which also informed 
them through theatrical arts on some important social aspects. The MDD programme 
itself or the dance troupe utilises media and information technologies to acquire 
information which they then rehearse into a musical play packed with interactive 
moments of entertainment while at the same time remaining informative. The Tororo 
farmers said that the last MDD performance which took place in 2007 talked about 
Hygiene and Sanitation. On market days the farmers from both districts said that there 
they find friends and other people who may share information with them. At times 
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posters pinned on trees or other structures at the market place also contain very useful 
information. The funeral gathering I was informed is one occasion when the 
community will mostly likely come together and offer support for the bereaved family. 
At the end of these gatherings the LC may request permission to share some 
information as this is one of those rare occasions when the whole community is in one 
place. Church meetings, similar to funeral gatherings, also provide time after the 
Church service for community information. The other type of meetings are organised 
when the one bringing information to the community of farmers has something to 
share, but as the women noted and as will be shown below, the husbands frequent 
these occasions more than the women do.  
 
In terms of access to information the face-to-face people-oriented avenues emerge as 
being more popular than the technology oriented sources. However the study realises 
various shortcomings related to both face-to-face people oriented avenues and 
technology oriented sources. The technology demands a lot from the farmers (explored 
below) and the face-to-face (people oriented) avenues carry with them various 
shortcomings such as the irregularity with which they are received. The farmers noted 
that a marriage of both people and technology is the most effective method, and some 
of the reasons for combining both can be encountered in the technology’s lack of 
trustworthiness. At this point I will explore the shortcomings observed with the face-
to-face people oriented methods as the technology based disadvantages are tackled for 
each media and information technology in the forth coming sections. The churches, 
burial grounds/sites, last funeral rites, market places, may very well be informative but 
what is regarded as information comes from another person who has the power to 
share whatever they want to share with the farmers. Government extension workers, 
NAADs and LCs, are feared or rather respected. The social ranking ensures this type 
of relationship and anything that orients from these sources is taken as important 
information. Interpersonal relations were also mentioned as another important and 
trusted source.  

Social realities for the farmers 
During the course of the interviews and other moments spent with the farmers, 
discussions engaged around media and information technologies tended to be 
superseded by the social environment in which the farmers operate on a day to day 
basis. This brought the recurring question to my mind, to what extent IT counted in 
their lives. Being made aware of their social situation required careful consideration 
before locating the research agenda within their circumstances. As most societies in 
Uganda, the Apac and Tororo communities are pervaded by patriarchal values 
(Tinkasiimire, 2002, p. 138). Most of the digging and crop farming is performed by 
women and the very act of engaging with the traditional handheld digging hoe is 
through and through feminine. Hence the men’s complacency to assisting their wives 
in the crop farming is explained away by culturally institutionalised traditions in 
agriculture, even when the men have nothing else to do all day. The land customarily 
belongs to the husband and his clan, and the wife although permitted to work the land 
enjoys only limited rights (Adoko and Levine, 2008, p. 109). According to the 
informants of this study, the husband’s rights to the land gain prominence during times 
of domestic conflict which usually involve money disputes and the sale of harvests. As 
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Henrietta of Apac informs “we have a major problem in our day-to-day living, when 
we farm together with the man [husband] we [may] do everything together, [however] 
when we are getting these crops from the garden the problem comes in that the man 
will start saying that ‘its me who is going to sell these crops’ which you have brought 
into the house together and the thing is after selling it, the man may disappear [with 
the money for several days] and that is how the whole family suffers” (Henrietta Aumi 
Parish – Apac, April 2008). Several kilometres away in Abedi Parish, also in Apac, 
Maureen, echoed similar frustrations “[o]ur husbands only look for money for Waragi 
(locally distilled alcoholic drink similar to Gin)”. But on the day of this particular visit, 
several men could be seen digging on several plots and when this was brought to 
Maureen’s attention she responded with an air of defeat “those men are digging 
seriously to get money for drinking at exactly 6pm. Drinking time will begin then they 
will go/…/”(cf. Bird and Shinyekwa, 2005, p. 110). Maureen’s farming group is 
engaged in subsistence farming and brick-laying activities and she resignedly claims 
that “the bricks are our provider” (Apac April 2008). Mud bricklaying as shown in the 
pictures below is apparently a lucrative project that not only enables the women to 
send their children to school, but is also at the centre of many domestic disputes, and 
the women said that when the bricks were ready and to be sold, the husbands expected 
money from the sale of bricks.  
 

    
Figure 3: Bricklaying activities 
Pic 1: Maureen gathers enough     Pic 2: after vigorously patting the       Pic 3: who picks it up, carries it to   Pic 4: The wet brick is removed  
mud to fill a constructed wooden  the mud down, she passes it on to       the drying patch while Maureen      from the frame and left to dry in  
frame the size of a brick                another member.                   begins constructing another brick   the sun.  
 
This is a society that strongly believes in marriage and those who do not subscribe to 
this institution are “socially ostracised and regarded as social misfits. Hence a woman 
would rather be associated with a man who drinks than no man at all” (Interview with 
Mark in Apac, working with KIC April 2008). A few miles away in Agege Parish 
during the group interview, Ben joins the meeting after it commences and is put on the 
spot when asked about the allegations similar to the ones made by Maureen from 
Abedi Parish and the women in Agege are true (cf. Bird and Shinyekwa, 2005, p. 110). 
Ben remorsefully offers that  
 

…you see you don’t have some good income generating activities/… /now: that 
money for drinking you pick the hoe and you go and dig a very big portion of 
land, and then you take the money and drink 500UGx [equivalent of 2 SEK], so 
you must also rest a bit/… /you get tired/…/it is absolutely true, and those things 
happened actually and I could also be one of the culprits but because I am getting 
some of the teachings you provide here, when I get back home I will have to 
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perform some of my marital duties… so I could help my wife more (11 April 
2008, Apac) 

 
It is appalling to hear that after several hours of digging in the sun one receives such 
meagre compensation for their hard work, and Ben alludes to the frustration that the 
men shoulder which Ben claims pushes them to drink “so they can rest a bit”. Ben is 
challenged with the question of whether they have a men’s association that digs for 
their purposes, to which he suggests that he can motivate his friends to come together 
and help dig with their wives, because having sat in on a meeting where he came to 
represent his sick wife, he claimed to feel shame and sadness at the issues brought 
forth by the women.  
 
True to Maureen’s word, the men leave for their drinking sprees shortly before 6pm 
and it is particularly interesting to note that most of them can be seen carrying radios 
with them, something I observe regularly throughout my stay and on successive return 
trips. Amy from Kungu Parish also in Apac concedes that everything is “peaceful as 
long as you do not ask for money. We face problems of poverty and because for us 
women we do not have money, the men always look for the money and that makes 
them have authority over us”(April 2008).  
 
Similarly, in Tororo one of my first impressions forms a lasting opinion towards the 
domestic situation for the farmers in the district. At the beginning of October 2008, I 
arrived, to meet with the farmers, and the majority of them are still digging shortly 
after 9am. Francis, whom I learn is mobilising the farmers, occasionally retrieved his 
phone from his pockets proceeded to bark a few words I do not understand into the 
device as he converses with us in English. As we wait for the farmers to gather around 
for the initial group meeting we are at Francis’ home. He has a few truly beautiful 
guinea fowls wondering nosily around. Jessica, the director of ARRIN in Tororo, 
informs me that she has at some stage farmed guinea fowls but that they failed to 
reproduce and she even lost some of them. Francis, informs her that she probably had 
male only or female only fowls. Genuinely interested in learning more about his 
success with the birds, Jessica and Francis continue a conversation that I follow avidly. 
When Francis’s wife joins us shortly thereafter, she supplies more information about 
the care for the fowls and appears to know more about their upkeep than does her 
husband. Jessica instinctively asks the wife the price of one fowl and she (the wife) 
turns to her husband who informs Jessica in fluent English that he will give her 
(Jessica) the price information later. At his response, Jessica bursts out in giggles and 
attempts to offer me an explanation in between.  
 
“You see now” Jessica speaks in between the giggles “she [the wife] doesn’t know the 
price, it is the man who knows, you are the wife but you are not allowed to know the 
price, you just see whatever money he gives you” (October 2008 Tororo). I realise the 
irony of the situation in that the better part of the conversation has taken place in Luo, 
which happens to be the language Francis’ wife speaks and understands. And Francis 
who, prior to the wife’s appearance, conversed with us in English, reverts to the same 
language to purposely exclude his wife. 
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One can understand that, because women have acquired the responsibility of crop 
production, most farmers groups and not just in Apac and Tororo are primarily made 
up of women. However during my third visit to Apac for the month of July I met the 
16th group in Apac, which provided ten male deviations from this norm. Asked why 
the men in this particular group were in the assembly, Alex the group secretary replied 
“for us as learned men we want development and can not be held back by our egos just 
because we are men”. I pushed Alex to explain what he meant by this statement and he 
offered as a way of explanation that “most men do not like being in groups, it removes 
their independence, and their superiority. A man amongst men fights to be [a] leader, 
besides when a man joins a group [this action] tells the community that he on his own 
is not able to provide for his family and has to rely on others for help, those men who 
refuse to join groups also refuse to let their wives join, because if the wife’s group 
succeeds in helping her provide for her family, it does not help the man’s role as the 
head and provider” (Apac-July 2008). This group provided insights into some of the 
reasons behind men’s aversion for groups as well as men’s re-actions towards their 
wives who insisted on being part of farmers’ group. For example, during the initial 
group meetings with the women farmers, they said that their husbands did not 
appreciate them attending meetings. Camilla of Atik Parish in Apac, admitted she 
often had to ‘bribe’ her husband when there is a farmer’s group meeting, or when she 
is going to present a programme on the radio. Camilla is thirty years old with four 
children and claims that she can only attend meetings if her husband is drunk or has 
been given money by her for him to drink.  
 
Expressions of masculinity in this community involve a complex intersection of traits: 
provider, family man, father, husband, authoritarian, leader, and it would also seem 
that the consumption of alcohol and use of family money/resources is another 
characteristic. Some of these traits are punctuated by circumstances but the same 
circumstances can both contradict and reinforce the man’s position as will be 
illustrated in the subsequent discussion on media and information technologies. 
Silberschmidt’s (1999, p. 35) study in Kiisi district Kenya presented similar issues to 
those that men and women in northern and eastern Uganda face. Silberschmidt asserts 
that while men appear to dominate on the surface further analysis complicates this 
perception. Some of the techniques that are employed by men to dominate women 
involve media and information technologies ownership and this can be traced back to 
the Apac men’s loss of cattle due to various circumstances as noted earlier in the 
background chapter. As the focus of the study, the process of negotiating access and 
use amidst such constraints for the women is a perpetual battle between respect for the 
cultural environment and the benefits of a modern milieu. Silberschmidt stresses that 
in the past “[m]en were administratively responsible for the family’s interest i.e. land 
and cattle. This included apportioning land for the various women of the home-stead to 
cultivate. The cattle were kept for the males to marry with and were also used for 
settling disputes and lawsuits as tokens of apologies. Thus men had [at least ideally] a 
very important role as owner and ruler of the household and its members, and men had 
both power and authority” (Silberschmidt, 1999, p. 35). Silberschmidt’s discussion 
focuses on Kiisi men in Kenya but the similarities are uncanny with the informants 
hailing from the northern and eastern regions of Uganda. The resulting poverty 
imposes added pressure on the women who were traditionally the soil cultivators in 
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their families, and further marginalising the men for whom the ability to provide for 
their families can no longer be tied to livestock they do not possess.   
 
The situation is much more complex and can not altogether be attributed only to cattle 
ownership or other farm animals but the role of provider has arbitrarily fallen on the 
women who continue in their duties as farmers and providing food for their families.   
Brines (1993) cited in Saltzman-Chaltez, (2006) found that “economically dependent 
husbands contribute less to household labour than do husbands with labour market 
prospects”. Brines reasons that economic insecurity causes men to become more 
concerned with their roles as “providers,” which would be threatened by taking on a 
greater share of household responsibilities” (Saltzman-Chaltez, 2006, p. 393). Ellen, 
from Akere Parish in Apac talks about the problems they have as women, - she is a 
widow, but states “I am married but my husband is no longer here [meaning he passed 
on]”. I am reminded of the conversation with Mark from KIC when I hear Ellen 
inform that she is married but her husband “is no longer here” and realise that ensuring 
that we are informed of her social status is important for Ellen. She wants help on how 
to construct grass-thatched houses. She gestures for us to look around at the dry 
landscape. Jane of Bar Akalo Parish also in Apac says, “women have less rights than 
their husbands. For example if we farm together and we produce two, say two sacks of 
sim-sim, (sesame) I don’t even have any right to pick even a sack of sim-sim to sell 
without the consent of my husband. If I dare do that, that is the end of me from this 
place. I will be chased away automatically”. All the women agree. Jane is 35 married 
with 7 children. Camilla from a different group adds to this comment, “here in the 
village, we have heard of gender issues and the rights of women but our men do not 
allow us to enjoy some of these rights. For instance if there is a meeting that is 
supposed to take place for both men and women, for him he can order you to first 
remain at home and cook and after preparing food then you can go for the meeting, 
meanwhile for him he has already left for the meeting so sometimes if there is 
important information to be got from there, for us we miss up on some of the most 
important information because sometimes our husbands even prevent us from going to 
these meetings” (Apac 2008). “We are here, and as women we do not know our rights 
so it makes our men to use us”. The women giggle and shrug resignedly, “he collects 
the money and puts it here” performing the act of pocketing imaginary money into an 
imaginary pocket to the side of her busuti (traditional attire for women in Apac and 
central Uganda).  

Diverse groups 
The initial experiences with the women’s groups in Apac give the impression of a 
united organisation that is striving towards a common goal. But with time the 
differences between the women start to become more apparent. In building the fifteen 
groups, it is evident that the chairpersons, have all been placed in these positions 
because they have some form of educational background. They can all write and speak 
English, and during the meetings, I also noticed that unlike the other women who sit 
on the floor the chairpersons like the few men who frequent these events as well as the 
research team occupy chairs. The same chairpersons, are also charged with the 
responsibility of receiving the weekly text messages from KIC, which they are 
required to distribute to the others, and are also the keepers of the radios. In this regard 
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the other women’s negotiating processes with the media and information technologies 
(ultimately information) are already determined by these differences. Feminist studies 
have shown the dangers of generalising about women (cf. Harding, 1986, p. 18; 1998, 
p. vii). As an example of the importance of remembering this in my research I bring up 
Henrietta (introduced earlier) during our first and subsequent meetings, communicates 
in perfect English. At the initial group meeting, she occasionally reverts to Luo as her 
responses to the questions initially posed in English and subsequently translated into 
Luo, exclude and include her position among the women in the group. At the same 
time her ability to communicate in the language of the researchers enabled a successful 
rapport with her. She is able to understand the questions in the language used, before 
or without translation, which enables a quicker processing of information for her.  
 
Henrietta and the other chairpersons are, for the most part, younger than majority of 
their group members, but their educational privileges eclipse the respect and often 
automatic leadership position often ascribed to older adults in the Ugandan society. 
Not only does education in respect to a colonial perspective privilege leaders like 
Henrietta who, at 30, is leading women in their 50s and 60s, the privileges carry with 
them the right to use and access the media and information technologies, which further 
reinforce these implicit differences between the women. One of the groups, when 
asked if the text messaging feature is beneficial to their communicating practices, 
reveals that although they have been taught how to use the mobile phone, not being in 
possession of one has made them forget the lessons learned. The women and (some 
men) further ask that the radios and mobile phones should be on a rotation basis, and 
not necessarily with one person. Others openly ask for the supply of these instruments 
in order to enable harmony in the groups. Camilla, also 30, is a qualified grade one 
teacher. I pause at this juncture to further exemplify how men regain control of their 
social positions as provider through Camilla’s story.  
 
Camilla’s husband, to keep her from going out to work as a teacher, ‘hid’ her 
certificates. Frustrated with the situation her family faced, she reported her husband to 
the police in the region, and when asked if these allegations were true, Camilla’s 
husband responded that he had indeed taken her certificate but could not recall where 
it was. Camilla is therefore restricted to farming as she can not even afford the fee that 
could replace the missing certificates so she can go out and teach. But in endeavouring 
to domesticate his wife, and assume the role of provider, through providing Camilla 
with land upon which she can till, Camilla’s husband resorted to disposing of the 
qualifications this young woman struggled for in the first place. Camilla, despite her 
situation, is recognised in her community and is often called to present on the radio 
and share her farming experiences with others. As the leader of her group, she, too, is a 
head above the rest during the meetings. Win (2004) examines the women’s 
movement in Zimbabwe in light of the political developments taking place, 
highlighting how the “depoliticised language of development can obscure 
inequality(ies) between women…” (Win, 2004, p.19). The heterogeneity of “core 
beliefs and values must be acknowledged” not least among women’s groups to 
understand that the unity begins to unravel when scrutinised. The technology brought 
to help the group acquire information, amplifies the differences within the group 
which may get in the way of the goals of the project. Access to and use of the media 
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and information technologies intersects with age and education, placing the older and 
the uneducated members at the mercy of the young and educated farmers. The 
relationship with technology is determined by the privilege of education. At the same 
time as the cultural expectation of respect for elders, is displaced (cf. Dralega, 2009). 

Cultural structures to use and access 
It is claimed that the gender-technology partnership is contingent on cultural structures 
(Bray, 2007, and Lie, 2006). Deliberating the cultural embeddings of gender and 
technology, the claim most farmers have towards media and information technologies 
is often times negotiated by the socio-cultural framework within which they operate. 
For example Betty (Bar Akalo – Apac) blurted out that “the radio is my husband’s but 
now that he is not here (he passed-away) it is mine”. Betty said that she can listen to 
whatever she wants on the radio which is a different situation for Stella from Tororo 
District, who raised her hand as one of those who own a radio. Stella complicates the 
radio ownership claims made by the women farmers by voicing her reality “as women 
we have to first beg from our husbands if we can listen to the radio. He has to first say 
it is ok, if not you leave.” Francis, the farmer who mobilised the rest of the farmers in 
Tororo came with this statement “…sometimes what brings a problem in the home, a 
woman wants to listen to something else and a husband wants to listen to something 
else and you know in our culture the husbands are the heads of the family so they 
win…”  
 
Francis was supported by Felix who justifies the situation with “women are overloaded 
with work they even do not have time to listen to the radio because when a man comes 
home/…/he wants this and the other. When does the woman have really time to listen 
to the radio”? When asked how many people own radios the show of hands was 
encouraging, but as other studies have shown (Huyer & Carr, 2002, p. 92) physical 
proximity does not necessarily equate to access. Stella and several other women insist 
that information over the radio might not always reach them and that they preferred 
physical visits. 

Means methods and artefacts 
As I contemplate the meaning prescribed to the radio, the mobile phone or the 
television set, I realise the relationship with these technologies is riddled with 
ambivalence. Some accounts from masculinity studies and technology show men’s 
affinity with artefacts as a complex relationship of dominance or wanting to master 
machines (cf. Cockburn 1983; Hacker, 1989). The natural affinity between men and 
technology is problematized by, to mention a few, Wajcman (1991, 2004), who 
challenge the association of technology with men. The context within which my 
informants operate differs not just in geographical location but in the meanings that 
subsume the technologies in question. The radios, mobile phones or televisions are not 
so much controlled by the men with the intention of tinkering or dominating them, but 
rather the ability to control who has access to the media and information technologies. 
Hacker argues that men’s strong passion for technology is often prescribed by 
hierarchies, prestige and power over others (Hacker, 1989, p. 45), which is definitely 
true in the case of my informants, and this prestige and power, is a cultural expression 
of what it means to be a man. However the ambivalence is more in relation to the 
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artefact than it is towards what the technology can do or be made to do. Even when the 
radios or mobile phones cease to function, the informants take them to the repair shop, 
if they can afford to, for someone else to fix them which supports the argument that 
the tinkering considered by past research to constitute masculinity and technology 
relations is not always the case with the informants of this study. Furthermore, even a 
non-functioning radio or television is seen as a token of pride, shown by the care and 
the position the artefact continues to demand in the home. A broken television set is 
faithfully dusted and adorned with doilies and continues to occupy space in the living 
room. Hence the television as an artefact supersedes its means as an information 
source and instead becomes a symbol of manliness.  
 
Similarly, Emma’s revelation that “the radio belongs to my husband and even when he 
is going to join his friends for drinks, he picks up the radio and goes with it because he 
is the man of the family”, the radio is often important more for the visual effect it 
creates for the man carrying it than its function as an information source. This is in 
contrast to the contemporary relationship with artefacts such as computers or mobile 
phones considered by most for their use more than flaunting the physical appearance. 
To have access to one’s Facebook account any mobile phone (with the appropriate 
applications) or computer will do. The ephemeral nature of the internet places less 
importance on the physical artefact (cf. Lovink, 2002, p. 62ff). I contextualise this 
argument with a personal experience here. I was in the midst of replying to an email at 
the internet café I frequented during my fieldwork when I felt a tap on my shoulder. 
Before I was asked if I would be much longer, I replied to the stranger that I had paid 
for an hour which I intended to use. Gesturing with my hand I asked what was wrong 
with the other machines and was informed that the machine I was occupying was 
where the email account was located. Out of genuine curiosity I asked for the email 
address and was informed that it was yahoo. For this user, the particular machine was 
just as important as the email. This user had until our encounter not realised it was a 
web-based service that was not locked to one particular computer (Extract from field 
notes, May 2008). Similarly the farmers in Apac and Tororo, are oftentimes 
enamoured with the physical artefact, its mere presence, as opposed to the technology 
as a means to information access or dissemination. This is not to say that the radio or 
mobile phone are not realised as important methods to apply for information access. 
However contemplating parallel behaviours or relationships towards the same 
technologies, in contra-argument to Lovink (2002), my informants illustrate that the 
artefacts (functioning or non-functioning) as opposed to the means or methods they 
provide, oftentimes take precedence over the media and information technology’s 
supposed use.  
 
The male farmers identify masculinity with the media and information technologies, 
and possess the technologies, similar to the young men from Cockburn’s print 
apprentice research, who followed their father’s printing craft and apprenticeship 
(1983, p.133). Similar trends are encountered in Mellström’s ethnographic fieldwork 
of the Malay mechanics that follow in their father’s foot steps, (2003) as well as Willis 
(1977) who studied how working class kids became working class men, illustrating 
that the influence of a father is a strong authority in the choices and behaviours of the 
young men. My informants noted the challenges they faced with the youth, specifically 
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the male youths, who are in the habit of taking the radios away from home. Aaron a 
51-year-old member of one of the farmers’ groups in Apac vented some of his 
frustrations when he said “in our families we also have grown up children who also 
want to listen to the radio, these children sometimes overrule our wishes our grown 
sons pick up the family radio and move around with it and they listen to music, and if 
me as the father wants to listen to the farmer’s programme at 4pm I find that my son 
has taken the radio away” (Apac April 2008). In this one can see a parallel with the 
human-technology interaction with the radio by the youth in Apac is a form of youth 
expression similar to studies conducted on youth and mobile phones (cf. Donner, 
2007; Carroll et.al. 2002).  
 
Here I would also like to bring in, Bijker’s (1995, p. 74) research on the design stages 
of the bicycle, where some users considered the model unsafe, but for the young men, 
they could show off to their friends, and lady friends just how “macho” they could be. 
In the case of the radio, it enables the male youths to relate to other youths in 
discussions over the latest song or the brand of the artefact.  But what is perhaps 
important to realise is how these young men emulate what they see their fathers do. 
Cockburn refers to this as a craft class and patriarchy, a father passing on his skills to 
his son (Cockburn, 1983). None of the farmers make reference to their daughters doing 
the same, but the young men are expressing their youth and masculinity which by 
being seen with the radio assists them towards this process. The radio is at the centre 
of reinforcing cultural positions of masculine and feminine among the youth. Gender 
and technology construct each other even among the girls who are not seen carrying 
radios, and the radio is astutely gendered as male. The cultural conceptions at work 
here are reiterated in the practices as reinforced by the older adult counterparts. 
Implicitly this also displaces the other family members, such as Aaron who laments 
that even when he wants to listen to the radio he is unable to, as the son has left home 
with the technology. Similar to the situation with Henrietta, whose education status 
privileges her access and use practices with the media and information technologies, 
the youth mentioned here build a relationship with the technology that also places the 
adult contemporaries on the periphery at the same time as respect for elders also seems 
to dissipate. Or could it be that the youth in developing their relationship with the 
technology, find alternate ways in which to express respect for their adult 
contemporaries. 
 
This is crucial for the understanding that if a social cultural map is chartered towards 
determining what the artefacts symbolise to the communities and in particular what the 
media and information technologies mean to the men and the cultural expression of 
manhood, it is helpful towards putting into perspective men’s ambivalence and 
territorial attitudes towards the media and information technologies and who 
ultimately is permitted access to them. It would also appear that a generational aspect 
requires some consideration, as noted above in the excerpt from Aaron. The social 
historical context also, assists towards clarifying the same situations confronting media 
and information technologies integration. As noted earlier and in the background 
chapter, women were and are the crop farmers. Men assisted their wives with clearing 
the land, and with the harvesting process. The men would leave the planting and caring 
of the crops to the women while they tended the livestock and went on hunting and 
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gathering expeditions. If the cattle looting in Apac during the wars is to be blamed for 
the men’s laissez-faire attitude as seen by the women farmers, the mounting pressure 
to fulfil the role of provider forces alternate ways of expressing masculinity, one of 
which is always taking charge of the media and information technologies.  

Technology compositions 
The disparate meanings mapped onto the media and information technologies that are 
juggled concurrently present an opportunity to further scrutinise the physical or 
material compositions of the media and information technologies and how the 
particular structure of the technology suggests both access and use. For example the 
material dimension of a mobile phone suggests that for this device to function as a 
communication or information artefact, certain prerequisites are a must. The mobile 
phone is configured in such a way that the device requires regular battery charging, 
which means having access to electricity or other forms of mobile phone charging 
techniques such as vehicles that are equipped with the means to recharge mobile 
phones or solar energy, as is the case for my informants. One must also be in an area 
with network access, and additionally being able to make a call or send a text message 
requires the mobile phone to possess the required amount of airtime credit. These 
components complicate the workings of the phone, implying that the understanding of 
particular material arrangements of the phone are more than the physical device used 
to communicate with another person. By material composition this study adheres to 
the previous theoretical analysis that introduced materiality as the physical and social 
elements, or as (Pinch, 2010, p. 417) puts it, “human made things, objects and 
materials” that determine the workings of a technology.  
 
In his essay “The Invisible Technologies of Goffman’s Sociology from the Merry-Go-
Round to the Internet”, Trevor Pinch (2010) posits, “[o]ld technologies live alongside 
new ones. Often the old technologies become invisible, just part of the stuff of life 
while attention is focused on a subset of technologies deemed new and interesting” 
(Pinch, 2010, p. 409). This may hold true in the developed world but for the 
developing economies, these new(er) technologies have made visible the obvious lack 
of these baseline technologies (cf. Star, 1999, p. 389). For example in my research 
electricity grid lines or radio masts are just as new as some of the media and 
information technologies. Yet, even Northern based researchers have noted the 
significance of mobile phone masts, electricity grid lines, solar panel chargers, the 
radio masts or even mobile phone re-charge call-credit slips, which provide an 
embedded mundanity in the working of the media and information technologies (cf. 
Pinch, 2008; 2010a, 2010b; Star, 1999; Orlikowski, 2010). In other words a mobile 
phone user, particularly in relation to these informants in this chapter, has to physically 
search for mobile phone network signals, make frequent trips to vendors that sell 
airtime re-charge vouchers, as well as find or search for stations to charge their mobile 
phones as electricity is scarce in these areas.  
 
Esther from Apac, noted that “the radio has to face down if we want to catch the 
signal”, and was referring to playing with the position of the antenna on the radio until 
a clear voice interrupts the crackling noises. Similarly my experience as well as 
responses from the informants was that the mobile phone signal is also acquired from 
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particular positions sometimes one should climb to the top of a hill. The requirement is 
that one moves around with the phone until network can be absorbed before a phone 
call or text message can be sent or received. The radio and the mobile phone as objects 
gain meaning through the practices that enable their function-ability. Similarly my 
experiences with the mobile phone are that when network is acquired and a 
communication process ensues, it is imperative to fix myself in the position of the 
signal, and not move or gesture extensively lest I lose the precarious connection and 
ultimately the other person on the end of the line. Hence whether I am using the phone 
or not, my interactions with it do not cease, in other words the mobile phone becomes 
“meaningful” through my interactions with the structures, and the instrument in my 
hand.   
 
Electricity is scarce in most of the villages where these farmers live. Radios and 
televisions (the few that have them) function with the help of batteries. These batteries 
are expensive. The television sets have internal aerials (visible aerials popularly known 
as ‘bunny-ears’) which often require twisting and turning into sometimes awkward 
positions until a better image on the screen is achieved as opposed to the snowy film 
that distorts the picture. These material elements have to be negotiated by the women 
and men. In Apac a group of farmers mentioned the challenges the women and men 
face when it comes to recharging their mobile phones at some of the institutions or 
places that can offer this service. Grace and her husband shared their experiences. 
“[W]e charge it [the phone] at the hospital which has solar power. Now-a-days they 
don’t even allow us to charge our phones there/… /they are very selective for people to 
use their solar for charging cell phones there if they look at you like this (Grace 
demonstrates with a sweeping look that starts from the head to the toes and back again, 
which in all cultures in Uganda is regarded as insulting and degrading to the person 
under scrutiny) they can decide that ahhh you we can’t charge your phone, so they are 
selective/…/ they charge for some people/…/ in such a situation we then have to come 
with the phone to town or to [nearby village] far from here to charge the phones 
…..(Apoi Parish in Apac – April 2008). Often times the difficulties in using the devise 
are not in the atrifact but in the infrastructure (cf. Orlikowski 2010, p.126 and Star 
1999, p. 380). The material elements are more often than not also negotiated by gender 
and in this particular case also by class. These material aspects are recursively 
socialised into the culture of the community which complicates access to and use of 
media and information technologies for some of these farmers. Reflecting on Langdon 
Winner’s thought-provoking question “do artefacts have politics?” (1986), it would 
seem that if phone charging services are permitted for some and denied to others, or 
that at times one is required to leave their home to recharge the mobile phone, 
something that the women claim is only possible if their husbands give them 
permission, then the ability to not only access but use the technologies is constrained 
by a socio-political ideology that grants access to some and not to others. Or as (Pinch, 
2008, 9. 462) puts it, “[t]he material world is both enabling and constraining”.  
 
Media and information technologies, or any other technologies, for that matter 
interoperate within a socio-culturally and materially mediated environment. One 
requires call credit to use the phone, texting features can only be used by a handful of 
farmers (as this material feature requires one to be able to read and write), and yet this 
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is the cheaper form of communication, which also enables the market access. 
Therefore the process of manoeuvring technologies seems to suggest that the material 
arrangements, often shadowed by the device (e.g mobile phone, radio) are complicated 
by socio-cultural norms. Gender and technology studies in development should put a 
little more focus on the base-line technologies which, as suggested here, play just as 
influential a role if perhaps not more in the eventual gender and technology relation.  

Summary of the chapter 
This chapter commenced with a brief outline of both Apac and Tororo as the districts 
from where the data informing the current section was gathered. I discussed how the 
husbands who operate within traditional agricultural circles do not assist their wives 
with crop production exercises, as this is a feminine undertaking. The men are 
however not above digging for the purposes of feeding their drinking sprees. They are 
also not beyond demanding money from their wives for the same purpose. Wives who 
join group farming associations to improve their family situation experience various 
hardships when they attend group meetings. The husbands sometimes under the 
assumption that at these group meetings the one’s who have gathered the women give 
out an attendance fee, often demand non-existent money from their wives when they 
return home. As the sixteenth group in Apac pointed out, the men’s traditional role of 
provider is held steadfastly by the men through acts of refusal to not only join, but also 
forbid their wives from joining. When the wives join they often have to negotiate 
attendance for regular meetings by ensuring their husbands are not at home during this 
time, or bribing them with money to buy alcohol.  
 
Despite this dire situation in which the women operate, the impact of the radio, mobile 
phone and televisions is seen as providing significant influence in the farming 
practices. The farmers described improved yields, improved planning practices, and 
better disease treatment exercises, as well as market access. However, observing the 
behaviours with some of the media and information technologies such as the radios 
and televisions, it is apparent that the artefact oftentimes has a more culturally 
powerful symbolism than what the device can actually do. Men can be seen carrying 
the family radios when they leave their homes, they are also seen sitting in groups with 
their radios stationed closely to them, and this behaviour is emulated by the youth 
which adds a generational aspect that further complicates the cultural embeddings of 
the gender and technology relationship. This chapter also briefly looked at the material 
dimensions of the technologies that purport various other social material arrangements 
that are a prerequisite for the actual functioning of the technology.  
 
In the following chapter, the farmers in Kampala district are introduced. This chapter 
will illustrate that the social environments for the farmers in Kampala may be 
different, but some of the negotiations employed to acquire access and use of the 
technologies are admittedly similar to what the farmers in Tororo and Apac 
experience.  
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CHAPTER 6: FARMING IN THE CITY     

Introduction 
The results presented in this chapter are from surveys conducted among farmers who 
locate their farm activities and lives in Kampala.  Also referred to as urban farmers, by 
virtue of their activities taking place in the capital city of the country, the geographical 
location of Kampala in Uganda offers these farmers high rainfall, influenced by the 
close proximity of the district to Lake Victoria, the world’s second largest lake. I 
demonstrate that the very label urban farmers is a misnomer and trivialises the 
practices of this category of farmers. The farmers do not see differences between 
themselves and their rural counterparts, and even though they acknowledge the spatial 
dimension of their farm practices, they insist that they are through and through farmers 
and that the prefix urban is at times the very antithesis of their agricultural practices. It 
was during the field work among the farmers in Kampala that the challenge with 
category naming became evident, as the farmers told of the lived experiences of media 
and information technologies that further complicated notions of access and use even 
in an urban setting. 
 
In what follows I endeavour to illustrate the general responses from the sample of 
farmers informing the study. The tables and graphs should be contemplated as 
thought-tools upon which nuances and subtleties as supplied by the farmers are 
qualitatively analysed to gain an understanding of their reality. Even though the main 
aim of this thesis is to avoid reproducing or black boxing the notions of access and use 
into categories, the initial responses as obtained from the farmers when asked if they 
receive information from any of the media and information technologies, offered no 
simple yes or no. These responses enable a backdrop upon which further explanations 
were sought.  
 
As mentioned earlier, all districts acquired their names from the metropolis town or 
city centre after which the entire region takes its name. Kampala is the name of the 
district and the city. The periphery of the district is covered in “deciduous, tropical, 
rain forests” (Uganda Districts Information Handbook, 2007, p. 118). It is also on the 
outskirts of the city centre that most agricultural activities occur. As mentioned in the 
methods chapter, the strategy behind the use of the survey method was motivated by 
the fact that previous research on urban farmers has been through questionnaire 
surveys (cf. Lee-Smith & Cole, 2008; Maxwell, 1998; Serani et al., 2008), and 
discussions with the District Agricultural Officer from Kampala city council, as well 
as the friend who introduced me to the concept, led to this decision. The time spent 
with each farmer involved more than merely asking questions, as interactions with the 
farmers occurred during tours of their gardens, their kraals, and homes which more 
often than not led to more information emanating from the survey respondents. This 
chapter attempts, then, to embed the survey results in qualitative research. 
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Kampala 
The Background chapter about Uganda mentioned that the Buganda region was one of 
the first entry points into the country by British explorers in the mid nineteenth 
century. Kampala was a hilly zone, selected by Mutesa I, the then king of Buganda, for 
its wild game, such as the impala from which the city’s name is derived. The area 
formerly regarded as Kibuga, and still referred to as such in Luganda, the main lingua-
franca of the district, grew into the city of Buganda and eventually the country 
Uganda. With the colonial administrative capital firmly established in Kampala, the 
production of cotton and other cash crops such as coffee and tea that generated an 
impression of a thriving young country, were gradually pushed to the country sides 
and other regions of Uganda, as the area begun to develop into a metropolis with a 
formal industrialised economy. And similar to other cities such as neighbouring 
Nairobi in Kenya, the concept of a beautiful city was conceived, with the erasure of 
farming practices replaced with industrial employment (cf. Bibangambah, 1992; 
Rogerson, 1993).  
 
With this move more and more migrations from the country side to the city, in search 
of ‘better paying jobs’ occurred, creating among them a melting pot of cultures and 
peoples in Kampala (cf. Obbo, 1980). Uganda’s economic crises shortly after 
independence, which continued well into the mid 1980s, were a result of an actively 
mismanaged economy, and resulted in civil conflicts, economic crises, and major 
institutional break downs. The populaces in the city felt the pinch of economic decline, 
especially with food prices sky-rocketing and social welfare programmes vaporising 
into thin air (Maxwell, 1998, p. 98). The biggest employer, the civil service begun 
retrenchment exercises, with the private sector scaling back just as quickly, and the 
informal communities burgeoned during this era (Obbo, 1980). Urban food 
production, for home consumption, was “to buffer or mitigate the decline in house 
hold food security”, and has generally been associated with the economic crises that 
struck the formal economic structures during this time (Maxwell, 1998, p. 98) 
although the practice never quite vanished even in the face of industrial development 
(Southall and Gutkind, 1957). Jamal (1985, cited in Maxwell, 1998) and Pinstrup-
Andersen (1989, cited in Maxwell, 1998), claim that the production of food in the city 
doubled during the period of 1972-1985, during the prime years of Uganda’s civil 
unrest. Hence the city became an increasingly hostile environment in more ways than 
one, in which the struggle to survive propagated by practices of farming by urban 
families.  

Constructions of urban agriculture 
Urban agriculture is a part of the urban ecology system meaning that more and more 
cities are integrating farming practices into the urban plans in cities around the world 
(cf. Lee-Smith & Cole, 2008, p. 3; Mouget, 2006). The core reasons behind urban 
farming form the base upon which they define the practice. In some cities, such as East 
London in the United Kingdom, urban agriculture is a recreational activity that 
beautifies previously abandoned sites24. In Seattle USA, 2010 was declared the year of 
                                                 
24  www.cityfarmer.org/eastlondon.html (17 April 2010) 
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UA, with roof top gardens, and other community sites designated for the practice. The 
main aim behind this encouragement is “increased access to locally grown food25”. 
Sub-Saharan African cities have practiced UA despite opposition from urban planners 
and local authorities. To curb the practices local authorities have often employed 
extreme measures against the ‘perpetrators’ such as “slashing [mature] crops” (cf. 
Mudimu, 1996, p. 182) that are cultivated along road sides. In an attempt to gain 
‘modernity’ farming practices along roadsides or undeveloped city areas present a 
measure of shame for developing cities against the notion of what cities should look 
like (Rogerson, 1993). Some of these ideas have their history in colonial rule where 
the “‘city beautiful’” ethos was an early obsession of the British administration, which 
focused on questions of “health, sanitation, and racial segregation.” This is a lingering 
philosophy for African urban planners (Freeman, 1991, p. 21ff). Research, however, 
continues to demonstrate that food production in cities around the world is an on-going 
practice that is feeding millions (Lee-Smith & Cole 2008, p. 3ff). For many Sub-
Saharan African urban cities, UA practices are survival mechanisms in the face of 
poverty growth and insufficient city job opportunities (Maxwell, 1998; Mudimu, 1996; 
Musiimenta, 1997). It is estimated that by the year 2030, 56% of the populations in 
developing countries will be living in urban areas. The growth of urban poverty will 
rise to at least 50% of urban populations in developing countries (UN Report, 2003). 
Urban and city planners continue to assimilate the practice of agriculture within the 
development plans of urban areas as a counter measure to this future possibility. The 
very term urban agriculture harbours within it contradictions. But its definition 
according to Mougeot (2000) should rather be understood as an assimilation of 
 

an industry located within (intra-urban) or on the fringe (peri-urban) of a town, an 
urban centre, a city or metropolis, which grows or raises, processes and distributes 
a diversity of food and non-food products, reusing mainly human and material 
resources, products and services found in and around that urban area, and in turn 
supplying human and material resources, products and services largely to that 
urban area (Mougeot, 2000, p. 10).  
 

Farming in the city of Kampala and other cities occurs in a highly contested zone, as 
they tease the boundaries of urban and rural with the continued existence of farming. 
Considered a minion of rural life, and mostly attributed to recent migrants, urban 
farming has a direct effect on “half of Kampala’s residents” as “an estimated 35 
percent of households are involved in agriculture” (Maxwell, 1998, p. 100f). 
Encountered mainly on the fringes the district, this study concentrated on the four 
divisions surrounding the central city area. The crops grown in Kamapla are in the 
staple food category; maize, sweet potatoes, matooke (bananas/plantains), cassava and 
beans, poultry farming, fish farming, and animal husbandry (piggeries, cattle, and 
goats). The fertile soils and the frequent rainfalls determine that the hoe used for 
digging purposes in this region is of a different disposition from some of the digging 
tools encountered in other regions of the country, see pictures on the following page.  
 

                                                 
25 http://food.change.org/blog/view/2010_seattles_year_of_urban_agriculture (17, 
April, 2010) 
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Figure 4: Kampala Digging-Hoe 
 
The motions also used when digging require specific body contortions where the 
farmer has to bend almost half their body hold the very end of the handle of the hoe 
before the digging commences. Observing the farmers in Kampala further reiterated 
Uganda’s heterogeneity, which was made visible with the digging tools and the 
motions that the farmer engaged in. Noting the differences in tools from region to 
region was important to be able to understand before moving on to the prospect of 
understanding their information needs. In the next section I introduce the farmers in 
Kampala and also establish what farming in the region means to them and how they 
negotiate the practice amidst the environment they operate in.  

Introducing the urban farmers 
Up until 2006, farming in the city was illegal and any animals found wondering the 
streets/roads, or crops such as maize or sweet potatoes found growing along the road 
sides were confiscated by the Kampala City Council (KCC). The legal recognition of 
the practice in Kampala by KCC enables the farmers to legally practice their trade, but 
within legislative parameters which the majority of the farmers have welcomed, as not 
only does it allow them to farm legally, but as long as they follow the rules they are 
spared the emotional turmoil of animal raids and the slashing of mature crops. 
However the precaution some of the farmers voiced towards legalising the practice, is 
that this move will eventually entail tax payments on the part of the farmers, and this 
was a major concern for them, thus they were not only cautious with me and my 
research team, some of them purposely under-stated their activities as a mechanism for 
safe-guarding themselves. The rapid urbanisation of Kampala city, due to the rural 
exodus and the general growth in population, is a cause for concern for future 
economic development. And in light of this I was particularly interested in establishing 
the reasons behind farming in the city, and how various obstacles such as access to 
land were actually negotiated by the farmers. Hence as a starting point to the research, 
this study sought to gain an understanding of what farming meant to the informants, by 
asking the farmers their reasons for farming in the city.  
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Using some of the reasons the practice continues to thrive in other cities around the 
world, the question had seven choices with the additional option of selecting more than 
one alternative. This means that in some cases the farmer voiced more than one reason 
why they were engaged in urban farming and as such the responses in total will add up 
to more than the number of informants. The farmer was asked why they engaged in 
farming and the initial response from most of the farmers as shown in the table below 
was to provide food in the home.  
 
Reasons for urban farming Responses 
Lack formal employment 32 
Income generating activity 122 
Food Provision 208 
Pay for children’s school fees 63 
Farming is a hobby 74 
Convenience of farming at home 47 
Other reasons 5 
Figure 5: Table showing reasons for urban farming 
 
Of the 242 farmers, 208 of them are engaged in urban farming to provide food for their 
families. 122 of them earn money from the practice, and 32 of them are involved in 
UA because they have not been able to secure employment elsewhere. 63 of the 
farmers indicated that because of UA they are educating their children. Education in 
Uganda is one of the most expensive priorities that each parent fights to secure for 
their children. Most parents measure success in being able to educate their children. 
Emphasis here is that UA practices in Kampala are not a form of recreational activity, 
nor are they a nostalgic indulgence of former rural practices. Rather the farmers 
involved in this practice are involved in farming to survive, earn money and educate 
their children. Some informants told of rather painful experiences when their mature 
crops where slashed just before harvest during the days when UA was illegal in 
Kampala. Others who had their cows or pigs confiscated talked of the losses they 
suffered and the adverse effects this had on their lives. In short, for these informants 
UA is a survival tactic.  

Additionally the farmers in Kampala are unfamiliar with the notion of farmers groups, 
and the majority of them operate as individuals. Communal practices however seem to 
come to head when some of the NGOs such as CEEWA, and even NAADs, wish to 
share information or farm inputs with the farmers. In the example of CEEWA, 
collecting the farmers into groups and introducing them to internet services has proven 
most successful. Hence media and information technologies in part can be seen to be 
responsible for a communal gathering.  

Urban farming and information  

The idea to study urban farmers was partly motivated by the fact that Kampala as a 
region is the most developed and structured district in the entire country, which suits 
the current study’s interest in media and information technologies. Broadband issues 
noted by the farmers in Apac and Tororo, network interruptions encountered elsewhere 
or extended electricity outages are somewhat less problematic in Kampala district. The 
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farmers were initially asked what their current information sources with regards to 
farming were, and these responses will be introduced in the following section. After 
establishing the current information sources, specific questions relating to media and 
information technology use were introduced. Taking the radio as an example, the first 
couple of questions sought to establish ownership of the technology and the listening 
patterns. A study in 2005 revealed that at least 87% of the inhabitants in Kampala 
listen to the radio (interview with the DAO, 9 January, 2009). A similar majority of 
farmers in this study claim to have a functioning radio and also listen to it at least once 
a day. Having established the responses to general questions such as favourite stations 
and favourite programmes as well as listening times, the farmer was slowly drawn out 
to answering the question whether the radio was a useful information source for the 
farming practices. More specifically, the question asked if, from any of the favourite 
radio stations listed, the farmer had ever received information related to his/her 
agriculture practices. The farmers not only noted the listening times, days and 
presenters but also mentioned that information such as changing weather patterns from 
the radio had been helpful in planning stages for their farming.  

The majority of farmers based on the table below in the second column of ‘yes’ 
responses receive information relating to agricultural practices from the radio. This is 
the column of responses I focus on over the next couple of paragraphs.  

Receive Information in 
relation to Agriculture 
from the Media and 
Information Technologies 

Responses 
 
Yes    

         
 
No 

Total number 
of farmers who 
in general own 
or use the 
media and 
information 
technologies 

Total 
number 
of 
farmers 

Difference 

Radio 168 58 226 242 16 
Mobile phone 95 101 196 242 46 
Newspapers 75 70 145 242 97 
Television 73 66 139 242 103 
Computer/Internet 12 45 57 242 185 
Figure 6: Access to information through media and information technologies 

From the farmers that receive information from the radio, these are some of the 
benefits they have acquired from utilising the information. The bullet points 
introduced for each media and information technology here are for a select few that 
mirror a general outlook on the positive influence of the radio, and the informants who 
provided the excerpts will be introduced in more detail in the forthcoming sections.  

 Simon 60: “I listen to the radio all day long, [I have learned] how to detect pests 
in the plantations and what to use to spray them. It helps me to look after my 
crops”. 

 Alex 52: “CBS radio on Sunday airs good information on farming, I learned 
about the pests that attack my sweet potatoes. I changed the type of sweet 
potatoes and now have good yields”. 
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 Julia 39: “CBS has the best agricultural programmes, [I was advised on] which 
drugs are suitable for my goats”. 

 Mavis 46: “I listen to the radio in the mornings, I have been informed of 
weather changes and I know which seasons to grow my crops”. 

 Iris 34: “I learned about animal drugs, and I use them on my cattle”.  

Ninety-five farmers have received information and continue to receive information 
from their mobile phones, such as market prices sent via the text messaging feature, 
and instructions from veterinary doctors on how to treat a sick animal.  

 John 70: “My fellow farmer directed me where to buy the right drugs for my 
animals”. 

 Julia 39: “the phone helped me to get a market for my goats”. 
 Maria 30: “I contact my clients directly”. 
 Mavis 46: “I got market prices [for my pigs] I sold and improved my stock”. 
 Paul 40: “I don’t sell my produce but I got help [from another farmer] to treat 

my bananas”. 

The reader will note that the mobile phone is often employed in relation to familiarity 
with the deliverer of the information and this tendency is not isolated to just these 
examples but cuts across all the farmers that listed the mobile phone as an information 
source. Not only does this association increase the credibility of the information, it 
systematically augments the value mapped onto this media and information 
technology.  

The local television stations are also popular sources for the farmers and were 
highlighted by 73 farmers as being informative, particularly during disease outbreaks. 
Others said that they had learned how to take care of or even construct poultry pens, 
and other stalls in which to keep their livestock and these instructions from the 
television were aligned to the farmers in Kampala and their peculiar needs.  

 Olivia 42: “taught me how to construct shelter for my pigs. I now have an 
organised shelter, and I have also learned how to mix feeds from the pigs. 

 Julia 39: “I learned about goats and which drugs to use…my goats are free from 
diseases” 

 Irene 37: “on UBC they once talked about banana plantations, but I didn’t use 
the information because my plantation is small 

 Oscar 58: “I know how to rear my chickens thanks to the information, and I 
have improved my income. 

 Margaret 72: “There is a farmer’s programme every Thursdays [I learned] how 
to grow greens, I continue to grow greens using the information I got.”   

The newspapers were also just as popular as the television with 75 responses from the 
farmers some of whom illustrated that from the newspapers they had been taught how 
to plant vegetables in sisal sacks (in response to the limited land issue) and make shift 
containers and plastic containers from old tyres, as shown on the next page.  
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Figure 7: Urban farming 

Besides learning how to farm in Kampala, farmers also noted that the newspapers had 
been helpful in other ways, such as: 

 Margaret 72: “[I got] information on drugs for animals [and] I got information 
on how to manage my pigs”.  

 Paul 40: “from Bukedde (local newspaper) I learned how to make flour from 
matooke [value addition to the farm produce]”. 

 Monica 40: “I learned about early planting because of weather changes, I 
started planting early” 

 Simeon 68: “Every week there is agricultural information but because I am not 
commercial I do not apply [the information]. Those articles on agriculture are 
too long; they should be precise to the point! Those long articles are not 
attractive to readers; a reader gets tired of all that text! Have a brief column 
daily instead of a weekly essay”. 

 Karen 31: “Bukedde has a lot of information! It taught me how to plan for my 
goats”.  

The computer/internet is the least used of the media and information technologies, 
garnering among these informants 12 positive responses.  

 Barbara, 60: is one of the successful flower farmers in Uganda, she uses the 
internet or rather relies on her children to communicate with her foreign 
contacts from which ideas have been exchanged. 

 Sylvia 48. “[with the information obtained from the internet] through my 
husband, I introduced the aba acre breed of chickens from Zambia” which has 
proven to be a very successful venture. 

 Oscar 50: “the information [obtained by my son] I use it always to look after 
my chickens”. 
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 Simeon 60: “My son shares information from the internet if he sees it”. Simeon 
however doesn’t use this information because he claims that his activities are on 
a subsistence level.  

 Cathy 44: “a local NGO is helping us to use the internet. I have received 
information from the internet but the information wasn’t helpful because our 
operations are at a very basic level”.  

 Patricia 35: “Yes I can use a computer, I use it mostly for record keeping 
because sometimes I write notes about poultry but when I keep it on the 
computer it can be stored safely. My husband’s mobile phone has internet 
access and I can access it that way”.  

Previous studies have indicated that the majority of urban farmers are women (cf. 
Maxwell, 1998; Musimenta 1997; Semwanga, 2005). My study came to a similar 
conclusion suggesting that urban farming is a highly gendered undertaking and the 
study sought to establish what processes negotiated access, and what processes 
negotiated use for the farmers in Kampala. I spent a considerable amount of time 
studying the different media and technologically mediated forms through which 
information pertaining to agriculture is disseminated before and during the fieldwork. 
After analysing the data from the farmers, I prepared to meet with the institutions 
involved in the working of these media and information technologies; namely service 
providers, newspaper columnists, information agents, to gain an understanding of the 
sources.  

Attempts to interview representatives of each of these mediums were fraught with a 
range of challenges. After visiting with the farmers and establishing their information 
sources through the media and information technologies, arrangements were made to 
meet with the institutions that provide this information during my second trip back to 
the field December 2009/January 2010. The Radio stations as a case in point that had 
emerged as most popular for the farmers in Kampala were extremely wary of speaking 
to me, despite the agenda I provided in advance. The caution came from ethnic-based 
violent clashes that had occurred during September 2009, which brought Kampala to a 
standstill amidst riots and looting. Accused of inciting violence, some of the radio 
stations were subsequently closed down and were still in a state of paralysis during my 
second trip back to the field, and my interest in interviewing the people who 
disseminate information pertaining to agricultural practices were met with suspicion. 
My interests in agriculture had nothing to do with the unfortunate events during 
September 2009, however this very occasion can be seen as having a direct impact on 
the urban farmers. This event in itself might have served to undermine my informants’ 
reliance on the radio as an information source (see for comparison other studies that 
highlight the influential role of national politics on information sourcing; Dralega, 
2009, p. 137f; Dutton and Helsper, 2007, p. 22). Further when I contemplate the 
timing of my research, had I gone to the field a year later after these circumstances, the 
findings might have been very different. The only success I had was securing an 
interview with one of the newspapers, and I reflect on what this source of information 
dissemination gave during our interview in relation to the section that depicts the 
informants’ access to agricultural information from newspapers.  
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Media and Information Technologies 

The radio 
As informed earlier, the majority of farmers in Kampala receive or have received 
information pertaining to their farming practices from the radio. The radio, which 
emerged as the most popular medium of information transmission, continued to 
dominate during the focus group discussions. For example Simon, a 60 year old 
farmer, had practiced farming in Kampala for almost 10 years and said that “I have a 
small radio, which I carry with me even in the garden” (December 17th 2008 
Kampala). The ability to carry the radio similar to the mobile phone makes both of 
these technologies popular, as the mobile phone is the second most popular 
information source of choice for these farmers. The table shown on page 110, in the 
column depicting the responses to the radio showed that 58 radio owners do not get 
information in relation to farming. Although in possession of functioning radios, the 
farmers did not tune into or listen to any farmer’s programmes.  In this case it was 
helpful to establish from the onset whether the informant owned a functioning radio or 
not, and what the listening patterns were before asking whether information in relation 
to agriculture was obtained through the radio. Even though 58 farmers do not 
necessarily get agricultural information from the radio, it is important to note that they 
do have access to the radios, their use or listening practices are simply not in line with 
the question here relating radio to agricultural information. The remaining 16 farmers 
do not own radios.  

The mobile phone 
Judging from the responses with regards to the mobile phone, a majority of those who 
own one do not necessarily claim to access information pertaining to their agricultural 
practices from the technology. The table on page 110 shows that 101 mobile phone 
owners do not get information pertaining to agriculture from this device. During the 
focus group discussions it emerged that a majority of the farmers had not considered 
the radio or for that matter the mobile phone as a tool that can assist them towards 
information access.  With regards to the mobile phone almost a fifth of the farmers (46 
informants) do not own a mobile phone. In the section that follows this one, the access 
to these technologies is further challenged for those who claim to have mobile phones 
and radios, and reveals that access is across an erratic spectrum.  

Television 
The television was mentioned for the visual addition to the information that it 
provides. 42-year-old Olivia appreciates the medium for teaching her to mix the feeds 
for her pigs. She also noted that she had learned how to construct the piggery from the 
agricultural programme that airs every Thursday evening on one of the local stations. 
66 of the informants, who had access to a television, did not claim to have ever 
received information pertaining to agriculture from the stations they watched. The 
ones with the televisions in their homes did not consider it of relevance to their 
farming practices others looked upon the television as a form of entertainment, which 
they could enjoy at the end of a day. A number of others said that they did not own 
television sets but rather watched from their neighbours. It was also interesting to 
realise a generational component to the access negotiation with the TV. 75 year old 
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Janet farms on a subsistence level and looks after five children. She said that she has 
never seen them talk about farming on the TV, but “the children [who incidentally 
assist her in the farming] territorise the TV and do not always allow me to watch what 
I want” (December 17 2008 – Kampala).  

The newspaper 
The newspaper was listed as an information source by 75 farmers as illustrated in the 
table on page 110.  Besides learning how to grow crops in sacks from the instructions 
provided in the newspapers, 48 year old Doris also says she picked up information on 
herbal remedies or drugs that can be sprayed on diseased crops from reading 
newspapers.  
 
I had the opportunity to interview an agricultural columnist as I sought further 
clarification of the newspaper as an information source for the farmers. During the 
discussions reference was made to the term ICT which according to my informant 
included newspapers as he referred to ICTs as tools that help the farmer. I have chosen 
to use media and information technologies in this thesis but in the following interview 
extract I maintain the language used by my informant,  
 
The agricultural columnist from the Daily Monitor newspaper had this to say:  
 

…information and communication technologies may not make the soils any more 
fertile or make rain drop whenever a farmer wants it or increase the prices of farm 
products. But information and communication technologies first and foremost can 
help a farmer [feel] more empowered in terms of timely and useful information he 
or she needs in their day to day operations. Secondly, the efficiency with which a 
farmer runs his or her farm when they embrace ICT is far better than the farmer 
who does not embrace ICT/…/ ICTs are tools just as a hoe or tractor are to the 
farmer. ICTs are important to a farmer’s rights from knowing when to plant, what 
to plant, where to sell and at what price (January 26. 2010).  

 
When the questions were narrowed down to specifically the newspaper, as a source, 
the columnist further revealed that:  
 

I have a team of journalists who cover farming. We use the chain of journalists in 
our upcountry bureaus who are closer to farmers. We write about success stories 
of farmers who can inspire others…we cover farming news bulletins as they 
happen like the diseases that attack animals/crops, etc…we also cover issues like 
bio-technology…agriculture budgets, etc, which we think can make a difference 
in the lives of the farming community, and all of us, by extension (January 26, 
2010). 
 

The principal sources from whom information that appears in the weekly column are 
“the farmers”. Other sources include “the NGOs working with the farmers, 
government departments related to agriculture, scientists and business people who are 
interested in farming” (January 26, 2010). From this information, I realize the 
preparation work that goes into packaging the information as it is disseminated. Most 
of the information which this newspaper publishes comes from farmers in Uganda who 
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share their experiences and the local context makes the news that much more 
applicable.  

The computer/Internet 
The computer, as illustrated in the table on page 110, claimed twelve positive 
responses in relation to farmers obtaining information with regards to farming 
practices from this medium. And the majority acquired access to this information with 
the help of children or neighbours. Asking the farmers whether they got information 
from the Internet in relation to their farming practices revealed the role that children 
and other third party intermediaries play in the relationship with the computer. The 
other forty-five who have access to a computer and for that matter the internet have 
not utilized the internet as an information avenue for their farming practices. Email 
services continue to dominate computer use, and most of the farmers seek computer 
and internet services to maintain contact with friends and family who are living 
abroad. During the focus groups the farmers raised the issue of whether the internet 
provided information that was context-specific to farming in Kampala, a point I return 
to.  
 
According to a recent article in Uganda’s New Vision Newspaper (March 22, 2010), 
because the “internet is an individual pursuit, it creates a cultural barrier” for people 
who are accustomed to a communal collectiveness. This is an interesting perspective 
for in as much as the farmers are engaged in individual or family farming practices, 
when it comes to information seeking patterns they prefer seminars or workshops that 
bring the farming community together. I found the notion of communal collectiveness 
problematic as farmers collect themselves at particular moments but then this 
collectiveness tended to disappear at specific moments. The very the notion of an 
individual pursuit carries a risk analysis that to a degree determines the urban farmer’s 
choice of information sources, a point I return to in the forthcoming chapter.  
 
The farmers noted other information sources besides the five mediums presented in 
this section. The structure of the questionnaire was such that the informants were 
asked whether or not they received information pertaining to agricultural practices. 
Those that responded affirmatively where asked to mention these sources. This 
information is presented in the next section.  

Other information sources 
During the interview process a particular issue for these farmers became evident. To 
their mind, a farmer is a farmer regardless of the location. As mentioned earlier, 
categorisations carry with them various challenges. In the case of the farmers in 
Kampala, considering (on the part of authorities and institutions) their practices as a 
leftover from their former rural lives, influences several levels in their farming. A 
farmer in Kampala is less likely to acquire capital to inject into his/her projects 
because the location has already been constructed as ‘non-conducive’ for the practice, 
and hence anyone involved in this undertaking will not be taken seriously (cf. Kayizzi-
Mugerwa, 1992).  Governments across sub-Saharan Africa tolerate UA in light of its 
steady escalation and provide some level of support to the farmers in urban areas 
(Mudimu 1996) despite there being no (on a national level) legislation supporting the 
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practice (Musiimenta, 1997, p. 4). Further all forms of government assistance to the 
farmers in Kampala are (at the time of this writing) on an informal level. For example 
in a recent article (July 21, 2010) NAADs was hailed for assisting the farmers in 
Kawempe Division (one of Kampala’s five divisions) with baby chicks to start off 
farm projects as part of the government’s poverty alleviation measures.  
 
Hence there are no or are not meant to be government based services for the urban 
farmers in light of the fact that the national government is yet to recognise these 
farmers. I had the opportunity to interview one of the chief executive officers at 
NAADs, and I brought to his attention some of the issues raised by the farmers in 
Kampala. My informant mentioned that NAADs did not distinguish between farmers, 
and that assistance was given to farmers all over the country regardless of location. 
What NAADs takes into consideration is the type of farming practice that is suitable 
for the area. My meeting at Kawanda Research Station also revealed that this crop 
research station is open to the public. As a public service, the research station is open 
to everybody and “all farmers are most welcome to visit with questions or problems” 
(Interview, January 9, 2009). As much as it is a public service, the majority of the 
farmers do not know that they can just walk into the highly modern facility and seek 
assistance. My informant responded to this by saying that they tried to reach the 
farmer through seminars and workshops, and relied on posters to inform of the 
services offered.  
 
The national agricultural policy under the sectors of livestock farming and crop 
farming, gives particular focus to the growth of the sector and mentions addressing 
gender and disadvantaged groups, which include the youth. Reference to gender is in 
relation to women and their specific needs (page 36). The farming sector is being 
promoted for the benefit of Uganda’s growth and development, but the farmer in 
particular who constitutes this very sector is not adequately addressed. 
 
Simeon (68, with tertiary qualification in Education) when asked in what way the rules 
and laws legalising and governing urban farming in Kampala on a district level had 
assisted or hindered the farming activities, in a soft-spoken but firm voice stated that, 
“there are no extension services here [Nakawa - Division] /…/ the rules have only 
been restricted here, they should spread all over the country. Some of these ordinances 
were made with some colonial hung-over, aren’t the rural people also people, why 
only the urban people?”(December 19th 2008). Simeon’s comment echoed other 
farmers’ feelings, who consider that the prefix ‘urban’ should not form the base upon 
which one is judged to be farmer or not. Consequently, by the time the farmers were 
questioned which information channels they preferred for their UA practices, 
responses such as seminars and workshops organised by the government were 
anticipated. But first they were asked if they had access to information in relation to 
their farming practices and through which channels this information was delivered. 
The pie chart below denotes the media and information technologies through which 
information is received, from a question that gave the farmers more than one choice of 
a response.  
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Information Channels 
Print Media; 27

Fel low Farmers; 86
Suppl iers; 9

Local  Counci l ; 31

No Answer; 37

Farmers  Groups; 12 Friends; 70

Radio; 147Experience; 93

Customers; 5
Government 

Organisations; 22NGOs; 51

Extens ion Workers ; 
14

Televis ions; 33

Internet/Computers
; 3

Mobi le Phones; 24

 
Figure 8 Information sources for agricultural information 

The pie chart in figure 8 shows government support organisations by supplying them 
with farm inputs as well as seminars and workshops, despite the fact that UA is yet to 
be legally acknowledged by the national government (Lee-Smith & Cole, 2008; 
Maxwell & Zziwa, 1992, Musiimenta 1997). NGOs that have also predominantly 
focused their attention on rural farmers have also begun offering workshops and 
training on how to utilise the internet for farming information. However encouraging 
these measures are, it creates a level of reliance on these bodies towards all forms of 
assistance, even information dissemination. The farmers were asked through which 
channels they obtain information, and as indicated above the face-to-face or people-
oriented avenues take precedence over technological sources.  

Preferred information sources  
Following the question on which information channels farmers were getting their 
information from, was the question inquiring from the farmers if (in the future) there 
was farming information to be communicated to them, through which channels would 
the farmers want this information. Note again in the graph below that each respondent 
gave more than one choice among the list of options indicated on the questionnaire.  
 

Prefered Channels For Information Source

Radio; 158

Seminars  & Meetings ; 
109

Local  Counci l  Leaders; 
37

Agricultural  Extens ion 
Workers ; 28

Friends/Fel low 
Farmers; 103

Others; 13

Televis ion; 36

Mobi le Phone; 27

Computer/Internet; 2Newspapers; 37

No Answer; 8

 

Figure 9: Preferred Channels as Information Sources 
 
Attention is at this juncture is drawn to the dominant choice of more people-oriented 
avenues. With the exception of the radio, the other four media and information 
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technologies received low interest on the part of the farmers. It took asking specific 
questions about each media and information technology to determine whether these 
sources had an influential role in the farming practice as mentioned earlier. After the 
focus group discussions from which the farmers reiterated their preference for 
meetings and seminars as the best information sources, I had the opportunity to 
interview the District Agricultural Officer DAO of Kampala and inquired towards this 
tendency on the part of the farmers. With regards to preference over people-oriented 
avenues in information sourcing practices for the farmer, the DAO highlighted a 
couple of ideas.  
 

…some of the few [farmers] that we have interacted with have gone to the 
university [Makerere] searching for information there, others have read 
newsletters, and also from newspapers they get information, as well as magazines, 
those maybe on the lower side, many of them have been very expectant, from 
workshops, meetings, seminars… (As the DAO paused for a couple of seconds, I 
interjected with a “why?” and the response was) because it is our culture. (“It’s 
our culture? Which says what exactly”? I inquired, and the response to my follow 
up question was) It was a culture that was born in the 1980s, yeah that’s when the 
NGOs started coming in the most, and the NGOs sort of introduced the workshop 
culture, seminar culture, everything that you want to give to the community you 
have to call them in to the form of a workshop, meeting, talk about it, you know… 
give them information, it was more of giving information than generating 
information, and it looked interesting… an interesting style so it grew and grew, 
and now its 20 years old …(Interview with DAO 9 January 2009).  
 

Another interview with eighty three year old Therese also pointed to the tradition of 
state support towards agriculture practices during colonial days. Therese mentioned 
that: 
 

In the olden days, there was a man in the village, known as “omutongole” [which 
translates to the present day Local Council parish leaders]. All communication 
from government would reach him first and he would then instruct the 
drumbeaters to commune the people, and proceed to give them information. 
Sometimes we were required to clear roads for passing cars. He would have the 
drums beaten and every drumbeat, gathered people around this man. And because 
this was a poor period, government would give us seedlings such as cotton and 
coffee, which we would get after clearing the roads and pathways. (Interview with 
Grandma Therese January 19 2010. See also Banteyba Kyomuhendo & Keniston 
McIntosh, 2006, p. 51).  
 

What these excerpts, as well as the farmers’ own opinions recorded during the survey 
and later in the focus groups, ultimately articulate is that the farmers have 
predominantly been socialised into an oral culture. Non-oral information sources, 
which can be systematically overlooked in favour of that which an individual is 
familiar with (in this case oral), weaken the social playing fields for those who utilise 
such sources. Undeterred by the preponderance of the farmers to favour face-to-face 
information avenues as the best sources, specific questions relating to each media and 
information technology were raised and these responses can be revisited in the 
individual media and information technologies use in the section appearing before this 
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one. However the discrepancies in the media and information technology responses 
require further scrutiny.  
 
Recall the table on page 110, under the second column where positive responses were 
recorded from the farmers when asked if they have ever or currently receive 
information through the five media and information technologies. These questions 
were structured to appear after the information sources for each farmer had been 
established. In relation to the radio, the original response towards this technology as an 
information source was 147 (see figure 8 illustrating information sources on page 
118), this figure rose to 168 when the radio was examined on its own. Television, 
which had originally acquired 33 responses climbed to 73 when the television was 
addressed as a separate information source for the farmer. The mobile phone registered 
95 responses in comparison to the original 24 when the farmers were asked direct 
questions pertaining to the mobile phone as an information source in their farming 
practices. Newspapers as information sources originally garnered 27 readers who 
considered them as information sources. When specific questions were posed in 
relation to the newspaper, this figure grew to 75. Out of the 242 farmers with the 
exception of the radio which registers more than half of the informants of this study, 
the other technologies illustrate that only a fraction of the urban farmers relate to the 
technologies. As these results complicate any analysis of the data, further explanations 
were sought from the focus groups.  
 
During the focus group discussions, for each of the four divisions, the farmers were 
presented with the graphs depicting their responses to current information sources and 
preferred information sources. The farmers were further shown the responses to the 
direct questions relating to whether each of the technology had been or were being 
used as information sources. When asked what they thought had brought about the 
differences in the responses, for example (at the Kawempe focus group) why 4 mobile 
phone responses on the question of information channels, shot up considerably to 23 
when the mobile phone as a source was tackled individually, the general comments 
were “we forgot about them”. Curious to know why they forgot about them, the 
farmers mentioned that they use the mobile phone all the time; it is sometimes difficult 
to recall the different ways in which they use the device.  
 
Prior to commencing the field work among the farmers in Kampala, a couple of 
questions or opinions some of them stemming from the rural experiences, occupied my 
mind:  
 
a) In Kampala agriculture/farming benefits from/is influenced by ICT. 
b) The farmers have access and exposure to ICT 
c) The young/er farmers are likely to have access to ICT 
d) The more educated one is the more likely to use ICT 
e) Married women have or are more likely to have access to ICT  
As mentioned earlier in the introduction of this chapter, conceptions founded in 
categories such as urban rural were indeed confounded with the lived experiences of 
access and use. And the numerical differences as accounted for in the previous 
paragraph, demanded closer inspection. In this case, the analysis returned to the 
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individual survey interviews as well as field notes to ascertain what influences could 
be related to the discrepancies. The concepts of access and use are explored 
subsequently in relation to gender, age, education and marital status. Presenting these 
categories as potential enablers to access is a deliberate undertaking to illustrate their 
fluidity.  

Married with media and information technologies 
When the data was coded and tabulated the majority of the informants were married. 
Also as mentioned earlier, majority of the farmers in Kampala are women. What 
influence does one’s marital status have on access to and use of media and information 
technologies? 
 
With respect to the computer, the farmers were asked if they have used a computer 
before, and this query was followed by “even with the help of another individual”. 52 
year old Alex for example, said that “the computer is good and quick [with 
information]”. When asked if he uses the internet he responded “I depend on my 
children to use it, on my own I play games which keep me busy” (December 17, 2008 
–Kampala). 48 year old Sylvia also claimed to receive information from the internet 
through the help of her husband. 30 year old Joy, a widow, claimed to access the 
internet from her neighbour She said she uses mostly the email feature to communicate 
with a friend in the U.K. Additionally, 58 year old Isaac said he is comfortable doing 
any form of data processing and at his place of formal employment he had access to a 
computer which he used. “But my son does research there [the internet] and he prints 
some copies and gives them to me. The information is very relevant and I always use it 
to look after my chickens”. Out of the twelve positive responses from the farmers who 
claimed to access agricultural information from the computer, only 44 year old Alice, 
actively sought the services of an internet café, and had searched for information on 
the family’s farming practices. The other eleven depended on their children or 
neighbours to assist them to get information.  
 
In a longitudinal study in the U.K during the years 2003, 2005, 2007, researchers 
studied internet use among the same group of people. Some had ceased using the 
services but claimed access to the technology by proxy (Dutton and Helsper, 2007, p. 
48). Access by proxy means that even though you can not use the technology yourself, 
you know of someone who knows how to use the services encountered with the 
internet and can if required seek the assistance of these individuals to help. Similarly 
in this case simply asking the informants if they have ever used or use the internet, the 
responses were negative until the questions were tweeked to include use by proxy.  
 
As the integration of technology hinges on technical knowledge and expertise, loosely 
translated as literacy, on how to use the devices, the mediation by the youth or other 
actors fosters a chain of access and use that complicates the eventual relationship the 
farmers have with the technology. Alex admitted that the computer helps him curb 
boredom with the games and use is in this case is for entertainment. What is interesting 
though, is that Alex, although he can play games on the computer, relies on his 
children to use the internet. For many of these farmers, the relationship with the 
computer and internet is dependant upon the involvement of children, which suggests 
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that as youth have grown up with these technologies (cf. Berg, et al., 2005), not only 
are they more technically inclined than their adult contemporaries (cf. Dralega, 2009), 
but they form a crucial part of the chain in the relationships that the farmer develops 
with some of these technologies.  
 
Televisions and radios are also packed with access complexities, as my material 
showed. Even though 75 year old Janet, a widow, said that she has ever watched an 
agricultural programme on a local station, she could not recall the last time she 
watched it because “the children territorise the TV” (December 17 2008 – Kampala). 
Janet therefore claimed that she has a small radio which she listens to all day and she 
can carry it with her wherever she goes.  This also illustrates that the same youth who 
enable access to particular technologies may simultaneously act as gatekeepers to 
specific information access as they reconfigure televisions and other technologies to 
their generation preference of use, which the adult contemporaries may fail to relate to. 
These examples make visible the multi-dimensional relationships with technology, and 
to understand the gender and technology relationship, the different generations may 
intersect with other factors to reveal differences in meaning and use.  
 
There are some indications that access can be acquired by proxy in marriage. If the 
newspapers and mobile phones are considered, one finds that access to some of these 
sources is enabled through marriage, and even for the widows and divorcees who 
‘inherit’ these technologies from their husbands (cf. Bakesha, Nakafeero and Okello, 
2009, p. 148f). For example 30 year old Maria, when asked if she reads newspapers, 
responded positively. The question that followed asked whether she bought the 
newspapers herself to which she claimed “my husband brings them [newspapers] 
home” (December 17 2008 – Kampala). 37 year old Irene and 46 year old Mavis also 
made the same claim with regards to newspapers (December 17 2008 – Kampala & 
December 18 2008 – Kampala). Similar assertions were made with the mobile phones 
as in the example of 34 year old Iris who said that “my husband owns a mobile phone 
and we use that one. Normally we call people and also those who have butcheries to 
come and buy our cows” (December 18, 2008 – Kampala). Sophie, who is 20, said that 
her phone was stolen “but my husband has one which I use”. Yvonne, 30 also did not 
own a mobile phone but used her husband’s phone. 18 year old Linda also got her 
newspapers whenever her mother-in-law passed by (December 19, 2008 – Kampala). 
Other farmers listed other family members and even friends as the sources from whom 
newspapers and mobile phones are used, such as 62 year old Phoebe who said that 
“my grandchildren buy me the [newspaper]” (December 17, 2008 – Kampala).  
 
Eve, 47 did not own a mobile phone but claimed to use her husband’s. When asked if 
she listened to the radio, she responded that she listened to it everyday. Asked if she 
had listened to it on the day of this interview, she responded, “I didn’t listen today, I 
was busy cooking for the children” (December 18, 2008 – Kampala). The obvious 
conflict between her claim that she listens everyday and the day that she is 
interviewed, because she had been attending to domestic chores, begs the question of 
whether this is really a daily occurrence. When asked who decides what farming 
activities to engage in, Eve also pointed out that her husband makes these decisions. 
Eve may be within proximity with the media and information technologies, but 
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perhaps her martial status, mothering practices and domestic chores do not enable 
access beyond the physical availability of the technologies, especially when her 
statements are considered together. Similarly, 35 year old Stella also presents a similar 
situation as initially she claimed to listen to the radio everyday. When asked which 
times and programmes were her favourite she responds “I am a busy woman, with 
little time for radios”. Asked if she had access to a computer she also stated “I am a 
housewife, and I do not move a lot” (December 18, 2008 – Kampala).  
 
Makhabane, (2002) in her research on sustainable energy use among women in Africa 
notes that domestic duties more often than not stand in the way of women’s access to 
resources. Similarly, using these examples, Eve, Stella and May are also constrained 
by their domestic chores when it comes to using media and information technologies 
that are physically available to them. Challenging the imbalance to this situation 
however is 25 year old Andrew, who similar to the women responds that “I am busy 
all day in the garden farming, I listen to the radio in the morning and in the evening 
that is the time I am free” (December 18, 2008). Andrew’s situation is however 
punctuated by the fact that he is single and did not complete primary school and 
identifies the radio as his only information source. Hence one’s marital status whether 
single or married, man or woman, may in some ways compound access to the 
technologies.  
 
The examples of Eve, Andrew, May and Stella, indicate that the gender and 
technology relationship intersecting with the marital status and education surface at 
specific moments, and at other periods the same factors intersect to paralyse access, 
within mere physical proximity. Andrew, Eve, May and Stella only relate to their 
radios when their chores are done. This is similar to Alex, whose relationship with the 
computer/internet technology features around game playing, but requires the 
intersection of his children when the use develops to internet functions. One has to 
understand that in a society where adults are revered as unquestionably wise, the 
reliance on children for particular functions of the computer may push farmers like 
Alex to relate to the technology in some way so as to conceal particular insecurities. At 
the same time, the way he uses the computer reveals the very insecurities he attempts 
to hide. The intersecting moments of access and use reveal as well as conceal 
particular vulnerabilities for these farmers, such as the cultural environment that has 
always positioned the adults as the knowledge bearers in Ugandan society. 
Intercepting Alex’s access to the internet, his children manage to trouble this cultural 
norm. On the other hand, May, Andrew, and the other farmers, reveal that one’s 
marital status intersects with gender, education and domestic duties that collectively 
manage to limit access as well as use to designated moments.  
 
Providing a different perspective, but still in relation to marital status and technology 
use, 44 year old, Bob, did not approve of spouses sharing phones “I think spouses 
should respect each other’s privacy”, suggesting that the notion of access is not a given 
for the married farmers. Bob’s assertion may be read as positive, especially in a 
society where a husband’s authority is still inherently pervasive, and he can have 
control over access or use of the respectful technology. But particular undertones, 
however, cannot be ignored. Within the farming community, as mentioned earlier, 
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control of resources is mostly in the hands of the husband. And this perspective can be 
supported by the interview with a local council leader introduced in the method’s 
chapter who barred me from speaking to his wife. This local council leader, when 
asked if he ever acquired information pertaining to the care of the cows through the 
radio, responded that his wife used this source for information and added that when he 
is not at home, his family listens to what ever they want. Bob suggested that phones 
should not be shared, if the situation in Bob’s home is such that he controls the 
resources, this may mean that Bob’s wife owns a mobile phone but without adequate 
financial resources is only able to receive calls and text messages, and her 
communication practices with the phone are still controlled. And in the spirit of 
maintaining privacy, if the wife has no call credit, she cannot use her husband’s phone 
and the notion of privacy translates into control over the woman’s relationship with 
technology.  
 
Simultaneously, farmer Steven runs a piggery with his wife, but does not own a mobile 
phone and prefers to use his son’s mobile phone. Asked why he does not own a mobile 
phone he makes reference to maintenance challenges, as mentioned in the methods 
chapter, he equates phone maintenance to taking care of his wife. Wife and phone 
become objects to be controlled and maintained. Bob and Steven may actually be 
understood as controlling the relationships their wives have with the mobile phone, but 
the same undertones reveal a financial vulnerability that may not only be about 
masculine tendency to control technology (cf. Wajcman, 2004).   
 
An emergent pattern perhaps in response to some of the issues raised above by farmers 
who do not own phones as well as those who do own phones is that they are not 
beyond using the public phone booths. This concept of use is adapted by those who do 
not always have enough call credit on their mobile phones, and might need to 
communicate urgently; they will therefore resort to the public booths which are 
liberally spread around Kampala. The per minute phone call charges from these call 
booths further make the frequency with which they are utilised more attractive as the 
price charged is at least 40 percent cheaper than a mobile to mobile phone call for the 
same duration. Similarly the farmers themselves who practice this mode of 
communication often receive phone calls from booths from customers, friends, and 
family members. Mobile phone communication use is therefore complicated by the 
costs of call charges and forces the farmers to negotiate this aspect creatively.  
 
In this respect, when the farmers are asked if they receive information pertaining to 
their farming practices through the radio, mobile phone, computer, television and 
newspapers, the positive responses are marred by the reality of access as informed by 
small subtleties that emerge during the exchange. When those farmers who claim they 
do not receive information regarding their farming practices were tallied against their 
marital status, the responses were just as complex. Julia, 39, is one of the married 
farmers who initially said she did not get information from any source, and relied 
solely on her own knowledge and experience. When asked if Julia owned a television, 
she responds affirmatively. Asked if the stations she listed as her favourite ever air any 
programmes on farming, she listed the days, times and the presenter and further 
revealed that “I was informed on how to maintain my goats and which drugs to 
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use/…/my goats are free from diseases like ticks. Julia revealed that the radio also 
gave her useful information (December 17 2008- Kampala). Similarly 31 year old 
Karen initially said she did not get information, but that “the TV has agricultural 
information, and I learned how to care for my goats [also] Bukedde (local newspaper) 
has a lot of information I read it twice a week, I buy it, and I have learned how to plan 
my farm activities” (December 19 2008 – Kampala).  
 
On the one hand the farmers when asked if they had access to information were liable 
to say no, because access in their minds, as noted by the excerpts from the DAO and 
Therese, entail face-to-face, people-oriented forms of dissemination. However when 
probed in relation to each technology, the results illustrated that media and information 
technologies are not visible even when the influence is clearly outlined by the farmers. 
In a similar vein, when asked if any media and information technologies such as 
televisions or mobile phones offered information, the subtly negotiated, physical 
access issues particularly by the women, further complicated and rendered the notion 
of a simple yes and no as constraining a rather complex reality. Hence by focusing on 
access rather than the individual, the study not only illustrated farmers gaining access 
through children, friends, and extended family members, but they also share physical 
resources, that extended use beyond just one owner of the artefact. For example the 
computer as an information source would probably have garnered fewer responses as a 
valuable information source if the focus had been on whether the farmer had physical, 
intellectual and financial access, highlighting the complexity to the ‘user’. However 
when focus shifts to use, the fluidity alluded to earlier within this concept becomes 
clearer, further complicating the categories of user and non-user. By extension martial 
status is further complicated in its negotiating position by other intersecting influential 
factors towards access and use, such as age as will be discussed below.  
 

IT is Child’s play 
Both Alex and Isaac, introduced in the previous section on marital status, have through 
their sons acquired information from the internet. Sylvia, also introduced previously 
said that besides her husband, her sons also access information regarding her farming 
practices from the internet. Other farmers rely on their children to assist them in using 
particular features of the mobile phone such as text messaging. These informants said 
that information technology, particularly as it appears to entail the newer digital 
technologies, is more affable to the younger generation and, specifically the males. 
Mihyo and Sesan (2004, p. 132) suggest that African youth have acquired a particular 
edge through technology over their adult counterparts. This position challenges the 
“myth of adult supremacy and monopoly over the world of knowledge (Dralega, 2009, 
p. 127). Similarly, Mwesige (2004) also found that in Uganda the average internet café 
frequenter is young, male, single and educated. These perspectives agree with other 
research that has indicated the youth as being more technology suave than the adult 
counterparts (Berg, et al., 2005).  But at the same time the youth not only promise a 
generation of technically aware Ugandans, they both help and hinder their adult 
contemporaries in forming relationships with some of the technologies.  
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Access or use by proxy, suggests that to focus on how access and use helps illustrate a 
more complex reality. A farmer who might have been relegated to the non-access 
category is actually troubling which position to be located in when she or he through 
the children or child, accesses the technology.  
 
Other material from some of the adult counterparts also highlights the role of children 
in helping parents gain access. For example 48 year old Sylvia claims to be afraid of 
computers, and that children have a different relationship with these technologies. 
Andrew also falls into the largest category of non-access users, but explained his 
situation as being compounded by the fact that he did not have the opportunity to go to 
school. Teddy, at 42, is afraid of losing her eyesight when asked if she has access to a 
computer. For this reason she avoids them claiming that she is in “my old age” (19 
December, 2008 – Kampala). Betty asks “aren’t computers for teenagers, what would 
an old person like me do there”? (19 December, 2008 – Kampala).  
 
Age is a crucial factor in how access to some of these technologies is constructed. 
Claims that mobile phones and computers are for younger people are made by a 
majority of the farmers who responded negatively towards owning and using these 
technologies. At the same time, the younger generation provided a crucial component 
in negotiating access for the older generation, as illustrated in some of the excerpts 
above about sons surfing the net and passing on information to their parents (cf Dutton 
and Helsper, 2007). On the flip side the same youth are not beyond hindering access to 
some of these technologies such as televisions and radios, as noted by 75 year old 
Janet who mentioned that her children horde the TV such that she has no recollection 
the last time she acquired information on farming from her favourite station. Uganda’s 
social system is structured such that parents educate and carry the responsibility of 
looking after children for the better part of the children’s lives. With no welfare system 
in place children who fail to secure jobs even after extensive education, are likely to 
stay on with their parents. And although Uganda’s cultural norms dictate respect for 
the elders, it would seem that this respect is dispensed of at certain intervals (cf. 
Dralega 2009, p. 127; Dutton, 2004, p. 108). I return to Andrew, the 25 year old single 
farmer who despite fitting into the category of ‘an expected user’ (cf. Mwesige, 2004), 
falls on the periphery because he lacks education. This component also becomes an 
impact factor in negotiating access but is not always a hindrance, as some of the 
informants illustrate below.  

Media and information technology, education 
One’s level of education is a sensitive subject, similar perhaps to asking someone’s 
age, as well as whether they are married or not, in the Ugandan context. It is therefore 
not surprising that some farmers would not share their level of education with the 
research team. On the one hand, perhaps to further amplify the importance of 
agriculture in the lives of Ugandans, even those with university degrees and other 
tertiary qualifications practice farming on a subsistence level. This study encountered 
politicians and doctors such as 45 year old Mary who has a medical degree and is a 
general practitioner but is still farming on a subsistence level. What the level of 
education does, though, is assist people like Mary in their appreciation for the use of 
media and information technologies in their farming practices. Farmers like Mary had 
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a tendency to refer to themselves as having a farm, as opposed to being a farmer, 
which implies that one’s education can also alienate them from the practice of farming. 
Hence education can also distance the same people from farming activities in that not 
only can they afford to hire other people, because they are engaged in formal 
employment, to do the farming for them, some of them, such as 62 year old Sue, a 
Member of Parliament with an education degree refrains from taking agriculture 
seriously, despite harvesting vegetables on a regular basis that are consumed in the 
home.  
 
That said, the greater percentage of those practicing farming constitute those who did 
not have the opportunity to either complete their primary or secondary education. 
Farming activity first and foremost is exercised by those who lack formal education. 
But the same people still negotiate access to information in novel ways such as Simon, 
60, who listens to his “small radio, all day/…/ I learned how to detect pests in the 
plantations, and what to use to spray, it has helped me to look after my crops and get 
good yields. I [also] have a mobile phone but I can only call” (December 17, 2008 –
Kampala). Hence although Simon lacks the ability to read and therefore use the text 
messaging feature on his mobile phone or even read newspapers, he still gets 
information that he is able to apply in his farming. Irene said that she “lacks the basic 
knowledge on how to use a computer” (December 17, 2008 – Kampala). This is 
similar to 34 year old Ivan who also insists that he does not have “enough education to 
use [a computer]” despite completing secondary education. The other attitudes 
stemming from an educational point of view, was considering media and information 
technologies as far removed from farming. The farmers have an image in their minds 
that what they are doing can not in any way relate to or benefit from the use of media 
and information technologies, particularly computers and the internet. As Winnie, 42 
said, “computers are not applicable to what I do” (December 17 2008 – Kampala).  
 
Of particular interest were two farmers with tertiary-level education who do not access 
information in relation to agriculture despite being highly educated. 23 year old 
Gertrude is single and foreign but has lived in Uganda for more than ten years. She can 
use the computer and internet, and even claims to have an email address. Gertrude 
contradicts herself when she points to her mobile phone as being very helpful, in times 
when she calls fellow farmers seeking assistance with something to do with her 
farming. Gertrude is perhaps still struggling to fit into her community, and as such this 
difficulty manifests itself in her farming work (December 23, 2008, field notes). 40 
year old Wesley, also a university graduate, said he farms on a subsistence level but 
can afford to hire someone to do the farming for him. Like Gertrude, he has access to 
and can use computers and internet, mobile phones, and has a radio and TV in the 
home (5 January, 2009 - Kampala). His wife, also 40, is a lecturer at one of the 
colleges in Kampala, and in relation to the observation made earlier, Wesley’s 
education, which is enabling in terms of having access to various media and 
information technologies, also distances him from the practice of farming. He 
delegates the farming to others and by extension also the notion of who the farmer is. 
In the same vein he does not relate media and information technologies such as the 
computer to farming, but rather more his formal employment.  
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But once again the binary terms are disturbed with the subtle nuances. In this research 
Gertrude and Wesley may not use computers and the internet in their farming, but they 
do know how to use them. It therefore matters how the questions are phrased and the 
answers reveal that the technology may be applied to particular aspects of the farmer’s 
life, but not to others.  
 
The previous sections have touched upon a variety of issues influencing access and use 
that will be further elaborated upon in theoretical detail in chapters eight and nine. At 
this juncture a couple of points will be noted to summarise the thoughts put forward 
here. I return to the five opinions or questions that I entered the field with: age, marital 
status, education, as well as gender. Education as has been indicated, although of 
benefit can particularly in relation to specific social economic activities serve to 
distance the relation between the farmer and the technology. Farmers who are highly 
educated are liable to distance themselves in this trade and instead relate media and 
information technologies to their formal jobs. How the questions are asked also 
influences the responses one gets. Age can also be important as it can be restrictive to 
media and information technologies. The youth as Sylvia indicates have a different 
relationship with computers, and while in some instances can be seen to mediate 
information access through these media and information technologies for their ‘older’ 
parents; the same youth are not beyond barricading the parents from accessing 
information from some of the media and information technologies such as televisions 
as noted by Janet. There are also indications that one’s marital status has an impact on 
the accessibility of media and information technologies, however, this impact can be 
both negative and positive. Andrew, who is single, and some of the married women, 
negotiate their access patterns in relation to other complexities that order their lives. 
 
Lastly considering that Kampala has the highest level of infrastructure for the working 
of the technologies does not automatically translate to ‘better’ access or use for the 
farmers. Instead, various intersecting factors assist or impinge the processual entities, 
suggesting that access and use are fluid and in perpetual negotiation. Despite the fact 
that media and information technologies appear to have an influence on the farming 
their invisibility in the mind of the farmer requires scrutiny towards the material 
dimensions of the mediums. Agriculture as Ugandan’s economic bedrock, is an 
institutionalised social force that “affects everyone, in one way or the other” (The 
Daily Monitor interview, January 26, 2010) and an institutional focus on this trade in 
the form of information mediums such as mobile phone subscribers, internet service 
providers, radio and television stations, and newspapers, that endeavour to provide 
information on the practice acknowledges that a “difference made in the lives of the 
farmer community can make a difference on all of us, by extension” (The Daily 
Monitor interview, January 26, 2010). Hence in as much as this study focuses on 
farmers, the overall understanding is that this sector’s congruence with information 
technologies is most likely to have a positive ripple effect on the entire nation. 
Negotiating access and use to the technologies in question involves continuous re-
actions with the instruments of use, perhaps this is part of their invisibility, this regular 
interaction, but the picture is far from clear. In the next section the social situations 
faced by these farmers is introduced to help contextualise access and use. 
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The reality of urban farming 
The farmers in Kampala as mentioned earlier fall between the cracks of various 
discourses. As city dwellers engaging in farming practices they not only challenge the 
construction of urban areas, but also the concept of where farming is regarded as 
viable. As urban dwellers however, they are engaged with media and information 
technologies to a level that other regions in the country are not because of a favourable 
infrastructure that exists in the district. At the same time, beyond the district 
recognition of their practices, the national government albeit currently engaged in 
discussions on the issue (Interview with DAO January 25, 2010), is yet to formally 
recognise these farmers. The reality of confiscated animals found wondering in the 
roads, and slashing mature crops encountered along road-sides, is one several farmers 
can relate to. With the new ordinances in place, however, is the fear that tax 
impositions are imminent. When my research team and I introduced ourselves to 57 
year old Neil during the pilot study, he sought verification that we had acquired 
permission to conduct the study in the first place. Seeing the letter from Kampala City 
Council completely changed his demeanour and he asked us to leave in a very abrasive 
manner. He claimed that we were there to spy on his activities and as KCC officials 
would later on come back and impose taxes on even the little he was earning. In an 
effort to appease him I introduced myself, with my clan name which helped him 
identify me, informed him that I was a PhD student and that my study was not in any 
way intended to enforce any laws on any of the farmers and that all respondents would 
be made anonymous.  
 
The urban farmers are engaged in a risky venture that is reliant on political and climate 
conditions and many of them barely make enough to get by. In the process of passing 
as urban citizens negotiating their social positions as urban dwellers involves 
recompensing with statements such as being able to educate or even choose the best 
schools for one’s children with the remuneration from farming. At the same time, they 
do not want there to be differences between their activities and their rural counterparts 
in the interest of gaining government support. The issue of limited land, for the 
majority of the farmers, has been addressed through the use of plastic containers, old 
tyres, sacks, and even un-used broken down vehicles from which to practice their 
trade. Almost half of the farmers did not have electricity in their homes. They are 
inhabitants of a region with the necessary infrastructure but cannot afford the costs of 
maintaining this service.  Further Kampala is also prone to load-shedding schedules of 
electricity power cuts. This affects all forms of media and information technologies 
use and access, as will be discussed below.  
 
The majority of the farmers in Kampala are women (Musiimenta, 1997), and they 
responded more positively to the questions relating to media and information 
technologies use and access. Nearly the same number of women said that the land on 
which they farmed or the home they inhabited was owned by the husband, for those 
who were married. They further stated that the decision on what farm crops to plant, 
and which animals to herd, was solely made by the husband. At the same time almost 
half of the women who were engaged in commercial farming claim that the money 
made from farming activities is usually budgeted for and distributed by the husband, 
despite the farm practices being a joint and in some cases a family venture. 
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Understanding the women’s access to and use of media and information technologies 
in this light complicates their relationships with the various technologies.  

Structural frameworks 
Realising that some farmers in Kampala do not have access to electricity because they 
cannot afford to maintain such a service complicates the use and access of the media 
and information technologies. Take the mobile phone, which needs battery charging. 
The farmers said that there are ‘battery charging centres’ all over the place, which they 
frequent. This service costs both time and money, and usually the phone will be out of 
service during the charging process. In basic terms, when a farmer takes their mobile 
phone for phone charging services, they are required to switch it off during this period 
if they do not have the ability to sit and wait for it. Considering that battery charging 
requires a couple of hours, most owners leave their mobile phones at these centres and 
return later to collect it. What became evident was that the farmer was always actively 
engaged with the technology that eventually enabled mobile communication. The 
processes involving technology and materiality are intertwined in an array of practices 
that create a seamlessness between the farmer and the mobile phone. The same 
services from these phone charging places are sought by those with no electricity as 
well as victims of load-shedding. Load-shedding periods also impact the television. In 
Sandra’s case, she said that, “our first TV was stolen by thieves, and the second one 
got burnt by power” (December 19, 2008). When Mandy was also asked about her 
television viewing practices she said that “I didn’t watch yesterday there was no 
power”. 30 year old Lois, when asked with regards to the radio on the day of the 
interview said that “power went off early in the morning before we woke up” 
(December 18, 2008) and the electricity was still not back by the time we left her after 
10 am. Hence whether one can afford to pay for electricity or not, at any given 
moment most of these informants experience electricity interruptions that influence 
media and information technologies. Power is the colloquialism for electricity, and it is 
an apt description for the symbolism that this material component comes to mean in 
the working of a technology. In Sandra’s case she is one of many who have 
experienced their appliances getting “burnt” due to an increase in the electric voltage 
that is prevalent when the electricity load-shedding period ends and electricity is 
switched back on. The electric current at times returns with such brutal force that the 
receiving appliance is ill-equipped to handle it. What most farmers do is wait a while, 
a period which cannot be precisely determined, before re-plugging their appliances. 
There are transformers that regulate voltage outages and hence create a buffer between 
the main plugs, and the artefact, but these are extremely costly and were only found in 
one or two of the farmer’s homes.  
 
Television stations and radio stations are also subject to negotiations. Some areas in 
Kampala do not receive certain signals for some of the TV and radio station choices. 
This means that the choice of a station is not necessarily in the hands of the farmer but 
the area of residence determines the type of access. Therefore when a farmer says that 
“I listen to Simba (local radio station) it has clear signal”, an understanding of the 
signal’s material constraint further indicates that televisions and radios have to be 
understood not as mere instruments but complicated arraignments of interlaced 
practices. In the same vein, radio stations are often selected because they broadcast in 
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a farmer’s ethnic language. Farmers indicated that the language of broadcast matters. 
The language in this case encourages a selective choice of what the radio not only 
symbolises for the farmer, an expression of their ethnicity, but the type of programmes 
they listen to. And in light of the ethnic disputes that erupted in September 2009, the 
paralysis of one of the region’s most popular radio stations, as informed by the farmers 
in 2008, is liable to re-define the associations the farmers have with the material 
dimensions of the radio.  
 
The processes involved in what becomes a radio, television, computer, mobile phone 
(or purchasing a newspaper) do not emerge at the switching on of a button, but are 
perpetual practices even when the artefact is switched off. This means that a radio 
evolves into a radio in the process of battery replacement or electricity plug in, aerial 
adjustments, selection of a station, volume adjustments and so forth that require the 
active participation of both the farmer and the radio.  

Summary of the chapter 
In considering the material aspects of the media and information technologies, this 
chapter has chartered a realistic understanding of what is entailed in acquiring 
information from the various technologies. Compaine, (et al., 2001) have noted in their 
study of internet use in rural America, that the computer purchasing stage is one most 
users are able to overcome. They are, however, ill-prepared to maintain the 
technology. This means that the technologies come into realisation not by their 
presence of delivery in the home but through the practices that are involved in their 
workings. Investigating these processes by looking at access and looking at use, I 
have, in this chapter, illustrated that the mobile phone as a case in point, becomes a 
media and information technology such as a mobile phone through reciprocal relations 
with the technology, i.e. battery charging, call credit updates and utilising the tool to 
communicate. Arriving at this perspective, this study, by focusing on the processes 
that involve access and use, shows social material aspects to the technology use such 
as language, radio or television stations accessed, involvement of domestic chores, the 
physical sharing of a technology, that more often than not render the media and 
information technologies invisible in the mind of the farmer. Because the practices are 
fraught with various challenges, such as poor signals or lack of electricity, 
relationships with technology are challenging.  
 
To consider the cultural embeddings of gender and technology among the urban 
farmers requires a look at the practices, and what it entails to negotiate not only access 
but use as well. In some instances the cultural embeddings as illustrated with age and 
marriage, limit use. In other cases they maximise use. The prevalence towards face-to-
face people-oriented avenues as the only or preferred sources of information, can 
perhaps be better understood through these technical complexities. As technologies 
that have also been recognised as offering useful information, their position in the 
everyday life of the farmer is perhaps what encourages farmers to insist on more 
seminars and workshops for future information dissemination ventures. I extend this 
discussion in the following chapter, which untangles some of the nuances raised by 
most farmers towards these technologies, and shows them to be deeply embedded 
issues of trustworthiness.  
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CHAPTER 7: TRUSTWORTHINESS     

Introduction 
The previous two chapters have emphasised the farmer’s negotiating processes when it 
comes to securing access and use to media and information technologies. The reader is 
reminded that access to media and information technologies involves an intersection of 
factors that negotiate this process. For example network signals and electricity 
influence access to the technologies depending on the reliability. If the network signal 
is insufficient connectivity may not be achieved such that even though one has access 
to the technology the use may be impaired by the deficient network. The relation to the 
functional environment, determines that the network, electricity and the technology 
have to form a connection for access and use to be realised  The aim of this chapter is 
to illustrate that the negotiation processes of access or use to media and information 
technologies is not one-sided (favouring the farmer) but involves the technology. In 
line with the farmers’ personification of the technology there appears to be an 
acknowledged seamless relationship that signifies a processual relationship. Put 
differently the mobile phone can not be visualised as a blank slate but as an active 
agent in the access and use processes. When the farmers claim that mobile phones lie 
(cf. Molony, 2007), the technology is acknowledged as part of the interaction process 
that builds a specific, situated, relationship with the media and information technology.  
 
The social construction of technology presents interpretive flexibility as one of its 
analytical tools. Interpretive flexibility suggests that technology users have influential 
impact on what a technology becomes, as particularly illustrated in the theoretical 
chapter with the example of the bicycle (Pinch & Bijker 1987). Social construction of 
technology though has been criticised as giving most attention to the users with the 
supposition or reducible assumption that technology’s malleability, enables 
interpretive flexibility (Winner, 1993, p. 374). The concept is useful to describe the 
functionality of a media and information technology. Human agency is but one part of 
the technology-society dyad that acquires significant attention. Technologies, 
however, allow specific forms of individual human engagement that can not be 
explained away by considering just the malleable aspect of technology (Winner, 1993, 
p. 371).  
 
To demonstrate the ways in which the technology plays an active part in yielding 
access or use this chapter explores trustworthiness to demonstrate the reciprocity of 
both the user and the artefact. The analysis here looks at what features or properties 
about the media and information technologies garner the feeling of trustworthiness or 
not on the part of the farmer towards the technologies, and ultimately the information 
emanating from that source. The farmers, as noted in the previous chapters, supplied 
motivational reasons as to why they engage with or seek access to the media and 
information technologies in the first place, and if they eventually decide to use this 
information. This chapter offers a “pluralistic” view in avoiding the authoritarian 
overtones of the farmers holding all the power in the user-technology relationship. The 
technologies set a standard that must be adhered to. In short, the technology is not a  
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passive player in the negotiation process of access and eventually use, but exudes 
particular characteristics that demand particular re-actions from the farmer. In the 
course of this chapter, the discussion on trustworthiness renders the notions of agency 
problematic.  

Trustworthy venture 
The very practice of farming is fraught with uncertainty in the form of climate 
influences and pests and diseases. A diligent farmer who may endeavour to ensure the 
success of the ventures in this trade, may succumb to underwhelming yields due to an 
unprecedented drought or malnourished animals (Kisamba-Mugerwa, 2001, p. 197). 
To achieve control over the outcome of farming, measures such as hybrid seeds that 
can withstand pests or climatic disruptions depending on their genetic manipulation, 
are gaining ground. Information is also appreciated for curbing disasters and 
anticipating potential or future forecasts. Farmers can find that mistakes can be 
extremely costly in a number of ways. Hence the caution with which farmers approach 
their work, is embedded in a reality of trusting their decisions and actions (Kisamba-
Mugerwa, 2001, p. 199).  
 
Farming as the site of Ugandan identity and survival is within this chapter assessed 
through the perspective by Giddens (1991) on the notion of ontological security. Very 
briefly at this point, ontological security is the feeling or condition upon which an 
individual acquires confidence and reliance in everyday relations with the world. The 
“world” however has to prove time and again a measure of trustworthiness that breeds 
this security. The evidence obtained from the farmers classifies, as the following 
example illustrates, that although information seen as crucial in the practices of 
farming (see also for comparison, Mchombu, 2003), the source of the information 
greatly determines its trustworthiness; and ultimately whether or not the information 
passes the farmer by or is applied.  
 
Julia is a 39-year-old mother of five, her husband is employed as a driver and she is 
the main farmer in their home. Julia’s goat herding practices earn her enough money to 
assist in the financial burden of educating her children. She also claims that her 
farming is strictly on a commercial basis. Julia was asked during the interview what 
her information sources are regarding agriculture. Her initial response was that she 
used her own “knowledge through experience” and therefore does not get any 
information. It transpires later on that the television, the radio, and the mobile phone 
are in fact very useful mediums through which information on how to care for her 
goats has been both obtained and applied (December 17 2008 – Kampala). Several 
other farmers in Apac, Tororo and Kampala also claimed to rely on their own 
knowledge in farming decisions. My interpretation of this assertion is a community of 
people who attach uncertainties to conceptions outside of what the farmer has as a 
tried and tested method. Investing in alternate methods of doing agriculture entails 
associating the decision and perhaps on a scarier note, control, outside of the farmer’s 
regular habitus (cf. Mitzen, 2006, p. 347). Acquiring a sense of ontological security for 
the farmer is therefore done by maintaining logic or control for the outcome of their 
hard work.  
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This chapter, provides interview excerpts of descriptions on media and information 
technologies access patterns analysing the language used towards the decision to 
consider or use the information acquired from the technology. The concept of 
trustworthiness is negotiated, conceptualised and justified by the informants in ways 
that speak to the co-construction of use and technology. The outline of the chapter is as 
follows; following this introduction to the chapter is a discussion on ontological 
security and how this concept is useful towards analysing notions of trustworthiness. 
Thereafter a look at trustworthiness in relation to technology use and access is 
introduced with some background research in the same area. The chapter then looks at 
instances where trustworthiness is mediated by third parties. This means that a farmer 
may acquire information from any of the media and information technologies but may 
not do anything with this information until a trusted friend or relative intervenes, 
reiterating the same information for it to gain credibility. Some of the media and 
information technologies that also display visual data are also analysed in the section 
titled trustworthy visions. This considers the content and its position in building 
specific relationships with technology. Similarly, the language in which the content is 
broadcast also sets the stage as to whether the information is trusted or not, as 
indicated in the section after the trustworthy visions. The chapter concludes by 
outlining ingredients that produce notions of trustworthiness in a technology.  

Ontological security 
In its most basic definition, to claim ontological security is to acquire a sense of 
control of one’s environment, and claiming this control establishes a sense of trust 
towards the same (Giddens, 1991, p. 3, 38f; Dupuis and Thorns, 1998). Giddens 
(1991) uses the example of an infant’s propensity to trust and comprehend their 
environment as a cultivated sense of being is routinzed into the child’s every day. The 
child acquires their sense of identity and basic trust in the environment, things, and 
individuals that sustain this reality. Giddens’ conceptualization is laced with 
recognition of the material environment (Dupuis and Thorn 1998), even though 
Giddens does not seem to address technologies or for that matter, non-humans in 
developing the concept of ontological security. Our interactions with various 
instruments and artefacts require that we build a sense of trust with these mediums. 
For example as the winter season rolls in, pushing the autumn aside, drivers in 
Scandinavia, install winter tyres on their vehicles with the basic understanding that 
these artefacts will carefully assist the drivers towards manoeuvring the vehicle in the 
snowy slippery roads. The metallic additions to the tyres it can be argued build a sense 
of trust in the tyre’s ability to negotiate the roads. As individuals of our own 
communities, our sense of ontological security is also embedded in the basic trust in 
the surroundings that entail our world, whether it is in the home (Dupuis and Thorns, 
1998) the political structures (Mitzen, 2006) or technology (Avgerou, et.al., 2010). 
Giddens’ (1991) the notion of ontological security is therefore built on reciprocal 
relationships between the trustor and the trustee (Avgerou et.al. 2010, p. 136; 
Bijlisma-Frankema and Klein Woolthuis, 2005, p. 18; Mitzen, 2006, p. 345). It is this 
relationship which fosters ontological security that the current chapter engages with, in 
trying to understand the farmer’s conceptualised notions of access and use of the 
media and information technologies. 
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Trustworthiness as opposed to trust 
To feel ontologically secure requires, as Giddens puts it “basic trust in the most 
mundane day-to-day activities […] in its most specific guise, trust is a medium of 
interaction with the abstract systems […] fundamental to organising the social world 
(Giddens, 1991, p. 3). In other words, we interact with things and people from which 
we develop a reliance to exist. At this point, I offer in broad strokes, some definitions 
of trust within technically mediated interactions. The concept of trust is selective for 
the one who gives this. Trusting the medical professional for example does not entail 
that all doctors are trusted for their services; individuals develop relationships with 
particular doctors in whom the trust is invested and by extension the entire profession. 
Bijlisma-Frankema and Klein Woolthuis, (2005, p. 18) talk about the conditions that 
create the enactment of trust in another, as “the trust game” encapsulated in social 
dilemmas that are dependent on the trustee’s actions. Fukuyama asserts (1995) that the 
“circuits or fibre optic cables” do not evoke the trust of the user, and neither can the 
trust be reduced to the information. Dasgupta, referring to trust as a commodity, 
defines trust as “the sense of correct expectations about the actions of other people that 
have a bearing on one’s own choice of action when that action must be chosen before 
one can monitor the actions of those others” (Dasgupta, 2000, p. 52 emphasis in 
original).  
 
Put simply, in exchange for one’s trust, reliability and confidence have to be exuded 
from the recipient. Basic actions like sitting in a chair are constructed along the belief 
that the chair will hold up one’s body. Expounding on the process of interaction, 
Hardin (2004) argues that the relations with the world, in order to inspire the trust we 
bestow, should rightly give this perception by projecting trustworthiness. Basically, 
the burden to trust in something is reciprocal as the object has to serve as well as meet 
expected interests. In other words I trust this chair because every time I sit in this chair 
I do not fall. The chair earns my trust by evoking its trustworthiness by holding me up. 
Trust is epistemological while trustworthiness is motivated (Hardin, 2004, p. 172). 
Hardin (2004) has argued that academics, when discussing issues of trust, more often 
than not mean it is embedded in trustworthiness. Levi and Stoker (2000) have also 
suggested that trustworthiness emerges when the trusted entity assumes the interests of 
the trustor. This all suggests that trustworthiness is perpetual and has to be constantly 
negotiated by the object or actor in question. I determine the trustworthiness is a 
process that is recurrent for the farmers in this study. The property of trustworthiness 
is negotiated by the provider (institutions) of the information, the media and 
information technology and all that makes the technology function-able 
(infrastructure), not forgetting the deliverer of the information (Avgerou et al., 2010, p. 
139).  What markers do the farmers therefore use to inscribe trustworthiness in the 
information technology of choice and how does this accompany or disrupt the access 
and use?  
 
The understanding that technologies ask certain actions from the farmers who 
negotiate use, troubles the notion of human agency over technology. Radio and 
television reception or bandwidth with the Internet, and mobile telephony networks are 
infrastructure features that may inspire feelings of apprehension among the farmers. 
Further, if electricity can not be relied upon, this complicates the somewhat tenuous 
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relationship with the media and information technologies. As such the demands placed 
on the farmers in terms of actively searching for network signals or seeking out phone 
charging centres in the case of a mobile phone, underline the ‘possibilities’ that 
technologies present to the farmers.  

Mediated trustworthiness  
Earlier I noted that the trustworthiness evoked by the medical profession is by proxy 
transferred through the doctor a patient comes to associate the profession with. 
Similarly in their research about e-voting services in Brazil, Avgerou et al., (2009) 
discuss the distinction between the trust acquired from government services by citizens 
as being different from the individual (government worker) who provides the services 
sought. In other words the government individual or agency fosters trustworthiness in 
the entire body. The authors ask whether trustworthiness gains momentum when the 
same government services are mediated by media and information technologies. Their 
study concludes that the trustworthiness is motivated in part by past transactions with 
the government as well as the temperament of the technology acting on behalf of the 
government. In other words, as long as a citizen can get the same services at the click 
of a button instead of taking a trip to the government offices, the trust in government 
services is maintained. However if one is required to fill in several online forms and 
wait for specific periods before hearing from the government, some of services may 
best be sought out personally, face-to-face with the government official.  
 
In the case of many of my informants, ontological security is so deep in their daily life, 
that to rupture the habitualised norms (cf. Mitzen 2006, p. 347f), requires trusted 
intermediaries who are part of what Hardin (2004, p.21ff) calls thick relationships, 
such as kin. This section looks at farmers who receive information but do not use it 
until confirmation is attained from a member in their social lives whom they know and 
trust. The media and information technology that emits the message is therefore only 
deemed trustworthy because another person confirms the validity either face to face or 
as, in the case here through another media and information technology. Angela is a 
divorced mother farming in Kampala. When asked if she receives information 
regarding her farming practices through the media and information technologies, she 
says:  
 

 “I have heard from the radio that we [farmers] should spray our crops but I don’t 
do it, I am stubborn /…/ my neighbour has a computer and I watch the screen 
flickering but it doesn’t interest me because it has no meaning in my life…some 
of these technologies have been disappointing/…/ I prefer information from 
people. My daughter writes down information from the radio and then calls me on 
my mobile phone /…/ yes when she calls me the information is credible” 
(December 18 2008).  
 

Angela’s reluctance is a mechanism she adopts to ensure a “protective cocoon which 
all normal individuals carry around them as the means whereby they are able to get on 
with the affairs of day-to-day life” (Giddens, 1991, p. 40 – emphasis in original). 
When the same information is re-transmitted through her mobile phone by her 
daughter, it becomes credible. Garfinkel’s 1960s experiments revealed that when both 
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parties stand to gain from an action, the likelihood of trust developing is high 
(Garfinkel, 1963 cited in Mitzen, 2006). Angela’s daughter is looking out for her 
mother’s success because, as mentioned earlier, the parent’s wellbeing is the children’s 
responsibility in the absence of a welfare state. Therefore Angela’s decision to apply 
the information stems from her longstanding relationship with her daughter. The 
information from the radio becomes trustworthy when it is mediated by firstly the 
daughter and then through the mobile phone. The involvement of third party actors in 
the process of information use pits users such as Angela in an interesting position. 
Angela’s stubbornness is perhaps related to the disappointment she feels for the 
technologies. Asked what she meant by disappointing Angela simply stated “they do 
not always work”.  
 
The structural obstacles noted earlier such as bandwidth, network or inconsistent 
electricity understandably rupture Angela’s thoughts of the technology’s 
trustworthiness (cf. Avgerou et al. 2009, p. 144). At the intersection of what becomes 
access and use for Angela is the crucial role of her daughter, who adds a generational 
aspect to the user-technology relationship that for Angela has not always yielded 
results. The technologies rely on electricity and network availability or even radio 
signals to provide an adequate environment for Angela to use the technologies. If they 
do not always work, the technology evokes feelings of unreliability which instil certain 
perceptions on the part of those who, like Angela, have access. The technologies are 
endowed with particular requirements such as mobile phone network or battery 
charging that may in themselves present a measure of challenge to various users. For 
many mobile phone subscribers in Uganda, the cost of mobile to mobile phone call 
charges is extremely high, and alternate forms of communicating through the mobile 
phones are devised. Interestingly the same service providers that offer exorbitantly 
high call charges have established call centres spread liberally all over the country. 
The same call centres charge a fraction of the fee a mobile phone user would pay for a 
mobile to mobile phone conversation. Hence many users frequent these establishments 
and reconfigure the use through the addition of a mobile call centre. The same centres 
also offer phone charging services. As electricity is a crucial component that plagues 
the workings of most media and information technologies in Uganda, using these 
centres also comes with its own baggage of challenges. What someone else may 
consider a simple case of mobile phone use can develop into a very complicated 
venture, and Angela’s disappointment could stem from any of these messy realities. In 
this case the physical properties of the radio or mobile phone that fail to acquire 
adequate signal or are perhaps faced with the inability to function due to electricity, do 
not build feelings of reliability. 
 
Another example from my field notes will be useful here. Nancy, my informant, took 
me around her luscious garden. We had completed the interview and she showed me 
her bananas and vegetables with pride. She then brought up the radio as an instrument 
of information saying “I was once tuned on the radio when instructions were given out 
how to treat these bananas that ripen prematurely”. “And?” I urged her on. “We were 
told to cut up or grind chilli in its raw form, mix it with burnt wood ash and cow urine; 
do you think I can trust what the radio says?” She stopped walking and turned to look 
at me. I realised at that moment that she wanted my approval. She had already 
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identified me as her daughter in law because her son was married to a lady from my 
clan. I was cognizant of the fact that a lot hung on what my response would be. I 
responded with a question, asking her if she had tried what the radio had said, and she 
pointed to a banana tree which I was standing next to that to my unprofessional eye 
looked very healthy (23 December 2008). Unlike Angela’s case where the daughter 
mediated the trustworthiness of the information from the radio, prior to Angela’s use 
of it, Nancy was faced with a situation where the banana weevil bacteria threatened 
her entire plantation, the spread of which would have been disastrous. In this situation 
the circumstances with regards to the state of the farmer’s craft perhaps also dictate the 
decision whether or not to apply radio-mediated information. The personifications that 
appear in the speech of my informants with regards the media and information 
technologies, such as “can I trust what the radio says”, create a problem in that it may 
be assumed that the farmer’s trust is offered to technologies. The removal of the 
people or institutions mediating the technologies for the farmer, is perhaps the very 
reason that even when access has been negotiated, use is held at bay by the lack of 
trustworthiness or regarding the technologies as agents. The point is to consider that 
even with access, other points of influence are likely to determine whether the 
information will be used or not.  
 
During the focus groups in Kampala, the low use of the mobile phones in farming 
activities was also attributed to the perception from the farmers that “mobile phones 
lie”. What the farmers alluded to in this instance specifically for those involved in 
animal husbandry, was that the mobile phone was regarded as a fast and effective way 
to communicate with the local vet who could then come and treat their animals. 
However the focus group participants noted that vets had a tendency to lie about their 
whereabouts, and could take several hours or days before responding to what the 
farmer regarded as an urgent matter. Hence “it is easier for me to go to the vet than to 
call him, because if I am in his presence he can not tell me he is somewhere else…the 
thing is mobile phones lie” (Focus group discussion with the Kawempe division 7 
January 2009). As I mentioned earlier, mobile phones are not trustworthy due to the 
expectations on the part of the farmer who has (mis)placed trust in the artefact (cf. 
Molony, 2007). In this case negotiations with the mobile phone are placed at the nexus 
of social hierarchies that place the vet above both the male and female farmers. Vets 
are revered in the farming community and as such they probably realise the power they 
yield towards the farmers, both male and female. When an animal gets sick for the 
farmer this could spell disaster. Using the mobile phone to seek help, which may not 
arrive on time, develops particular feelings in relation to particular communication 
practices that label the technology as untrustworthy. The technology and gender 
relationship in a culture that places emphasis on social hierarchies and respect 
develops according to the systems at play, and determines the circumstances when the 
technology is deemed useful or accessible or not.  
 
When Angela, above, affirms that she prefers information from people, it implies that 
regardless of where the information comes from, as long as the people who deliver it 
have her trust, she considers and relies on them as credible sources. Sylvia, another 
farmer, said that in her case her sons and husband negotiate access to the internet on 
her behalf, as she claims to be afraid of this medium. These interventions have 
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satisfactorily improved not only her farming methods but the entire family’s 
socioeconomic position as Sylvia shows extensions to the house and informs how her 
children are all in school (December 17 2008 – Kampala). This is because her 
husband’s recommendation of a particular chicken breed has proven to be a very 
successful venture that has benefited the entire family. The husband and the sons in 
Sylvia’s case buffer not only her fear of the technology but its trustworthiness. Angela 
and Sylvia’s fear or feeling of technology’s untrustworthiness means that any 
relationship with this artefact is mediated by a third party.  

Trustworthy visions 
Media and information technologies have contributed to globalising all forms of social 
activity as local practices are transmuted by global inferences (Giddens, 1991, 21ff). 
As two cases in point consider Sylvia’s experience where the husband recommended a 
breed of chickens from Zambia, or Barbara, the flower farmer, who uses the internet to 
exchange flower cross breed ideas, and acquire foreign markets for her business. 
Hence the global local transcendence permitted by media and information 
technologies, contributes plausible advantages but does not replace the local context 
within which continues to command prominence.  
 
The focus group discussions in Kampala revealed that the farmers struggle to 
appropriate technologies such as the computers and televisions into their lives in part 
because it is difficult for them to relate with the voices or the images on television and 
on the computer screen. As one farmer noted in the focus group discussion in 
Kawempe January 7, 2009; “for me if I see a person that looks like me, say for 
example my neighbour on TV, and she is demonstrating something that she has done,  
I will sincerely believe that if she can do it so can I”.  Messaris (1997) argues 
similarly: 
 

“[I]mages [are] an implicit or explicit component of a wide variety of persuasive 
formants /…/ at least part of the persuasive power of images in question stems 
from their indexicality. Yet of course [images] can lie. The picture of a model in 
fashion ad can be made more attractive through airbrushing /…/ In principle, 
therefore it could be argued that a viewer’s faith /…/ in the properties of any 
image /…/ depend not on the medium but on the trustworthiness of the person 
using that medium” (Messaris, 1997, p. xvii). 
 

The images filtering through the TV screen, are interpreted for their believability, upon 
which the decisions to determine the trustworthiness of the television as a source are 
made. This comment from the focus group is an important point towards not only the 
availability of local content but the use of language (Mchombu, 2003). The resistance 
that the farmers map onto the technologies has to do with their ability to appropriate 
the technology into their reality. And for most of the farmers, language, content and 
familiarity with the images visualised did not engender a relationship with the 
technology and the information.  
 
Further Uganda’s differences between regions command similar rules within the 
different communities. Visualising the success of a farmer’s accomplishment on 
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television or hearing about it on the radio, the farmers in Apac and Tororo as well as 
Kampala attempt to contextualise the information. Considering the regional 
differences the previous chapters have illustrated with images and descriptions on the 
different soils, climatic conditions that dictate different tools to be utilised in each, as 
well as the type of farming activities to adopt, the farmers in Apac and Tororo who 
insist on field demonstrations and on village meetings as the best form of information 
dissemination, may perhaps want to see firsthand the deliverer of the information. The 
attitudes and impressions towards particular technologies emanate mostly from the 
content that the technologies expose, and the content can dictate specific relationships 
from the farmers that will no doubt question or accept what is seen as trustworthy or 
not (cf. Dutton, 2004, p. 45). Technology is therefore not passive as it influences 
societal change such as demanding production of local content if communities are to 
engage with the artefact.   

Communicating trustworthiness 
To be a farmer or to go on being a farmer requires perpetual relations with the 
environment that nurtures this process of being a farmer. As such the farmer is “not a 
‘being’, but a ‘going-on being’, (Giddens, 1991, p. 39). Hence the ‘being’ fundamental 
to ontological security is negotiated through routines and habits that stabilise the own 
reality. The farmer therefore “orients towards the aspects of the object-world that carry 
symbolic residues” in the process of ‘being’ (Giddens, 1991, p. 39). In an effort to 
stabilise the ever-transitional world [the farmers gravitate towards] the routines with 
which they are [practically] always connected” (Giddens, 1999, p. 39 and Hardin, 
2004, p. 43), such as language. Language therefore becomes a force that negotiates 
trustworthiness and the choice to access or not, and use the media and information 
technology (cf. Dutton, 2004, p. 105). Uganda’s heterogeneous society can especially 
be recognised by the media choices that are made from region to region. During my 
fieldwork that took me to the different regions of the country, newspapers in regional 
languages and radio station broadcasts in the local language could be found in these 
places. It is therefore not surprising that when asked which radio stations they prefer, 
although English stations and sometimes even other languages can be accessed, 
farmers (even with education) made their selection in relation to their mother-tongue. 
Take the example of 30 year old Cynthia. She offered as her choice of radio stations 
Luganda stations only, and followed her comment with “CBS is a cultural preference, 
because it belongs to the Baganda people and I am a Muganda” (December 18, 2008 – 
Kampala). Similarly Simon said that “I prefer radios in my language” (December 17 
2008). Nancy also said that her choices towards which radio stations she listens to are 
culturally-dictated. The farmers in Tororo also indicated that they preferred the local 
radio stations broadcasting in their language. Hardin (2004, p. 43) refers to such as 
social constraints [or I might add enablers] towards trustworthiness, where the 
individual’s choice to rely on something is deeply seated in their own routinized 
reality. The technology wrapped in the local languages increases familiarity, unlike, 
perhaps, Angela’s visions on the flickering computer screen with images that are 
unfamiliar to her.  
 
Newspapers also garner a similar response. Ruth, 30, widowed, said that she buys her 
own newspapers and chooses “Bukedde, because it is available in my local language 
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and therefore easier for me to understand” (December 17 2008). 44 year old Stanley 
when asked if he can read and send text messages said that “as long as the SMSes are 
in Luganda”. He also prefers to listen to CBS which broadcasts in Luganda.  Several 
locally created agricultural websites can be found on the World Wide Web. The 
majority of these websites are, however, in English and as has been noted here, the 
language component appears to be an important negotiator in not only the 
trustworthiness of the source but whether access and use will be sought. This is 
another intersecting factor towards the computer/internet’s visibility. At the same time, 
newspapers, internet services and text messages require one to be able to read (in more 
than one language) which means that specific demands are made on the farmer which 
also makes visible the agency media and information technologies have. Some of the 
farmers, who have not been to school, relate to the phone in interesting ways. For 
example when they look for a particular phone contact they have memorised in their 
minds the sequence in which the numbers appear. And from this they determine who is 
who. Literacy and language can greatly determine relations with various media and 
information technologies. The medium that solicits the own language as mode of 
communication effectively conjures up trustworthiness towards the source.  
 
Age is another characteristic of establishing trustworthiness with technologies. Some 
of the most distrustful of internet use are the elderly (Cf. Duttton and Helsper, 2007). It 
could be that for the elderly, routines are difficult to break, and as such information 
that filters in and threatens to disrupt specific habits may be approached with caution. 
Or maybe the youth are fearless (Dutton, 2004), and are eager to experiment with 
technologies more than the adult contemporaries. For example Betty, 48, asked if 
computers are not for the young, with the added question “what would an old person 
like me do there?” In this case technology and age appear to go hand in hand. Not 
having experience with the technology further increases the distance that the adult 
develops to the technology. It is therefore possible to intersect trustworthiness and the 
eventual relationship that develops with the Internet or other technologies with age.  
 

Antecedents to trustworthiness 
With the exception of the farmers in Apac the majority of the other farmers rarely used 
their mobile phones in agricultural practices if the person they were communicating 
with was not known to them prior. The exception with the farmers interviewed in 
Apac can be found in the fact that as groups they share the mobile phone and 
collectively seek markets in groups, as well as have group farming projects that 
increase their bargaining power, and confidence in each other. In Kampala it would 
seem that the lone pursuit is daunting to the farmer’s ontological security that when 
many of the farmers if asked if the mobile phone is useful towards market access 
inform that they “have ready market”, “I have a loyal customer base here”, to name a 
few general responses. As I contemplate the notion of lone pursuit it is interesting that 
the farmers all want seminars and workshops to distribute any future information with 
regards to their farming practices. There is perhaps comfort in acquiring the same 
information such that if challenges emerge a farmer can consult with another farmer. 
Breaking away from the mould to seek internet services or using a mobile phone to 
make contact with some other information source, is daunting because should the 
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farmer experience challenges, it may not be possible to rely on other farmers for help. 
The mobile phone is for the most part used to make contact with fellow farmers. The 
same phone is also used to contact friends, from whom information is also sought 
regarding information in agriculture. Other communication practices also involve 
calling a Veterinary doctor most usually recommended by a friend, from whom 
medical assistance for a sick animal is sought. The phone is a mediator between the 
one with whom an established trust relationship has been created. Hence the 
information emanating from this individual becomes truth. Farmers therefore 
transplant or even maintain familiar interactions (cf. Donner, 2006; Molony, 2007) 
when using the phone. The type of relationship that develops with the phone is 
embroiled in being familiar with the individual on the other end. 
 
Because of the uncertainty embedded in agriculture in the first place, farmers exercise 
caution when it comes to applying any knowledge acquired. For the most part, 
maintaining the same practices is an approach adopted to retain a hold on the tenuous 
ontological security within farming. When Gilbert was asked if he uses the internet as 
a source of information, he stated:  
 

“the information from other sources which are not local have no bearing in 
my own mind, the reasons we are failing as a nation is we copy things done 
in different countries and think it can work here” (Survey Interview with 
Gilbert – 35:  22 December 2008).  

 
Gilbert’s point can perhaps also be equated to the notion of trusting the visuals that 
spew forth from the screen. For Gilbert however the local context is an important 
context within which to assign trustworthiness. Similar to the farmers who rely on the 
phone if the contact they are making is with someone they know, Gilbert can relate to 
the computer if it is embedded in his own local culture.  
 
Familiarity breeds trust and is maintained through interactive relations, that define 
what a community is. To commune entails “trust, and trust in turn is culturally 
determined” Fukuyama (1995). In other words  “[c]ommunity stands as a convenient 
short hand term for the broad realm of local social arrangements beyond the private 
sphere of the home and family but more familiar to us than the impersonal institutions 
of the wider society” (Crow and Allan, 1994, p. 1). Hence when a farmer claims to use 
their own knowledge or to assert stubbornness towards an information source, the 
same stubbornness that disappears when mediated by kin relations, they are basically 
trying to survive and not break away from the norm. Relevance towards the 
applicability of the information also informs the concept of use. Living in an era that is 
bombarded with mounds of information that can prove overwhelming, Evans (2004, 
2005) suggests that what we do in such cases is “build a reservoir of ‘situated 
knowledge’ which is drawn on to maintain social relationships and build social 
support” (Evans, 2004; 2005, p. 21).  

Trustworthiness 
Trustworthiness according to the data presented here is deeply entrenched in what is 
regarded or constructed as familiar. Facts are built around the farming community as 
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relations with technologies develop. Earlier when presenting the urban farmers I 
quoted a recent (March 2010) news paper article that suggested that because internet 
use was a lone pursuit many farmers were wary of engaging with the technology. 
Perhaps that the media and information technologies noted in this chapter are lone-
pursuits26 intensifies their untrustworthiness. When Giddens (1991) builds the 
perspective of ontological security, the discussion centres on humans and does not 
consider that ontological security is equally required between humans and artefacts. 
Theories on trustworthiness acknowledged the artefact as an active agent in the on-
going relations with technology. To perhaps further illustrate that the technology and 
the social are intricately linked, trustworthiness legitimises that media and information 
technologies may be oriented from somewhere else but to be absorbed into a 
community, the technologies have to be culturally indoctrinated. The longevity of the 
farmer’s relationship with the technology hinges on whether the artefact can deliver on 
time, and functions when needed to function.  
 
Trustworthiness emerges on several intersecting levels. The availability of local 
content is important for the relationship to develop with the technology. An 
infrastructure that can be relied upon commands its share of respect in the relationship 
that builds with the technology. Angela who claims that the technologies do not 
always work, can be interpreted as saying the developing communications 
infrastructure of Uganda that continues to create challenges of access and use to media 
and information technologies is not trustworthy. The social economic situation that 
also requires the maintenance of the technologies is crucial. If a farmer can not afford 
to pay their electricity bill or buy newspapers, or acquire call credit to fill up their 
airtime charges on their phones, these technologies fail. These ventures are also almost 
always gendered not least because access to the family’s resources is gendered. 
Increased awareness presents a texture of possibilities which includes among others 
access beyond physical proximity. Therefore having limited access to the information 
from these sources on the part of the women is bound to conjecture queries such as 
“can I trust what the radio says?” 
 
In the forth coming chapters, the notions of use and access are analysed in more detail 
with theoretical arguments.  

                                                 
26 As mentioned on earlier the farmers in all three districts would prefer seminars and workshops for future 
information disseminating exercises. This collectiveness is important to the farmers for whom the notion of 
seeking information from media and information technologies creates apprehension.  
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Introducing this section 

The previous section presented the farmer’s experiences with media and information 
technologies, and gave an overview of their access and use patterns. This section 
comprising of two analyses chapters revisits the concepts of access and use and 
engages in discussions based on field notes and material presented in the previous 
section to illustrate the different intersecting structures that influence the negotiation of 
access and use.  
 
Employing an intersectional lens on the use and access patterns probelmatizes 
preconceived constructions of a user, and ideally, tries to pay attention to all the 
factors that enable the moment of access or use. I rely on some personal examples in 
the subsequent chapter that suggest how access can be visualised as comprising several 
ingredients:  
 

Today it took me twenty seven and a half minutes to connect to both my 
yahoo mail and my LTU mail. The café was relatively full and there were 
impatient murmurs among the clients complaining that internet was not 
‘moving. Fast forward six days later, spent three hours on the internet 
reading and responding to as many as five emails, this would normally take 
me fifteen if not less minutes in Sweden. The slow connection had an initial 
impression on me but I am slowly becoming accustomed to it. But as 
experiences go, I wonder to what degree my own experiences will mirror 
other users experiences of the Internet and other ICTs such as the mobile 
phone (Field notes extract February 3, 2008 – Kampala). 
 

As the excerpt above illustrates, access is a concept somewhat difficult to pin-down. 
On the one hand I had access to all the possible media and information technologies I 
wished to use during my year in Uganda. The above experience, forced me to re-
consider the notion of access. Does twenty-seven and a half minutes translate to 
access? The reader is also asked to recall the degree to which electricity in all three 
districts often times dictated my use or non-use of my digital recording equipment. 
The perspectives developed in these chapters stem from the rather messy reality 
associated with the concepts of access and use.  
 
In the following chapter I will analyse access within the local context of the Ugandan 
experience and reflect on previous studies that have highlighted the different 
dimensions that comprise of access extending beyond physical access to the 
technology (Dralega, 2009; Dutton, 2004; Warschauer, 2003). Access does not 
preclude a single type of use, as argued in the nineth chapter; rather use also takes on a 
multi-dimensionality as interpreted by the end user, which may contribute to 
transforming practices surrounding the artefact (Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2008, p. 
961). This study differs from previous research on media and information 
technologies’ use and access by employing the intersectionality perspective to make 
visible the layers constructing access and use in their situated contexts. Ideally one of 
the core arguments is that one’s access is contingent on another’s access. For example, 
two mobile phone users in different locations may be unable to connect due to one 
mobile phone user’s lack of network access. Access it can be argued is realised in 
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relation to another actor’s access. Access and use are therefore relational, in that the 
realisation of both entities is not just one individual pursuit but is also in relation to the 
one with whom connection is being sought. This relational aspect is analysed from an 
intersectional perspective breaking down access to the components that influence the 
moment. As mentioned earlier focus on the access and use practices not only liberates 
intersectionality from the predominant arguments about identity politics, the use of this 
perspective amplifies not least the complexities of access and use and, by extension, 
complicates the notion of who a user is.  
 
The analysis I present here not only makes sense of the material I encountered in the 
field, it also sheds light on the negotiations involving access and use in a developing 
country.  
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CHAPTER 8: RECONSIDERING ACCESS    

Introduction 
Even though this research focused mainly on information access patterns in agriculture 
in relation to media and information technology use, the desire for agriculturally related 
information was not the only motivating factor behind actively seeking access to the 
technology as an information source. This chapter commences with some of the reasons 
that inspire one to seek access to a media and information technology as it builds up to 
an intersectional analysis of the processes that negotiate access. In the introduction 
chapter I introduced Dralega (2009, p. 128), who has done research on one of Uganda’s 
oldest community multimedia centres – telecentre in Nakaseske. A telecentre as 
informed in the introduction is an establishment that offers information services, using 
computers and Internet, radio services, telephone calling services, television and video 
programmes and newspapers. Dralega’s study of the Nakaseke telecentre, helped her 
identify three dimensions of access to the services from the telecentre. The author 
suggests, “the national dimension, the institutional dimension and the individual 
dimension” as crucial determinants “to ICT access” (Dralega 2009, p. 128f) and use 
from the telecentre. At the same time as I pay attention to the author’s use of the term 
ICT, I employ these dimensions to media and information technologies in this analysis, 
as the telecentre establishment on which they are based, includes the same media and 
information technologies that this study makes reference to.  
 
Revisiting these dimensions briefly, points to the fact that media and information 
technology use and for that matter access operate in a national (macro) political 
environment which may determine the type of access the farmers can enjoy (recall the 
closure of the radio stations among the urban farmers that is likely to reconfigure access 
to this medium for the farmers in Kampala); there is the institutional factor, which is in 
relation to infrastructural issues as well as service providers and the individual 
dimension, which covers cultural and economic aspects or the micro level resources 
that determine access for the end use. This chapter focuses on the individual dimension, 
but in the process of focusing on access practices, all the influential factors, are placed 
at the intersection of access. This study focuses on the moment of access and highlights 
what factor comes to matter at the access intersection. An intersectional understanding 
therefore places all these influences at the nexus of the access moment. Focusing on the 
access patterns and negotiations emerging during the interviews with the farmers, it was 
possible to not only identify serendipitous ways in which a ‘non-user’ successfully 
negotiates access, but also ways in which a user may fail to acquire access to the 
technology.  
 
In this chapter I will explore some of the inconsistencies identified in the previous 
section regarding farmers’ media and information technologies use. As mentioned 
earlier, access and use of media and information technologies are collapsed into one 
statistic that is at once inclusive and constricting. Rather this thesis argues for the 
complexities involving access and use depicting the messiness of reality. Media and 
information technologies confront and are confronted by a culturally imbued 
environment that has direct impact on access as well as use. Unless directly asked 
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about the media and information technology as an information source in agricultural 
practices, the urban farmers did not always identify mobile phones or radios as 
information sources. The current chapter argues that access (or the processes 
structuring this social framework) to the technology requires closer scrutiny for its role 
in not only constructing who a user is, but also what is perceived as information. 
Consequently this chapter argues that access and non-access can not be regarded as 
distinct binaries but relational process-oriented concepts.  
 
Immediately following this introduction, the motivating factors that inspire access to a 
particular technology in the first place. Following the summary discussions on each 
media and information technology, selective empirical examples are presented, under 
different ‘access’ headings. A theoretical analysis summarising the discussions rounds 
off this chapter.  

Motivating access 
In line with some of the issues highlighted in chapter 7 on trustworthiness, it is 
imperative before access is further contextualised within the current study to highlight 
what in STS is regarded as interpretive flexibility. Users prescribe or afford different 
meanings to technologies that are significant to their utility. The meanings are, at times, 
symbolic; the artefact and the prescribed meaning can be symbolically masculine, for 
example at other times the content or delivery from the artefact determines its meaning 
and symbolism, like the opportunity to express one’s ethnicity. This section raises the 
different motives that inspire access to the technologies in the first place, noting that 
both the artefact and the content it gives are pertinent to the way the media and 
information technology is discussed and for that reason utilised. Access is therefore 
open to more than the agricultural interpretation dominating this study (cf. Pinch & 
Bijker, 1987, p. 27; Wajcman, 2004 & 2008). Relevance is decided by the farmers in 
relation to the media and information technologies. Even those who do not necessarily 
use the artefact for agricultural information sourcing, still source the technology for 
other constructed meanings to the technology. Even those who do not acquire the 
technology altogether have specific meanings associated with the media and 
information technology. 
 

The mobile phone: 
Gene, in Apac, when asked his reasons for purchasing a mobile phone in the first place, 
said “I bought the mobile phone to keep in contact with major centres like KIC, but I 
did not see it as business tool /…/ I did not know that you can use the phone to get 
market prices” (Apac – April 2008). 32 year old Amanda in Kampala 
compartmentalised her media and information use, insisting that “I do not use the 
mobile phone for agriculture, but for personal business” (December 2008 – Kampala). 
The other farmers in Kampala considered the phone first and foremost as a tool to stay 
in touch with friends and family members, though on occasion the phone is useful for 
contacting the vet, calling a fellow farmer friend who can answer questions, or 
establishing a customer base that can make contact when the customers need to 
purchase what the farmer has produced. The majority of the mobile phone users in 
Kampala make contact with people they know and claim to trust if they seek access to 
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information pertaining their farming practices. For the most part, these farmers do not 
relate their mobile phones to farming until asked specific questions. In this respect in as 
much as this study sought to relate media and information technologies to agricultural 
farming and by the self sustainability that is associated with their use, the motives 
behind the access did not always relate to my initial assumptions.  
 
On the other hand, the groups in Apac and Tororo who had the shared mobile phones 
reported significant differences in their bargaining power when it came to market 
seeking exercises. Not only did they find strength in negotiating as a group through the 
phone, they were able to eliminate the middle men who oftentimes required exorbitant 
fees for trading the farmers’ produce. These farmers were introduced to the use of the 
mobile phone differently (by the NGOs) than the farmers in Kampala, and their 
motives, are first and foremost farming practices enhanced through the phone. But the 
same technology is lauded for its ability to enable communication with family 
members.  
 
It is also helpful to gain the perspective of those who do not necessarily claim socio-
economic hardships but other reasons to not acquiring the mobile phone. But, one’s 
financial situation similarly determines the type of access they negotiate with the phone, 
and other media and information technologies. Making visible the financial position 
amplifies innovative negotiation processes.  
Farmers in all three districts clearly stated that they did not have the money to buy a 
mobile phone. Others who had once owned a mobile phone, such as Gertrude, 65, in 
Apac had sold it to pay school fees for her orphaned grandchildren who are under her 
care. Still others like 51 year old Amy in Kampala, a perception that “people steal 
phones so I fear buying one”, paralyses her from acquiring the mobile phone.  
 
Steven, 40, introduced earlier, runs a successful piggery in Kampala and refuses to own 
a mobile phone because its maintenance is equated to “maintaining” a wife. Steven is 
comfortable with mobile phone communication, but makes a conscious decision not to 
own one. Should Steven’s decision not to own a mobile phone be seen as a deficiency 
to be remedied? Maintenance is a clear issue for Steven. The association of maintaining 
a phone with maintaining a wife perhaps requires further qualification than when I 
suggested that for Steven, wife and phone become objects to be controlled and 
maintained. In the Ugandan culture, maturity for both men and women is 
predominantly acquired through marriage (Mandeville, 1975; Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 
2005, p. 117). The ideas of marriage as well as positions in marriage can be found in 
the games and oral fables children listen to and play (Kiyimba, 2005). Failure to marry 
is frowned upon by society at large. What the games and the fables as well as the social 
pressure perhaps fail to communicate is the length of the marriage and what it entails 
for the couple (cf. Thompson and Walker, 1989, p. 850). Similarly the hype and the 
campaigns that pressure individuals to acquire mobile phones or other media and 
information technologies, under the guise that it will make one’s life easier, rarely pay 
attention to the prospect of maintaining the technology in question (Compaine et al., 
2001).  
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Campaigns about marriage in Ugandan cultures also play the maturity card, implying 
that those who do not marry will not be regarded as mature (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 
2005, p. 117). Steven’s conscious choice not to own a mobile phone can perhaps be 
read in line with his associating its maintenance to providing for his wife. Getting 
married is the easy part (Thompson and Walker, 1989), remaining married takes work. 
Acquiring a phone is a lot easier than maintaining it. Maintaining a phone entails more 
than buying call credit, it requires trips to phone charging centres in the event of 
electricity cuts, and some areas may require that mobile phone signals have to be 
physically sought. As Wyatt (2005) argues, non-users like Steven are just as important 
in attempting to put into perspective notions of modernity or sophistication, often 
associated with those who own these technologies. Steven can not be said to be 
disadvantaged or located on the periphery. His views towards the phone may not 
necessarily influence socio-technical change as current ‘users’ of mobile phones are 
perhaps doing. But his perspective shows that acquiring the handset is but one step in 
the bigger realm of things, where the various use-requirements the technology is likely 
to demand, like marriage, may require a life-style overhaul.  
 
For most of the farmers, the motivation to acquire a phone was, as Gene mentioned, to 
keep in touch with family and friends. But perhaps the important thing to remember, as 
Steven’s example shows, is that it is not enough to establish that a farmer owns a 
mobile phone, they may own one but how and if they use it is just as or more important, 
as when Steven side steps maintenance demands by using his son’s phone.  
 

The television 
The majority of farmers in Apac and Tororo did not own televisions. The few that had 
them said acquiring access to the different stations was not always a guarantee because 
of electricity load-shedding or poor signal strength. Many of them, however, would 
have wanted to listen to the news and find out what was happening in Uganda and the 
world. In Kampala, television ownership was somewhat more wide-spread. The 
motives behind acquiring a television in the first place were primarily for entertainment 
purposes, and the medium was seen as a catalyst to relaxation at the end of a hard day. 
For example, 35 year old Stella, and 30 year old Vera watch TV for the purpose of 
relaxing. Stella and Vera and several other farmers in Kampala listed watching movies 
as a favourite past time and almost as many also listed listening to the news as an 
important activity with the television. As noted the questions pertaining to information 
sources originally registered less than half of the responses that were later extracted 
from the farmers when direct questions regarding the television as an information 
source for agriculture were posed.  By investigating the reasons behind television 
watching, one acquires an understanding why, out of the 139 positive responses 
towards television ownership in Kampala 66, of these farmers do not acquire 
information from the television. This does not mean they do not have access to the 
technology; their use is just deviant from the presumptions that were behind the current 
research.  
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The radio 
Some of the farmers also said that the radio is a useful companion, but in the process of 
being entertained by the radio, they more often than not acquired information as the 
majority of them tune into community development programmes about farming. The 
radio is also the most popular media and information technology because it offers 
information and news in the farmers’ ethnic languages in all three districts. Further this 
information is contextualised to suit the regions. The selectiveness regarding radio and 
television stations can also be motivated by the farmer’s religious faith. Sarah, Sally, 
Violet, Natalie, Ibrahim, Karen, Simeon, all in Kampala, select Christian or Muslim 
based faith stations. Some of the faith-based stations offer agricultural programmes 
others do not. The radio offers several listening choices in terms of stations but not all 
stations carry agricultural information and some of the choices made by farmers such as 
Ibrahim and Simeon, determine what kind of information is accessed. In Apac and 
Tororo, the choices of radio stations is somewhat limited to the regions language, such 
as Radio Apac and Radio Mambo in Apac and Tororo respectively, however other 
stations from neighbouring districts are accessible due to strong radio signals, and some 
of these also form listening choices based on one’s religious faith. Other farmers, 
particularly in Kampala, are drawn to particular radio stations because of ethnic 
choices. Winnie said, “I listen to CBS in the evenings that is when I have time, I like 
our King, it is his radio I have to promote” (December 19 2008), or Dorothy, 63, “CBS 
has Buganda programmes”, and 44 year old Stanley added to this “CBS is my favourite 
station, it broadcasts in Luganda”, and 56 year old Morris who preferred Radio West 
because “it is in my language Runyankore.”  
 
Not all those who have access to the radio claim to utilise it in relation to agricultural 
practices. For some, like forty year old Fae, whose husband is a lawyer; and who hires 
labourers to do the work for her, media and information technology use is separated 
from farming. She listens to the radio, watches television, reads newspapers and owns a 
mobile phone, but those technologies are not used in relation to agriculture. As I 
mentioned before, the level with which one is involved in the farming also determines 
to what level the media and information technology is integrated into the practice. Fae 
‘owns’ a farm, (she does not refer to herself as a farmer) and that alone distances the 
media and information technologies from the practices of farming for her. Hence 
agriculture as the site of media and information technologies access studies also reveals 
alternate meanings prescribed to the relations and motivations towards accessing the 
technologies. Similarly, 40 year old Mathew also formally employed has access to 
different media and information technologies but these technologies are not necessarily 
in relation to agriculture, which he practices for subsistence purposes. There are 
specific circumstances, however, that also dictate actively seeking access to the radio, at 
least in relation to agriculture, as 38 year old Charlotte, who said she only sought 
information when she had problems with farming. Diana 28, also only listened to the 
radio at night because “that is when we have electricity”. The point I want to emphasise 
here is that access to the radio or any other media and information technology is 
motivated by different personal choices. Even though I was looking at farmers and 
inquiring whether information with regards to farming practices was available from 
media and information technologies, the questions about access expanded and were not 
limited to just agriculture. 
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The newspapers 
An individual’s financial situation as mentioned earlier contributed to when, where, 
and what information was accessed and used. As mentioned earlier, newspapers are an 
important source of information for Ugandans. The price of a daily newspaper, in the 
region of 1000UGx (5 SEK) is prohibitive to most of the farmers. However, it 
transpired during the research from most informants, that friends would pool together, 
buy one newspaper, and share among themselves. It was also very common to borrow 
newspapers from neighbours and friends. Another interesting aspect was the discovery 
of some buying “old” newspapers, at a significantly reduced fee, just to have the 
opportunity to read the news. Particular vendors were known for selling newspapers 
that were a couple of days old. In this situation, time and money are negotiated to 
accommodate accessibility and usability. Those who read old newspapers challenge 
the construction of old news and what constitutes as information according to such 
practices. I also could not help but wonder at their devotion of acquiring old 
newspapers. It appears as if gaining access to the newspapers might in fact be an 
enterprise far more important than actually partaking in the distribution of information.  
 
For example as Mathew said he reads New Vision and the Daily Monitor, stating that it 
“is the only alternative for any educated person” suggesting that access is perhaps 
motivated by one’s social position. This would seem to be confirmed by Sarah, 32: “I 
read New Vision and Daily Monitor, and I understand English! My husband brings 
them home”. Her insistence that she understands English certainly distinguishes her 
from many farmers, for whom newspaper reading may be confined to the local 
language print media. At the same time, 45 year old Leonard did not complete his 
primary school education, and even though he owns a radio, television and a mobile 
phone, all of which inform his farming practices, when asked about the newspapers 
and the internet he responded “I do not have time for newspapers”. If his response is 
combined with his education status, a more revealing reason may be seen. Subscribing 
to a norm of enlightened citizens who are thought to read newspapers, those readers 
who sought old newspapers demonstrated that the very privilege of having access is 
actually worth more than the information itself. But what ever the motivation, 
newspapers form a crucial source of information.  
 

The computer/internet 
Although the internet and computer penetration in Uganda is growing, this is a 
medium predominantly accessed by urban elites, and is on the whole inaccessible to 
majority of Ugandans due to poverty and the costs of seeking the service (Mwesige, 
2004, p. 98). Particular meaning is still mapped onto the computer by the farmers 
which may be a contributing factor to gaining access to the computer. 48 year old, 
Betty for example, regards computers as youthful and this clearly impedes her actively 
seeking access to this medium, as she questions what she can possibly gain from using 
computers. Rita, also 48, said that she “depend[s] on my children to use the computer 
and the internet. I only use it when there is something important I go to the internet 
café”. It is not entirely clear what is regarded as important, but Lydia 38 said that she 
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had used the internet to search for more information about the “send a cow” initiative. 
She too depends on her children to help with access.  
 
For a couple of farmers I met the use of a computer in relation to farming, and perhaps 
also to other aspects of their lives, was motivated by the NGO’s interest in introducing 
the Internet into the farmer’s information sourcing activities. For the farmers the 
intervention work by CEEWA has compelled a different meaning towards the internet 
and its uses, similar to Camilla from Apac, who was also introduced to the Internet 
during a farmer’s exchange visit with another district. Camilla is one of the five 
farmers (as mentioned earlier) in the rural areas who have used the internet with 
regards to their farming, and their access was inspired by the intervention of KIC and 
WOUGNET. 

Reconfiguring access with other resources 
Dutton (2004, p. 36), in reference to Internet and computer use, suggests that access to 
the technology is often times motivated by varying personal choices, some of them 
constructed from a wider, macro-level of influence. Dutton (2004) makes reference to 
ICT specifically the Internet when discussing access as motivated by specific personal 
choices. I find his argument relevant to the current discussion on media and information 
technologies. For example the idea that access to the Internet is tantamount to socio-
economic, sustainable development, may motivate one to acquire a computer with 
internet connection, but the eventual use of the technology or subsequent practices 
around the access and the artefact or service is likely to change as the technology is 
domesticated into everyday life. Or for that matter, the reasons for acquiring a mobile 
phone or a television set are likely to change with time. In this regard, Dutton suggests 
that the motives are important but should not portend continued access. Access should 
be reconfigured, to  
 

Reconfiguring access offers a framework within which it is possible to analyse 
and discuss in a structured way how certain decisions could lead to ICTs opening 
pathways that are more likely to achieve goals set by people, communities, 
governments, and businesses, rather than allowing a technological capability to be 
the dominant force in setting the agenda for change (Dutton, 2004, p. 36 & 113ff).  
 

Dutton’s (2004) suggestion to reconfigure access to suit situated circumstances, allows 
me to acknowledge the agency on the part of the farmer. Interpretive flexibility in my 
study is in line with what Dutton (2004) suggests to be encountered in how access is 
locally understood and reconfigured accordingly. Of particular interest, in line with 
reconfiguring access, is the use of media and information technologies to inform rural 
communities through Music Dance and Drama (MDD). MDD is a classic example of 
access reconfigured, because media and information technologies are involved, but the 
information offered through the mediums is reintroduced to the public in the form of 
musical theatre. However the re-shaping, of access as suggested by Dutton (2004) is 
not so straight forward in reality as it is on paper. Reliance on a technically mediated 
world makes the individual vulnerable to technical whims as illustrated below.  
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Access odyssey 
I-Network introduced me to the Agricultural Rural Research Information Network 
(ARRIN) the MDD programme, and arranged a meeting with Mr Rwangyezi, who 
mentionedthat the ability to spread information to rural communities through media 
and information technologies, in real time, would make a difference to solving 
emergencies that arose for rural farmers such as acquiring help on how to treat a sick 
animal. Access to information through media and information technologies is 
encouraged by a number of NGOs that champion the reliability, speed and availability 
of information for farmers through these technologies. ARRIN, in particular, uses 
music dance and drama (MDD) to communicate various important issues to rural 
communities in Uganda. The dance troupes utilise media and information technologies 
to acquire information, which is then passed onto the communities through MDD. This 
particular method of dissemination (MDD) is effective in several ways. Both men 
women and children come to a musical play, unlike village meetings that tend to 
favour men. Further, the troupes’ MDD performance is interactive because the 
audience is actively included in the unfolding story line. MDD also addresses the 
limited education levels of rural farmers or, as Mr Rwangyezi mentioned to me during 
our interview, “MDD transcends various communication barriers such as social, 
economical, language, etc, and its impact yields a power of its own”.  The point with 
this particular illustration is that with a relatively weak infrastructure particularly in the 
rural areas, MDD is a useful avenue for communicating with these communities. I was 
privy to a performance in Tororo (October 2008) addressing the ripple effect of 
alcoholism on a farming community. The performance gave statistics, consequences 
and solutions to this problem and further demonstrated that alcoholism was a public 
matter that required the intervention of local leaders, friends and family to the victim. 
Alcoholism is a social problem that has acquired much media attention in Uganda, 
particularly for its impact on farming as Uganda’s economic backbone. The audience 
comprised of men, women and children who participated actively in the storyline.  
 
MDD can be read as an effective edutainment medium that further cements the 
importance of having access to the information. The fact that MDD relies on media 
and information technologies also illustrates an interesting how use and access are 
reconfigured to suit the local contexts. Access in this example involves a network of 
actors that are themselves not without their shortcomings. How the dance troupe 
interprets the information obtained through the radio, Internet or television bears 
consequences on the communities’ perception of the social problem. What this 
example illustrates is that access can take various forms, and can not be folded into 
specific categories (cf. Dutton and Helsper, 2007).  
 
The idea of merging media and information technology to MDD in the dissemination 
process was meant to address the barriers the technologies were likely to create for the 
recipients. However: 
 

Where connectivity could be found, the signal was so bad, that we just got noise, 
email arrived as noise. The poor bandwidth negatively impacted the use of a 
multi-media approach. In the cases where the Kampala dance troupe enacted a 
play in response to a particular information need, the [digitally captured] creation 
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required high, reliable band-width for the transmission of information in video 
formats, so as to reach the district and the farmer with the need in time. [We 
wanted to] be able to send video, to send sound, to be able to send posters, emails 
and so on. Hoping that if a picture was sent, it could speak volumes whether 
people are literate or illiterate they could understand the message. But the 
bandwidth could not perform. There was a scale down of activities after the 
attempts to utilise the ICTs to transfer multimedia information across the regions. 
The video taped information drama was then transported physically to the districts 
when information was obtained for whatever need (interview with Mr Rwangyezi, 
25 April, 2008). 

 
Mr Rwangezi talked about ICTs, and in this discussion the focus was on the Internet 
transferring information from Kampala to the farmers from other parts of the country. 
The MDD troupe in Tororo also rely on newspapers as information sources as 
informed by Jessica and the leader of the MDD group who coordinates the programme 
in Tororo. Even though the initial idea was to utilise the Internet the challenges with 
the infrastructure suggested a reconsideration of this information source to incorporate 
video cassettes, printed posters and newspapers. I maintain the ICT acronym as 
informed by Mr Rwangezi and the vision the ARRIN programme had, but today’s 
reality relates to media and information technologies. At this point the interview 
excerpt requires further discussion.  
 
Mr Rwangyezi’s access experience was marred by inadequate bandwidth, which 
forced him (and the programme) to revise the initial vision the MDD programme. The 
“[Kampala] troupe was just a drop in the ocean. We couldn’t cover the whole entire 
country effectively”. To solve this “members of the troupe were sent back to their own 
areas, where they formed other smaller groups which [would] then [be] co-
ordinated/…/ [in Kampala]/…/”. With the existence of the troupes in some rural areas 
in the country, “the only snag left to ensure that it [the programme] would run 
smoothly was the deliverance of information to the regions in real-time”. This meant 
that each troupe across the country would need “information – points-of-presence – 
POPs’”. To help foster the transmission of “information in real time, in the regions, 
ICTs were brought on board”. But the bandwidth could not perform and physically 
transporting the information adversely affected the programme despite the fact that the 
resources all appeared to be in place. The POP I visited in Tororo was equipped with 
computers, a photo copier machine, a television set with a video, a telephone line, but 
the internet connection had never worked according to Jessica, who coordinates the 
ARRIN activities in the district.  Physically transporting the video clips, or other 
information from Kampala is arguably a form of reconfiguring access. However, the 
concept of fast, reliable information dissemination was challenged by one crucial 
factor, inadequate bandwidth.  At the intersection the of access moments with the 
MDD programme the bandwidth emerges as debilitating (cf. Mwesige, 2004, p. 98) to 
the successful transmission of the information despite all other factors being in place. 
Hence to have response-able access, time, adequate bandwidth and perhaps patience to 
a larger scale are access prerequisites (see also Hargittai, 2003, p. 11). 
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What access? 
As a note to the MDD example, I give a personal experience to illustrate the ambiguity 
of access. After my interview with Mr Rwangyezi, the next step was to visit some of 
the districts where the ARRIN project is assisting farmers with information sourcing. I 
visited two districts with the intention of assessing the success of media and 
information technologies with MDD. My visit to the second district in the south of 
Uganda was challenging in a number of ways. It took six months of infrequent phone 
calls and inconsistent emails to finally arrange a meeting with the programme leader in 
the district in the south of Uganda. Three days before my journey, to the district, I 
made several attempts to call Fred, the programme leader, to no avail. On the eve of 
my journey this programme director called and informed me that everything was 
arranged and that he would personally fetch me from an agreed location. The next 
morning, as I made my way to the arranged location using public transport, my contact 
called suggesting I alight from a different location and wait for a friend who would 
offer me a ride to the location where the farmers and dance troupe were supposedly 
waiting for me. The following is an excerpt from my diary of this experience.  
 

I have been on the roadside for what feels like hours, but it’s really been 2 
hours 5 minutes, and I have felt every second of them. This place is isolated 
in terms of transportation! What am I doing here? Where am I going? The 
people in this area greet me cautiously and curiously wonder at my 
presence. They are perhaps also reacting to my cautiousness. I do not speak 
their language they don’t speak mine and yet we are all Ugandans. So we 
smile nervously at each other. I call Fred again and I get the same annoying 
message of lack of network. What am I going to do? There are no buses in 
sight; there are no mini- buses in sight. Can I trust this stranger that just 
pulled up to buy potatoes from a local farmer who is selling by the road 
side? I look up at the thick dark clouds pregnant with rain, and decide to 
approach the gentleman as he negotiates the price for potatoes. He very 
kindly gives me and others a ride all the way to Kampala we just fuel his 
car. Communication barriers can come in all forms, in this case technology, 
and language barriers did not enable effective communication in Kisoro. 
(November 13, 2008) 

 
How the notion of access is constructed irreducibly generates a narrow view of who a 
(non)user is. This also inspires secure feelings both for (non)users, in their positioning 
along the access gradient. Here I was with all this technology to the programme I was 
on my way to visit and, despite having physical, financial and techno-adequacy access, 
the mobile phone was rendered useless due to the circumstances I found myself in. 
The above experience highlights the process-oriented practice of access, one that is 
dependent on multiple matrices that should perpetually intersect to create a moment of 
access. My situation on the road side did not facilitate communication, not because I 
did not possess the individual characterisations of a (Ugandan) mobile phone user 
(techno-physical, and financial access) but because the location is prone to network 
interruptions that rendered no access for me particularly at a moment when it mattered 
most. Hence as one of the nine million Ugandan mobile phone users27 the above 

                                                 
27 http://www.newvision.co.ug/D/9/32/688020 (Accessed July, 2009) 
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experience reveals access as tenuous, processual and situated. For over two hours on 
that road side I was not one of these nine million users. This particular experience, in 
an interesting contrast to the MDD programme ‘users’ who have access, is that as 
much as I was endowed with the physical artefact itself, had the financial resources 
and the knowledge of how to use the mobile phone, I did not have access. This 
example further clarifies that access is relational. My access was equally contingent on 
Fred’s access. The network at the intersection of our ability to connect did not enable 
effective use of the mobile phones. Thinking through this relational aspect of access 
the cultural embeddings in technology relationships becomes evident as illustrated 
below. 

Access in trees (a socio-political process) 
More than two hours after I leave the spot on the road-side, Fred the coordinator 
of this project, calls asking “where are you?” Incensed at what I perceive as a 
rather casual demeanour on Fred’s part considering what I felt was a precarious 
position to be placed in by that road side, I responded in a calm voice that hid my 
turbulent emotions. “I am nearing Kabale, why are you only calling me now”, I 
ask? His voice registers disappointment when I say where I am as he says “my 
friend arrived without you and now I was worried, but the farmers are here, they 
are waiting for you”.  I reply “I was on that road side for what felt like eternity, I 
was calling your phone every second on that road and your phone was switched 
off or no network, it was threatening to rain, I was stuck in the middle of nowhere 
with no possibility of public transport until the next day. Desperate to get out of 
there I hitched a ride with the first car that came by…” Fred interrupts my tirade 
with “Madam, every time I call you I have to climb a tree to get network, even 
now I am in the tree, because the network here is not good…” (Field notes – 
extract November 13, 2008 – Kisoro).   

 
Both Fred and I struggled to communicate with each other because of network 
problems. This network, based on observations in other places both urban and rural, 
rules one’s movements. There are instances where the network enables communication 
or connectivity, and should you get excited and jump up and down or move about in 
response to what you are hearing, your conversation may be interrupted as you move 
out of range. It is not uncommon to receive a phone call and proceed to inform the 
caller “let me move to where there is network”. Climbing trees to gain access 
epitomizes the reality of what mobile phone usage in some places requires of the user. 
In looking for network access, the material dimensions of the phone are that it can not 
possibly function without network, even if you have a fully charged battery and 
enough call credit. Hence the access is available on many levels but comes short on a 
crucial but equally important aspect. To overcome the network deficiencies, hilltops 
and trees often take on a material importance to the workings of mobile phones, radios 
and even laptops with wireless connectivity. As mentioned earlier, the relational aspect 
of access makes evident cultural embeddings in technology as I reflect on here. It is 
important to note, however, that there are cultural restrictions towards who can climb 
trees. Particularly in the southern regions of the country, women are culturally barred 
from climbing trees. In as much as modernity has allowed for some lee-way for 
women towards doing certain things such as owning mobile phones, the same women 
are not exonerated from other cultural restrictions. Particular myths surround the act of 
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climbing trees for women such as becoming barren, or giving birth to deformed 
children (Nyanzi et.al. 2008, p. 6). The tree visualised as symbolically male, should 
only be dominated by men. Further, a woman’s elegance and by extension, her 
(public) womanhood, is in how she can carry herself when she is walking (Informal 
interview, May 2008). When a woman runs outside of recreational activities, this 
causes quite a stir, as women are supposed to walk with regal patience.  
 
Likewise, tree-climbing is not associated with regality. It is rowdy, unruly and no 
woman should be seen engaging in such uncouth activities (Informal Interview May 
2008; see also (Nanyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 128f). But interviews revealed that boys 
who could climb trees could reach the best fruits at the top, saw more of the world and 
could therefore instruct and control women (and other men) accordingly. By projecting 
particular behaviour on what it means to be a lady, society therefore ensures that tree-
climbing remains an exclusively male undertaking. With regards to mobile phone 
access, if men can climb trees to utilise their mobile phones and women can not, this is 
another aspect of the gendered use of technology that is culturally embedded in social 
norms. There are therefore material restrictions to aspects of media and information 
technology use that can ensure women’s fragmented access. The men who climb trees 
to gain network access, and it should be noted that age also dictates which kind of men 
can climb trees, are the ones who acquire information, and can instruct those without 
this kind of material access accordingly. Hence the women may have mobile phones 
but if they can’t climb trees to use them, in areas that require such extreme measures 
the technology is rendered inaccessible. If I had known that I could perhaps climb a 
tree to have the opportunity to speak to Fred, my fear of a public humiliation would 
have paralysed such actions to mere thoughts. The culture around tree-climbing as an 
extended materiality to the working of the mobile phone in some areas in Uganda 
succeeds in strengthening and reproducing conservative gender relations (cf. Ormond, 
1994, p. 47) where a select few men emerge as competent users in light of the cultural 
constructs around the tree. But to further illustrate the context specific circumstances, 
in which women in Africa operate and for that matter their heterogeneity, research on 
mobile phone access and use in Mozambican villages, found that the women there 
climb trees to gain access to mobile phone networks (Macueve et al., 2009, p. 25).  
 
That means that what may be of material importance in one area can be culturally 
prohibitive for access and use purposes for the technology elsewhere. At the 
intersection of the cultural embeddings of the gender and technology relation in this 
example are issues of gender, ethnicity and age. Young, agile, men can climb trees and 
extend their relationship with the mobile phone beyond mere hand-set possession. 
Ethnicity therefore, appears to be a more salient influence on tree climbing in 
producing a particular gender and technology relationship similar to the argument 
raised by Mellström (2009, p. 900) who highlights race as more influential than gender 
in the case of computer science education being dominated by women in Malaysia. 
Similarly one’s ethnicity like race may be more restrictive than their gender. Women 
in the northern parts of the country ride bicycles and it is also rumoured that they 
climb trees. This suggests that the cultural embeddings of gender and technology is 
situated because what permits the relationship in one place may be the very prohibitive 
element in another.  
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Other symbolic aspects projected specifically on the technologies are just as 
prohibitive towards access as the tree is in the previous example. As mentioned in the 
chapter on the farmers in Apac and Tororo, the masculine symbolism that is assigned 
to the media and information technologies such as the radio, at times limits women’s 
access to the technology as illustrated in the following section.   

Access: technologies ownership 
The issue of ownership plays a key role in the evolving relationship that the end user 
develops with that tool. In the rural areas of Uganda, the radio is a very valuable 
communicative tool, as it penetrates some of the most remote corners of the country. 
The radio is also considered ‘user friendly’ due to its ability to communicate various 
messages in the local languages. Uganda, with several ethnic communities and 
languages to match, has endeavoured to address this particular need for the various 
communities. While these efforts are applauded, the radio itself is in the hands of a 
few. ‘Few’ in this context is subjective as it relates not only to statistical 
representations but also gender dimensions. In the case of the rural information access, 
radio ownership is mostly in the hands of the men in the families. My visit to the 
eastern region of the country was particularly illustrative of this point. During one of 
the farmer’s group interviews, the group of farmers had seven men and fifteen women 
farmers present. The seven men dominated the interview process and were also quick 
to defend their positions as well as each other. Discussions relating to the radio 
brought out a flurry of debates, but one woman spoke up saying ‘/…/ [some of] our 
husbands carry the radio when they leave home [flurry of exchanges, some laughter] 
look [pointing towards a male farmer] he has a radio with him now!’ At this stage 
Francis the farmer who had mobilised the group upon my arrival jumped to the 
defence of the farmer, who continued chewing on a piece of grass, unaffected by the 
accusations. Francis commented that men were the heads of the family and therefore 
decision making was solely up to them.  
 
This does not necessarily imply that the women and children do not get the 
opportunity to listen to the radio, but it does bring into question whether they have a 
choice over what to listen to or as one woman farmer during another group interview 
in Apac with a shrug noted ‘the owner [husband] of the radio is the one who decides 
when to listen to the radio and what to listen to’. The same observation of men 
carrying the radios with them when they left home was made in northern Uganda, 
where when the men gathered in groups to share drinks, the radios could be seen on 
the floor between the men’s feet, or located to one side of their seat.  
 
In situations where a substantial number of families live on less than a dollar a day, it 
is not uncommon that the family will have one radio in their possession, as such the 
economic status matters in relation to the relationship developed with technology. The 
man taking the radio with him leaves those who stay home without. During a feedback 
exercise in Apac which involved discussing the results of the research done on rural 
women farmers and their information needs and concerns, the issue of men carrying 
radios away from the home was raised. Mr Oscar, an advocate for good governance, 
explained: ‘you know [chuckling] radio is a kind of pride; yeah /…/ so even if one 
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person wants to go [join his friends for drinks], he can even find that there is already 
one person’s radio on [everyone is listening to], but the rest when they are going 
home, then they will also put it [their radio] on and go. [It is] like they want it [the 
radio] to be with them…’ (June 03 2008).  The male pride is a concept worth 
unfolding. It is a complex set of traits that are not limited to just the radio, but part of 
larger socialisation processes. However the association with the radio is of particular 
interest here. The pride associated with carrying a radio, can be read as an ‘extension, 
an incorporate part, of the [rural] man’ (Mellström, 2003, p. 148). Masculine forms of 
identity are constructed and reinforced through technology. Further, masculinities are 
performed in different ways and some of these forms of expression are aided by 
different technologies (Lie & Sørensen 1996, p. 217ff). The symbolic association with 
the radio can be analysed as ‘an important feature of what it means to be masculine’ 
among these men (Mellström 2003, p. 19 see also similar contestations in Nigerian 
rural men, Comfort and Dada, 2009, p. 45). Within the homosocial gatherings enjoyed 
by these men, the radio as an accompaniment reinforces the men’s positions among 
each other and perhaps outside of these relations. The radio becomes part of their 
masculinity practices and does not only signal a pride of manliness but also implicitly 
limits women’s access to the technology.  
 
In a sense access patterns reproduce or are products of the gendered structures but to 
further complicate the picture are the youth who establish a generational influence 
towards physical access of the radio. Aaron also introduced earlier from Apac speaks 
with an air of exasperation towards the male youth who are fond of carrying the radio 
with them when they leave the home. Similarly 50 year old Harry in Kampala does not 
count the radio as a source of information because “my sons interfere and take the 
radio away” (December 20, 2008). As argued earlier, the generational interference is 
especially noteworthy particularly as the technology acquires a symbolically male 
association. As informed in this section, the experience of carrying the radios can be 
traced to the fathers, and by extension becomes a status symbol for the male youth. 
Crucially such practices promote a particular image of the radio as a masculinised 
commodity.  
 
The intersection of gender and age becomes clear in other access experiences, too, 
particularly with regard to some of the more complex technologies such as the internet 
and the text messaging feature of the mobile phone. The notion of the older Ugandans 
seeking knowledge from the younger citizens with reference to information from 
technologies, or for that matter the male youth, who carry the radio away from home, 
destabilises the notion of wisdom in age culture in Uganda. Some of the farmers in 
Apac, Tororo and Kampala, told of incidences where access was actually enhanced 
through the participation of youth. In highlighting the role of the youth in complicating 
access to certain technologies, the fragility and ever revolving nature of this entity 
emerges. But I return to the situations where the youth prove to be helpful for their 
older family members over the next paragraphs.  

Nodes of access 
Access in the ensuing examples can further gain from an intersectional perspective 
where the involvement of indirect access through the help of other human actors 
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enables the transfer of information. Access can be achieved with the assistance of 
others particularly in situations where the user requires the service but is unable to 
individually achieve the task due to various constraints such as lack of technical 
knowledge. Situations such as the one illustrated below consider access as at times 
involving more than one user. Other human actors form part of the network that 
constitutes access, they are/become nodes of access as exemplified here:  
 

Nora’s son has sought a job overseas, and is currently living and working there. 
Nora is a forty five year old mother who runs a retail store in Northern Uganda. 
She does not know how to use the Internet or the computer but speaking through 
the interpreter states “I use it to communicate with my son [overseas] I ask others 
to do it for me.” (August 2008- Apac) 

 
Nora’s experiences with the computer are insightful. Even though I met Nora under 
different circumstances in relation to the current thesis, her experiences are particularly 
perceptive. She constitutes the majority of the rural population, who are considered 
without access to media and information technologies. The physical availability of 
these technologies is fraught with tensions regarding the scarcity of resources, 
insufficient network bandwidth unreliable electricity and the knowledge to use the 
technology, to name a few. Yet despite these obvious constraints Nora acquires regular 
access. What could have been lack of access for Nora, for obvious reasons, is solved 
through the help of “others”. Naturally if these “others” are unavailable then access is 
non existent for Nora. Access tends to largely, be associated between the computer and 
user, between the object (IT) and subject (user). The object (IT) and the subject (user) 
are expected to connect and create a notion of information and communication, 
through the technology to bring about access. This is a rather narrow view of access 
which misses practices like Nora’s and leaves her outside of traditional statistics over 
use and access. When Nora is asked if she has ever used a computer - before in her life 
- she says no. When the question is changed slightly to if she has ever used the 
computer with the help of another individual, this results in a very revealing answer. 
Nora continues to manipulate the access intersection with the addition of a human 
node, who is technically inclined. 
 
Nora’s experiences, in an interesting contrast to mine, stranded on the road side, reveal 
the ambiguity of access. I am one of the 25% mobile phone users in Uganda that have 
access, and yet when it mattered most, access was non-existent. Nora on the other 
hand constitutes the 87% non-internet users in Uganda (Uganda Monitor News paper, 
1 September 2009) and yet she has worked around her (in)abilities and established a 
place among the 13% internet users. Conflating Nora’s example with mine, that is 
interchangeably narrating the use of mobile phone and internet, I demonstrate the 
tautness and paradoxically the elasticity of the construction of access and of statistics 
i.e. of asking the ‘wrong’ and ‘right’ questions.  
 
The following empirical example took place in Kampala where we met a woman 
farmer who greeted us briefly, and then informed us that she had a prior engagement 
and would leave us in the hands of her 21 year old son, Stephen (a student), who was 
attending to the cows when we arrived. Our informant confirmed that her son knew 
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“everything” she knew about farming because she had taught him, “so he can speak 
for me”. As the survey interview with Stephen progressed he revealed to us that “I 
occasionally search for information that can help mom with the cows [particularly] if 
there is something wrong with them, and I come back and inform mom”. Regarding 
the mobile phone Stephen mentions that “mom normally calls her farmer group 
meetings using [her mobile] phone. She also contacts the vet the same way. But 
whenever she needs to SMS; my brother and I have to help her because she does not 
know how to send or open SMSes” (December 22 2008 – Kampala). 
 
The next example introduced below picks up from where the interview with Stephen 
ends as it continues the discussion on nodes of access introduced in this section. Like 
Stephen, who assists his mom in utilising features of the mobile phone otherwise 
inaccessible to her, as well as the internet, the following field note continues the 
analysis of human nodes negotiating the access intersection 
 

Sylvia is a forty-eight year old farmer married to a business man who resides and 
works in Zambia. She is a trained nurse who has always had a passion for 
farming a practice that she is fully engaged in at this period in her life. The radio 
and mobile phone are very useful tools in her farming practices, both of which are 
taken along when she is attending to her chickens, cows, sheep, and goats. She 
says ‘they [radio and mobile phone] are a part of me’. She further states that her 
husband and sons use computers and the Internet very much, and although they 
have encouraged her to pick an interest in it she is afraid. She says that ‘children 
have a different relation with these intelligent machines they aren’t as afraid’. Her 
husband ‘surfs [the Internet] and then communicates to me. As do my sons. (Field 
notes extract December 17, 2008 – Kampala) 

 
That the mobile phone and radio are ‘a part of me’ according to Sylvia, describes a 
very close relationship with the technologies similar perhaps to what previous research 
has referred to as dissolving the boundary between the technology and the user 
(Mellström, 2003, p. 102). The time I spent with Sylvia made this evident. Her mobile 
phone was located in a pocket on her jersey, extracted from this location and replaced 
every time it rang. Further because we are sitting outside the chicken coop, I can also 
hear the radio in the background along with the chickens. This meeting commenced 
just before 8am, and Sylvia was attending to her chickens when I arrived. Sylvia said 
during the interview that the radio provides weather and price information regarding 
her farm produce. The mobile phone is the communicative channel with potential 
customers. The term media and information technology is understood in a ‘broad and 
anthropological sense’ (Lerman, Oldenziel & Mohun, 2003, p. 2) as mentioned in the 
introduction chapter, meaning that Sylvia’s fear of computers does not imply that she 
is necessarily non-technical. This is a similar case as Inga Hansen in Ann Jorunn-
Berg’s, (1994, p. 101) research on the mintel in Norway. Inga Hansen’s had various 
apprehensions towards the new telephone device, some of them embroiled in an 
unpleasant history with the telephone when she was going through a difficult divorce. 
She came to regard herself as somewhat non-technical and yet the discussions around 
her washing machines illustrated a different picture (Jorunn-Berg, 1996). Jorunn-Berg, 
(1996) concludes that women are not necessarily non-technical, it just depends on 
which technology one is talking about (Jorunn-Berg, 1996). Sylvia constructs 
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computer technology as young, and gendered (cf. Mörtberg 1994, p. 139), and this 
association is embedded in how Sylvia ‘defines [herself by], age, /…/ education, work, 
region and of course gender’ (Lerman, Oldenziel & Mohun, 2003, p. 3). But also in 
reference to notions of trustworthiness, the computer is unfamiliar to Sylvia unlike the 
radio and mobile phone. Relegating computer and internet access to her sons and 
husband helps her function around this fear, and still improve her farming.  
 
There are a couple of other dimensions in this field note worth noting. Sylvia as a 
mother, wife, and woman, is afraid of the computer. Her sons and husband are not. She 
distinctly mentions the men in her life as being the ones who provide her with farming 
information from the internet. No mention is made of her daughters. Does male 
technological prowess (cf. Mellström 2003; 2004; Möteberg 1994, p. 139) factor into 
the process of which members of Sylvia’s family are said to use the computer? But my 
fieldwork did not support this analysis completely. Simeon and Oscar in Kampala, 
singled out their sons as assisting them with agricultural information from the internet, 
but Alex did not make this distinction and instead stated that “my children” help him 
access the internet. Angela acknowledged her stubbornness towards the information 
obtained from the radio as being negotiated by her daughter, who listens to the radio 
programmes, takes notes and goes on to inform the mother. Barbara also did not make 
a distinction between her children when she said “they spoil me and do everything for 
me [on the internet]” December 30th 2008 – Kampala. The influential role of the youth 
is acknowledged and noted (cf. Mwesige, 2004, p. 98), but what is perhaps also of 
relevance is that one’s subjective reality is projected onto their gender, generation and 
by extension technology, the latter which becomes a by-product of these very 
subjectivities. Hence the gender and age fears projected onto the technologies in 
question are negotiated by children, internet café attendees, creating the additional 
human nodes vital to the access of others.  

Shared (physical) access  
Sharing mobile phones and radios and newspapers further enhances but also 
complicates access. Maureen’s group in Apac shares one mobile phone among the 
thirty of them. Maureen is one of the ladies shown in the pictures laying bricks. This 
group has successfully negotiated the price for their bricks they produce in bulk. They 
also negotiate the transport price for the truck that comes and collects them. They can 
do all this with out leaving their village because the mobile phone enables them to 
communicate with those who buy bricks. The same group also shares one radio, and 
similar to the other women in the other groups in Apac and Tororo, the radio 
broadcasts to more than one person. Mobile phone sharing is also prevalent in 
Kampala, where, as shown, wives share their husband’s phones, mothers and fathers 
share their children’s phones, mothers wait for their children, grandchildren or 
husband to bring them the newspapers to read (cf. Macueve et al. 2009, p. 27; 
Wakunuma-Zojer and Litho, 2009, p. 119). This shared access usefully grants access 
to those who would otherwise not have it, however the technology can by no means be 
mistaken for a symbol of communal collectiveness. When friends or group members 
wish to use the mobile phone they must arrive with airtime credit and also hope that 
the media and information technology custodian has had the opportunity to fully 
charge the battery. Likewise sharing a radio among friends usually also means that the 
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choice of a station may very well be in the hands of the owner or, in the case of the 
groups in Apac, the custodian. Even within the family setting access has to be 
negotiated and is not a given as noted by the farmers in Tororo, implying that at home, 
media and information technologies sharing may only serve to emphasize “gender 
power differentials” (Wakunuma-Zojer and Litho, 2009, p. 118).  
 
Shared access can also be analysed in the context of media and information 
technologies presupposing each other, when radios, newspapers, and televisions offer 
phone numbers or email addresses as a way of contact for clarification or participation, 
the access is further complicated with the notion that one media and information 
technology access is not always sufficient. When I was in Apac, I attended a couple of 
radio shows, and one of them was when Camilla was giving a presentation on goat 
herding and care, and during the programme, the calls were filtered as we sat in that 
dark, warm room on a hot, April afternoon. Most of the calls and many of the 
questions were cut mid-way to which Camilla would sympathetically add, “no 
airtime”. Access through the additional media and information technology was been 
hindered by the material dimensions of a mobile phone’s workings such as airtime or 
insufficient battery, or even network.  
 
Low radio signals in Apac have added another dimension to radio use, where KIC 
records farmer programmes and makes the weekly trips to the villages and distributes 
recorded cassettes of the programme to the leaders. Similar to people who buy old 
newspapers, this format of recorded shows challenges the perception of old news. To 
negotiate various constraints like missing radio signals, the recorded programme on 
cassette provides access to information where there might have been none. Other ways 
in which farmers reconfigure access can be seen in how the young take an important 
role in enabling access to information for the farmer in question.  

Summary  
The concept of access is for the most part scrutinised as a process involving the user 
and the media and information technology. The mobile phone or the computer is 
considered an empowering technology that one person uses, personally, but access is  
also relational as illustrated in the example with me on the road side, and can not be 
simplified into categories which tend to inhibit, in the separate constructions. In 
building the argument about relational access, that is one’s access is conditional upon 
the other’s access, I argue, that the cultural embeddings of gender and technology 
further gain meaning through this relational prospect. Fred, had to climb a tree to 
contact me, it also helped that I was in an area that had network access. This access 
would not have been possible had not Fred climbed the tree or if it was actually Jessica 
from Tororo who had happened to be in Fred’s position. Hence where access relates to 
access, the cultural embeddings of gender and technology are realised. Media and 
information technologies should enable the ability to communicate, and obtain 
information. How this happens has tended to be irreducibly confined to an individual 
user and their technology. An intersectional analysis highlights the combination of 
social categorical orders of influence that make visible, persuasive but invisible actors. 
Alternatively, subjecting access to the intersectionality lens makes visible the 
complexity of different tier structures such as gender, age, and locality. Access 
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subjected to an intersectional understanding denotes the careful intersection of 
influential matrices that strategically negotiate the intersection to create processal 
moments of Access. In reality the intersection of the access matrices can be a messy 
assemblage (Puar, 2005) and not as structured as the description mentioned alludes. 
However incoherent or disentangled this assemblage may be, the componential 
influence has to be acknowledged.  
 
Communication is a mark of power. The difference between one with communication 
access and one without is configured along relations of power, domination and sub-
ordination. The current analysis has noted access and non-access not as distinct 
discourses but in continuous conference. The theory and practice endorsed along the 
dualized social construction of access carries repercussions on what is considered to be 
media and information technology use. Nora as a case in point does not consider 
herself an internet user and yet she has access to this technology through the help of 
someone else. An intersectional lens on non/access helps to illustrate both concepts as 
processal, situated, negotiated, fragile and layered upon each other. My experiences of 
moments of non-access together with serendipitous access moments from informants 
such as Nora and Sylvia point to the ambiguity of access as a crucial component of 
media and information technology use. The empirical examples given in this chapter, 
although divergent in experiences and technologies, share one common aspect: that 
access was perceived as important to the use of the technologies. Presenting access as 
a concept pervaded by intersectional orders of influence such as age, gender, locality, 
socioeconomy, technology-ownership, network, bandwidth and so on, does not 
absolve users from social complexity, it does open up access as a multi-layered 
construction that can be positively manipulated, but demonstrated by users such as 
Nora.  
 
Critics of intersectionality take issue with the naming of categories, in the process 
fixing their positions. At the same time, intersectionality enables the addition of further 
categories suggesting an open-endedness to the paradigm. The structured illustration 
of cross-road intersections, with a common meeting point intertwined within power 
negotiations, has been criticised as not depicting a rather messy assemblage of reality 
(Puar 2005). Intersections are not always structured or orderly but rather, can be messy 
and erratic. However, a structured visualisation of influential intersecting matrices that 
can be open to further additions of influence helps to see that users such as Nora and 
Sylvia have access advantages. Understanding each access ingredient as vital to 
moments of non/access opens up novel ways of not only considering who a user is, but 
would also facilitate better policies toward media and information technologies 
diffusion processes.     
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CHAPTER 9: RECONSIDERING USE      

Introduction 
In the previous chapter that analysed access, the motivating factors for a farmer to 
seek access illustrated that in some cases, instruments such as radios and televisions 
are acquired for the purpose of entertainment and relaxation. But the same technology 
can prove useful for other information that may be applied in the farming lives. This 
chapter explores the alternate ways in which technologies are being used by the 
farmers. What effect to do the different meanings ascribed to the media and 
information technologies have on the continued use? The designers probably did not 
anticipate that the radio would be appreciated for its masculine symbolic form of 
expression at the same time as mobile phone designers, upon considering battery 
charging experiences or network receptions, did not imagine the climbing of trees. 
 
Similarly in response to the lack of radio signal, new ideas about information delivery 
(real time) are conceived to address the technological short comings. The cassette 
taped radio shows delivered to the farmers villages on a weekly basis illustrate this. 
Users who climb trees to acquire mobile telephony network access also reconfigure 
access to the local circumstances. Lie and Sørensen (1996), illustrate how the 
integration of technology into everyday life, “should be understood as a pervasive 
feature of human societies, [but also as] a part of all activities female as well as male” 
(Lie & Sørensen, 1996, p. 3). Technology is socialised into the lives of the users, and 
this “cultural construct/…/ results in gendered practices” (Lie & Sørensen, 1996, p. 3). 
In other words “[t]echnology becomes an actant imposing its programmes of action on 
its users/…/actual practice can deviate from the assigned programme of action. 
Interpretive flexibility does provide entry points for users to renegotiate the use of the 
artefact” (Wajcman, 2004). Or put differently, “Such technologies are not simply 
material artefacts – they incorporate a cultural baggage that ‘scripts’ how they might 
be used” (Michael, 2006, p. 33). 
 
The reciprocity between society and technology is underscored particularly through 
the opportunities interpretive flexibility provides with the technology. This suggests 
that in response to negotiating use and meaning of a technology, users of technology 
can not be regarded as passive recipients of technology (Oudshoorn and Pinch, 2005). 
This chapter therefore commences with a discussion of some of the symbolic ways in 
which technologies are being used. It then discusses the context of mobile phone use 
in Uganda and how various measures have been adopted to the circumstances 
confronting the farmers. I then take up some ways in which technology may be 
regarded as subversive to cultural norms. The chapter concludes with a look at some of 
the use-technology relationships that exist.  
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Symbolic Use 
The practices surrounding the use of media and information technologies such as 
radios or mobile phones among the farmers are integrated into culturally-symbolic 
images of local masculine and feminine expressions.  Under various circumstances, 
both men and women are known to carry radios into the public space, however 
adhering to entirely different rules.  
 
The reader is asked to recall the norms surrounding drum beating that are territorised 
by men. It is problematic to compare radios and drums, but the current argument 
focuses on the practices surrounding both artefacts to hazard particular inferences. It 
might also be helpful to note that drum beating is not an exercise only in Uganda’s 
history, but is practiced even today. Nannyonga-Tamusuza (2005, p. 127f) 
illustratively argues that drum beating, as an inherently male undertaking, is one of the 
ways men guard their social positions as well as restrict women’s equal participation. 
Among the Baganda the drum is a powerful instrument, “central to self-identification”, 
as each clan identifies with a specific drumbeat. When clan meetings or other forms of 
gatherings are called, beating the drum is done by men, and by extension, it is men 
who are most likely to respond to the call, because they are the clan and family heads. 
Beating the drum is a very public undertaking, and although it may belong to just one 
individual, meaning that parts of the private sphere filter into the public domain, the 
public sound all the same enables in unison masculine and clan expressions. Similarly 
the radio, visibly displayed in public by men as a private property, carries with it 
aspects of the private sphere which I argue is the very point for this undertaking. 
Domestic gender relations innately embroiled in power negotiations are visibly 
expressed with the radio, as the man parades his radio publicly he also displays of his 
position as a head in his family, particularly as not all farming families can afford 
more than one radio. This form of use so inherently pervasive in both rural and urban 
spheres, serves to symbolically infer the radio as an intrinsically masculine 
technology. Similarly drum beating, barred from women even today, enables men to 
guard their space, and to reinforce the drum as a socially masculine symbol, because 
women who defy the social order of drum beating are labelled as “manly-females”, 
(Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005, p. 140fff).  
 
However women can also be found in market places listening to personal radios. Even 
those who set up temporary trading stations by the road sides, selling perishables 
often have a radio in their possession as they go about their day. My experiences 
among the market women in both the northern and southern districts, troubles the 
assertion that public radio carrying is an exclusively male practice. As shown in the 
picture on the next page, visuals such as these are especially common among the 
market women whose media and information technologies form an integral part of 
their daily lives, not just as social communication tools but also in a practical business 
sense. To clarify this point, for example  
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Figure 10: Radio and mobile phone in the market place 
 
the market women in Apac use the radio to source suppliers for their market goods 
which they sell. That is they go on air, and announce that any farmer with specific 
products for sell should call a particular number. The practices engaged with public 
radio carrying are somewhat different for women, which further cements the artefact 
as male. Women do not carry their radios or mobile phones openly; rather the media 
and information technologies are safely and for that matter privately carried in 
(hand)bags to the women’s work place. Similar to the argument put forth by Robert 
Morell’s discussion on the public space in South Africa being hostile towards women, 
the women are vulnerable in the (Ugandan) public sphere (cf. Mellstrom, 2009, p. 
129), and the woman negotiating the public space, must adhere to certain measures 
because to be openly seen carrying a mobile phone or a radio, renders an already 
vulnerable situation, hostile, in an environment that is publicly “male dominated” 
(Mellström, 2009, p. 129). Hence radios, mobile phones are carried in bags, or for that 
matter mobile phones are hidden within the layers of clothing women most are often 
encumbered with, from the prying eyes of the public. For the women, therefore, their 
relationships with technology remain private (inside bags) until they reach their 
destination where assembled in a group they can actively engage with the media and 
information technologies. Technology use as expressed in this paragraph, “succeeds 
in exposing core values in culture (Lie, 2003, p. 23) that of men dominating both the 
public and the private spheres. 
  
Mobile phones that should ring at any moment are not beyond being extracted from 
their hiding place by both men and women, however for the women these practices are 
interlaced with the supposition that they are, for the most part, not showing off in their 
use of the technologies, as the men do because to do so endangers them. These 
practices can be related to beating the drum. It can be argued that as long as women 
fear beating the drum, the radio and for that matter, the drum outwardly retain a 
masculine symbolism, and both men and women sustain this order through how they 
engage with these instruments publicly.  
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Listening to the radio, the market women and the farmers for that matter, hinted 
towards the radio being a good companion to take away what they characterised as 
boredom in their daily work. Most farmers in Kampala engage in solitary farm 
projects. There is little or no form of communal farming by the urban farmers, each 
family or each farmer is involved in their own activities. Family members are 
collectively engaged in the family farming enterprise and help each other with the 
digging and animal husbandry. For the greater part, however, when the spouse (who 
may be employed elsewhere) and children are at school, tending the garden is an 
individual pursuit. For these farmers carrying a radio with them into their gardens  
curbs the void created by digging alone in the field. When the farmers were therefore 
asked what the radio meant for them, many of them responded “Radio emalako 
ekiwubalo” meaning the radio deflects a silent and lonely pursuit.  Hence even though 
the farmers claimed to listen to the radio everyday, one could deduce that their 
listening patterns were not necessarily for the purpose of acquiring information, but 
rather to have some noise when in the garden. This can help explain why, of the 242 
urban farmers noted in this study, 90 percent own radios and this percentage does not 
correspond with the 69 percent who claim to get agricultural information from the 
radio. In this case, reconciling the radio to being an information source is a selective 
use practice as illustrated below.  
 

 
Figure 11: Radio in maize field 

 
This is Christopher’s radio, snuggled in his maize field playing in the background 
as he goes about weeding and pruning the bushes in his field. I hear the radio 
before I see it. He is listening to CBS a local station, and at 9.16am when this 
picture was taken, the news was just ending. ICTs are following the farmer into 
the garden, field.  (Field notes December 17th 2008 – Kampala)  
 

I scribbled these observations as we negotiated with Christopher to allow us to 
interview him. I was excited to discover the radio tucked between two maize stocks, 
and could not help but observe the seamlessness between agriculture, farmer and 
media and information technology. Seeing the radio in the garden I automatically 
made assumptions that the farmer, the radio and agriculture would be synchronic that 
is the radio was there to give Christopher information regarding his farming practices. 
However this seamlessness is situated. When Christopher was asked to list his 
information channels, despite the fact that the radio was there playing in the 
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background, he did not highlight it as an information source. Hence despite the fact 
that he is one of the 87% of radio listeners in Kampala, this listening subjected to 
scrutiny shows the meaning mapped onto the radio as that of companionship with the 
technology. The relationship with the radio is such that it assists the farmer to perform 
his duties which might be tedious without the presence of the radio. The farmers have 
a different relationship with the radio that works for them, it may not serve as an 
information source all the time but it does decrease the monotony of the job.  
 
Similarly the television is also first and foremost identified for its entertainment value. 
Besides listing to the news, the farmers also list movies and music shows as their 
favourite pastimes on the television. Perhaps the idea of companionship or 
entertainment associated with radios and televisions, or the mobile phone as a device 
to keep in touch with family and friends, also deters the sense of trustworthiness that 
seemed prevalent in the farmer’s comments, as illustrated in the chapter on 
trustworthiness. In the next section the use patterns in relation to trustworthiness are 
analysed.  

Use (trustworthiness)  
Various markers are mangled within the notion of negotiating use. For example with 
regards to the mobile phone, (in Kampala) even though it was identified as a helpful 
device for contacting customers, or the veterinary doctors, or fellow farmers, for the 
most part the farmers use the mobile phone to contact other individuals with whom a 
relationship has already been established. Even when farmers do not know the 
number of a vet or know of a vet, they tend to call friends and acquaintances who will 
give them this information. Information orienting from the mobile phone is useful if it 
is sourced from an individual already known to the farmer. In Apac and Tororo the 
situation was somewhat different. The groups are known to share a mobile phone, a 
radio and on some rare occasions the newspapers. The sixteenth group in Apac noted 
that often times they would acquire a buyer’s contact via radio or newspapers and the 
mobile phone was useful for contacting the number supplied. The other groups in 
Apac mentioned similar scenarios, where Maureen’s group, which had learned that 
pigeon peas were a crop well sought after in the neighbouring district, had also used 
the mobile phone to call and inform potential buyers with whom they had no prior 
relations. One can argue that the difference is in the fact that the farmers in Kampala 
operate on an individual basis and that it is important for them to only make contact 
with people they know, perhaps to guard themselves against unscrupulous dealers. 
The women or groups in Tororo and Apac who use the phone collectively, 
particularly with regards to their farming practices, gain strength in their numbers.  
 
To further the argument that media and information technology use hinges on 
trustworthiness, recall Angela, the farmer in Kampala who mentioned that media and 
information technologies could not be relied upon as they did not always work, and 
Grace and her husband from Apac who spoke about the struggle they face when it 
comes to charging the mobile phone at the solar charging institutions in their village. 
Searching for a centre where to charge one’s phone, as mentioned earlier, costs both 
money and time. There are rumours that the centres have been know to ‘steal’ their 
phones, that is you may return to collect your phone and will duly be informed that 
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some stranger came while the centre attendee was in the back of the charging booth, 
and the phone was stolen. Secondly the farmers also mentioned that a good battery 
can be swapped by the charging centres, giving the mobile phone owner a bad battery 
that will require more frequent re-charge exercises, which is especially helpful for a 
business that wants to stay afloat. 
 
The reality of mobile phone use28 
The number of phones that are brought to a charging centre ranges anywhere from 4 
to 70 phones a day according to the centre owners interviewed. The reasons why 
people bring their phones to charge at these centres are that some homes have 
unstable electricity at home, other simply do not have electricity. The phone charging 
centres also mentioned that regular clients also said their charging systems at home 
were faulty. Other mobile phone owners did not own chargers for whatever reason, 
and could therefore come to the charging centre and have their mobile phone battery 
charged. Other rather bizarre reasons include the fact that some of the phone charging 
centre clientele claim they are too busy to charge their phones when they go home, 
while others “fear that spouses or family members might answer their phones or read 
their messages, they also fear to lose their memory cards, or exchange batteries if their 
phones are left charging at home. There is an element of mistrust in their homes”. 
 
The point about lack of security in the home can be explained through the Ugandan 
culture of extend family associations, and in some instances even non-relatives who 
do not have anywhere else to go and therefore rely entirely on the family they are 
staying with. Hence the mistrust Roger, one of the phone charging centre owners was 
talking about may not be in relation to the immediate family members but from the 
extended members who can be found in almost every home. The point about lack of 
time to charge at home is in reference to mostly market women or motor cycle taxi 
operators, who work more than sixteen hours a day.  
 
According to the phone charging centres, the majority of their customers are men. 
They are the ones who do not want their family members answering their phones or 
reading their messages. Anne runs her own phone charging centre in Gayaza and 
receives on average 10 mobile phones to charge a day. She shares some of the 
challenges that come with charging and being responsible for other people’s phones 
“one time a customer accused (me) of exchanging her phone battery with a weak one, 
the other day I lost two phones of some very tough looking people who almost 
strangled me!”. Martin also said that “there was a time I had to refund four phones 
when they got lost”. Florence said that “I cant forget the day I had over 100 phones, 
and electricity spent the whole day off, that day I almost failed to raise my taxi fare 
home, There was a time when one customer collected his phone, and came back 
claiming that I had exchanged his battery. I was almost arrested!” Ivy also adds to her 
experiences with charging phones “There was a time I lost a customer's phone who 
really embarrassed me in addition demanding that I replace it. Another time, I was 
charging, but due to unstable electricity supply, many phones got spoilt and I still had 

                                                 
28 This is based on interviews with nine phone charging centres to gain their perspectives on some of these and other issues 
as noted by the farmers. 
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to refund the owners.” I was also informed that the charging centres also keep 
generators or inverters that can be used to continue charging people’s phone’s even 
when there is no electricity. However with respect to the allegations, Roger, Anne, 
Martin and Florence appeared to have been most affected by the loss or damage to 
phones that had been left in their care. It is not clear how the phones can just 
disappear at these charging centres but the owners claim that such incidences do 
happen.  
 
Mobile phone use is therefore embedded in various challenges. The infrastructure has 
definitely created successful businesses for these phone charging places found all over 
the country, however for the user, negotiating the use for the phone requires paying 
regular, sometimes costly visits to the phone charging centres. 
 
The same centres also offer phone calling services, and also according to Roger, on 
average 95-125 callers frequent his booth to make calls every three days. He charges 
200/= (1 SEK) for 59 seconds, and further notes that at “least 70% of the phone booth 
users extract their numbers from their mobile phones. 60% of these are also women”. 
Roger keeps records to which he is able to refer to during the interview. Florence gets 
25 customers a day wishing to use the phone calling services, and the majority of her 
callers she claims are women. Martin gets 50 callers a day, and he considers that the 
number of those who extract the calling numbers from their mobile phones is the 
same as those who come in with numbers on pieces of paper, or know the number of 
the person they wish to call by heart. Anne said that she gets “15-30 callers a day. 2 
out of 10 have the contact number in their heads, 3 out of 10 from their phones, 5 out 
of 10 come with contacts written on pieces of paper, 7/10 of the callers are women. 
Vincent’s phone charging location is close to the sand depot which is frequented by 
truck drivers passing through, hence almost all 15 callers he gets a day are male truck 
drivers.  
 
In this regard, the location of the business may play an important role in who uses the 
services, however the higher numbers of women who appear to frequent these phone 
charging and calling places suggests that women’s use of the mobile phone may be 
compounded by their financial statuses which means that even when a woman owns a 
phone, its use is further complicated with the need for airtime. It is costly to use a 
mobile phone, so users take their mobile phones and go to the phone booths to call. 
Owning a mobile phone does not equate to typical use practices, instead one’s 
financial situation can determine that the mobile phone will only be used for receiving 
calls or text messages. If the farmer wants to communicate with another person, it is 
cheaper for them to call for 200/= per minute as opposed to almost double that 
amount for the same duration of conversation directly from their mobile phone. Hence 
it would appear that men frequent the phone charging centres to charge their batteries 
to keep their phone use private from their families, but the women mostly use the 
phone calling services, suggesting that they do not necessarily have money to use the 
phone, especially as Roger offers as a way of explanation that “men have phones…” 
Even though he does not finish his sentence his implication is clear. 
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The idea of a mobile phone is for one to be able to call and receive calls regardless of 
location. However mobile phones require airtime credit and battery charging which as 
noted here is a constant struggle for mobile phone users in Uganda. The men who 
prefer to charge their phones are the phone charging centres, struggle with a particular 
private public masculine image. On the one hand their phone use should be kept 
private as such they seek public services away from the prying eyes of the family 
members at home. Women who seek phone calling charges however suggest that even 
though they own the technology their socioeconomic status determines that when they 
want to communicate with others they must seek cheaper alternatives. At the 
intersection of gender and technology, socioeconomic statuses emerge as crucial 
determinants.  
 

The environment of use 
Radios, just like the mobile phones, televisions and computers also require electricity, 
which as shown here is not a service that can be relied upon especially if one’s 
electronic appliances could be damaged by the unstable power outages. Hence for the 
most part radios function on batteries, which are just as expensive as the phone 
charging exercise. Use of the radio is also negotiated through one’s language or ethnic 
orientation as noted by Nancy. The radio gains its meaning through the language on 
air. Therefore one’s location matters in the interest of Uganda’s diverse ethnicities, 
where if one wishes to listen to a radio station in one’s language, acquiring the signal 
most definitely hinges on one’s geographic location.  
 
It is perhaps helpful to pause and engage in a discussion on how “user practices 
trigger material transformations of artefacts” (Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 2008, p. 
961) but also how the material dimension of a technology can preclude the same 
transformations.  The environment within which mobile phones, radios and 
televisions operate requires of the users a highly negotiable social network that also 
determines the practices that surround the technologies. There are layered forms of 
use that intersect to provide a plurality of use experiences all the time, meaning that 
what one experiences one day when using the television does not indicate the next 
day’s events around the artefact. Use is always negotiated in relation to electricity, 
internal transformers, generators, inverters, phone charging centres, batteries. 
Expensive call credit has not deterred mobile phone subscribers from using the 
technology; rather alternate phone use that requires (or brings in a crucial role of the) 
public phone booths intercept a financially difficult position especially for women. 
Using a television set requires the owner to adhere to electricity and broadcasting 
stations, to which the former can be controlled through the assistance of a 
transformer. The transformer therefore shapes and determines the working of a 
television. Prohibitive phone calling charges have also opened up for interpretive 
flexibility that adds to the intersection of use, public phone booths. Clearly this is a 
situation where the user is not a passive participant in the social-material practices of 
the mobile phone, the television or the radio, but an active agent who negotiates the 
rigorous but mutually constitutive practices that surround the workings of the 
artefacts. 
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Technology use subverting cultural norms? 
Sadie Plant (1997) noted how internet use supplied opportunities for users to actively 
negotiate their identities divorced from socially constructed norms and stereotypes. 
Michaelson and Pohl (2001), inspired by Plant’s analysis sought to establish whether 
email based interactions maintained the user’s gender offline relations. They suggest 
that email communication is a very different interactive format in comparison to 
handwritten letters formal or informal. There are also definite hints from African 
researchers that information and communication technologies have assistively 
subverted and continue to do so, culturally infused communication practices. Frere and 
Kiyindou (2009, p. 15) note that “developments not withstanding, there is a concern 
that the technology may be facilitating the erosion of African values…” and although 
the concern is from a somewhat different perspective, these studies identify the 
technology as being at the core of changing communication norms. Such changes can 
be encountered in the short hand communication format ubiquitous in text messaging 
use.  But within the context of the farmers, some of these differences are overtly 
visible. For example, when we met Francis at his home, he informed us that the 
farmers had been instructed to report for the initial meeting just before 9am when we 
arrived. However the farmers were still digging by the time we arrived, and Francis 
took out his phone and proceeded to bark out a few short words I do not understand 
before hanging up. He continued to chat to Jessica and I while we waited, but every so 
often he pulled out the phone and barks the same words into the device. Because he 
does this often, Jessica always quick to giggle, offers some reflections on how using 
the mobile phone “has changed how we talk to people”: 
 

Those days when phone had just come people used to call and would start 
with all the pleasantries, such as how we greet, which can be long-winded, 
where you ask how one slept how the family is doing first, these cultural 
tidbits translated to the mobile phone when it had just been incorporated into 
our life, however at the end of the day the amount of air time you spend when 
all you need to know was when a visit was imminent, was so much more and 
people couldn’t afford… so the way communication is carried out on the 
phone is very curt and sometimes people just bark out their questions receive 
their responses and then hang up… the phone has altered basic cultural 
communication practices so that people can communicate but at a lower 
cost…but at least people are still communicating … hmmm…such courtesy 
was so luxurious. You must meet face to face and ask how are the children, 
how are the goats … communicating though phone does not allow for cultural 
courtesy especially if this courtesy comes at a fee! If you have time or want 
conversations you buy enough airtime…  
(Commentary from Jessica, October 2008 – Tororo) 

 
Jessica told me that every time Francis pulled out his phone he simply asked the 
person on the other end “where are you, the researchers are already here”, and then he 
hung up. Jessica found the whole thing funny. The cost of using these technologies is 
indeed expensive, but to what extent had technology compromised on social norms. 
One can not afford to be polite when using the mobile phone, because it will cost one 
in terms of money, therefore Francis was not asking but ordering the farmers to hurry 
up whereas, in person he would have been forced to ask politely. The Francis that 
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greets the farmers who trickle in one by one is a lot more polite, and I also hear even 
though I do not understand the entire exchange how long the greeting exercise takes, 
as opposed to the short quick curt words that I heard over the phone. Hence the 
working of the phone is such that social cultural pleasantries so inherent of Ugandan 
people should be dispensed of if one hopes to afford the use of a mobile phone. 
 

Use- relations 
The use relations explored in this chapter pick up from the chapter before that explored 
access constructions. Some of the examples noted previously indicate indirect use of 
media and information technologies with third party involvement which in the final 
analysis also gives meaning to how use is constructed. Children are identified as a 
crucial component in the use of various technologies and the devotion children have 
towards the success of their parent’s ventures is for the good of the entire family 
because this is the only structure on which Ugandans can truly rely on in the absence 
of a welfare state system. Whatever reasons may exist that create forms of resistance 
to some of these technologies for the adult contemporaries, they indirectly open up the 
possibility for children to merge both media and information technologies with 
agriculture, as well as help to bridge the generational gap.  
 
Trustworthiness is another important prerequisite at the intersection of what becomes 
use, especially as noted in chapter 7. Use as a processual concept has at its intersection 
a perpetual matrix of trustworthiness as expressed by the technology. What is regarded 
as knowledge is conditional upon the source, and unless some familiarity can be 
established with that source, otherwise this information is likely pass the receiver by or 
constructed as non-information. The focus groups also revealed the importance of 
trustworthiness and reliability with the media and information technology. The mobile 
phone as a case in point was constructed as perpetuating falsehood. An experience of 
the farmers was that when they relied on the phone the person on the other end could 
lie to them and there was no way they could verify their sincerity. But the interesting 
aspect was in mapping this trait onto the mobile phone and leaving out the deliverer of 
the lie. The concept of trustworthiness is from the user point of view expected to form 
part of the technology’s attributes. Indeed the cultural activities practiced around and 
with the technology are contingent on this aspect. A situation where splintered use of 
the information obtained from the media information technology is contingent upon 
the technology’s ability to evoke attributes such as trust for the user. Technologies 
produce various meanings in the course of their use, and these meanings emanate from 
the practices that have been associated with the technology (Pacey, 2001, p. 84). If the 
mobile phone is relied upon to call a buyer or a vet in times of need and the mobile 
phone fails to deliver upon its expectation, the user becomes despondent and would 
rather physically seek the services in person. Hence as a technology designed to offer 
communication possibilities, if the communication practices are flawed, the 
technology is blamed for its inability to act the way it is expected to. When one 
considers the fact that Uganda has 9 million mobile phone subscribers or users, the 
lateral association is a communications aware nation. This may be the case but the 
ways in which some of these technologies are being used is often hidden behind 
numerical representations such as the 9 million figures. Even though one still 
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constitutes part of the 9 million users at times when it comes to situations that matter 
such as one’s livelihood, the mobile phone may prove to be more of an obstacle than 
assistive especially if it lies.  

Discontinued use 
Nancy treated her banana plant in relation to the message she received through the 
radio and said, “when I lived abroad, I was forced to learn how to use Internet, to 
email and communicate with my children because they stubbornly refused to post me 
letters – when I came home I stopped using computers”.  Nancy is a well educated, 
surprisingly strong woman for her seventy years. She tells me that computers right 
now do not mean anything in her life and that if she wants to talk to her children she 
calls them, “besides they check on me regularly”. Well functioning social systems can 
be disrupted with the introduction of technology (cf. Warschauer, 2003, p. 3). Internet, 
mobile phone use and radios are still regarded as individual pursuits by the farmers. 
Seminars and workshops do not cost the farmer money, and they bring together a 
community that can share ideas. But when using the Internet, the farmers create social 
divisions that could isolate them from others. Like the Irish job seekers who 
abandoned their home computers in favour of the social context of the welfare office 
(Warschauer, 2003, p. 4), Uganda’s farmers who insist on seminars and workshops are 
communicating the desire for a social community.  
 
This thesis has explored the positions media and information technologies have in the 
farmer’s agricultural activities, and illustrated the meanings mapped onto the 
technologies that are available to the farmers. From these meanings, concepts of access 
and use are explored. Similar to the argument raised in the previous chapter, the 
concept of a user is a situated local paradigm. And as Cozzens et al. (2008: 790) have 
noted, meanings and constructions have to be acknowledged in their situated time and 
locale. That is to say, the construction of a user in Uganda can be very different from a 
user encountered in another place. One can not fail to mention some of the local ways 
in which information is packaged and disseminated in areas that are communications 
challenged in terms of physical infrastructure as well as intellectual abilities. Social 
media such as MDD are useful formats for reaching areas that might otherwise remain 
isolated. The forthcoming section presents a discussion of the overall debate presented 
in this thesis. Thereafter conclusions and recommendations for future research will be 
presented.  
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CHAPTER 10: DISCUSSION      

Introduction 
There are various ways in which technology shapes and is shaped by society. The 
cultural environment that confronts and is confronted by technology also establishes 
context specific relations with technology.  The social construction of technology 
perspective argues that technology is not divorced from society but is interlaced with 
various meanings and practices. Feminist Technology Studies (FTS), by 
acknowledging that technology affects and is affected by society, have increased an 
interest in the ways in which gender shapes and is shaped by technology (cf. Berg & 
Lie, 1994; Cockburn, 1985; Lie & SØrensen, 1996; Wajcman, 2004). Building on this 
premise, FTS have been very vocal in emphasising the influence of the cultural terrain 
towards the emergent technology and gender relationship (cf. Faulkner, 2001, Berg & 
Lie, 1994, Bray, 2007, Lagesen, 2007, Mellström, 2009). Of paramount concern 
among FTS is the dualist approach to society and technology, which inadvertently re-
establishes the masculine/technology dualism and feminine as being related to 
sociality (Faulkner, 2007, p. 332). The argument is that masculinity being soldered to 
technology is not necessarily innate, nor are feminine social and technological 
practices inherent. Rather, both are products of their social environment.  
 
From a western perspective the general understanding is that a symbolic masculine 
culture continues to pervade technology undertakings (cf. Mellström, 2009; Johnson, 
2006; Katz et al., 2006; Ogan et al., 2006; Wajcman, 2004; Faulkner, 2001).  Some of 
the work emerging from non-western perspectives has offered alternate views on the 
association of technology with masculinity. For example, studies of why computer 
science education in Malaysia and India attract more women (Kapur, 2010; Lagesen, 
2007; Mellström, 2009), and there is evidence that more women are gaining entry into 
IT industries in Vietnam (Wajcman & Le, 2007). This suggests subversive 
understandings of what continue to be male dominated industries and vocations in 
western perspectives (Cohoon & Aspray, 2006; Lagesen, 2007; Mellström, 2009). The 
studies, however, argue for a cultural understanding of the environment in which 
gender and technology is developing in these regions. Exploring the cultural terrain 
one has to therefore contend with the multiplicity of societies, and as such, an 
intersectional perspective, to which the current study leans, offers a complex reading 
of the different social characteristics that come to intersect with gender to create 
specific technology relations.  
 
The Asian experiences illustrate that women in some cases appear to dominate 
computer sciences, which in the west are male dominated professions (cf. editorial by 
Cohoon and Aspray, 2006; Lagesen, 2007; Mellström, 2009). The same studies 
however reveal that in as much as women appear to be entering previously male 
dominated vocations, the entry does not suggest equality in gender structures 
(Wajcman & Le, 2007) nor does it liberate women from predominantly patriarchal 
cultural norms (Lagesen, 2007). For example, even though the IT industry in Vietnam 
is employing more women, their job descriptions relegate them to less skilled and less 
paid openings such as testing systems, as opposed to their male counterparts who are 
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involved in the actual systems design (Wajcman & Le, 2007).  Clearly gender and 
technology inform each other in these cases. Similarly in this study, the attempt to 
avoid gender binaries by focusing on access to and use of information produced a 
gamut of information sources, and in the process also revealed that the gender and 
technology relationship for the farmers informing this study is culturally embedded.  
Johnson (2006) suggests that it is imperative to illustrate how gender and technology 
shape each other. Blending the cultural perspective into the mix, Johnson further 
mentions that the relationship has to be examined when it occurs as well as when it 
does not. And that the emergent relationship may inadvertently reproduce the same 
structures that exist in society, but understanding the sociological order at play helps to 
recognize the “cultural conceptions, categories, ideas, meanings and notions” which 
may very well be the tools that help towards changing the social inequalities (Johnson, 
2006, p. 5).  In this study, the focus on access to and use of technology reveals that 
relationships with technology reproduce the same gender structures. As such the 
intersectional analysis takes the very route it sought to avoid, of reproducing the 
gender binaries. But the point that is crucial to remember is that there is a relationship 
with technology, and that access to information is being negotiated albeit in complex 
ways. 
 
In this study, focusing on access to and use of information, produced a range of 
information sources, and in the process also revealed the relational aspect of 
information transference. The recipient of the information will only get access to the 
information being delivered if the one delivering information succeeds in getting 
access to this recipient. Taking the mobile phone as a case in point, one’s access to 
using the mobile phone is contingent on the access of the one with whom connectivity 
is sought. Both parties have to acquire access and the socio-cultural negotiations that 
go into acquiring the process of access to access are shaped by and shape among other 
social categories, gender. Johnson (2006) suggests that it is imperative to illustrate 
how gender and technology shape each other. Blending the cultural perspective into 
the mix, Johnson further mentions that the relationship has to be examined when it 
occurs as well as when it does not. And that the emergent relationship may 
inadvertently reproduce the same gender structures that exist in society, but 
understanding the sociological order at play helps to recognize the “cultural 
conceptions, categories, ideas, meanings and notions” which may very well be the 
tools that help towards changing the social inequalities (Johnson, 2006, p. 5).   
 
This study focuses on media and information technologies in Uganda. The more 
popular terminology today is information communication technologies, ICTs. The ICT 
acronym encompasses and acquires different meanings from region to region, and the 
technologies that constitute the ICT often times point towards computers and mobile 
phones (Banda, Okoth and Tetty, 2009, p. 4). Development agencies and efforts have 
tended to blend in televisions and radios as equally important sources of information 
albeit maintaining the distinctions between the radio and computers (cf. Girard, 2003, 
p. vff; Iboudo & del Castello, 2003, p. 40ff; Ramos & Diez, 2003, p. 173ff). This study 
took a more general approach by inquiring from the informants what their information 
sources were. The aim with this was to establish where the farmers who inform this 
study located information communication technologies in their lives. The information 
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sources that surfaced included computers, mobile phones, radios, televisions, 
newspapers, as well as social media such as theatre and arts. The study focused on 
access and use, and it is these entities that were subjected to an intersectional scrutiny 
to identify the various intersecting factors that affect negotiating relations with 
technology. Other information sources, mostly people-oriented, were also identified by 
the farmers. Focusing specifically on the communication technologies, however, it 
became evident that despite considering the practices surrounding access to and use of 
these mediums the ICT acronym might need to be replaced by a terminology that 
encompassed the local situation of information access as it is in Uganda, particularly 
as some of the programmes such as theatre and arts are merged with ICTs in an effort 
to inform local communities.  

Media and information technologies 
Media and information technologies as advocated by Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 
(2008, p. 949) to include “systems that facilitate mediated cultural expression, 
interpersonal interaction and the production and circulation of information goods and 
services” proved to be all encompassing for the purposes of analysing the material in 
this study. The media part in the phrase includes, print media (newspapers, radios and 
television) while the newer digital technologies namely mobile phones and 
computers/internet encompass the information technology (Boczkowski and Lievrouw, 
2008, p. 951ff). The processes of access and use to the media and information 
technologies were scrutinised among Uganda’s farmers in three districts, Kampala, 
Apac and Tororo. Farmers in Uganda operate in a socio-cultural environment in which 
land acquires centre stage. From land relations, specific gender relations emerge that 
structure farming practices within expressions of femininity and masculinity. Land 
ownership is predominantly in the hands of men, while the responsibility of ensuring 
its productivity is left to the women. The men own the farms and the women are the 
farmers, and if this discussion is restricted within this understanding, control over 
resources and productivity of the land are in the hands of the men who own the land. 
As part of the farming practices, information is recognised as crucial for not least 
making informed decisions in a profession that can be risky basing on the fact that 
farming is vulnerable to an unpredictable environment. As such weather forecasts, 
disease outbreaks, and market information should be available on demand for the 
farmer. Media and information technologies are recognised for the ability to provide 
information on demand. However negotiating access, and negotiating use, are wrapped 
in complexities involving both socio-cultural and sociotechnical experiences. This 
means that the media and information technologies influence and are influenced by the 
community. The farming community as expressed operates in an environment in 
which land is at the centre. To what level do these norms filter into media and 
information technology relations among this population? 
 
This study commenced with a general query of how farmers accessed information. 
This approach revealed different forms of information sources and also helped to 
identify where the farmers located media and information technologies in their lives. It 
is through hearing the descriptions pertaining to access as well as observations made, 
that cultural nuances emerged. Such subtleties are not all together evident in the face 
of more obvious, weak, infrastructural frameworks which tend to acquire specific 
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focus in much of the research and debates on media and information technologies in 
developing regions (cf. Chinn & Fairlie, 2010). The current study argues that the 
normal subtle, mundane, cultural ethos is equally pervasive towards the diffusion of 
media and information technologies.  Specifically, what this study shows is the 
cultural embeddings in gender and technology at the point of access and subsequent 
use that determine relational but definitely unequal associations with technology. 
Understanding the sociological order at play may help inform future development 
efforts and policy to dissemination of media and information technologies. The social 
practices that conceive what a technology becomes give meaning to situated gender 
and technology relationships.  
 
Various campaigns encourage the use and adoption of these technologies, and socio-
economic self sustainability continues to prevail as an emerging consequence of using 
these sources for information. For developing countries such as Uganda, research 
about media and information technologies has tended to give specific focus to the 
marginalised or peripheral adopters of media and information technologies, namely 
women (Bakesha, Nakafeero and Okello, 2009; Bantebya Kyomuhendo, 2009, 
Madanda & Mutuwa, 2006). That gender and technology is culturally embedded, is 
perhaps an obvious assertion. However it is useful to analyse the obvious as perhaps a 
greater understanding of particular social patterns may provide caveats for alternative 
views and how to manipulate the norms. In the case of Uganda, a majority of the 
studies on media and information technologies focus on telecentres, internet café 
establishments as well as women’s marginalised positions as already mentioned, and 
patriarchal claims are made towards the gender and technology relations that seem to 
emerge with the media and information technologies (Bakesha, Nakafeero and Okello, 
2009; Bantebya Kyomuhendo, 2009, Madanda & Mutuwa, 2006).  Focusing on one 
group in society inadvertently stabilises the position of the other. In this case men’s 
positions with media and information technologies appear to be pre-ordained, when in 
fact, according to the data presented in the previous chapters illustrate that they are 
similarly involved in negotiating rather fluid positions with technology.  
 
Looking at the varied access forms developed an understanding of how gender and 
other social markers come to be embedded in the technology at the point of access or 
use. This process involves different intersecting factors such as the infrastructure, 
one’s socioeconomic condition, and level of literacy, geographical location, physical 
properties of the technology (materiality), and the institutional influence – service 
providers. These intersections are especially made evident by the relational aspect of 
access and of use. One’s use is conditional upon another’s use. It is through relating 
use upon use that the cultural embeddings become apparent. The concept of 
technology is approached from an anthropological perspective as noted in the 
introduction, and this enables a view of various practices that surround the different 
artefacts. For example the male youth particularly in Apac are fond of carrying the 
family radios with them when they leave home. One has to understand that for some of 
these families the radio is the main source of information and the family may only 
have one in their possession. For the male youth the radio takes on a symbolic 
significance through which they relate with others in society, and it can be argued that 
being seen with the radio is part of the process of expressing their masculinity. In the 
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process, however they limit their female contemporaries (sisters) access to the artefact 
and a specific association with the technology as being inherently masculine emerges. 
In this case the use of the radio by the male youth in relation to the sisters and other 
family’s limited association (use) with the technology, relates the technology to a 
masculine disposition. This relationship however has generational aspects to it that 
qualify the cyclical behaviour of specifically male youth and not female youth carrying 
the radios. The fathers, to whom the male youth look up to, are also known to carry the 
radios with them when they leave home. It is from this practice that the young men 
emulate their own actions and relations with technology. The girls emulate their 
mothers and are raised with values of domesticity, to stay home and assist their 
mothers with the domestic chores. Male children are encouraged to be more 
adventurous (Kiyimba 2005, Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005). The radio emerges as an 
inherently masculine technology to which women may only enjoy limited association.  
 
The forth coming sections begin with a look at the infrastructure and these structures 
determine specific gender practices with technology. Thereafter a specific look at 
some of these structures such as solar power and electricity, are assessed for their role 
in shaping technology relations. The chapter then looks at the politics of place and 
assesses the specific ways in which farmers are doing gender in relation to technology 
and the locations. The next section addresses the influence of one’s socioeconomic 
base before analysing what sharing technologies implies for the relationship with 
technology. The study also encountered farmers who make the conscious decision not 
to acquire some media and information technologies, and their perspectives provide an 
understanding that may be helpful towards informing policy initiatives.  

The infrastructure 
The majority of the communications infrastructure can be found in urban regions in 
Sub-Saharan African cities (cf. James, 2002; 2004). Building on this premise, 
Moolman, Primo, Shackelton (2007), further assert that communications infrastructure is 
a gender issue. Significant gaps exist in terms of having access to adequate 
infrastructure for women who are mostly located in the rural areas with limited 
structures. More men than women are considered to occupy the urban areas, and can 
claim better access privileges to media and information technologies use as well as 
access (Moolman, Primo, Shackelton, 2007). The urban rural distinction upon which 
the gender disparities are made in terms of infrastructure is considered minimal, in this 
research in terms of offering a cultural embedding to gender and technology in relation 
to media and information technologies use and access. It may be helpful to look at 
some of the demographics in the districts that informed this study. According to the 
statistics on Kampala district the only urban district in the country there are 712,900 
women residents as opposed to 646, 200 male (Uganda District Information 
Handbook, 2007, p. 118) yet Mwesige (2004) found in his study of internet café users 
that the average café visitor in Kampala constituted of young, educated, single males. 
In the rural district of Tororo’s there are 200,400 men and 213, 400 women (Uganda 
District Information Handbook, 2007, p. 112) who reside in this districts. While there 
are infrastructure differences between the geographical regions, where Tororo and 
Apac do not offer as fast internet services as in Kampala there is evidence that even 
the telecentres in what are regarded as rural areas are frequented by [male] youth 
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(Dralega, 2009). Emphasis on the obvious gaps is crucial, but as Faulkner’s research 
on some of the subtle ways through social exchange that engineers create specific 
identities as authentic to engineering and others inauthentic, I concede that how 
technology access and use comes to include some while excluding others is often in 
more subtle ways (cf. Faulkner, 2007, p. 331) than perhaps obvious distinctions such 
as there being more or better infrastructure in the urban areas than in the rural areas.  It 
is in these subtleties that one is able to see the cultural embeddings of gender and 
technology.  
 
Reference to infrastructure in terms of the media and information technologies use in 
the current study includes electricity, internet bandwidth, mobile telephony network, 
radio signals-radio broadcasting stations, television signals, television broad casting 
channels, and gaining physical access to the newspapers.  With regards to media and 
information technologies the infrastructure is very much a part of the function-ability 
as it infiltrates every aspect of the workings of the technologies. Inherently part of 
human organisation, infrastructure is anchored within existing frameworks, both social 
and technological and it is a challenge distinguishing it from a device such as a mobile 
phone; that is, until the infrastructure breaks down and then it becomes visible (Star, 
1999, p. 379ff). Challenges with the infrastructure “are built into the very fabric of 
[society]” (Star, 1999, p. 378) and what may be enabling for one person may be a 
barrier for another as illustrated subsequently.  

Network, solar power and electric grid lines 
Mobile telephony use or integration is growing rapidly in Uganda. The number of 
mobile phone subscribers has grown from the 8 million in 2008 when I was doing my 
field work to over 9 million today. While the numbers have in themselves spurred a 
flood of new service providers infiltrating the market on almost a yearly basis, the 
mobile phone subscriber is faced with various challenges when it comes to using the 
mobile phone.  
 
In some areas in Uganda one has to physically search for mobile telephone network. 
Hilltops or trees take on a material importance to the working of the mobile phone. I 
experienced some of the challenges associated with mobile telephony network when I 
was in the rural areas. I went to visit one farmers’ project in the south of the country, 
and due to various mixed messages with the coordinator of the project found my self 
on a road side in a remote village, making every possible attempt to contact him using 
my mobile phone. I learned later that the area is prone to network infrequencies and 
my failure to reach the project could not be blamed on either the coordinator or myself. 
But I also learned that the coordinator climbed a tree every time he wanted to use his 
mobile phone. There are cultural restrictions in parts of the country that do not allow 
women to climb trees particularly in the southern regions. This means that in situations 
where such extreme measures are required for mobile phone use, or access, the 
technology may not be accessible to particular members of society due to cultural 
norms. Tree climbing is associated with unruly behaviour and for a woman to maintain 
her pious nature as inscribed in Ugandan cultures (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005; 
Nyanzi et al., 2008), she should not be seen engaging in actions such as tree climbing. 
The mobile phone in this case becomes associated with young agile men, who can 
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climb trees in search of mobile phone networks. The expectation is that mobile 
network services will improve and there may eventually be no need for “tree” 
interventions, however the cultural implications at this point in time restrict access for 
agile, able-bodied women, older men, and other disadvantaged members in the 
community who may not be able to climb trees.   
 
This particular example illustrates some of the more subtle ways in which technology 
becomes masculine which has little to do with technical expertise (Wajcman, 1991, p. 
144) and more to do with the tree facilitating the encoding of the technology as 
patriarchal (Wajcman, 2004, p. 18). According to Wajcman (2004) patriarchal values 
infiltrate technology relations which may enable control of those who can not climb 
the tree.  Even if other members of society, particularly women know how to use the 
mobile phones, the tree cuts them off from developing an association. Meaning that 
the cultural barrier to tree-climbing enables some men to become technically adept 
which has less to do with technical prowess than with cultural bridges that give 
passage to some men and not to others. As such this example brings attention to 
material cultural enablers such as trees that are part of intersecting influences that 
enable the prevailing masculinity-technology association.  
 
To take two final examples, radios and televisions feature aerials that require 
positioning in some areas in Uganda so that a clear signal is acquired. In chapter 5 I 
introduced the various ways in which television and radio signals have to be adjusted 
for the radio and television to work with minimum static. My observations also point 
to the fact that when the radio and television aerials require adjusting to produce a 
clear sound or visual, the parents have a tendency to call upon the young boys to do 
the task. This trend produces the boys as technically competent. The radio or television 
aerials are manipulated until the aerials gain access to a signal, it is upon acquiring this 
signal that the televisions and radios begin to function, and the one who has succeeded 
in making this contact, is regarded as technically competent. To observe the various 
practices and relations that are embroiled in infrastructure negotiations, makes evident 
how deeply embedded these gendered structures are in the workings of the 
technologies.  

The geography of location 
It is also important to consider how men and women do gender, when relating with 
technology, and how the ‘doing’ is inspired by the socially arranged differences. How 
does the environment hold them accountable? Take the example of men who carry the 
radios with them when they leave the home. For the average home that has one radio 
per family this means that those at home are left without a radio. The men, who carry 
the family radios with them, carry their private lives with them into the public sphere 
(location or place away from the home) and communicate various messages that 
reinforce their positions in society as the family heads. Similarly with the mobile 
phones’ small attaché cases fastened onto the belt of the pants make visible the fact 
that the men are carrying mobile phones. Contemplating this notion however, I was 
struck by the fact that women too carry their mobile phones with them when they 
leave the home. Some market women for example also carry radios with them when 
they are going to the market place to do their daily business.  
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The difference however is that the radios and mobile phones are kept or carried in 
(hand) bags, away from the prying eyes of the public. It is only when they reach their 
market stalls that the radios and mobile phones are removed from the bags. To the 
public eye, radios and mobile phones appear as masculine technologies, however the 
women can not be said not to own or use the technologies, and rather their public 
relations with the technologies are more of a private nature (cf. Frissen 1995, p. 93). 
These observations point to some of the subtle ways in which the cultural embeddings 
of gender and technology emerge have not been adequately addressed by prior 
research. As such both men and women reinforce through their actions the various 
social arrangements such as the fact that the public realm remains a masculine domain 
to which women relate or negotiate limited access. Previous studies on African women 
and information and communication technology access and use have focused on 
women’s disadvantaged positions. What they have left out is analysis of the realities in 
which both men and women are negotiating access to the technologies (cf. Poliknov & 
Abramnova, 2003, Primo, 2003; Kole, 2002). Tree climbing may forbid women 
adequate network access and the public sphere may require certain practices of them. 
There is a relationship with technology that is layered in cultural constructs.   

Socioeconomic influence 
The infrastructure with regards to reliable electricity presents a measure of challenges 
for the mobile phone use in all three districts. For example Grace and her husband in 
Apac, own mobile phones but do not have electricity in their home. There are 
institutions close by, such as the hospital, that is powered through solar energy and 
many community members flock there to charge their mobile phones. Grace however 
notes that the people at the institution have a tendency to look down upon some of 
them, and may refuse to offer them the service of charging their mobile phones. In 
response to this Grace and the other farmers may be forced to seek the phone charging 
services in other distant villages. Women who have to seek permission from their 
husbands if they may leave the house may not be able to go in search of phone 
charging services that are located away from the home. It is not clear what criteria the 
hospital staff use to categorise who they offer services to, but as both Grace and her 
husband mentioned this issue, I assume that mobile phone use may be intersecting 
with class distinctions as determined by the hospital staff.  
 
Similarly newspapers as part of the media that inform the farmers are also accessible 
to those who have the financial advantages to acquire them. Several farmers share 
newspapers with their husbands, and often have to wait for the husband to bring the 
newspapers home. Other farmers rely on friends. The women in Apac however 
revealed that the husbands could at times deny them access to the newspapers. In this 
case being tied to the home, as well as relying on the husband’s resources, appears to 
grant women limited access to the newspapers.  
 
Some spouses share mobile phones, but not all approve of the practice, like Bob, in 
Kampala does not approve of spouses sharing phones. He maintains that they should 
respect each other’s privacy. However resources are mostly controlled by the husbands 
who own the farms. If Bob’s wife wants call credit and has to ask the husband for 
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money, this may give Bob control over his wife’s relations with the phone. She may be 
restricted to receiving calls and text messages. What some wives often end up doing is 
frequenting the phone charging centres liberally established all over Kampala, which 
offer phone calling services at a fraction of the price of a mobile phone-to-mobile 
phone call. Women’s socioeconomic status often times leads them to these public 
phone booths as they can not afford the mobile-to-mobile phone charges. Similarly 
everyone at some stage takes their phone for charging at the phone charging centres, as 
victims of electricity load-shedding they may have to turn to these services to have the 
mobile phones charged. It is therefore important to note that through all these 
limitations, innovative ways are being devised to maintain a relationship with 
technology by both men and women.  
 
Two more social categories that my research revealed were civil status and education. 
Not all farmers were married and they faced entirely different situations. Andrew was 
a 25 year old farmer in Kampala, who had not finished primary education. His main 
source of information was the radio, but even his listening patterns were dependant 
upon when he comes home from digging. Gertrude, 23, from Kampala despite having 
a tertiary education and knowing how to read and use the Internet and newspapers she 
has limited access to the media and information technologies, and spends most of her 
time digging so she can earn enough money to sustain herself. Where Andrew’s 
limited education is a hindrance for him, Gertrude has to contend with always being 
regarded as an outsider, as she has struggled to obtain a mainstream job. At the 
intersection of access and use, the relationship with technology is intercepted by 
education, socioeconomic status, as well as the concept of being regarded as foreign. 
Various countries in Sub-Saharan Africa experience migratory patterns and this is a 
group that is often neglected in research on media and information technologies, with 
regards to what these technologies come to mean to the migrants. For example 
Gertrude is especially interested in keeping up with what is happening in her country 
of origin, Congo, but her financial burdens afford her limited relationship with the 
internet, which she so desperately desires.  

Sharing technology 
Farmers in Apac organised in groups, share mobile phones and radios. These groups 
constituted mostly women, and it became apparent specifically through observations 
and discussions of access and use, that the women although they appear to be united 
were in fact heterogeneous. The custodians of the technologies had a level of 
education that other women in the groups did not claim, and they were also 
significantly younger. The first meetings with the women farmers in Apac presented a 
picture of unity, however, as more time was spent with them the differences become 
apparent specifically with relation to technology, as some women had to negotiate 
access to these artefacts through the custodians. Studies have noted that technologies 
appear to create distinctions between the elites who are educated and those who are not 
(Somolu, 2007).  What has been neglected however is the notion that for the most part, 
the younger societal members who were more technically astute (Berg et al., 2005; 
Dralega, 2009) subvert the cultural norms of the older societal members who are 
culturally regarded as being wiser. For example Henrietta, from Apac, 30, was leader 
of a group of 30 women most of whom were in their fifties. Henrietta’s ability to 
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communicate in English and to read the language had created a situation where she 
was in charge of women old enough to be her mother, and the dissentions sometimes 
came through as other group members suggested that the radios and mobile phones 
should be used on a rotational basis and not in the possession of one person. Despite 
these tensions sharing technologies is helping the women keep in touch and acquire 
information that may not have been previously accessible to them.  
 
Similar to the women’s groups that share technologies, where the younger often 
educated women emerge as leaders in a society that reveres its elder contemporaries, 
the youth also form a crucial node in terms of negotiating access and use for their adult 
family members. Ugandans in general adhere to the fact that the older adult 
contemporaries are the epitome of knowledge and wisdom. But media and information 
technologies have begun to disturb this ethos, and instead the adult counterparts are 
relying more and more on the youth to inform them through the media and information 
technologies about the ever changing world. Studies that address youth as crucial in 
the current information era (Dralega, 2009; Dutton, 2004) point the impact that youth 
have on the cultural landscape as noted here. The current study established that youth 
form a crucial component in providing access to and use of various services such as 
the internet, or text messaging feature of the mobile phone. For some adults using 
these features is not possible without the help of their children. The extended 
relationship with some of these technologies suggests that the male youths are the 
main interceptors for technology access for some adults. But this study also found that 
the same youth can be barriers towards access to and use of the same technologies. 
What this study has highlighted is the extended relationship with technologies built 
through the youth while the same youth emulate adult practices which may repeat 
similar relations in the future of technology. But this is an area that could do with more 
studies.  

Non-use 
There are implicit assumptions that technology will improve the lives of those who 
acquire it, that all should gain access to it (Wyatt, 2005) and the urgency that is often 
communicated is such that if one does not acquire media and information technologies 
they will be on the periphery of modernity (Wyatt, 2005). But some of the reasons 
why some members of society choose to not own technology may qualify these 
assumptions.  Steven runs a pig farm with his wife and made the conscious decision 
not to acquire a mobile phone. Steven was especially worried about the maintenance of 
the phone, which he equated to maintaining his wife. The culturally embedded concept 
of a wife is important here, because the Ugandan culture promotes marriage as the 
epitome of social maturity and those who fail to get married will always be regarded 
with a measure of immaturity (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005). In the spirit of 
promoting maturity equated to marriage, very little is mentioned about the actual life 
in marriage. Similarly the campaigns that suggest that everyone should get a mobile 
phone as it will simplify life, do not say very much on the notion of maintaining the 
artefact. Steven comparing the phone to the wife suggests two things, that marriage 
has not turned out as he may have been led to believe, and that even though he can 
afford a phone he would rather not get one, because acquiring it is the easy part 
(Compaine, 2001). Steven’s case needs to be acknowledged for its contribution to how 
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diffusion strategies should proceed because he has valid concerns. As mentioned 
earlier, mobile phone use involves trips to mobile phone charging centres as well as 
actively seeking network access. Considering all these issues is important. Another 
interesting example from my fieldwork was Gilbert, a farmer in Kampala who could 
use the internet and even had access but considered the internet to be foreign and as 
such he has nothing to gain from its use. These perceptions of non-use can usefully 
inform policy and development (cf. Wyatt, 2005). As a follow up to this, studies have 
acknowledged the importance of considering local content, that to have local content 
will determine whether the media and information technologies become anchored in 
the communities or not.  
 
To this end, the chapter that captured the notion of trustworthiness in relation to media 
and information technologies illustrates this point, where specific radio stations are 
selected over others, and newspapers are selected over others. The internet considered 
to only give foreign news tends to be largely invisible in the farmer’s life. It is 
therefore interesting to note how ‘new’ media and information technologies are 
supplementing the local, traditional mediums such as theatre and arts, which is a useful 
form of informing communities with various challenges such as little or no 
infrastructure as well as low-literacy levels. The perspective of interpretive flexibility 
emerges as crucial. If technologies are to be appropriated into a community they have 
to be flexible to the specificities of the landscape. It is also here that allusions of 
trustworthiness towards the information content that the technology provides manifest. 
If the farmer can not relate the information to their reality, more often than not, the 
source is regarded with a measure of mistrust.  
 
The other important feature in use that emanated during the research is how one media 
and information technology tended to presume the use of another. For example radio 
stations supply phone numbers encouraging farmers to call in. Newspapers offer email 
addresses and phone numbers for farmers to email as well as call. The challenge 
comes about in that one media and information technology may prove insufficient for 
the farmer to acquire adequate information. Past research has paid scant attention to 
this perspective, where perhaps the more informed one hopes to get the more demand 
there may be for more or extra technologies. This is an aspect that may benefit from 
future research, in terms of analysing the different chains that eventually formulate 
information. The question would be how many media and information technologies 
may it take to acquire information, at which stage does an individual experience the 
barrier and how do they over come it?  

Summary 
Feminist technology studies by calling attention to the impact of the cultural terrain on 
technology studies inspire the understanding that technology is shaped by gender, 
ethnicity, race, age, class and various social arrangements that are unique to the 
community in question. The view that gender as well as technology intersect with 
other social characteristics such as race and age, call for an analysis that takes into 
consideration these layers of influences. The cultural nuances charged with power 
dynamics infiltrate relations with technology. I commenced with a specific look at 
access and use, and this unleashed various information sources for the farmers in this 
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study. In the process it also enabled an analysis of where technologies are located in 
the lives of the farmers. The understanding is that the infrastructure is still developing 
and relations with technology are fraught with various challenges which do not always 
make the technologies visible in the farmer’s day to day relations. Negotiating these 
challenges specifically access to and use of media and information technologies 
reveals the cultural embeddings of gender and technology intersecting with several 
other factors such as age, socioeconomic status, literacy levels, and marital status. This 
is made all the more visible when contemplating access in relation to another’s access. 
One can not contemplate one’s limited access or use of a media and information 
technology, without considering the impact the other’s access relations that create this 
limit.  
 
While making visible the complexities regarding access to and use of media and 
information technologies, specifically the role of the infrastructure in terms of 
determining the kind of relationship a farmer will have with technology, subtle 
nuances that highlight the cultural embeddings of gender and technology in relation to 
negotiating access and use become evident. This thesis argues that these subtle 
nuances are crucial for the future of the technology diffusion and need to be 
acknowledged along side with the development of infrastructural issues. Uganda’s 
policy on information and communication technologies does not name specific 
instruments as mentioned in the introduction  and is mostly concerned with building 
the infrastructure and ensuring what is referred to as universal access which is in it self 
extremely crucial. Because this study was situated in the agricultural sector a look at 
the policy on agriculture also reveals that focus is mostly on the industry and ways in 
which it can be improved, and as such seems rather distant from the farmer who 
constitutes the very sector. Gender in the same agricultural policy appears to be a 
synonym for women, as attempts are being made to address the women’s peculiar 
needs.  These policy documents by giving specific focus to particularly challenging 
facts, appear to neglect other sectors which are equally important.  
 
As technology and communications infrastructure development continues to gain 
momentum in various developing regions, some of the obvious constraints identified 
such as low or non-existent electricity, internet bandwidth, radio signal strength, and 
other infrastructural dilemmas may gradually cease to be a challenge.  For the African 
continent that has been identified as the least developed in terms of communications 
infrastructure, majority of the research that continues to focus on this position still 
focuses on connectivity issues and addresses the statistical representations as a way of 
gauging the progression of the continent see as an example the 2009 International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU) report29 (see also Milne, 2006). ITU has also 
advocated for more studies that illustrate the actual use of media and information 
technologies, and to what extent their use can be related to socioeconomic progression. 
As such studies addressing the social consequences of the technologies have begun to 
emerge that have identified various internal gaps such as rural/urban, men/women, 
literate/illiterate, young/old to name a few. The current study has endeavoured to 
collapse all these components and not commence with binaries by focusing on access 

                                                 
29 www.itu.int/net/pressoffice/backgrounders/general/pdf/5.pdf (30 October 2010)  
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to and use of media and information technologies. This route has revealed how 
relations with technology are socio-culturally charged with intersecting levels of 
influences. The different factors influencing the relationship with technology become 
evident when access to and use of the technology are scrutinised. I do demonstrate that 
various strategies are being devised to disseminate information nationally, and that 
media and information technologies, albeit embroiled in complex processes and 
practices involving use and access, do count.  
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CHAPTER 11: CONCLUDING REMARKS     
There can little doubt that access to and use of media and information technologies 
create an impact in communities. The majority of previous work done has given 
specific focus to particular technologies such as computers and internet (similar 
arguments raised by Banda, Okoth & Tetty, 2009) or focused on telecentres that offer 
such services, in order to gain an understanding of the level of impact these 
establishments have on a community.  Connectivity issues or addressing the 
communication infrastructural challenges that most developing regions experience 
have also been of specific focus (Milne, 2006). There is a growing interest however in 
how media and information technologies are being used specifically as access to and 
use of media and information technologies is pegged to socio-economic sustainable 
development (Best & Maier, 2007; Bounermra et al., 1999; Primo, 2003). As one of 
the least penetrated regions in the world, Africa continues to be encouraged to adapt 
the use of media and information technologies.  The current study acknowledges the 
importance of addressing some of the more obvious gaps such as connectivity 
paradigms but equally argues that the subtle, often mundane, inherently socio-cultural 
nuances are an important focus point specifically if the technological advancements 
are to have an impact on the communities targeted.  
 
Limiting the study to Uganda’s farmers, firstly asking what information sources were 
available to them, the goal of my study was to establish the visibility of media and 
information technologies in the lives of the informants of the study. This study differs 
from previous studies in that focusing on access to and use of information in general, 
established where the farmers located media and information technologies in their 
lives. Secondly, relating access to access, in that one’s access depends on another’s 
access, it is from this relational aspect that various intersectional factors become 
evident. That is I can not focus on my access only, I have to acknowledge the one with 
whom connection is being sought as actively engaged in the success of my access.  
 
The perpetual negotiations that occur with the infrastructure tend to segregate some 
community members in terms of using or gaining access to some technologies. My 
work has shown that the cultural environment within which the media and information 
technologies are disseminated is as pervasively influential as the factors regarding 
technical services such as connectivity issues. The farmers were asked how they 
sought access to information, and endeavoured from these responses to establish where 
the farmers located media and information technologies within the various sources 
highlighted. The farmers were also asked if the information sought after assisted 
towards improving their farming practices, and how much of this improvement could 
be attributed to information sourced from media and information technologies. The 
significance of this approach was to gain an understanding to what extent farmers 
relied on media and information technologies with regards to their information needs. 
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Why farmers 
Agriculture is a practice that all Ugandans relate to, and is an inherent part of 
Uganda’s identity. The sector is responsible for the employment of 80 percent of the 
population and at least 90 percent of the country’s exports are agricultural products. 
Agriculture as the country’s economic mainstay is the most important practice for the 
country as a whole. Situating the study among Uganda’s farmers, the aim of this was 
gauge to what level this industry is developing in light of media and information 
technology use and by extension establish the diffusion level of the technologies 
within Uganda’s social fabric. Agriculture is analysed as a social practice therefore 
while technical or scientific differences in farming practices are acknowledged in the 
country’s different regions, the research focused on social relations within farming. 
Even so, farming involves different activities in Uganda such as crop farming, animal 
husbandry, poultry farming, fish farming, horticulture, mushroom farming and 
floriculture. Emphasis was placed on crop and animal farming as these are the most 
prominent and almost every farmer is involved in especially crop production. To what 
level can socioeconomic sustainable development be equated to use of media and 
information technologies?  
 
Uganda is divided into seven regions, which are further demarcated into districts. At 
the time of this data collection, there were 80 registered districts although currently the 
number has increased with further district divisions. The farmers informing this study 
are from Apac in the north, Tororo in the East, and Kampala district which also 
happens to house the country’s capital city, in the central part of the country. 303 
farmers from Apac, 42 farmers in Tororo and 242 farmers in Kampala were involved 
in this research. Different methods were employed during this ethnographic study, and 
were adapted to suit each field site.   
 
I have considered use and access issues against the social context of the farming 
community, making evident that land was at the centre of social arrangements for the 
farmers. Land obviously very crucial within farming practices is also the site where 
social orders specifically gender structures are framed. Land is owned by men and 
cultivated by women, and the ‘supposed’ nurturing characteristic in women is 
extended to making the land productive and failure to do so puts to question the 
woman’s femininity (Nannyonga-Tamusuza, 2005). Men as the land owners over see 
and supervise the activities, and all produce from the land by right belongs to men and 
therefore control resources in the home are also in their hands. The wider society 
supports such structures where land rights are still an issue of contention to date. It was 
therefore important to establish the environment in which the farmers operate that 
confronted and was being confronted by technology before presenting the results. 
Another important thread is the distinction between urban and rural farming. Farmers 
in Kampala are labelled as urban farmers, due to the location of their activities. 
Kampala is the only urban district in the country, and also claims majority of the 
country’s communications infrastructure. The study commenced with experiences in 
the rural areas for several months, before engaging the experiences of the urban 
farmers who have the advantage of the concentrated infrastructure. Urban farming 
however is fraught with various tensions as the practice is not recognised at the 
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national level by the government, and all relations with urban farmers by the 
government are on an informal basis. But Uganda’s decentralised system of 
governance enables districts to establish by-laws that govern each district in line with 
the country’s overall development plans. It is from this caveat that Kampala district 
legalised urban farming in Kampala. The prefix urban is also seen as a challenge for 
the farmers in Kampala for whom various services are inaccessible because 
institutions and organisations fail to take their activities seriously as the city is not 
expected to nurture farming. For example urban farmers struggle to gain credit 
facilities. As such the urban and rural farming distinctions remain important when 
analysing the access to and use of media and information technologies.  

Access to and use of media and information technologies 
My study begun with asking how farmers accessed information, and this opened up 
different sources most of them people-oriented. But of specific interest were the media 
and information technologies. The radio and mobile phone featured prominently 
among all farmers as the most popular sources with regards to farming practices and 
these were often mentioned along with the people-oriented avenues. For example from 
the radio the farmers claimed to receive market information, weather information, crop 
and animal diseases tips, as well as instructions on how to and what to plant. The 
mobile phone was helpful in terms of contacting the veterinary services, potential 
buyers, calling in to radio, or television shows, and news paper columns. Newspapers, 
televisions as well as computers were somewhat less popular as they demand a level of 
literacy that most farmers do not have. Buying one newspaper at 1000UGx (5 SEK) is 
prohibitive to most farmers. Internet and computer access is mostly found at internet 
cafes and community multimedia centres also known as telecentres. The prices 
charged to use this service are also a challenge to the farmers. Not many farmers can 
afford a television set and it was mostly the farmers in Kampala that claimed to own 
TVs. The telecentres in Apac and Tororo may be the place where many farmers gain 
access to televisions. Focusing on access and use revealed socio-cultural negotiations 
with the technologies.  
 
Uganda’s communication infrastructure is still developing and as mentioned earlier 
most of it is concentrated in Kampala. This aspect presents several challenges to the 
farmers who negotiate access to and use of the technologies in various innovative 
ways. Hence by focusing on access and use of media and information technologies, the 
influence of the cultural environment is emphasised, and a culturally embedded 
relationship with technology emerged. For example electricity is scarce in Apac and 
Tororo, and Kampala may claim more stable electricity but is equally vulnerable to 
electricity load-shedding schedules. Hence everyone is susceptible to electricity 
outages and the media and information technologies require adequate electricity to 
function. Various phone charging centres exist all over the country, some use 
generators others rely on inverters, solar power and even electricity. For the farmers in 
Apac and Tororo most of whom do not have electricity in their homes, frequenting 
phone charging centres to charge their mobile phone batteries is part of their use and 
access process. The same phone charging centres offer phone calling services which 
mobile phone subscribers use too. However the study found that because the family 
resources are controlled by the husband, women tend to frequent the cheaper phone 
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calling services more than men. In this example electricity inconsistencies affect all 
farmers, who regardless of gender, class, age or ethnicity, not to mention location may 
at some stage seek the services provided by the public phone booths. The differences 
can be encountered in the additional services sought by more women than men, who 
use the same centres to make phone calls even though they own mobile phones. 
Operating within such an environment mobile phone owners have devised innovative 
ways in which they are using mobile phones.  
 
The significance of this is in acknowledging that media and information technologies 
should be regarded as a cultural activity, which emphasises the different levels of 
influence that affect access and use to these mediums. Often times research focuses on 
connectivity aspects, as such highlighting the statistical representations of the number 
of users in the area of study. This study in as much as it recognises the importance of 
focusing on building the infrastructure, realises that the subtle nuances are equally 
important if the diffusion of media and information technologies is to proceed and 
have equal impact to the entire community. 
 
Acknowledging how both technology and society influence each other specifically as 
in the mobile phone example above, is taken into consideration, makes visible the 
cultural landscape at play and how this controls technology relationships. Feminist 
technology studies which have encouraged focus on the cultural terrain and how this 
impacts the relationships with technology offer an opportunity to consider 
intersections of influence, on the relationships that emerge with technology. In this 
regard if one reconsiders the relationships developed with mobile phones, it becomes 
evident that there are gender aspects which intersect with other factors such as marital 
status, and social economic positions. The current study by focusing on access to and 
use of media and information technologies, brought to question what access is and 
who constitutes a user, through an intersectional lens applied to the gender and 
technology relationship and revealed the ambiguity of both entities.  For example even 
though a wife may own a mobile phone, her use and access to the technology may be 
controlled by her husband who is in charge of the resources in the home.  

Locating media and information technologies 
One of the main research objectives was to establish whether media and information 
technologies featured in the lives of farmers. The other objectives were to recognise 
what social characteristics negotiate access, and how use is conferred. Access to 
internet services and some mobile phone features; for example, emerged as a 
predominantly youthful undertakings. The youth become a crucial node in what may 
become mediated access for the adult contemporaries. Farmers revealed that they 
relied on their children to access the internet, to read and send text messages as all they 
knew how to use on the mobile phone was the call feature. Radio signals and 
television channels have to be constantly sought in some areas, and the responsibility 
of fiddling with the aerials in search of clear signals is more often than not done by 
children especially male children. Some farmers in Kampala admitted the challenges 
they face with the youth hording the television viewing, which meant that they could 
not recall the last time they had seen an agricultural programme on TV. In Apac the 
farmers noted that the male youth were fond of carrying off the only family radio. The 
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youth are important to what becomes access or use of the technologies, and as seen in 
these examples it may be to the benefit of the farmer or it may not. And yet, gender is 
always at play, too. The male youth in Apac who carry the radios with them, in a way 
showing off with friends and others, are able to with the help of the technology express 
not only their youth but masculinity. Their sisters at home who do not engage in 
similar actions, are similarly reinforcing a culturally embedded relationship with the 
radio which emerges as inherently masculine. 
 
The physical properties of the technology also gain meaning as illustrated above when 
signals have to be actively sought or telephones used in trees. Yet they, too, are 
influenced by gender. Such cultural nuances filter into technology relationships where 
specific barriers or bridges are charged with power relations creating distinct 
relationships with technology and in relation to the diffusion of media and information 
technologies in developing countries where practices such as tree climbing sort out 
mobile phone use by age, and gender. By this means, the technology that admits 
various actions to function further highlights the reciprocity between technology and 
society, as well as the understanding that technology is by no means passive in the on-
going negotiations.  

Social organising 
Through the study of technology one can gain perspectives on how society is 
organised (Bray, 2007). The cultural embeddings scholarship of gender and 
technology is gaining momentum and this thesis contributes particularly to the African 
experiences that remain largely underrepresented among non-western perspectives. 
Emphasis on media and information technologies is particularly crucial in the current 
information era, and recognising the subtle inferences while development processes 
are on going is important for an all round development process in countries like 
Uganda.    
 
That the relationship between gender and technology is culturally embedded is perhaps 
an obvious assertion. What this thesis pays attention to is the contribution of the 
functional environment to the development of this relationship. In a country with an 
infrastructure still in the development stages the functional environment is in reference 
to network signals, broadband or electricity. In other words the functional properties of 
a technology hinge upon an enabling environment. How does negotiating this 
environment with the goal of using or gaining access to the technology contribute to 
culturally embedding the relationship between gender and technology? This thesis 
contributes to the understanding that where network signals and electricity supply are 
limited, these baseline functional properties are similar to the end devices such as 
radios, culturally infused which in turn translates to the use or access of the technology 
as being culturally embedded.  
 
Analysing the policy and language used to reference agriculture one can not fail to 
realise that Government and Policy makers have endeavoured to put into place all 
manner of help towards the development of the sector. Several research facilities and 
sub-sectors exist under the ministry of agriculture and the NGOs also recognise the 
importance of farming practices. But I feel that there is greater emphasis on the 
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practice or the sector of agriculture than there is on the farmer themselves. Urban 
agriculture may have been legalised but the farmer has not acquired adequate 
validation. Rural farmers are assisted in all manner of things, but again it is for the 
development of the sector to the unfortunate obscurity of the actors who constitute this 
sector, or who are perhaps taken for granted. In the same vein, this recognition for 
agriculture or farming as the vehicle to development as opposed to the farmers who 
make it possible also filters down to the farmers who if we return to the focus of this 
thesis, do not adequately take into consideration all of government’s efforts such as 
information that is distributed through the media and information technologies, or the 
demonstrations that are given by various stations such as Kawanda.  

Recommendations for future studies 
In recognising media and information technologies as a cultural activity, various 
concepts emerge when access and use are put into focus. The youth qualify as crucial 
nodes in enabling as well as restricting access to and use of media and information 
technologies. There also appear to be reiterated gender structures among the youth that 
pinpoint to reproduce the same culturally embedded gender and technology 
relationship as the adult counterparts. The youth and their involvement requires a 
much deeper understanding for how it can inform what the future of media and 
information technologies relations may look like for Uganda especially in the ever 
developing global relations mediated by information technologies.  
 
The phone charging at calling centres, also provide an interesting and influential 
impact on the innovative ways in which they inform mobile phone practices and may 
benefit from an ethnographic study to establish the social dynamics that occur in these 
places. Similarly the perspective of media and information technologies presupposing 
each other should also be something investigated further. What negotiations take place 
when radio shows or news paper columns supply telephone numbers or email 
addresses suggesting that the reader or listener make contact? In this regard, non-use 
such as that established with Steven and Gilbert who have made the conscious 
decision not to adapt the mobile phone and the internet respectively, provide useful 
perspectives for policy and other development efforts. Finding the Stevens and 
Gilberts who choose not to use some media and information technology may not be 
easy, but a similar approach as adopted in this study, of asking what information 
sources the informant has access to, may be a step in following this line of thought. 
More analyses or studies on technology and materiality may begin to explain further 
realities of media and information technology use, and perhaps communicate the sense 
of urgency to policy and development towards particular issues such as the notion of 
tree climbing.  
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Summarising the argument 
Ugandans identify with agriculture and practices surrounding this vocation are 
illustrative of Uganda’s social fabric. Information is of crucial importance to the 
farming practices, through which the practice continues to thrive. Having access to 
information on demand from the farmers is crucial so that informed decisions can be 
made, and media and information technologies albeit suffused with various challenges 
with regards to their function-ability, are recognised for this prospect. Does IT count? 
Judging from how access and use are constructed, IT definitely counts in situated 
complex ways. It is therefore a challenge to discern sustainable development in light of 
media and information technology use because the ideas originating specifically from 
the multilateral organisations such as the UN and World Bank are understood 
differently in local situations. The farmer who utilises the radio to stave off what 
would otherwise be a tedious boring undertaking, engages with the technology in ways 
that assist his everyday life differently. The husband who takes the radio with him 
when he leaves home, inadvertently limiting the wife’s access, is himself expressing a 
social position that is socio-culturally important to him. Likewise farmers who are 
afraid of media and information technologies such as computers are assisted in this 
position by their children who mediate not only the fear, but the generational gap.  
 
Often data emanating from developing regions depicts media and information technology use 
in terms of numerical representations30. The statistics are themselves useful data for 
identifying gaps and addressing development measures towards those who appear to be 
disadvantaged. The challenge with these undertakings is the one-dimensional view that such 
studies present.  Further media and information technology use is often pegged onto social 
economic sustainable development (cf. Primo 2003, Boafo 2003), particularly for developing 
regions. Although statistics are useful data they eclipse some crucial experiences in this study. 
With specific reference to Uganda, access to and use of media and information technology 
which are predominantly encountered in Kampala are also fraught with various measures. But 
the same challenges are negotiated in very interesting ways. For example Stephen the 21 year 
old student who assists his mother to use the text messaging feature on her mobile phone 
represents an important node in the use of the mobile phone. My main point is that access and 
use are fluid concepts that are perpetually negotiated. Another point to consider is that access 
relies on access, that is one’s access is contingent upon the other’s access, meaning that two 
mobile phone users, may fail to communicate if one party experiences limited access, so that 
even the one with access is equally disadvantaged. This means that those counted as mobile 
phone users or internet users are not in themselves always representative of that number. The 
use of the device in question is subject to an intersecting fusion of structural frameworks, to 
within which user attributes are always negotiable. But IT does count, albeit in complex and 
situated ways.  

                                                 
30  www.itu.int (30 October, 2010) 
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Appendix 1: Focus Group Discussion Questions 
 
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
Urban Agriculture  
Have you found urban agriculture a worthwhile venture? (WHY?) 
 
Is Urban Agriculture gender neutral? Do women have specific farming “preferences” or 
“choices” that differ from men? What is the basis of these differences (if any)? 
 
Is crop production predominant among men or women (or is it gender neutral?)? Which crops 
are popular in this division? 
 
Is animal farming production predominant among men or women (or is it gender neutral?)? 
Which animals are popular in this division? 
 
Gender Labour division 
What are some of the arduous urban farming tasks? 
 
Who is responsible for these tasks? 
 
Is there flexibility with regards to task responsibilities with regards to the above question? 
 
Application of ICTs in Urban Farming 
What do you understand by receiving or accessing information relating to urban agriculture? 
 
What do you consider as information sources relating to urban farming? 
 
(Section D of the questionnaire asked if you have access to information on your agricultural 
practices? (the response was a yes or no (x% of you said no) 
 
Question D4 asked how you access information relating to agriculture and the predominant 
sources of information identified in this division were:  
And yet X many of you claimed access to information through the radio, mobile phone, 
newspapers, Television, and the computer / internet. 
 
Discuss) 
 
Give advantages on the following ICTs with regards to information seeking 
 
The radio 
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The mobile phone 
 
The Computer/Internet 
 
Newspapers 
 
The Television 
 
Give disadvantages on the following ICTs with regards to information seeking 
 
The radio 
 
The mobile phone 
 
The Computer/Internet 
 
Newspapers 
 
The Television 
 
Which ICTs are most preferred by female farmers? (WHY?) 
 
Which ICTs are most preferred by male farmers? (WHY?) 
 
 
ICT Ownership and use 
 
Which ICTs are predominantly in the home? 
 
What are some of the benefits of using these tools for information access? 
 
What hindrances do you face when using these tools for information access? 
 
Would you say that information obtained from these ICTs has been or is relevant to your 
farming practices? 
 
Suggestions towards ICT use development 
 
What recommendations would you make towards strengthening the use of ICTs in urban 
farming information access? 
 
Your time and cooperation is appreciated. 
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Appendix 2 : Questionnaire 
 

A gendered enquiry into the application of ICTs in Urban Agriculture in 
Kampala - Uganda  

 
 
Introduction 
We are a team of researchers from Makerere University, studying the use of ICTs for 
information sourcing and use among urban farmers, with a gender analysis on how access to 
and use of information through ICTs differs among categories of urban farmers.. This study is 
being led by PhD Candidate Caroline Wamala of Luleå University of Technology in Sweden, 
with the support/permission of Kampala City Council. Appreciation is expressed to you the 
respondent(s) for taking time to respond to this questionnaire. The findings in this research are 
intended to strengthen and encourage the use of ICTs for information access among urban 
farmers. All information provided hence forth will be treated with confidentiality.  
 
 
Preliminary information 
Date / Time  
Division  
Parish  
Zone  
Interviewer’s name  
Interviewee’s sequential number of the day  
 
Note to Interviewer: Questions with a (*) should be probed for explanations.  
 
Section A 
 
A.1 Respondent’s name  
A.2 Respondent’s gender 1. Male 2. Female 
A.3 Respondent’s Age  

1. Married/Co-habiting 
2. Divorced/Separated 
3. Never Married 

A.4 Marital Status of Respondent 

4. Widowed 
1. Never attended School 
2. Incomplete primary education 
3. Completed primary education 
4. Incomplete secondary education 
5. O’Level qualification 
6. A’level qualification 
7. Technical diploma qualification 
8. Tertiary education (University / college) 

A.5 Education level  

9. Adult Literacy (Specify)*…………………... 
A.6 What is your mother-tongue?  

1. Male children A.7 Number of dependant children  
2. Female children 
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 Do your children go to school? 1. Yes                          2. no 
A.8 Total number of occupants in the 

home 
1. No. of Males 2. No. of Females 

A.9 Spouse’s Age  
A.10 Spouse’s economic activity*  
A.11 What kind of economic activities 

are you involved in? 
 
 

1. Farming (if involved in only farming, skip 
to A.14) 
2. Formal employment……………………….. 
3. Self-employed entrepreneur………………… 
4. Other (Specify)*..………………………….. 

A.12 Which economic activity would 
you consider to be the most 
important? 

 

A.13 Explain 
 
 

 

A.14 How long have you practiced 
farming in the district 

1. less than 1 year 
2. 1-2 years 
3. 2-5 years 
4. 5-9 years 

      5.   10 years + 
A.15 How long have you lived in this 

area? 
1     less than 1 year 
2    1-2 years 
3    2-5 years 
4    5-9 years 

      5   10 years + 
1. in the home grounds/yard 
2. community shared garden 
3. Un-inhabited locations 

A.16 Where do you conduct your 
farming activities? 

4. Other (specify)……………………. 
A.17 A) If the answer is (farming in 

own home) do you own this 
home? 

1. Yes (Skip to A 20) 
 
2. No 

A.18 If farming is outside of the home 
how far do you have to travel to 
the site? 

1. less than 30mins 
2. 1-2 hours 

      3.   2-3 hours 
1. Have to pay rent to use the land 
2. Loss of crops and animals due to pilferages 
3. Loss of time spent away from home 
4. Offers opportunity to interact with fellow 
farmers 
5. Land is fertile 
6. Land is free 

A.19 What are the implications of 
farming on this site? 
(select as many as appropriate) 

7. Others specify* 
1. Animal husbandry  
2. Crop farming  
3. Floriculture   
4. Bee Keeping 
5. Fruit Orchard  

A.20 What kind of farming activities 
are you involved in? (tick as 
many as applicable) 

6. Fishing 
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7. Poultry farming 
8. Mushroom Farming 
9. other sepecify* 

A.21 How much of your farming is 
subsistence and how much is 
commercial? 

1. Subsistence 2. Commercial 

A.22 Do you have a ready market for 
your farm produce? (tick 
appropriate response) 

2. Yes  
3. No 

Explain (where?) 

A.23 Who looks for the market for 
the farm produce? 

1. Myself 
2. My Spouse 
3. My Spouse and I 
4. Family decision 
5. other* …………… 

 

A.24 What do you think is the size of 
the land where you do your 
farming? 

1. Less than 0.5 acres 
2. 0.5 acres 
3. 1 acre 
4.   1.5 acres 

A.25 How much time is spent on 
farming in a day? 

1.   1 hr a day? 
2.   2 hrs a day? 
3.   4 hrs a day 
4.   Above 4 hrs 

A.26 Do you have any preservation 
methods or techniques in place 
for your farm produce? 

1. Yes (Specify) 
2. No. 

A.27 Why are you involved in urban 
farming? 
(select as appropriate) 

1. food provision for the home 
2. education for the children 
3. income generating activity (for who) 
4. Convenience of doing farming in the 

home.  
5. farming is a hobby 
6. Lack of formal employment 
7. Other……………………. 

 
Urban Agriculture practiced 

Which Crops do you farm? 
 

Which Animals do you farm 

1. Fruits 1. Cattle 
2. Bananas: Matoke, bogoya etc 2. Pigs 
3. Greens/vegetables 3. Goats 
4. Root crops: potatoes (Irish & 
Sweet) 

4. Sheep 

5. Cereals : Rice, Maize, Millet etc 5. Other 
6. Spice growing (Pepper)  
7. Mushroom farming  
8. Flower farming  
9. Tree nursery farming  
10. Legumes (gnuts, Beans)  

B.1 

11. Other specify…………  
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Labour Division / Who are the Urban Farmers? (tick) 
 

Farming 

Husband Wife (Joint responsibility)  Hired 
labour 

Husband & Wife B.2 Who is the main 
farmer in the 
home? (select as 
many as 
appropriate) 

  

Husband, wife  and 
Children 
 

 

 B.3 How much time 
do the other 
members of the 
family spend 
helping in the 
crop farming 
activities 

  

Children (how much time 
& which children help 
most?) 
1.Male -  
2.Female -  

 

 
 
 
  

B.4 Who prepares 
the land for 
farming?/ builds 
cattle pen  
(select as many 
as appropriate) 

  

1. Female children -  
2. Male Children - 

 

 
 
 

B.5 Who harvests the 
produce? 
(select as many 
as appropriate) 

  

1. Female children -  
2. Male Children - 

 

B.6 Who decides 
what crops or 
animals to farm 
(select as many 
as appropriate) 

    

B.17 Who owns the 
land on which 
farming is 
conducted? 

    

 
What type of animal farming are you involved in 
1. Dairy farming 
2. Meat production 
3. Breeding enterprise 

B.8 

4. Other……………. 
 
B.9 Where do the animals graze?  

 
1. Zero grazing 
2. road sides 
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3. Local open fields 
4. Other (specify)………………………………….. 
 

B.10 Where do you rear your farm animals? 
 
1. in the home 
2. other (specify) ………………………………….. 

 
 
Section C  Marketing opportunities: 

1. Less than 500 000 
2. 1M- 2M 
3. 3M-5M 

C.1 * On Average how much 
sales do you get from 
Farming in a season? 

4. Above 10M 
1. Myself 
2. My Spouse 
3. joint decision 

C.2 Who determines how the 
income generated from 
farming is to be used? 

4. other (specify) 
1. ploughed back into the same activity 
2. Used for household requirements 
3. Used for children’s school fees / medical bills 

C.3 How do you use income 
generated from farming?  
( select as many as possible) 

4. Other (specify)* 
 
Section D: Access to Agricultural Information 
D.1 Do you find 

information on your 
agricultural practices? 

1. yes 
2. No 

 

 

D. 2 If yes, what is the 
frequency in which you 
receive the information 

1. Sometimes 
2. Always 
3. Rarely  

 

D.3 In what circumstances 
do you look for 
information? 

1. Market seeking 
2. increase in productivity 
3. Weather changes 
4. Other specify*……………………….. 

D.4 How do you access 
information relating to 
Agriculture? 
(circle as 
appropriate) 

1. Print media: 
brochures, newspapers, 
pamphlets 
2. Radio 
3. Mobile phones 
4. Televisions 
5. Internet/computers 
6. Extension workers 
7. Government 
organisations such as 
NAADs (seminars, 
meetings) 
8. NGOs (seminars, 
meetings) 
9. From fellow farmers 
10. Suppliers of farm 
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inputs 
11. Customers of Farm 
produce 
12. Friends 
13. Farmer’s 
groups(specify) 
14. Local Council 
Leaders 
15. Knowledge through 
experience 

D.5 Through which 
medium would you 
like to receive 
information (select as 
appropriate) 

1.Radio 
2.Television 
3.Mobile phone 
4.Computer/Internet 
5. Newspapers 
6. Seminars and meetings 
7. Local council leaders 
8. Agricultural extension 
workers 
9. Friends/Fellow 
Farmers 
10. Others…………….. 

 

1. Weather/ Climatic 
changes 
2. Market 
prices/information 
3.Pesticides and 
herbicides information – 
where to get it, which 
one to use 
4. crops in seasons 
5. animal diseases in 
season 
6. land fertilisers  
7. hybrid or new 
improved seeds 
Other a) 
          b) 
          c) 

D.6 What information 
would you like to 
receive?  

         d) 

 

 
Section E: Level of ICT use among Urban Farmers 
Radio 
Do you own a radio at home? 1. Yes  2. No  
Do you listen to radio? 1. Yes 2. No 
  Reasons (if no) 
E.1 Availability  

1) neighbour/friend 
2) community halls 
 

1 2 3  
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E.2 Does it function? 
1) yes           2) no 

1 2  

E.3 *Have you listened to 
the radio today? 
1) yes          2) no* 

1 2  

E.4 *Did you listen to the 
radio in the past week? 
1) yes         2) no* 

1 2  

E.5 Access to radio 
1) free to listen to 

any station 
2) require 

permission to 
listen to radio / 
station 

1 2  

E.6 Radio listening times 
1) morning* 
2) Evenings* 
3) All day 
4) Rarely* 

1 2 3 4 (* means capture the reason) 

1) 
2) 
3) 

E.7 Favourite radio stations 
(Rank*) 
(Reason for your 
number choice) 4) 

 

1. The news 
2. drama programmes 
3. political debates 
4. community 
development programmes 
5. Agriculture 
programmes 
6. Religious 
programmes 
7. Music 
8. Announcements 
(death , personal) 

E.8 Programmes listened to 
on Radio 
 

9. other  

 

E.9 Do you get agricultural 
information through the 
radio? 
1) yes*             2) no 

1 2 If yes, which information? 

E.10 How relevant to your 
farm activities is the 
information you get 
from your radio? 

1. Very Relevant 
2. Somewhat 

Relevant 
3. Not Relevant 

Explain 

E.11 Have you ever used the 
radio to advertise your 
agricultural products? 
1) Yes*         2) no* 

1 2 Reasons for your choice 

E.12 Have you ever used the 1 2 1. Personal announcements 
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radio for other 
communication 
1) Yes*         2) no* 

2. death announcements 
3. Radio call in talk shows 

 
Computer Response Reasons 
E.13 Have you ever used a 

computer (directly or 
through someone)? 
1) yes                   2) no* 

1 2  (Reason for your number 
choice) 

(if response is (1), does it 
function?) 
 
 
 
 

E.14 Availability 
1) in the home* 
2) Parish/village 

information / 
library centre 

3) Neighbour/friend 
4) Internet cafes* 

1* 2 3 4* 

(if response is (4) ask 
location of cafes – 
frequency of visits to café?) 
 
 
 

E.15 Access to computer in 
the home 

1) I depend on 
Spouse to help 
me use the 
computer 

2) I depend on 
children to help 
me use computer 

3) I can use the 
computer without 
assistance 

1 2 3  

E.16 How often do you use 
the computer 

1) Once a day 
2) Once a week 
3) fort-nightly 
4) rarely 

  

E.17 What do you normally 
use computer for? 
1) e-mail/internet 
2) data processing / 
record keeping 
 

1 2 (Reason for your number 
choice) 

E.18 Do you own an email 
address? 
1) yes                 2) no 

  

E.19 Do you have access to 
the internet 

 If yes where? 
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1) yes                 2) no 
E.20 Do you have access to 

CDs, DVDs with 
farming information? 

1. Yes 
(if yes, 
where do 
these CDs 
come 
from?) 

2. No 1. I buy them 
2. I borrow them from 
libraries 
3. I get them from seminars 
and meetings  
4. From friends or fellow 
farmers 
5. NGOs 
6. Other 

E:21 Have you ever used the 
computer/internet to 
access agricultural 
information? 
1) yes                 2) no 
 
 
 

 Example / website / how did 
you come to know about the 
availability of this 
information on the internet? 

E.22 How relevant was/is 
information you get from 
the computer to your 
agricultural practices? 

1. Very Relevant 
2. Somewhat 

relevant 
3. Not Relevant 

Explain 

E.23 Have you ever used the 
computer to advertise 
your agricultural 
products?* 
1) yes                 2) no 

 Explain 

 
 
 Television / Visual data Response Reasons 
E.24 Do you watch TV? 1 Yes   2 No  
E.25 Availability 

1) in the home 
2) neighbour / 

friend 
3) community halls 

1 2 3  

E.26 If Television is in the 
home 
Does it function 
1) yes                   2) no 

1 2  

E.27 Access to the Television 
1) Are you free to 

watch what you 
want 

2) Need permission 
to watch / switch 
television 
stations 

1 2  

1 E.28 Favourite Television 
stations 2 

Reason for your number one 
choice  
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3 (Rank)* 
4 

E.29 Times you watch TV?* 
1) Mornings* 
2) Evenings* 
3) All day 
4) rarely* 
5) Other 

 (* Explain your choice) 

E.30 Did you watch TV 
yesterday? 
1) yes 
2) no* 

 If no, why didn’t you? 

E.31 Did you watch TV last 
week? 
1) yes 
2) no* 

 If no, why didn’t you? 

E.32 What are your favourite 
programmes 

1) Soapies / movies 
2) The news 
3) Community 

focus 
programmes 

4) Talk shows 
5) Educational 

programmes 
6) Other 

Reason for your choices 

E.33 Have you ever received 
agricultural information 
through the television? 
1) yes*                    2) no 

* which station? And what kind of information? What 
time and day does it show on TV, Do you watch this 
programme always?  
 
 
 

E.34 How Relevant is/was the 
information you 
receive(d)  

1. Very 
Relevant 

2. Somewhat 
relevant 

3. Not 
Relevant 

Explain 
 
 
 
  

E.35 Does the information 
you receive from the 
television help you in 
your farming activities? 
1) yes *                 2) no* 
 

(if yes* how? Explain).  
 
 
(If no* also explain) 

 
 Newspapers Response Reasons 

1. New Vision 
2. Daily Monitor 

E.36 Which newspapers do 
you read 
(select as many as 3. Bukedde 
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4. Red Pepper 
5. Other 

appropriate) 

6. I don’t read 
newspapers* (Skip to 
Mobile Phones 
section) 
1. Every day 
2. Three times a week 
3. once a week* 

E.37 How often do you read 
these newspapers? 

4. Rarely* 

 

E.38 Do you buy the 
newspapers you read 

1. Yes  2. No* If yes, skip to E. 40) 

1. my spouse brings 
them home 
2. from my friends 
3. from the 
library/internet 

E.39 Where do you read the 
newspapers from? 
(if you don’t buy 
newspapers which 
you read) 

4.other* 

 

E.40 Do you ever get 
information on farming 
from newspapers? 

1. Yes* 2. No If (1*) which newspapers? 
Which day? What type of 
information? 
 
 
 

E.41 How relevant was/is 
the information you 
receive from the 
newspapers to your 
farming practices? 

1. Very Relevant 
2. Somewhat 

relevant 
3. Not relevant 

Explain 

E.42 Have you ever used the 
newspapers to market 
your farm products? 

1. yes 2. no If no, explain 

E.43 Have you ever used the 
newspapers to 
advertise or make a 
public announcement 
outside of your 
farming? 

1. yes 2. no If no, explain 

1. business news 
section 
2. sports pages 
3. local news headlines 
4. International news 
5. features 
6. woman section 

E.44 What do you read in 
the newspapers? 

7.Other 

 

 
 Mobile Phone Responses Reasons 
E.45 Do you own a mobile 

phone  
1. Yes (if 
yes do not 

2. No* 
 

Reasons for not having a 
mobile phone? 
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ask 
51,52&53)

 
 

E.46 Can you read and send 
SMS? 

1. Yes* 2. No If yes (in which language do 
you prefer your SMS to be in?) 
 
 
 

E.47 Do you get information 
on farming through the 
mobile phone?  
(whether phone is 
owned by the 
respondent, or not) 
 

1. Yes 2. No (if yes – explain) (in what form 
does it arrive? Audio or SMS? 
From where? 

E.48 Have you ever used a 
phone to market your 
agricultural products? 
 

1. Yes 2. No 

E.49 Or to seek for other 
information related to 
farming? 

  

If no, explain 

E.50 Was the information 
you received through 
your mobile phone 
relevant? 

1. Very Relevant 
2. Somewhat 

relevant 
3. Not relevant 

Explain 

E.51 Does your Spouse/other 
family members have a 
mobile phone? 
 

1. Yes 2. No If no, explain 

E.52 Do you ever use the 
phone your Spouse 
owns? 
 

1. Yes 2. No If no, explain 

E.53 Does your 
neighbour/friend own a 
mobile phone? 

1. Yes 2. No If no, explain 

E.54 Does your village/ 
Parish have call centres? 
 
 
(Do you use these call 
centres for information 
sourcing on farming?) 

1. Yes 2. No If no, explain 
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Impact of ICTs on Urban Agriculture  
I receive ….of my 
information on 
farming from  
(tick as 
appropriate) 

Less than 
10% 

30-40% 50-60% Above 75% 

The computer     
The radio     
The television     
newspapers     

E.55 

The mobile phone     
 

How long have you 
been using these 
ICTs for 
information on 
Agriculture (tick as 
appropriate) 

Since I 
started 
farming 

Less than a 
year 

1-2 years Above  
5 years 

The computer     
The radio     
The television     
newspapers     

E.56 

The mobile phone     
 

Access to 
information 
through the ICT 
has   
(tick as 
appropriate) 

Computer Radio Mobile 
phone 

Television Newspapers 

improved yields* 
 

     

Improved stock      
Improved pre-
planning stages 

     

Improved market 
accessibility 

     

E.57 

Improved 
income/profit 

     

 
Are you aware of laws and rules governing urban farming? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
 
If yes, 
In what way do they help your farming activities? 
 
In what ways do they hinder your farming activities? 

Thank you for your time: 
Caroline Wamala : 0782206072 
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Appendix 3 – KCC Letter 
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Appendix 4: Distribution of Agriculture 

 
 
 
 






